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PREFACE 
This work was undertaken at the suggestion of 
Professor Stuart Piggott, who kindly offered the 
writer a place in the Department of Prehistoric 
Archaeology, University of Edinburgh, in October 
1957. 
The actual study has of necessity been based 
to a great extent on the typology of bronze and 
gold objects; the continuing lack of knowledge of 
burials, settlements and common pottery in the first 
millenium B.C. remains an unsolved problem. However, 
the distinction of a type of pottery, termed Covesea 
Ware, has provided the first information that may 
enable us to discuss a truly Late Bronze Age culture, 
rather than mere industries, and the appearance of 
gold armlets in varying circumstances, fully docum- 
ented in Appendix ii, provides a hint of a solution 
to the funerary problem. The list of settlement 
sites, Traprain and Jarlshof, remains small, although 
several hut- circles have yielded evidence of Late 
Bronze Age use, and this also opens up a new line of 
pursuit. 
The Late Bronze Age in Scotland has been studied 
on previous occasions, notably by Childe in 1935 and 
1946, but he placed the emphasis on the more unusual 
aspects of the period, such as the settlement at 
Jarlshof. Collections of material were carried out 
by Callander in 1923 and by Henderson in 1938. In 
1931 Miss Benton provided the first hint that the 
Scottish Late Bronze Age was not merely a crude 
reflection of English and Irish technology and typ- 
ology, but unfortunately the effect of her thesis 
was the further confusion of the issue, because of 
the lack of discrimination in pottery definitions. 
Nevertheless, the suggestions advanced in 1931 have 
been substantiated, in a somewhat different form, 
in the present work. 
The method of study employed here included a 
careful re- examination of most of the bronze and 
gold objects, and this has not been without its 
rewards of new information. In practically all cases, 
and wherever possible, former published work and 
reports were followed up and checked, and the 
results, especially with regard to shields, sometimes 
necessitated an entirely new approach. 
The typological studies are based upon the 
English and Irish material, and published work and 
personal inspection of objects from these areas form 
the main field of comparative typology; however, as 
will be seen, the chronological systems employed in 
England and Ireland have not been used or adapted, 
because of the unique position of Scotland in the 
Late Bronze Age, the recipient of influences from 
all quarters. 
The writer has tried to steer clear of most 
temptations to interpret typology into sociology, 
with the exception of a short digression into the 
field of ethnology. The recent attempts to postulate 
social organizations from the composition of bronze 
hoards have not, in my opinion, been convincing, 
and these are not considered here. 
I am happy to acknowledge the assistance and 
inspiration given me by Professor Piggott; others 
who have been particularly helpful include Mr.R.B.K. 
Stevenson and Miss A.Henshall of the National Museum 
of Antiquities, Mr.R.G.Livens of the Hunterian, 
Mr.J.G.Scott of the Kelvingrove, Mr.J.Brailsford 
of the British Museum, Mr.D.Britton of Oxford, 
Dr.G.Bushnell of Cambridge, Mr.J.D.Cowen, Mrs.M.E.C. 
Stewart, Mr.M.Murray, Dr.J.Raftery and Mr.E.Rynne 
of the National Museum, Dublin, Mr.L.Flanagan of 
Belfast Museum, and the curators of many other 
museums in Scotland and England. Mr.S.E.Durno of 
the Macaulay Institute for Soil Research has been 
untiring in providing material for the attempt at 
a 'Personality of Scotland', parts of which it is 
hoped may prove of value to students of other periods 
in Scotland's prehistory. 
IIMODUCTIQN : THE 1rP:;0ìdf+TT1/. OF SCOTLAND 
Scotland contains a range of habitats, most of which 
restrict and control fauna and flora to such an extent that the activities 
of man are severely curtailed. In certain regions, these habitats near 
the maximum limit for the survival of most forms of organic life, and in 
many other areas the conditions are of such severity that man has always 
attempted to avoid them. 
It is proposed here to illustrate how the concept of 
Highland and Lowland zonation can be applied in a more local sense to 
Scotland alone. Geological and geographical considerations demonstrate 
the essential divergencies between the main upland areas and the primarily 
coastal lowlands, and the evidence of Late Bronze Age Scotland will show 
how this zonation affected the distribution of occupation. In general 
terms, the idea as expressed by Fox (195 ?, 40) suggested that in the 
Highland Zone new cultures tended to be absorbed by the older existing 
culture then in possession of the land, and that a fusion of ideas 
occurred. Thus a continuity of cultural ideas should be perceptible 
through long periods of time, but for the same reasons the development 
of individual trends should also appear, especially in more remote and 
inaccessible regions. Whether these individualistic tendencies were the 
result of local ideas or of limited trading routes passing through the 
areas in question may be determined by the consideration of the various 
aspects of the culture. 
The evidence from the Lowland Zone of Britain suggests 
that early man preferred, because he could best handle, forest on pervious 
soils such as chalk, limestone, sands and gravels, and the oak forests 
with their dense undergrowth were shunned because of their unsuitable 
soil,. which was damp and difficult to drain. In the highland Zone, 
chalk and limestone areas are not as common, and so early man was forced 
to accept the less favourable soils, and his avoidance of clay land is 
not so well evidenced. 
The sandy and gravelly land occurring along the coasts, 
and on some raised beaches, were probably the first areas to be occupied; 
however, these coastal regions are to a certain extent limited by the 
encroachment of the Scottish mountains down to the sea, and possibly 
were too limited to allow the concentration of settlement which may lead 
to independent development. Several regions in Scotland are, however, 
of sufficient range to permit extensive and continuous settlement, such 
as the Lothian Plain and the Laich of Moray, and it may be that in these 
areas the opportunity existed for the independent evolution of cultural 
traits. The concentration of finds in various regions, to be detailed 
below, shows the development of several groups, inter- related to be 
sure, but nevertheless showing sane measure of cultural entity. Further, 
areas where settlement was preferred are those near the high -water mark 
of tidal estuaries, as in the Tay, where fording will be most convenient, 
and where coastal traders will find acceptable landing places. 
In lowland areas or other areas of wet soil, small patches 
of well- drained land will usually be present, and early man would undoubt- 
edly have sufficient knowledge to exploit these in some way; the diffi- 
culty in this regard is that most find -spots are insufficiently precise 
to enable these to be distinguished. mgaih, most sites in mountain areas 
are found on the lower plateaux and foothills, while finds if higher 
arc probably near cols which were employed for the crossing of the 
mountain range. Intermittent occupation can sometimes be ascertained 
at higher levels, possibly due to the habit of moving flocks and herds 
to greater heights in summer. It is also possible that such high- altitude 
finds and sites represent the influence of what we may call pressure 
groups, the new arrivals who force the older inhabitants to seek land 
away from the better areas, or alternatively and less commonly, the new 
arrivals, refugees, who themselves are forced to move on to the less - 
favoured land by the indisposition of the older peoples to move. (Elgee, 
1930, 88 -89, "Necessity only could have compelled the urn people to face 
and to endure the sterility and the climatic conditions of Blackanore ".) 
Other explanations of high -level finds may be the use of high ground for 
more forest -free travel, the concealment of loot, the attraction of 
mountain game, and the fact that in the Late Bronze !g e, the somewhat 
drier climate of the Sub -boreal period would render the western uplands 
a more tolerable area in which to live. 
With regard to the distribution of finds at coastal 
vantage points, such as the river deltas, Crawford has suggested that the 
selection of ports depended upon "the presence of a populous hinterland 
of effective buyers" (Crawford, 1922'1, and this may well be true with 
regard to the spread of some objects of late Bronze Age date. In 
addition to this, however, it appears from distributions that early an 
preferred the upper reaches of rivers, for example the Teith, thereby 
avoiding the particularly marshy lower reaches, and the explanation of 
this seems to be that such sites may represent trans -country stops, or 
small settlements well away from the coasting traffic, which after all 
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may not have been of a uniformly peaceful nature. 
The first noticeable and most important topographic unit 
in Scotland is the Highland massif, north -west of the great fault running 
from the Firth of Clyde to the Aberdeenshire coast. This massif is corn - 
nosed of mainly schists, gneisses and quartzites, with some slates, but 
various intrusive igneous -rocks also occur in this metamorphic group. 
Some limestones and sandstones also can be found. Divided into eastern 
and western provinces by the Great Glen, the total massif covers over 
half of the entire country. The western province includes the Inner 
Hebrides, and is generally, but with some exceptions, a series of steeply - 
inclined mountains, with altitudes of over 3500' recorded, intersected 
by sea lochs and many rivers. The dissected nature of this western 
province is due to the effective erosion of a continuous high -level 
plateau by glacial action, other climatic factors, and the presence of 
numerous faults. 
There is no continuous coastal plain, and the only 
practical flatlands are small alluvial deltas and beaches at the heads 
of bays and lochs. The eastern province contains the extensively high- 
land area of the Grampians, including the high altitude Cairngorms, 
reaching to over 4000'. This region is the greatest continuous area of 
high ground in the British Isles, due to its only partial dissection by 
climatic and other factors. In the south of this region various lochs 
intersect the high ground, and there are also several impressive river 
systems. These central and eastern highlands consist of metamorphosed 
rocks, schists and gneisses, or crystalline igneous rocks, mainly south 
and east of the Great Glen. 
The south -west area of the Grampians yields mica -schists 
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which weather readily and form a rather open soil, and this particular 
area comprises the line of mountains and hills lying between Ben Lawers, 
Ben Dorriann, and Ben Alder. The Outer Hebrides, by virtue of their 
relative flatness, may be conveniently considered as a separate area, 
and special circumstances render them, in the Late Bronze age, a region 
at present scarcely known. 
The other major area of high altitude is the Southern 
Uplands, a dissected plateau, now a series of low mountains extending 
to over 2500', and stretching from the North Sea coast across to Galloway. 
The range is intersected by several great river systems, and is composed 
of sandstones, flags, shales and slates, grits and guar tzites, with rare 
limestone bands. 
The ma j or lowland area in Scotland is the iáidland Valley, 
extending from central Ayrshire to the Lothians and the Angus coast. It 
is bounded on the south by the Larmeermuir, Hoorfoot and Pentland Hills 
and other extensions of the Southern Uplands. On the north, the Highland 
massif provides an abrupt boundary. The Valley itself is broken by a 
series of small ranges of hills, the Lennox, Ochil and Sidlaw Hills, 
and by the long sea extensions of the Forth and Tay. Old Red Sandstone 
is found on both sides of the central valley, consisting mainly of 
conglomerates, flags, sandstones and shales and marls, with some cal- 
careous material as well. 
Two minor lowland areas lie to the south, beyond the 
Uplands, the Morse of the Lower Tweed and the coastal plain of Galloway 
which extends right around the Solway. More extensive coastal plains 
occur in north -cast Scotland, and these are important settlement areas. 
The 2ormartine and :Buchan lowland regions extend along the coast to the 
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Laich of Iaray and up the Ross coast to Caithness, with an interruption 
of high ground centred around the Strath of Hildonan, and at Troup Head 
as well. The lowlands continue on to Orkney, although the Pentland 
Firth is not considered as a unifying factor. This area of north -east 
Scotland also contains much Old hed Sandstone, flags, shales, sandstones 
and some limestones. 
Overlying much of the area of Scotland is drift, generally 
composed of a boulder -clay with striated rocks and rock fragments. The 
clay fraction is considerable, and this accounts for the notable setting 
of the drift, impervious to much water action. The drift is spread 
fairly well over the lowlands, up to about 1000' on the hills, and also 
occurs in thin sheet~; in the Highland massif and the Uplands. Boulder 
clay is generally absent from the mountains except in the widest valleys, 
and some areas have been scraped clear of all superficial deposits, such 
as Sutherland and the Hebrides. The heavy and damp till seen in the 
central lowland plain and in areas of Strathmore is alluvial or glacial, 
and has not been subject to the erosive action seen in the higher 
regions. The loamy drift derived from the Old Red Sandstone is the most 
fertile, and is widespread in the Lothians, Fife, and Strathmore, but 
the drift from high base -status metamorphic rocks in the Formartine and 
Buchan areas is also of considerable fertility. 
Scotland is partitioned both by land and water masses 
into several great divisions, and these into a r omarkably regular series 
of lowland areas, some of which were particularly favoured for settle- 
ment by people with a Late Bronze Age economy. A rapid survey of these 
lowland areas will be found to be of value in the consideration of the 
significance of find -spots seen on map 1. 
The most south- easterly lowland area is the Is'Ierse of the 
Lower Tweed, but must have been too marshy to permit of any settlement 
in the Late Bronze Age, although it may have 'been employed as a conven- 
ient route leading into central Scotland. Its lower reaches are not 
believed to have been impossible of ascent or descent because of the 
density of undergrowth and marshlands, as in this connection the smaller 
rivers would have been most affected. 
North of the Eerse, the Lar:mermuir Bills provide another 
barrier to overland traffic between coastal north -east England and the 
Lothian Plain, as the nearly complete absence of finds from the Border 
to Dunbar show. The fertile Lothian Plain has yielded a concentration 
of Late Bronze Age finds unduplicated elsetahere in Scotland, especially 
in the Edinburgh region, and this must be accepted as representing some- 
tiling more than the intensive development and excavations in the area 
can explain. 
The lowland area of the Lothians is extended across the 
Firth of Forth, a link rather than a barrier, to the Fife peninsula. 
This does not show the same density of finds, but it appears that the 
central area was favoured for settlement or travel, connecting with the 
unexpected number of finds along the Teith River, the significance of 
which is suggested below 
An extension of this lowland area into Strathearn and 
then across the Tay, where the numerous finds probably represent fording 
accidents or landfalls from coastal traffic, leads to the Angus coast 
and Strathmore with the minor interruption of the :Sidlaws. Settlement 
in this area appears to have been considerable. A reduction in the 
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number of finds of Late Bronze Age date marks the point '.where the 
Grampians extend down to the sea, and the fertile coastal plain dis- 
appears north of Strathmore. 
Beyond the IIounth and Carron Point, Deeside and the 
coastal plain of Formartine and inland Garioch regions have yielded much 
evidence of Late Bronze Age settlement, the use of the Rivers Dee and 
Don being especially marked. The moorlands north of this area, in 
Buchan, do not show such concentrations but the Ithan appears to have 
been employed possibly as a route to avoid the Innairds Head coastal 
dangers. The hills reachinE the coast at Troup Head would also hinder 
overland coastal traffic. 
The south shore of the Moray Firth includes the wide 
and low -lying plain of the Laich of Moray, where considerable settlement 
is evidenced by numerous finds, to a certain extent of a nature distinct 
from those of the Aberdeen area. Linked to the Laich of Moray by the 
Beauly and inner Moray Firths are the Black Isle and Easter Ross, where 
the number of finds begins to lessen until the Helmsdale mountainous 
area appears to have precluded any substantial occupation. 
North of this highland area, the Caithness lowlands 
extend to Strathy Point where the mountains begin to close in again. 
The Orkneys and Shetlands are other low -lying areas, particularly the 
former, but nowhere in the far north of Scotland is the Late Bronze Age 
well represented. 
Down the west coast of the mainland, and including the 
Inner Hebrides, there are no major lowland areas, although several 
important alluvial deltas exist at the head of lochs such as Erre and 
Broom. The Outer Hebrides are mainly low- lying, although Harris divides 
the islands into a northern province of Lewis and a southern one com- 
posed of the Uists, Benbecula and Barra. The almost total absence of 
Late Bronze Age finds from the Outer Hebrides is hardly explainable 
by climatic factors, although some evidence suggests that the islands 
were entirely too damp for settlement in the first millenium B.C. The 
few finds from the northern -most tip of Lewi :, are almost certainly the 
result of sea voyages, of traders or warriors, and not of settlers. 
On the mainland, there are no lowland areas worthy of 
note from Sutherland to the Clyde, and the sparse finds from islands such 
as Skye are also probably connected with sea voyages around the north of 
Scotland, the Irish - Scandinavian route. ands from more southern 
islands, such as Islay, are more probably to be related to the Great 
Glen route leading from Ireland or Galloway to the homy Firth. 
The lowland area around the River Clyde almost certainly 
would be too damp for much effective settlement, and this applies 
equally as well to the inland extension of the Forth. To the north of 
Clydesdale, the Lennox lowland area joins this Carse of Forth and 
probably together presented a barrier to overland transport from 
southern Scotland. 
The use of the Clyde as a means of inland penetration 
however is fairly well documented by a string of finds stretching down 
to the Biggar Gap. And joined to Clydesdale by the Black Cart and 
Garnock Waters is the central 4rshire coastal plain comprising 41e 
and adjacent coastal areas north and south. The comparative rarity of 
finds of Late Bronze date in this region is surprising, and possibly 
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the numerous finds in southern Kintyre and :gran, including many objects 
of Irish inspiration, shows the disregard for the Ayrshire coast by 
traders and settlers heading directly for the Great Glen, avoiding the 
tidal races of the Mill of Kintyre and the open Sea of the Hebrides, 
or for the Clyde and the prosperous east coastal settlements. Neverthe- 
less, the :fertile nature of the Ayrshire plain is not be disregarded. 
Possibly the proximity of the area to Ireland was a discouragement to 
settlers? 
The Southern Uplands extend to the coast in north Galloway 
and separate these Ayrshire lowlands from the Galloway coastal plain, 
which can be divided into The Rhinns, The hachars between Luce and 
Wigtown Bays, and the coast between Wigtown and the river Nith. This 
last is separated by Criffel from the low areas of Nithsdale and Annan- 
dale which combine into the Solway coastal plain. 
Neither these minor lowland areas nor the major divisions 
of Scotland are fixed and irrevocably distinct, for there are many 
passages that more or less effectively join the regions to each other. 
The Southern Uplands are traversed by valleys running north - south; in 
the east the ;lhiteadder, Leader and Gala '.raters cut through the hills 
and allow passage to the Lothian plain. The Tweed itself extends far 
into the mountains, and by this manner access to the Lothians via 
Eddleston Water or to Clydesdale itself via the Tarth and South Medwin 
or Bi ;gar dater may be gained. The Firth of Forth and Forth River link 
the Lothians with the Carse and Fife peninsula, and this last is joined 
to the Angus coast by the Firth of Tay and thereby to Strathearn and 
Strathmore. 
The Howe of Hearns and Deeside may be linked only by the 
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coas., but from Deeside there is an unbroken stretch of lowland up to 
Troup Head, where some difficulty might be encountered before reaching 
the Moray coastal plain. From the Laich of Moray accessible land can 
be found as far north as the Loch Brora region where the mountains 
crowd the sea. Caithness and Orkney across the Pentland Firth may have 
been effectively divided by this notorious passage. 
Turning again to the southern lowland areas, links across 
the Midland Valley may have been of considerable importance, the Clydesdale 
and Carse of Forth areas connected by the Lennox region, and this leads 
on to the Lothian plain, although the Carse and Lower Clyde were probably 
extremely damp. The Black Cart and Garnock Waters link this Midland 
Valley with the central Ayrshire coastal plain, as previously stated. 
From this point the coast grows narrow until the wide comparatively 
uninterrupted coastal plain of Galloway is reached, which extends from 
The Rhinns eastwards and around the Solvay Firth. 
From the Solway, the route through the mountains to 
Clydesdale is easily traversed by the use of Annandale, and similarily, 
the southern lowlands are connected to the central Ayrshire plain by 
Nithsdale or the Ken and Doon valleys. Teviotdale provides a link 
between the eastern coastal lowlands and the Solway plain. Connections 
between low -lying areas in the Western Isles are dependent on the 
strength of the tidal waters, but Cowal, Arran, Bute and Kintyre are 
effectively linked with the mainland proper and to each other by their 
respective waterways. 
The importance of cross- country routes should also be 
stressed here, as these played such an important part in Late Bronze 
Age traffic. Glen Mor is, of course, the major connection, linking the 
main western areas with north -east Scotland, that is, the Atlantic with 
the North Sea, and the result of the discovery of this passage is one 
of the most important features of Late Bronze Age Scotland. 
This route utilized a series of deep lochs and some river 
stretches, with short and relatively easy portages around sane rapids in 
the River Lochy and between Lochs Lochy and Oich, and Lochs Oich and 
Ness as the River Oich is a comparatively difficult stretch to navigate. 
Some slight evidence of the use of this route in the second millenium 
exists, and is matched by the lack of finds of first millenium date, but 
as the route is relatively simple, little time would be required to 
complete the journey, and only temporary camps would be needed. The 
main evidence for the employment of this Great Glen route lies in the 
numbers of Irish -type objects along the May coast. 
Loch Linnhe was also the entrance or exit of a cross - 
country route linking the west with the Moray coast, via Glen Spean, 
Loch Laggan and Strathspey. 
Other routes linking the west with the eastern areas, in 
this case the Tay, could have begun in Loch Linnhe or the Firth of Clyde. 
From the former, the ascent through Loch Leven and the Blackwater to 
Loch Rannoch and Loch Tummel requires a considerable amount of portaging 
or travel over high ground, and its use in the Late Bronze Age is not 
evidenced, although sites of later date have been found along the 
eastern stages of this possible route. 
From the Firth of Lorne, a more suitable passage leads 
through the Brander Pass to Glen Orchy from where a route strikes off 
to the north via Black fount and the watershed of Lochs Rannoch and 
Tummel, or to the east via Glen Dochart into Loch Tay and Strathtay. 
Another route begins in Loch Fyne, passes along the Fyne into strath- 
filian and thence to Glen Dochart and Loch Tay. Loch Lomond was 
probably a convenient starting point for most of the central trans - 
country routes, reached either by the short portage from Loch Long or 
by the ascent of the River Leven which is navigable throughout its 
length. There is some slight evidence of second millenium settlement 
along this river, but none dating to the Late Bronze Age. However a 
single find from Glen Fruin may suggest a third route of access to Loch 
Lomond. Frei Loch Lomond a short portage to Loch Arklet and then to 
Loch Katrine leads easily into Loch Vennacher and thence to the Teith, 
from which point access to the Forth was easily achieved. 
Alternatively, the Leny could be ascended to Loch Earn 
and eventually the Tay was within reach, although by a roundabout way. 
From the top of Loch Lomond, Glen Falloch necessitated a steep portage 
until navigable water was attained in Glen Dochart and Loch Tay. 
Another, via Loch Voll and Loch Earn, involved a steep climb from Loch 
Lomond. The main routes, from Lomond to the Tay via Loch Tay or Loch 
Earn, appear to have been employed in the second millenium as in the 
first, although the great number of finds along the Teith suggest that 
this route was in considerable use. 
The Clyde - Tweed route appears to form an easy passage 
across the country, but it is difficult to illustrate the use of the 
route in either the first or second millenium B.C. The Clyde is navigable 
to its bend near Biggar, where a portage along the Biggar Gap led to the 
Tweed - Biggar eater junction, although it is possible that the inter- 
mediary stream itself was partially navigable. From the Tweed, employ- 
ment of Gala or Leader daters would lead to the Forth. The Clyde could 
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be reached via the Garnoch River and Black Cart Water, thus avoiding the 
more dangerous upper Firth of Clyde. 
The gaps in the Lanmerrm» r Hills have been mentioned 
previously, and the Tweed and its tributaries also cut into the Cheviots. 
Liddesdale or Eskdale probably joined fairly readily with Teviotdale and 
the Merse, providing a link from Solway to Tweed. The finds between 
Loch Ryan and Luce Bay probably represent overland traffic avoiding the 
dangerous voyage around the Mull of Galloway. Another lowland route is 
that between Loch Crinan and Loch Gilp as alternative to the long sea 
trip around the Mull of Kintyre. 
Farther north, numerous routes joining the w estern coast 
with the Great Glen may have been in use, most involving some high level 
climbing by employment of lochs and rivers. 
Only one or two need be mentioned here, and it is difficult to find 
evidence of their use from Late Bronze Age distributions. Lochs Alsh 
and Duich lead from Skye into Shiel and over a height into Loch Cluanie, 
thence a lower passage via Glen Moriston to Loch Ness and the Moray 
coasts. Loch Nevis or Loch Morar leads easily into Loch .rkaig and 
thence to the Great Glen, as well. It may be that the Sound of Mull was 
a popular passage from Skye, where a considerable Late Bronze Age 
population must have been present, leading to the Great Glen and Moray, 
$specially so if the glen and loch routes mentioned were rendered 
impassable by heavy forest growth or bog areas. The use of one of these 
routes is suggested by the identical objects, cast in the same moulds, 
from the Point of Sleat, Skye, hoard and from the Cullerne, Morayshire 
hoard, both associated finds showing Irish influence. 
_xv_ 
Routes across the mountains further north are more 
difficult to determine, but several seem to be well within the reach of 
prehistoric people. Loch Torridon or Loch haree leads through low 
country to Loch a' Chroise and Strath Bran to Conan and the Cromarty 
Firth. Another route across the north lies from Enard Bait' through low 
country to Strath Oykell and the Dornoch Firth. 
Strath Naver and the Strath of Kildonan may have been 
linked by the inland loch series and have thereby provided an alternative 
to the rough sea passage through the Pentland Firth. The Wick and 
Thurso rivers seem to have provided a similar bypass, With a short 
portage necessary between Halkirk and Loch + Matten. 
Further south, the Deveron - Ythan rivers link the Moray 
coastal plain and the Aberdeenshire lowlands, thereby avoiding the more 
rugged Buchan country. Only a small portage at the Bridge of Alvah 
prevents a clear navigable route along these waterways. 
In connection with the majority of these inland routes, 
it must be remembered that only those providing sane relief from the 
heavy forest growth and boggy areas. would be in use, with those rivers 
that were easily navigable being preferred to the marsh -lands of some 
lochs and smaller streams. The portage distances would also be care- 
fully considered. Ferry-passage across the major rivers and firths 
seems to have been extensive, as the finds from the Tay illustrate. 
Other easy crossings may have been made at Kessock on the Beauly Firth, 
Invergordon on the Cromarty firth, and Meikle on the Dornoch Firth; 
probably Queensferry was the most popular spot for the Forth crossing, 
although several locations farther inland could have served equally as 
well. In all these cases, the long land journey around the shores 
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would have been rendered even more difficult by the forest and undergrowth, 
and a ford would have had to be made somewhere along the line. It may 
be surmised that the Solway Firth was crossed by ferry, perhaps near 
Botrness and Ànnabto avoid the damp overland passage. The more or less 
continual discovery of dugouts leads us to suspect that these or their 
ancestors may well have been in use in the first millenium B.C., although 
none has been assigned to the Late Bronze Age with certainty. 
The western sea route, employed extensively in the second 
millenium, and to a far smaller degree in the first millenium, stretches 
from The Rhinns to Cape Yrath, but clings mainly to the innermost 
islands. The direction and force of tidal streams along the west and 
north coasts obviously played an important part in the determination 
of the specific routes used, and the suggested routes are these 
data as well as distributions (Kirk, 1957, p. 83, fig. 5). 
The Tidal races around the Mull of Galloway possibly 
account for the find -spots lying between Luce Bay and Loch Ryan, although 
the Galloway Water of Luce may also have been employed in this regard. 
A. similar situation appears to have existed in Kintyre, the tidal streams 
being of considerable force, probably sufficient to account for the 
portages between Loch t{ÿne and Loch Crinan or between Loch .eyne and 
Wiest Tarbert. The evidence of second millenium settlement points to 
the former as more probable, and to ports of call at Arran and Bute. 
°nee on the west of l~intyre, the journey could continue through the Sound 
of Islay or north of Jura, leading into the Firth of Lorne and Loch 
Linnhe, and to the Great Glen route. 
Alternatively, the voyagers might turn westwards and pass 
through the Sound of Mull and the sparse finds from Coll and Tiree 
suggest that these islands may have been employed as points of 
departure for the Outer Hebrides or even Skye, with ports of call at 
Muck and Eigg evidenced by other finds of first millenium date. The 
evidence as a whole however suggests that Skye was the departure point 
for the Outer Hebrides, as Barra has yielded few objects of second or 
first millenium date. 
The western part of Skye was probably the port of arrival 
and departure, as the sea voyagers would avoid the more dangerous waters 
to the south and east of the island. Blom North Dist, a series of finds 
of second millenium date stretching up to Lewis, has suggested that it 
was from this point, the Eye Peninsula, that the long route to the 
Orkneys began afresh. The evidence for this is limited to this earlier 
time, as first millenium finds from both the Outer Hebrides and the 
Orkneys are notoriously rare. 
Yet the Scandinavian - Irish connections during the Late 
Bronze Age are clearly documented, so that the route, bypassing the 
Scottish mainland as much as possible apparently, must 'cave been in 
considerable use during the first millenium. From the Eye Peninsula, it 
is presumed that some point on the mainland, south of Cape Wrath, would 
be reached and then the actual rounding could be planned or delayed for 
good weather. 
Alternatively, the north coast of Skye may well have 
served as the jump -off point for Cape Wrath, or the arrival point from 
the north, avoiding the Outer Hebrides, in the first millenium. Coast - 
hugging tactics would of course be necessary, and it is difficult to 
decide whether the easier route lies via Lewis or not. Once Cape Wrath 
was rounded, the northern coast of Scotland provided sufficient shelter 
and anchorage, from the Bay at Durness to Dunnet Head, and from here 
the short voyage across to the Orkneys was easily performed, both as a 
port of call and to avoid the Pentland Firth. From here, or from the 
Shetlands, the open sea awaited the voyagers to Scandinavia, although 
it appears that some direct contact between Northern Europe and north- 
east Scotland (Moray Firth and Aberdeenshire) took place, possibly in 
the second millenium, certainly in the first. 
A further division of Scotland should be mentioned here, 
shown by the separate natures of the Late Bronze Age in the east and 
the west. The dividing line is formed of the Central Grampians, the bog 
and forest of the Midland Valley, and the high groúnd of the Southern 
Uplands. This division of the country into two parts will be seen to 
be the most important of all the regional areas, even more so than the 
north -south partition, with the Midland Valley providing the barrier. 
In this east -west regard, the importance of coastal traffic can hardly 
be over -emphasized; the west coast and isles received their major 
contacts and influences through this medium, and it should be noted that 
there is hardly one coastal strip or island that cannot be viewed from 
its neighbour, and the continuous spread of settlers and traders up the 
west coast and out to the islands can be explained in this way. 
Along the east coast, the traffic leading from the Tweed 
area to the Lothians and the Tay and further north must have been 
primarily by water, and the traffic down from the Moray coast and 
Aberdeenshire was probably of the same nature. The Drumalban spine 
then divides the country into two areas, the one receiving incursions 
and influences from eastern England or the Low Countries or Scandinavia, 
the other accessible to voyagers from Ireland, western England or Wales. 
The general picture that emerges from distributional studies of Late 
Bronze Age Scotland combines this east -west division with the north - 
south partition, with only the north -west sector showing a mixture of 
elements from other areas. 
Of the lowland areas listed above, those with the most 
fertile agricultural land appear to have been recognised, and exploited 
to a greater degree, than other land at similar altitudes but with poorer 
quality soil. Of these primary areas of settlement, supported to a 
remarkable extent by distributions, the Lothians stretching from Cramond 
to Dunbar and beyond, provide the best example of the preference of 
people in the first millenium B.C. for the most suitable agricultural 
land, notwithstanding the probable forest growth in the area. 
It is of course possible and probable that settlers in the 
second millenium had been attracted to the same region, and that much of 
the clearance had been comoleted by the Late Bronze Age. The concentration 
of finds in the Lothians clearly is not due solely to the considerable 
amount of excavation and agriculture that has revealed the finds in the 
last century. 
A similar area of high -quality land extends from the 
north bank of the Tweed to the Blackadder, and lies in a fertile strip 
from the coast to a point north of Kelso. A third region is centred on 
Clydebank and another along the central l'.yrshire coast. To the north 
of Wigtown Bay a small area of this "first-class land" is found. 
A much larger area extends around the coast of the Fife 
Peninsula from Kirkcaldy to Fife Ness, thence to Leuchars with an 
inland extension to Cupar, and from Tayport to Newburgh along the Firtr_ 
of Tay. A wide coastal belt lies along the north Tay bank from near 
Perth through Dundee, Arbroath, and Montrose to Gourdon. These are the 
areas considered best for agriculture by present day standards, and it 
seems unreasonable to assume that these standards differed by much in 
the first millenium B.C. 
The problem of forest cover enters into the question, 
and will be discussed below, but the fact that distributions of Late 
Bronze Age objects fall precisely in most of the areas mentioned already, 
and those detailed below, certainly points to the premise that the 
criterion of good- quality land has changed but little in the last few 
thousand years. Local factors of course enter into this, such as the 
preference for a pastoral or cultivation economy, and soil exhaustion. 
The above areas are without exception level or slightly undulating, with 
deep and fertile soil, but other land in eastern Scotland, while somewhat 
less level, has been considered as comparable in quality because of its 
deep soil and fine drainage. 
These lands lie adjacent to the above -mentioned areas 
along the Tweed, in the Lothians and the Fife gus- zincardine region, 
and also extends from the Clyde to the Forth through the Vale of helvin 
and along the Carse of Forth. With regard to this secondary type of land, 
it seems likely that in some areas at least the dampness present in the 
first millenium, as in the previous period, would render any form of 
cultivation or pastoralism extremely difficult if not impossible. The 
Carse of Forth is, of course, the best example of this situation. A 
better -drained area stretches along the coast from Aberdeen to Kinnairds 
Head and thence westward along the Moray Firth and, in slightly less 
fa-tile state, up to the Dornoch Firth. 
The Laich of Moray in particular is notable for the 
excellent quality of its soil, and agricultural activities could have been 
carried out on both the sandy shores and on the 100' terrace behind. The 
violent storms of the past several centuries ha*te.halted the exploitation 
of..the seaward part of this coast, but distribution suggests that this 
was not the case in prehistory. A small patch of fine land lies in the 
Wick area of Caithness, although few finds of the `Late Bronze Age have 
been made here, possibly because of the area's proximity to the 
Scandinavian sea route; contact with Northern Europe may not have been 
entirely peaceful. 
In the south -west, an area around Campbeltowrn appears to 
have been inhabited in the first millenium, and the fact that this region 
is noted for its fine agricultural land should be noted, as well as the 
Loch Indaal area of Islay and southern Bute. Other soils of considerable 
value, and on the whole recognised as such by people in the first 
millenium B.C., are to be found in Galloway, The Rhinns and The Machars 
in particular, and a coastal stretch from Southerness Point eastwards 
to the Esk. 
Heavier soils, fertile but restricted by drainage problems, 
lie mainly in the Aberdeen -Banff triangle, in Caithness, in the Fife 
Peninsula, in Galloway and Dumfriesshire, and in the central Ayrshire 
plain. These areas seem to have been utilized fairly extensively, 
judging by the distribution of finds. Medium- quality lands, worthy of 
cultivation but not of the best quality by virtue of slope, climate or 
soil, occur in the Lothians, Lanarkshire and the south- east, in the 
Moray Firth area and in some parts of Aberdeenshire, and in the south- 
west, with many smaller regions 'if importance, such as the coast of 
Kintyre and Loch erne, the Firth of Clyde coasts and the shores of Arran, 
and the Crinan area, as well as more northern areas such as Loch Broom 
and Gairloch and along the Great Glen. 
Finds of Late Bronze Age objects...from these poorer areas 
arc fairly numerous, but in the majority of cases it is possible to see 
hunting expeditions rather than agricultural pursuits as responsible 
for the find -spot. These poorer areas would almost certainly be covered 
either by dense forest or bogs and marshes, and most presumably remained 
practically untouched by prehistoric man. The development of forest and 
bog in the niilleniums B. C. influenced and curtailed the spread of man's 
activities, and it is of some interest to consider the reasons for such 
developments. 
One of the most important factors in the determination 
of the habitat of Scotland is climate. In general, the impression is 
that the Highland Zone of Britain is a relatively sunless and damp area, 
and that the climatic contrast between the Highland and Lowland Zones of 
Britain is sufficiently marked to necessitate an alteration in the mode 
of life of invaders from the Lowlands. This statement appears to be 
too generalized for outright acceptance in view of the occurrence of 
considerable areas of lowland in the Highland Zone, some of which does 
not and presumably did not receive the sunless and damp climate commonly 
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believed. .The Laich of ï.ioray is a case in point. However, several 
factors enter into the determination of the nature of the climate and 
thereby the habitat of Scotland, and the first of these is the 
generally high altitude of much of the country. 
In the upland areas, the peals of the mountains lie close 
to what we may call "snow -lie" conditions. The early summer being a 
crucial period for the growth of plants, the extent and duration of snow - 
lie therefore affects the spread of vegetation in this high mountain area. 
But these very high altitude regions can be disregarded in connection 
with the problem of prehistoric settlement, and the general proposition 
may be stated that affects the major portion of areas other than lowlands. 
This is that much of the country lies within an altitude at which an 
increase in height is in ratio to the increase in rainfall. 
The rainfall itself may not be so important but the 
evaporation rate can be seen as the main factor in the rendering of the 
land as suitable or not for human occupation. comnarison of the 
evaporation rates for highland and lowland areas, and we may accept the 
suitable regions of Scotland for this purpose, show that in the highland 
area there is no month in the year when rainfall is loner than the 
evaporation rate, while in the lowland area, just under half the year 
reveals a rate of evaporation that equals or exceeds the rainfall. The 
importance of this simple fact is obvious, for in the lowland zone the 
summer months will see a soil -drying process, that is not present at all 
in the highland zone. The soils in the upland areas will be constantly 
waterlogged, and only the slopes will show soil that is sufficiently 
aerated and drained. 
The implication is that in this upland area, where the 
rainfall is of sufficient quantity, bog formation will always be present 
or pending. In the area under discussion, an annual rainfall of about 
50 ", which is around three times the evaporation rate, will be sufficient 
to begin the process of bog formation, topographical conditions being 
unsuitable. The ürclnance Survey map (Rainfall, Annual verage, 1081 - 
1915, sheet 1) shows at a glance that practically all the area of north- 
west and much of central and south -west Scotland fall within this rain- 
fall range, and only local conditions of slope and drainage would have 
rendered these regions free from bog in the Late Bronze .Age, if we can 
accept that the conditions regarding rainfall and evaporation have not 
altered substantially since this time. 
The position in the eastern areas of Scotland is different, 
and most of the regions of lower rainfall coincide with the lowlands up 
the east coast, from the Tweed to north -east Scotland. In the upland 
area, where the rainfall is particularly high, latitude does not seem to 
play any important part in the establishment of the effective humidity. 
However, it is evident that much of the moorland seen today in the east 
is not overlain by bog formations, even though the effective humidity 
rate may be high enough to suggest that such a development should take 
place. Other factors must be taken into consideration, such as mean 
temperatures, cloudiness and of course, the local topographical 
conditions. All these have important roles in the amount of soil drying 
that will occur in the summer months. The cloud variable has been con- 
sidered as particularly effective, and the central highlands illustrate 
this best; the Cairngorms and other eastern mountains are often cloud- 
less while the mountains in the west are clouded over, the difference 
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occurring to the sides of a north -south line dram through Loch Ericht. 
The above conditions are not considered to have altered in any great 
degree since prehistoric times. 
The importance of these factors on the flora and fauna 
of a region show:. not so much in the differences in species between 
highland and lowland areas as in the proportional representation, although 
the smaller fauna and much of the flora will be noticeably different. 
Thus the effective humidity of an area will have a considerable bearing 
on the environmental conditions that determine the nature of human 
settlement, 
Allied to humidity in this connection is temperature, 
which also exerts a considerable influence upon the suitability or other- 
wise of an area for occupation. The differences in the representation 
of mountain species of flora and fauna between east and west highlands 
must be due to a combination of the two factors, as the effective 
humidity of these areas is generally similar. A higher average tempe- 
rature, such as occurs in lowland areas, will naturally exclude some 
mountain types through greater heat, and the reverse is true as well, 
some lowland species will not survive in the colder highlands. Thus 
some sort of organic zonation may be said to occur with altitude increase 
and temperature decrease. The obvious effect that altitude has is on 
flora, and this results in faunal changes as well, although local 
effects such as wind shelter may extend the altitudional zonation. 
A second important factor in the determination of the 
habitat of Scotland for prehistoric man is soil. The surface available 
for cultivation or pastoralism may be stable gar unstable, depending 
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upon tirhether or not erosion is still in progress. The unstable surfaces 
are those rocky parts that are undergoing weathering, and the manufactured 
soils may remain in place or be carried and redeposited as alluvial 
plains or banks by a numbers of factors, erosion, solifluction, streams, 
rain, or glacial action in times past. 
The character of a soil is determined by the nature of 
the parent. rock, the relief of the locality which affects the drainage 
and leaching, and the weathering process which is controlled by the 
climate to a great degree. The time element also enters into this, as 
well as the flora that may be present already. Tim effective nature of 
these soils may be e :pressed in terms of the amount of non -basic material, 
silica, which is present in igneous rocks. For example, basalt and 
gabbro have a silica content of about 50 %, and are considered to be 
Basic. Granite has about 7(V. silica and yields soils that are sandy with 
little fertility. Thus areas that show a preponderance of Basic and 
ultra -Basic rocks, about 40 à silica, will yield a more varied flora and 
fauna. Yet it is important to realise that this favourable feature of 
a high base content may often be reversed by the extreme hardness of the 
rock and the resistance to the normal weathering and erosion. 
Upland'soils are rarely stabilized and generally have 
a high base status, which has been little affected by chemical change, 
but the more or less permanent rain -wash leaches the surface, and the 
bases thus removed are deposited below in what becomes flushed areas. 
Other rich areas may be the result of the deposition of freshly- weathered 
rock particles, and thus flushed areas may occur on screes, steep slopes 
and accumulation deposits, and will show a rich and varied flore. When 
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surfaces become stabilized, however, they tend to became leached, and 
this podsol effect is characteristic of eastern upland areas Where the 
rainfall is relatively slight and the parent rock is gravel or sand 
moraine. 
In the west, the damper conditions prevent the formation 
of podsols, and the typical cover of stabilized areas is bog, as 
previously described, while the lowlands show the common brown-earth 
deposits. The surface layers, while leached, still retain some of their 
bases and colour, and deciduous forest may survive and regenerate. In 
the uplands, brown earths are only found where the parent rock is base - 
rich or where flush effects maintain the supply, and in some cases the 
vegetation itself can renew the base supply. Elea schists often yield 
a brown-earth type of soil, because the high base status, friability and 
micro -relief afford enough material and protection to enable the soil to 
be formed in considerable quantities. Forest cover may also have some 
effect on the leaching process; oak leaves, with a high lime content, 
will retard leachins to a greater degree than will a birch or pine 
forest. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that in an upland area, leaching 
will take place at some time or another, because of the high summer 
rainfall. In the lowlands, the evaporation rate enceeds the rainfall in 
some areas, and the effect of this is that base -rich water will ascend 
from below in capillary action. Leaching in the uplands results of 
course in the formation of hard pan layers, and the continual rainfall 
will ensure the waterlogging of the upper soil, which leads eventually 
to the formation of peat and poor drainage. As the bog becomes estab- 
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lished on a slope, seepage will result in the formation of similar 
deposits on the lower slopes, and this is the main reason why so little 
of the original Forest remzi.ns in she west. Its duration of life is 
still the primary problem in the attempted determination of the forest 
and bob; cover in prehistoric time. It should perhaps be mentioned that 
the effect of grazing over a Ions period is the same as that of leaching. 
th limited 1 cul Livable land and only small numbers of 
domesticated animals, the early settlers would of necessity depend to a 
great extent on hunting and fishing. In the early stases, the mixed 
oak forests of the lowland areas and more upland birch areas supported 
a varied composition of game. Red and roe deer, elk and wild cattle 
were hunted in more southern regions, while to the north the reindeer 
had ,survived the climatic change from Late -Glacial to . -'ost- Glacial. 
red deer in particular was abundant in both upland and lowland zones. 
Other animals favoured for meat and skins were the bro;m bear, wild boar 
and hare. The carnivores, wolf, wild cat and fox included, would 
presumably pose a grave threat to stock- raising, and the wolverine in 
particular would menace successful trapping. 
In addition to hunting, fowling probably played an 
important part in the search for food, with sea fowl especially favoured. 
Fishing was a regular occupation in suitable areas, both inland and 
coastal, and sealing and whaling presumably were attempted successfully, 
(Jarlshof, seal and whale bones) especially in the Orkneys and the 
north -east coast. River fishing also was an important adjunct to the 
food-gathering activities, and salmon, and eels possibly, may have 
provided regular fishing seasons. Smoking or drying would preserve 
these for winter consumption. 
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As the forests were cleared or destroyed by natural 
processes, the faunal proportions changed in accordance with a pattern 
beginning with a varied wild life, many predatory animals, many deer 
and smmi- wild swine and cattle in a fully- developed forest. The transition 
to open woodland and scrub, with increased hunting and guarding of 
domestic animals, led to a decline in wild animals like deer and the 
reduction of predators as a menace, with the growth of herds and flocks. 
The final degenerative stage into grassland saw the reduction of deer 
and elimination of predators along with a great increase in sheep 
particularly. 
The commonest form of mountain vegetation in. Scotland is 
a poor type of grassland, the result of a combination of climate, base - 
poor soil, and grazing by sheep. Richer grassland is found only on 
steep and well- drained unstable slopes generally about 20001, but in 
the earlier stages of the development of grasslands, in prehistoric 
time, the area of richer grassland may have been of considerably greater 
extent. Local flush conditions on gentler slopes also support a richer 
type of grass. It is believed that these high -level grasslands represent 
the only truly ancient grasslands in Scotland. 
The sub - montane grasslands immediately below this montane 
vegetation, at present covering much of the lower mountain slopes, are 
generally thought to have replaced former woodland or scrub, although 
these grasslands are probably naturally old in scree and other local 
areas, where physical instability has always prevented a more developed 
vegetation cover. In these lower mountain areas, local flush conditions 
again might support a more varied assortment of plants than the norma4 
grassland types. 
In the Scottish highlands, the mica -schist area has 
probably always yielded a better -developed plant assemblage, as the 
rock breaks down easily into a rich loamy soil with adequate lime content. 
The easterly mountains of the group receive less rainfall than the 
western area and are therefore less likely to be leached and peat- covered. 
Because of this, the natural vegetation should survive in the east, 
except for the result of man's activities, which will exhaust the soil 
by both cultivation and pastoralism. In the west, peat usually sothers 
all but the steepest best -drained slopes, in the mountain areas, and the 
extent in which mountain plants can grow is greatly reduced. This 
process of reduction has apparently been carried on since early in 
Post -Glacial time. 
The lower slopes with their sub - montane vegetation may show 
local areas with a more varied plant life because of flush conditions, and 
other areas where little vegetation can survive because of extreme 
leaching. Generally however the grasslands represent, together with most 
of the moorlands, derivation from former woodland, and a detailed 
examination seems unnecessary. In most of these areas, fragments of 
natural woodland still survive. One type of flushed grassland, lying on 
alluvial pastures, may have never been preceded by forest because of local 
conditions of altitude or wind. 
It is probable that a certain amount of moorland and bog 
areas have always existed in Scotland, since Post -glacial times. Any 
acid or base -deficient soil, or one of boggy type, will prevent the 
development of trees and cultivation. .Loorland may be of several types, 
none of which require much discussion in the present context. Bilberry 
moors occupy and perhaps have always occupied high and narrow ridges 
in àcotland. heather-moor is the commonest type in the lower areas of 
the uplands, and today has spread particularly on the eastern sides of 
the highland mountains, and in Galloway as well. Probably the majority 
of these heather moorlands have only recently been derived from 
woodlands, mainly pine. 
Areas of deficient drainage, waterlogged areas, are 
naturally commonest in the western high rainfall region of Scotland, and 
the vegetation here will generally develop into bog. These areas are 
characterised by deep peat and by the presence of bog-moss. Rannoch 
Moor is an example of this moss or bog type, but several variants of 
this Sphagnum bog occur. Mixed moors also occur, where continuous 
Sphagnum cover is not present; this generally is found overlying deep 
peat, and thus show a development from the blanket bog. The suggestion 
therefore arises that in these areas a more humid climate formerly 
obtained. In general, however, mixed moor, and to a certain extent bog 
and moorland, would not enter into the prehistoric landscape in the 
degree that they occur today. It is also however certain that bog and 
moorland did enter into the early environment because of the relatively 
indecisive variation in climate that has taken place since then, and 
because of the find -spots of many objects, particularly of the Late Bronze 
Age, lying deep in peat beds. 
It is true that some bronzes have been reported as having 
been found at the base of a peat bed, resting on morainic or other 
glacial deposits, but the majority of peat- associated finds have been 
made well inside the peat deposits. It is therefore certain that peat 
was forming in considerable quantities in the Bronze Age, and the fact 
that some of the heavier objects may have sunk in the peat only adds 
strength to the argument. 
The former extent of woodlands in Scotland appears to have 
been up to altitudes as rauch as 2000', anc this will be considered in 
greater detail below. It is clear that much of today's grasslands and 
moorlands, certainly those at lower altitudes and where the soil is lime - 
rich and on the steeper slopes, were formerly woodland of one type or 
another. 3ragments of these once -extensive woodlands in the Highland 
Zone of Britain are of five types, oak, alder, pine, birch, and mixed. 
The first four are characteristically found on stable and 
more or less leached soils, while the mixed forest occurs on unstable or 
flushed soils. As leached soils are more usual in the uplands, the mixed 
wood is limited to areas of only local importance, such as the sides of 
gullies and near cliffs where weathering ensures a constant source of 
soil bases. 
The mixed wood is made up of birch, ash, some elm and 
sallow in damper areas, and possibly some aspen and willow at higher 
altitudes. Other species aammonly seen include cherry, yew and rowan, 
and some hazel, durmast oak and juniper. The ground flora is generally 
grasses, ferns and mosses although this depends upon the type of soil. 
Sometimes an oak- ash -birch mixed wood occurs on upper screes, and other 
local areas may support patches of yew, especially in slate areas. In 
the .pest, with high rainfall, little of this mixed wood survives because 
of the leached nature of the soil and peat and bog growth. The only 
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suitable flushed areas on the west coast and Outer Isles support birch 
with hazel and aspen, as well as a few rowan and willows. In the Clyde 
valley, the "gill- woods" are of a different composition, with yew, elm 
and ash occurring beside various shrubs in this limestone area. The 
primary causes of this type of mixed wood arc slope and water supoly, 
and when the gills widen into valleys, the mixed wood changes to ash 
woods. 
In early times, the alder woods seem to have been common 
and widespread. As alder prefers damp oxidising soils, these woods 
occupied flushed areas and alluvial plains in tte higher regions, and 
river basins and valley bottoms as well as other areas in the lowlands. 
Ash and birch are found with alder woods today, but the onl y traces of 
once -extensive woods remain alluvial silts. 
Communities of oak trees are generally found on better 
soils, with mild climate a necessity for survival. A few traces of high - 
level oak woods still exist, and are composed of the durmast oak which in 
general favours acid shallow soils. The lowland oak, Quercus robur, may 
also be found with Quercus petraea, as well as birch, rowan and holly. 
The undergrowth in such oak woods is dense, with many ferns, small trees 
and shrubs, and these conditions prevail in both high and low level oak 
forests. Most flushed soils today are grassland, and the oak woods have 
almost all disappeared, except where the leached soils are too poor or 
too inaccessible for grazing. In the west, where the rainfall is higher, 
the generally shallower and more gravelly soils produce a fern and moss 
undergrowth unlike the bracken and grass type seen in dry oak woods. 
?Test of the Great Glen, a number of relict oak woods show 
a pattern of vegetation with oak below birch on southward-facing slopes, 
and birch below-pine on northward -facing slopes. The slight gradient 
and rich soil of some north sides will show oak and pine in this sequence, 
and in some few cases, the two may mingle to a certain extent; this is 
due to the fact that in the west the pine descends to a lower altitude 
than in the wastern area. Váhere the soil has become too highly leached, 
the oak woods gradually diminish and birch and pine will replace them 
on the acid soil. Bilberry may be associated, especially on wooded 
morainic ?.material in the west, while in the east, this may be found with 
oak or pine or birch, because of the lower rainfall. 
The lowland oak, wuercus robur, was formerly quite 
extensively distributed, although not to the extent formerly believed, 
and in general favoured the valley sides, with a dense ground flora; 
in southern and lowland areas, oak probably was among the dominant 
members of the forest communities, and only in the north did the birch, 
and of course, pine, replace it as the main portion of the woodland. 
Birch woods are the most extensive of the forest 
communities in the highlands of Scotland, and their survival in many 
areas today shows to a great degree their former spread, as they have 
never been planted to any noteworthy extent as have the oak and pine. 
Some of the birchwoods seen today at high levels may be replacements of 
former oak or pine forests, but most appear on the evidence available 
to have developed without an intermediate forest stage. Betula pubescens, 
the upland birch, is commonest, although Betula pendula, the silver birch, 
is prevalent in eastern areas. The germination powers of the birch in 
acid soils aids in its replacement of oak in many regions. The ground 
vegetation in birch forests includes bilberry and moss as well as 
grasses of various types. 
The degeneration of upland birch rood to bog, which has 
occurred throughout the Highland zone, is the natural process although 
extensive grazing may produce grassland and leaching may result in the 
production of heather -moor, and the evidence points towards the fact 
that birch forest at one time extended over much of today's moorland. 
The relationship between pine and birch woodlands is complex, but it is 
evident that the species may appear alone or in company Frith one another. 
The pinewoods are today con fined to a few regions where 
their natural state can be attested. These are mainly in the central 
and north -eastern Grampians. The native is sinus sylvestrus var. 
scotica, and the surviving woods are only fragments of the northern portion 
of the great Caledonian Vorest, now to a great extent replaced by heatier- 
moor. Possibly the Southern Uplands mar have been covered by pine forest 
at one time. Remnants of this Caledonian Forest include the Black 'Wood 
of Rannoch, Rothiei_iurchus Forest, and other areas, areas of porous 
morainic base, bit it also seems clear that pine woods once existed above 
oak and birch woods on other than leached soils. 
In the east, -with a relatively low rainfall, the semi- 
permanent podsolisation of the soil would result in an open form of wood- 
land, an incipient moor, while in the west the open woodland, undergoing 
much rainfall, would probably be near the verge of bog development. 
Bilberry and moss, with varying amounts of heather, would normally 
comprise the undergrowth of these pine woods, which probably included 
much juniper, especially so in the south of Scotland on undulating ground, 
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now more or less moorland. Juniper may also have formed a minor band 
along the damper edges of oak and birch forests in the south, while the 
pine ;goods in this area must have been extensive, judging by the 
ecological similarities between this semi - moorland and the northern pine 
woods. 
The remaining pine woods are mainly on. the northward- 
facing aspects, as at Rannoch and Strathfarrar. The increased severity 
in these cases seems to have emphasized the superiority of pine over 
birch, but this is not evident as regards zonation by altitude. Here 
there seems to be no clearly -marked boundaries, although it is true that 
pine usually is to be seen at the absolute tree -line, either alone in 
the east, or with birch in the west. However, a few examples of birch 
above pine are known, as at Glen Affric, and more local areas may also 
see this phenamenum. 
Pure pine woods exist generally in less damp regions, 
especially in the east. Birch woods replace pine in the more suitable 
areas, but conditions must be very favourable before oak woods enter the 
highlands, as the absalut& limit for this tree is reached in the more 
northerly areas. Regions where pine and birch are found together are 
mainly western, where oceanic climate gives the birth equal footing with 
the pine, in many cases a superior position. There appears to be evidence 
that birch has in the past replaced pine in some areas, and other dis- 
coveries show that the cycle was completed in the resurgence of pine, 
as at Rannoch. Pine and birch now occur here on slopes of 1 in ¿. or 5, 
at altitudes of 1000 tth 1500', and birch is seen elsewhere on slopes of 
1 in 2 up to nearly 2000'. However, the evidence from buried timber in 
the Rannoch More suggests that slopes of 1 in 9 were in general. the . 
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steepest tolerated by these trees, at altitudes of 1500'. 
The sequence of vegetational change as evidenced by pollen 
analysis for Scotland suffers from the comparatively few diagrams that 
have been obtained up to the present day, and it is only when a series 
of analyses based on a planned distributional pattern has been recorded 
that accurate reconstructions of the prehistoric landscape in Scotland 
will be possible. The first work on Scottish pollen was done by 
Erdtman in 1924, and since this date others have carried on the work 
sporadically; recently, S.E. Durno has undertaken a long -term process, 
and the value of this is already becoming evident; aiá the following 
discussion and description is based primarily on his work, (1956, 1957, 
1958, 1958a, and correspondence) but other authorities employed include 
Erdtman (1924, 1928, 1929), Blackburn (1946), 1Zitchell (1948, 1552), 
R.nox (1554), Fraser and Godwin (1955), .Donner (1957), with dating by 
Godwin (1956). 
Three Late - glacial zones are distinguished, the first 
corrpriing the Older Dryas which may be the equivalent of late glacial 
advances in North Britain, including the Scottish Readvance, generally 
dated to about 13000 -10000 B.C. The succeeding zone, II, is the Allerod 
and dates fairly precisely to the years 10000 -9000 B.C., and the 
following period to 8000 B.C. saw the resurgence of cold conditions in 
the Moraine or Valley Glaciation in the Highlands (Pennington 1947, 
Godwin 1956 }. 
It is possible that the Inchnadamph caves were inhabited 
in zone II, and other Late -glacial sites have been distinguished. The 
Allerod possibly was a phase with large areas of heath as well as 
grasses and herbs, although this and zone I are as yet poor in pollen 
deposits. The vegetation seems to have been rather sparse with 
Betulgla and willows, and in the 1111erod tree birches also grew, in 
southern Scotland. Possibly pine was present, but this not definitely 
established for Scotland. 
The beginning of Post-lacial time still saw the 
presence of ,North Sea land in its southern part, and this has been taken 
as allowing the widespread immigration of plant species to Britain from 
the continent. Throughout the sequence of Post- glacial time, the 
amelioration in climate would be seen first in the south of England, and 
so the phases in forest development will occur progressively from south 
and east England to the north-west of Scotland. This sequence is 
duplicated on the continent, from Central Europe to north -west Germany 
(.?irbas, 1949). 
In addition to this, a further time lag that may be 
regional to a certain extent will be occasioned by the fact that vege- 
tational changes may lag behind environmental changes. Such trees as 
oak may survive in some leaches areas because of their root structure, 
but the effect will be purely local and does not affect the general 
picture. 
In the Pre -Boreal phase, IV, dated to 8000 -6000 B.C., 
the outstanding feature was the great increase in the tree pollen as 
opposed to non -tree pollen, as tree birches spread over the tundra. 
Little information from Scotland is contained in pollen diagrams, but in 
England both Betula pubescens and Betula verrucosa as well as aspen and 
rowan formed the first forests. Nome pine occurred in the south -east, 
and possibly some oak and elm and hazel. The Scottish tundra was 
probably invaded by birch with some pine, and the same trees composed 
the early forests on the continent, with pine alone in Central Europe, 
and birch alone in the north. The north-west German plain had a mixture 
of these two, mainly birch, but pine was more important in the east 
along the sides of the Yoldia :yea. 
The succeeding Boreal phases, V and VI, stretching from 
about 6800 -6000, and 6000 -5000 B.O. respectively, saw the emergence of 
pine as the dominant type in the south and east, and oak and elm 
remained in the minority. It is of importance to note that only at this 
time did pine compose the prevailing species in Britain, and only in the 
south and east. To the north and west of England, the birch remained 
the major component although some increase in pine is noted, and hazel 
was increasing as well, particularly in the west. The Scottish diagram 
suggest that the better lowland areas had a bit of oak, elm and alder, 
as well 'as much hazel, particularly in the south -west, but the predominant 
species was still birch, and pine, while in considerable quantities 
especially in the north and east, showed insufficient increase to over- 
take the birch. 
In the later stages of the Boreal, into VI, pine remained 
dominant in the south and east of England, although mixed forest of oak, 
elm and lime were spreading. The elm reached a high peak in the early 
part of this zone VI. Birch r etni ned its predominance in Scotland and 
the north and west of England, but pine continued to replace it through- 
out this period, and reached its maximum in northwest Scotland and 
Ireland at this tune. In addition to this increase, mixed oak forest 
was spreading, but the outstanding advance was in hazel, which in 
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this zone reached its peak throughout western Europe and was particularly 
dell -marked in north Britain. 
Hazel may have been associated with aspen, whose pollen 
has a high and rapid mortality rate, but the recorded associations are 
with pine and birch, and suggests that the forests must have been open 
and sparse, as hazel is usually only deposited in great quantities where 
this situation occurs. Although conditions in England may have been 
more contin:ntal at this time, because of the land connection, the 
Scottish evidence does not support the assumption that this period was 
drier than before, because now the bogs began to increase, with sedges 
and reeds. However, in eastern England, the water- tables fell at this 
time, although the Early post- glacial Sea was rising and eventually, 
at the end of the Boreal, separated Britain from the continent, and 
this halted the immigration of tree flara to the islands. 
The Atlantic period, zone Vila and dated 5000 -3000 B.0., 
is marked by a considerable increase of alder in the early stages, and 
the e_ tent of pine and birch correspondingly decreased. This is true 
for all of England and south and east Scotland, but in the north of 
Scotland the pine retained its high values seen in the Late Boreal, as 
the alder did not increase as importantly until later in this Atlantic 
period. This notable increase of alder was caused mostly by the rise 
in the water -table in coastal and lower river areas, but the species 
also spread far inland, and traces survive in the central highlands today 
beside native pinewoods. Godwin believes that the climate must have 
been warmer or more humid at this time. 
In the north, the birch remained important, and in the 
west as well, but more southern regions were dominated by the mixed oak 
forest of oak, elm and spreading lime, which have retained this position 
up to the present time. Oak, however, in the north of Scotland is 
aoproaching the limit of its range (Durno, 1957, 180), and so while it 
was undoubtedly present in some quantities in the south and east of 
Scotland, in the north it probably has never been as common as often 
supposed. The increase of lime has suggested that England, at least, 
had its maximum summer temperatures in Atlantic time, and other parts of 
Europe may have been about four or five degrees Fahr. warmer (Charlesworth, 
1957). 
In north Britain, however, the oak and elm never reached 
the peaks seen in the south, and while important at this period, the 
primary development in Scotland seems to have been the spread of 
ombrogenous bog which had begun their growth at the end of the Boreal 
period, and now began the process that ultimately destroyed some of the 
woodlands, especially those situated in more vulnerable positions. It 
is therefore certain that the area of forest in Scotland was decreasing 
in this Atlantic period. A general decline in hazel throughout the 
British Isles in the later stages is probably due to the denser nature 
of the forests, particularly those of mixed oak. The sea -level began 
to fall again in Atlantic times. 
The Sub- boreal period; VIIb and 3000- 500mB.C., has always 
been considered as distinguished by its more continental, drier climate. 
However, more recent work, in particular that of Godwin (1956) has tended 
to point that this dryness and warmth have been over -estimated at least 
as far as England is concerned. But Irish pollen analyses suggest that 
the island had its highest summer temperature in this period (Jessen, 
1949). Generally, the o,?inion seems to be that the Sub- boreal was 
somewhat drier, although to what degree remains to be established, and 
this cli::atic change had varying effects upon the Scottish scene. 
Because of the dryness, in the lo.rland areas especially, 
forest regeneration slowed down, and more open areas would spread as 
the forests contracted to some degree. Porous and thin -roiled regions 
would suffer most in this respect. another factor to enter here is the 
human one, for at this time the agencies of grazing, clearing and bu:::-ning, 
would begin to take effect, although it is difficult to determine the 
extent of this, and the total effect. 
In addition, in the north and west of .icotland, conditions 
apparently became dry enough to allow extensions of the pine forest over 
the peat which had been the result of the more humid climate of the fore- 
going period. This level in peat -bogs, called the Upper Forestian, is 
rich in pine and birch, and is generally seen at high levels. Its date 
is conu.!only believed to be Sub -boreal, and is equivalent to the dried - 
out surfaces seen below peat of Sub -atlantic date, where the forest did 
not spread onto the peat -bogs. ',any finds of buried timber have been 
made, and although some of these may not be of Sub- boreal date, it is 
convenient to discuss them as a whole, with the certainty that a good 
proportion are clearly of this date. 
Finds of timber buried in peat, when plotted, show that 
trees were formerly widespread in Scotland to altitudes of 2000' and 
more. A few restricted finds have been made at 3000' in the Highlands, 
but the local nature of these, in sheltered areas, should not bring them 
into the general picture. In the far north, above the Great Glen, few 
finds show timber remains above 1000', and this is the limit in Caithness. 
In other areas, most of the records mention birch as the dominant tree 
found in these peat -beds, but pine is alsc often include::, especially 
at the higher altitudes. Other trees include alder, oak, rowan, willow, 
hazel and aspen, but all of these are in the minority, although alder 
is most common of these. 
Generally, however, it is birch and pine stumps that 
are found, and many of these layers can be assigned with. certainty to 
the .Sub -boreal period. Upper :Ceeside and the Spey Valley show pine 
trees of this date, and this illustrates the evidence that pine was 
formerly more e:titensive, at least in these areas, than at the present day. 
However, pollen diagrams do not show any excursion of pine at this stage, 
and the suggestion has been advanced that these timber finds represent 
only local conditions, and that the forests did not change appreciably 
at this time (Godwin, 1956), and thus the idea that the Sub- boreal 
witnessed greater warmth and dryness should not be accepted without reserve. 
In England, the zone of transition between VIIa and VIIb 
shows a decline in elm and ivy, and an increase in ash, and this is 
taken to indicate a cooling of the climate in this region, and should 
be represented in Scottish diagrams as moll. Lake deposits of Sub - 
boreal date show that little fall in their levels occurred, and in general, 
peat of VIIa is ecivally as humified as that of VIIb. n slight recurrence 
surface, dated to 1200 B.C., occurs in some Sub- boreal deposits, and in 
view of all the evidence, the acce- .=,tonce of an xerothermic phase cannot 
be accepted, even although the buried timber finds seem to represent 
more than merely local peculiarities.' 
In Scotland, pollen from deposits of Sub - boreal age show 
that birch continued to be the dominant species, although alder remained 
important until near the end of the period. The occurrence of pine is 
less well- marked, and decreases are recorded, except in the north -west, 
where high frequencies are generally found. The forest growth may have 
been at higher levels than in the succeeding and preceding phases, due 
prirs_arily to the effect of the reduced humidity in the west. In 
Scotland, oak remained much less important than in England, and elm 
decreased here as elsewhere, but hazel still yielded high frequencies. 
Some beech and hornbeam apparently constituted a part of the forests in 
north -east Aberdeenshire. 
The general comparison of Scottish pollen of this period 
with that from English sites shows that the Scottish forests resembled 
more the woodlands of northern England than those of the south, but 
there was more pine and less oak in Scotland than even in the north of 
England. Probably some regional differentiation between the south and 
the north of Scotland may be infered, although the vegetation of the 
Southern Uplands possibly was close in composition to that of the Iügh- 
lands. The oak mixed forest in the south of Scotland probably did not 
alter much from the previous period, as the development of ombrogenous 
bog that threatened to oust the oak would presumably be halted to a 
certain extent if the reports of increased dryness are generally true. 
The Sub-boreal amelioration probably did not seriously 
affect the habitability of lowland Scotland and possibly it would be of 
some advantage to early man, especially so in the western regions. 
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Conditions wuuld not be of sufficient dryness to reduce the oak cover in 
the valleys, and even in the Southern Uplands the birch forest probably 
rendered these ranges somewhat more unsuitable for ,razing than in the 
previous period. Possibly the areas most favourably affected by the 
onset of somewhat drier, if not warmer, conditions, would be the low - 
level woodland areas in the process of, or in danger of, destruction by 
bog growth, and these local patches would in any case be not particularly 
suitable for settlement. 
Ale following period, 'lib-atlantic or zone VIII, marks a 
climatic deterioration with more moisture, lower summer temperatures and 
lesa severe winters. The bogs that in the Sub -boreal period had dried 
out partially, began to grow again, with Sphagnum, cotton -grass and 
other species. There is often a distinct recurrence horizon at the 
zone of transition between zones VIIb _and VIII, and this occurs over 
wide areas in north -west Europe where it has been dated to 500 B.C. This 
grcnzhorizont thus marks the boundary between the Sub - boreal and the 
Sub -atlantic, and coincides more or less With the Late Bronze Age - Iron 
Age transition in the south, but not in icotland. The difficulty in 
Scotland is that no objects have been able to be assigned to these pollen 
zones, so that relative datings in this way are at present not possible. 
A problem perhaps worthy of some mention is that in the 
south of England, where the zone VIIb /VIII transition marks the Late 
Bronze /Iron Age transition at 0.500 B.C., evidence exists to show that 
the Somerset levels were flooded during the earlier -;period, i.e. before 
the climatic change (construction of corduroy trackways between the 
Polden hills and Wedmore Ridge). 
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In Ireland, ("assents nxura-nce surface C, often seen 
below Late Bronze Age - dated bog levels, has been assigned to this 
transition zone, and this suggests either that the Late Bronze Age was 
late arriving in Ireland, or that the deterioration in climate occurred 
earlier in Ireland. The latter idea may have soLie foundation. 
Jessen's recurrence surface C may of course be the 
equivalent of C'anlund's a iv in 6weden at 1200 B.C., and if so, then 
the correlation of C with Vlib - VIII is aistaken, and the ViIb-VIII 
recurrence _dirface is perhaps net clearly visible for some local reason. 
The more oceanic climate of zone VIII, with greater 
humidity especially, resulted in the accelerated 7ro7th of blanket and 
basin bogs, and trees an upland ele-;e: were gradually eliminated during 
this period. The -point at which 1=f_rl timber is no longer found 
reeresents the fin1 eli.intion of the forests in these areas as the 
doainant component of the vegetational composition, and the point There 
moorland vegetation arose in the uplands. 
The or;:anic content of some lake muds show - a rise in 
deposLted in th; from the mid-second millenium to about 
250 B.J. in the iah?, an-: after this date a decline seta in. 
is :=7:,:t Ln th TEeriod the primary 
woo dla. le and the aceeld leachin;7 would 
hf_Lh salt concnt2tf_on in and lochs. 
Stratification of peat cotland and upland 
a 1=e-2 layer of dark bog peat and an upper layer of liht 
more Cr. a-_en -L.o:-mose. This, of course, suggests that the 
lc= 
I :=-Ln: a halt in neat formation, and 
that. the upper layer represents more rapid bog growth. In the western 
hills, often a layer of pebbles or sand may occur in peat near slopes 
or in alluvial peat in valleys, as well as on areas of the 25' raised 
beach and on high- altitude slopes in the north -west. 
The suggestion is that the underlying peat represents a 
period of stability, and the gravelly material a phase of increased 
erosion. Possibly the elimination of woodland as an effective stabilizing 
agent resulted in this increase of erosion, and it may date therefore to 
a period in the Jub- Atlantic, when the destructive climatic effects had 
been in force for a short time. The woodland composition changed, but 
the relationship between climatic and human activities as causes of this 
alteration have yet to be determined. 
Birch generally increased in north -west Europe, mainly at 
the expense of alder in England and Scotland, and oak and elm, especially 
the latter, decreased considerably. Hazel varies as usual, but the 
overall impression is that it too decreased. In southern England the 
expansion of beech and possibly hornbeam was offset by the fall in lime, 
which appears to some to be the most indicative of a climatic deterioration. 
Az stated, traces of beech and hornbeam in north -east Scotland are 
recorded in zone VIIb, and now these show a slight increase, probably due 
only to local conditions, although the suggestion has been advanced that 
these may represent pollen from north -west Germany, where tha species is 
known froï_t the Sub -boreal onwards. 
.s the period continued, the i'icoids and other non -tree 
species increase at the expense of trees, the latter comprising 75 -50iá 
of total pollen in zones V and VIT"b, but falling sharply in VIII, 
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particularly in coastal areas, where distributions show that man was 
especially active. The development of bog and heath in this period was 
clearly great, and this trend has continued to the present, although the 
reforestation of pine is reversing this. 
In general the sequence of post -glacial vegetation in 
Scotland is similar to that of north-west Europe, but some minor differences 
may be distinguished. Silver fir reached Scotland only in interglacial 
times, and spruce has the same history, as finds of the wood are now 
believed to be driftwood from North - merica (Calder 1952, Graham 1952). 
Beech and hornbeam occur in the south of England, and may have been 
present in Scotland in zones VIIb and VIII, but did not last into his- 
torical times, although beech has been planted in recent years. The main 
species in Scotland has always been birch, Betula pubescens and Betula 
verrucosa and hybrids, but in late zone VI Scots pine challenged this 
predominance, but with less success and later than in southern England. 
It appears that in north -west Scotland. the Boreal period, with much pine, 
continued for a long time, and lasted into the Atlantic period in this 
respect. 
The increase of alder in __tlantic time was at the expense 
of birch, but mixed oak forest in Scotland never approached the maximum 
reached in the south, although the presence of birch, alder and pine in 
Scotland must have outweighed the low -pollen producing oak and elm, so 
that the low percentages of these last two may be slightly misleading. 
The oak stumps previously noted in lowland sites may date to this 
Atlantic period. The pedunculate and sessile oak with elm and lime 
composed the mixed forest, and some ash may have been present, recorded 
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from zones VI and VIa in the north. 
The outstanding event of Atlantic times was the growth 
of bogs, and this was probably only locally halted in the Sub- boreal, 
and resumed in the Sub- atlantic when birch regained its dominance, 
although the pinewoods did not slump to any great extent. Somewhat later, 
the mixed oak forest covered the lowland and valley slopes, but some pine 
still retained its hold on the less fertile soils, and pine and birch 
were the principal types in upland areas. 
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HALET-alI 
ie copper is found in considerable Quantities throughout 
Scotland, the question of the exploitation of same of these deposits in 
the Late Bronze Age can hrdly be solved wit'aout exact metalluryical 
analyses. lever theles, 'Lhe existence of bronse--orLf_n: in Scotland in 
the first millenium L.J. is not in doubt, as shown by moulds and the 
rare founders hoards, as well as by run-on repairs to s7ords and spear- 
heads. 
The distribution of T,arly Bronze Age flat axes has been 
discussed in detail by Scott, who show how their concentrations in 
certain areas coincide with outcrops of copper, such as in the Leadhills, 
Ochils, aryl the Garnoo:-Black Cart -pass. These and other zeposits are 
not as clearly mari:ed late Bronze Age finds, although the Ochils area 
has yiedded a sufficient nuMber of objects to surest that they may be 
related to the exploitation of the capper ares nearby. 
Other deposits at Loformacus in the Iammermuirs, Pirraore 
near Girvan, Ack, Burray in Orkney, and Rarasay may have been mined but 
.evLdence of local smelting exists fur the Late :bronze Age. The 
Ln Cf_r_an and Lco". areas, az around Loch Eisharn and 
7.;11 by Late Bronze Ae finds. 
n.oentratLon of flat, axs, and their moulds in 
6.eciah: lies alen: the Lato of rur t;he Deveron and 
fou L-j_f-Ter tie ooe. o2 and this 






Est_ and by Loci. Ness, and may well have been exploited. 
it therefore apcoars that ample quantities of capper are 
N 
existed in many parts of Scotland, and there seems no reason to look 
further afield for the source of this material for the majority of Scottish 
bronzes of the Late Bronze Age. By this tune, information about both 
ore-sources and technology would be disseminated throughout much of the 
country and local bronze workings would presumably be of fairly common 
occurrence. However, the complete absence of tin from Scotland ;-could 
necessitate a considerable organization for the metal's acquisition_, and 
presumably put a heavy burden on the local populance, to maintain pleasant 
and profitable exchanges with the tin cóntrollers. 
The principal source of cold in :Scotland lies in the 
streams running down from the Leadhills, between the upper Clyde and Iïith 
Livers, any: several finds of gold objects from the vicinity may indicate 
an exploitation of the streams in the earlier and later Bronze Age. 
Other natural deposits lie in Perthshire, near Lochs Tay and Earn, and 
in the Isla Valley near the Firth of Tay, but the Largo hoard need not 
be connected to these sources. 
The Heimsdale- Strath rora region in the far north -east 
is another valuable source, but its discovery and exploitation is unproven 
in the Bronze Age, as few finds of gold objects are known from the north. 
The gold - bearing,; deposits near the mouth of the Ythan in Aberdeenshire 
may however have been known in early timos, and the Belhelvie Parish 
tores may be related. Possibly other gold finds such as at The Lqw Farm 
and in the Lower .Spey may be connected to the Ythan deposits, as natural 
routes connect the areas, but it is equally possible that Irish gold may 
account for the Moray hoard because the Great Glen route was certa= my 
known. 
The only major source of flint in Scotland lies in the 
Buchan region of north -east Aberdeenshire, in a deposit running from 
Buchan Ness to Dudswick Hill near the estuary of the Ythan. A small 
flint -bed also lies near Skelmuir in the same red;_ :.on, and several other 
small deposits are known, but not certainly worked in the Bronze Age. 
Mitch flint -working is attested in the Ythan district, however, and finds 
from the Moray coasts suggest the use of the Deveron-Ythan route in trade 
or expeditions. The exploitation of this flint area appears however to 
have been limited to Aberdeenshire and the eastern Moray Firth district. 
In western Scotland, Mull and Morvern limestone and chalk areas yield 
flint, and some working sites are known, but other Scottish regions 
depended upon trade or beach pebble finds. Chert is known from southern 
Scottish areas, but its exploitation was probably purely local. 
sàcxtTED AXE 
RIBBED AXES: 
Three -ribbed socketed axes in the Yorkshire area were 
first described and plotted by Fox in 1933, who stated that this type 
"was probably developed in Yorkshire" (133, 158, pl. ix, fig.10B), 
Since this date, other facies of the same basic form have been recog- 
nized, a, South Welsh group by Fox and Hyde (1939, 369, pl. lxxx, map 
Lxxxi), and an Irish -Scottish group by Hodges (1956, 40, fig.6). 
These forms lie mainly in the Highland Zone, or Fox's definition, with 
an outlier in East Anglia, but may be combined with Clark's ribbed 
palstave classes, which provide a complementary distribution mainly 
to the east and south of the Severn-Wash line with an outlier in North 
Wales (Clark 1940, 52, map fig.5; Savory 1958, map 10). These ribbed 
axes and palstaves effectively cover most of the British Isles and 
Ireland with a noticeable absence in south -east England, in the main 
area of concentration of the carp's tongue sword complex. ':bile the 
distribution and associations of ribbed axes and palstaves suggest 
contemporaneity with the carp's tongue complex, as detailed by Clark, 
the Nettleham, Linos, hoard, with a ribbed palstave of this group, 
more correctly belongs to the Wilburton complex of Britain, becuase of 
its indented socketed axes, tubular ferrule and basal- looped spear- 
head (Arch J. XVIII 1861 159 -160). Savory suggests thtthe ribbed 
palstave is descended from a form seen in the TBB group, as in the 
Barton Bendish hoard (Inv. Arch, GB2, 2), and the prototype of the 
ribbed axe also may be dated to a time earlier than the carp's tongue 
complex (Savory 1958, 33; and below). 
The features common to the socketed axes in all the 
`groups are an angular mouth and section, and the presence of three 
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vertical ribs on each face. The Yorkshire axe, as defined and limited 
by Fox, is an axe of average proportion, that is, with the length 
only slightly less than twice the width across the cutting face, with 
a fairly heavy moulding around the mouth and a second much slighter 
moulding or horizontal bar below, from which three vertical parallel 
ribs hang. These ribs are in general widely spaced, but three varieties 
may be distinguished, i) with ribs set well within the axe face, ii) with 
the outer ribs set nearly at the angle of face and side, that.is, with 
widely spaced ribs, iii) with asymmetrical arrangement, one outer 
bar set near the face -side intersection, the other outer bar well 
Within the face. This last variety is relatively rare. In some few 
cases the vertical ribs descend directly from the mouth moulding, a 
South WSlsh trait (Traprain Law, NMA 1922 -233; Genoch ':digt, NMA DE 63). 
The South Welsh ribbed axe differs considerably from the Yorkshire, 
the large and heavy mouth moulding having a flat upper surface (Grimes 
1951, fig.61). The loop often springs from this mouth moulding, whereas 
in the Yorkshire axe the loop almost always emerges well below the mouth. 
In addition, the vertical ribs on the Welsh axe are set in general more 
closely together, and sometimes converge as they descend from the mouth 
moulding, the second Yorkshire moulding being absent. The outline of 
the Welsh axe is more squat than the Yorkshire axe, with the width across 
the cutting face approaching more closely the length of the body. The 
section of the axe -body is more hexagonal than rectangular. 
From these two distinctly different types we come now to the 
Irish type, as defined by Hodges (1956, 31). This ribbed axe is claimed 
to be distinct from the Yorkshire axe by its squatter form, that ist 
closer to the Welsh type in this respect. The ribs are always parallel 
and the second moulding is generally present, both these features of 
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the Yorkshire type. The map or three- ribbed axes in. Britain and Ireland 
shows that, Hodges claims that the Scottish ribbed -axes are of this 
Irish type (1956, 40). For the clarification of this, simple statis- 
tical analyses have been made for English and Scottish ribbed axes, 
based on the index of length of axe 
width of cutting face. 
The Scottish index is .576, the English index is .570, and this serves 
to show that there is no appreciable difference in general dimensions 
of axes from the two areas. A comparis n of the lengths of these axes 
reveals a difference in size, the Scottish 3.40 ", the English 3.57 ", but 
clearly this is merely a reduction in overall dimensions, not a com- 
pression resulting in a squatter axe. The Kalemouth, Roxburgh,hoard, 
hardly of Irish derivation, coniributes nine ribbed axes to these 
Figures, and is composed of axes nearly all of which lie at or below 
the average length of Scottish axes, and this may tend to exaggerate 
the differences in length between English and Scottish Yorkshire axes. 
Figures for ribbed axes found in Ireland show that in general these axes 
are somewhat smaller in dimensions than the Yorkshire axe, but their 
proportions do not difFer in any appreciable degree. We conclude by 
rejecting the theory that the Scottish ribbed axes belong to an Irish 
group. 
The d s-tri,bution of three -ribbed axes is seen on Hodges' map 
of Britain and Ireland (1956, fig.6) but a more complete picture of the 
type may be gained by combining Savory's recent maps of the We'sh and 
Yorkshire types as seen in Wales (1958, fig. 16 and 17), the Sc©ttish 
map (map 2) and Clark's ribbed palstaves (1940, °ig.5), with Hodges' 
distributions for Ireland and England. In particular the overlap in 
north -east Vales of the Welsh and Yorkshire types is not shown by Hodges. 
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The oi=erall impression is, o" co,.rse, of two main concentrations of 
ribbed socketed axes, one in north -east England, one in South Wales, 
although the Irish finds in the north -east tf that island may be considered 
as more than a scatter. The absence of the type in south -east England 
is noteworthy and has already been commented upon. 
In Scotland the only real concentration of these axes occurs 
in the eastern area stretching from the Forth southward to the Borders, 
the principal waterway being the Tweed. There are a few finds along 
the Teith, and a slight concentration along the Don River in Aberdeen- 
shire. A noticeable absence in the Tay region is not limited to this 
type alone. One other region, Galloway, has yielded several axes of 
this type, but generally the west coast shows a very sparse distribution. 
It thus appears that both typology and distribution are in agreement in 
deriAing the Scottish ribbed axes from north -east England. The Irish 
ribbed axe exhibits all the features of the Yorkshire type, and its 
smaller size appears to be only another example of the diminution of 
bronze types in the Irish Late Bronze Age; it must have penetrated to 
Ireland via 'Scotland or from the Morecambe Bay area, rather than being 
a composite type based on both Welsh and Yorkshire influence. 
While it seems evident that the immediate origin of Scottish 
ribbed axes lies in north -east England, the idea of traffic across the 
North Sea direct to Scotland may be discussed here because of the 
occurrence in Scandinavia of ribbed axes not far removed from the 
British form. According to Sprockhoff, the Danish ribbed axes have 
a distribution confined to Jutland, Punen, Lolland and Zealand, with a 
few outliers in Pommern, Brandenburg and Mecklenburg ( Sprockhoff 1901 
map 121; 1956, 21, map 83, taf 6, 13). These north German axes, 
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the Bergen type, while not exactly identical to the Danish form are 
clearly related. At Bergen auf Rügen, Yorkshire -type axes occur with 
other ribbed axes, one of which appears to be a Danish form, dated to 
Montelius V (Sprockhoff 1941 taf 53, 3; Broholm DO iv fig.133). 
But earlier Danish ribbed axes are known, dated to Montelius IV 
(Broholm DO iv, 22, 25) in hoards such as Orbaeklunde, Vestbjerg, and 
Grisby (Broholm DB iii, 198, 200, 181). The special interest of Grisby 
to the Scottish Late Bronze Age lies in the fact that its other socketed 
axe recalls an axe from the Bell's Mill, !.,dinburgh, hoard, although 
this latter is more exaggerated in its straightened body; Bell's Mill 
also contains a ribbed axe, but not of the earlier Danish form as seen 
at Grisby. Ribbed axes also occur in Sweden where they are dated to 
Montelius ( Montelius 1922, 1056; Broholm DO iv, although an 
earlier form, of Montelius III date, with slender body and short blade, 
recalls the curved ribbed axes of Sprockieff's Lausitz type ( Montelius 1922, 
994, 995). But generally these earlier socketed axes seem unrelated to 
he British types, which appear to have had their prototype in the Scandin- 
avian ribbed axes of Montelius IV. At a time when south-west England and 
the areas around the Irish Sea were receiving influences and objects 
from Scandinavia (the Taunton- Barton Bendish horizon) the Northern ribbed 
axe may have arrived in Britain where it was adopted and underwent 
separate developments in diferent area. The ribbed idea encountered the 
rectangular- sectioned axe common to eastern England and this resulted in 
the Yorkshire type. South Wales is closer to the area of arrival and this 
may account for the closer resemblance of the Welsh axe to the Northern 
form, with hexagonal section and loop springing from the socket mouth 
moulding. The only clear import of a Northern ribbed axe is that from 
Carse Loch, Kirkcudbrightshire (NPR DE5), although its character seems 
to be that of an unfinished casting. Alternatively, a socketed axe in 
the Fredshög find, dated to Montelius IV, is close to the Yorkshire 
type of ribbed axe (Sprockhoff 1934., taf 5, 15). 
It must however be emphasized that nowhere are the 
British types, Welsh and Yorkshire, dated to this early period, which 
is roughly contemporary with the TBB phase. Copies of Scandinavian 
groove - ribbed axes have been found, although, as stated, Carse Loch is 
the only clear import so far discovered. fixes from Kilrea, Co. Derry, 
and Drumee, Co. Down (Hodges 1956, fig. 1, 3, and p. 33), and from the 
Bourton, Glos. hoard (Dunning 1932, 283, fig. 3, 3) appear to be local 
copies of the Northern farm. The Bourton hoard also contains a Welsh 
ribbed axe. Savory suggests that the :eish axe is a product of the 
intrusive ribbed form and the collared and faceted Irish axe, and 
illustrates transitional forms (1958, Fig. 2, 4-5); however the Irish 
nature of the collared and faceted axe is in some dispute, and it is 
equally reasonable to consider the examples cited as hybrid forms. 
It is not proposed to list more than a few of the 
associated finds from English and Welsh hoards that provide firm dating 
for the ribbed socketed axe contemporary with the carp's tongue complex 
of the seventh and sixth centuries B.C. (Reach Pen Car_nbs, Inv. Arch. 
GB17; dosebury Topping Yorks, Arch Ael ii 1832 213 pl IV a-e ; Lulworth 
Dorset, ..tnt J. XV 1935 449; with objects of the carp's tongue complex). 
Other finds provide a similar date, with associations of Irish- British 
buckets of the early-,middle seventh century (Bagmoor Lines, Inv. Arch. 
GB23; Minnis Bay, Kent, Wonf- old 1943 28 with Welsh ribbed axe; Meldreth 
Cambs, Inv. Arch. GB13; Heathery Burn, Hawkes 1957 149; these last two 
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finds include both buckets and carp's tongue objects). Other hoards 
link ribbed British axes with Late Urnfield objects as at Welby, 
Lines (Inv. Arch. GB27, with Class BI cross- handled bowl), and Hallstatt 
C material at Newark, Notts (Inv. Arch. GB36), -with phalerae) and at 
Sompting, Sussex (Ant. u XXVIII 191+8 157, with phalera and B2 cauldron), 
and Ilya Pawn links a Yorkshire -type axe -with its early sixth century 
objects (Grimes 1951 fig. 72). 
somewhat earlier date for the emergence of the ribbed 
axe, of Yorkshire and Welsh type, is suggested by the Willow Moor, 
Shropshire, hoard which linked a Yorkshire axe with a lunate spearhead 
(ant. J: Viii 1928 30), and by Congleton, Cheshire, where a ribbed axe 
was found with a barbed spearhead and tubular ferrule, although the 
lunate and barbed spearheads occur in later contexts as well 
(Duddingston Loch). The Wick Park, Somerset, hoard contains Welsh axes 
and ribbed palstaves with tongue chape and barbed hollow -bladed spear- 
head, etc. (PSA 2nd Series V1815427), and Savory suggests that this 
find connects the Welsh ribbed axe with the Wilburton- Guilsfield phase. 
A ribbed palstave also occurs in the Nettleham, Linos, hoard, which 
belongs to the Wilburton phase. These rare finds of ribbed axes, and 
palstavés, in contexts earlier than the carp's tongue complex, supports 
the contention that an early form of ribbed axe, of Montelius IV date, 
inspired the production at a slightly later date of the Welsh and 
Yorkshire ribbed axes. 
The dating of three -ribbed axes in Scotland is dependent 
to a great degree upon the associations of English equivalents, but two 
Scottish hoards provide firm dates for the type. The important 
components of the Dalduff, Ayrshire, hoard are the staples of a Class 
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A2 cauldron dated to the first half of the seventh century, and two 
fragments of a fanged sword of Northern lrontelius IV date, possibly 
of Yontelius V. The ribbed axesin this hoard are thus dated to the 
seventh century, scarcely later, in view of the early dating of the 
sword. The other Scottish hoard containing a three - ribbed axe with 
dateable associations is that from Horsehope Craig, Peeblesshire. 
Here the cart and harness mountings have been dated by Piggott to the 
late seventh century on the basis of Central European cart burials of 
Hallstatt C and D age, and on comparisons with the Parc-y-Meirch 
hoard which contains objects assignable to Montelius V (Pigott 1953, 
175; Sheppard 1941, 1). 
Other Scottish hoards are of less value. That from 
Bell's Mill, Edinburgh, contains, as described above, an axe comparable 
to the Grisby axe of Montelius IV age. The Kalemouth, Roxburghshire, 
hoard has nine ribbed axes and other collared and faceted axes, but 
neither this nor the Essenside, Selkirkshire, find can provide a 
definite date for their Yorkshire axes. The socketed axes from Traprain 
Law, however, are judged to be hardly older than the fifth century B.C., 
and show the persistence of the ribbed axe into the later stages of the 
Scottish Late Bronze Age. 
It seems reasonable to assume that the variants and 
elaborations of the three -ribbed axe are merely further developments 
or parallel developments of the original form, which, as we have seen, 
may have evolved in Scandinavia in Montelius IV. At this time, two 
types of ribbed axes appear, one with heavy mouth moulding and multiple 
bars in false relief, the other (as at Carse Loch) with three or four 
ribs also in false relief but in wider grooves. Both of these forms 
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have short blades and it seams likely that the British and North 
German three ribbed axes, which are quite close in form, were inspired 
by these earlier Danish forms. It is also a possibility that the 
Scandinavian axe, having caused the development of the *elsh -type and 
the North German -type axes, played no part in the Yorkshire -type axe, 
this last evolved from later contact with the North German form, as 
at FredshtSg (Sprockhoff 1934., taf 5, 15). 
In this same period, lzontelius IV, curved bars, pellets 
and rings, appear on Danish socketed axes, perhaps inspired by Hungarian 
ames of similar date (Broholm DO iii, 23 -24.). This elaborate ribbed 
decoration continues into Montelius V and VI in l' orthern Europe, and 
occurs in hoards in Sachsen Anhalt, Thuringia and surrounding regions; 
these four - and five - ribbed axes with pellet decoration are close in 
form to the British axes ( Sprockhoff 1941, taf 40, 1, 5, 7; 1956 ii, 
map 11, 24. ff, taf 6, 11, 14, taf 8, 6, taf 9, 8). The laldensleben 
axe is dated by Sprockhoff to IYíontelius IV, although von Brunn has 
expressed doubts as to the associated nature of this find (1954. 39 - ). 
The axe is related to one in the Launac, Herault, hoard where it is dated 
to Hallstatt I (C) (D.6chelette iii, fig. 227); the hexagonal form of 
the Haldensleben axe is matched on some British axes (Rosskeen mould) 
and suggests some North European influence in the British Isles, although 
most of the British examples are rectangular in section and have 
relatively narrow blades, particularly in the south. The decorated axe 
from Bergen auf RCtgen., of Montelius V date, is close to this rectangular 
form (op cit). 
In discussing these variant forms of the three -ribbed 
axe, the simplest type is of course the axe with more than three vertical 
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bars. Nearly a dozen of these are known from Scotland, scattered 
from ;tberdéenshirc to Dumfries and the Inner Hebrides. The number 
of ribs varies from four to seven, including some in false relief, 
and about half have wide recurved blades. They are in general only 
slight elaborations of the more normal three- ribbed axes, and their 
association with the latter at Meidreth, Carobs, dates diem to the 
seventh century and contemporary with the Yorkshire and Welsh types 
(Inv. Arch. GB 13);. 
The more elaborately decorated ribbed axes require 
closer study. They can be divided into several typological groups, 
but all have in cannon vertical bars with pellets or rings, with two 
exceptions, one an axe with three pellets only similar in idea to 
south -east English axes (Evans 1881 fig. 122, 123), and one with three 
lines of incised Vs possibly related to the 'Tinwick, Lanes, axe (Evans 
1881 fig. 136). The main form of decorated axe, however, is a simple 
three -ribbed form with pellet or rirc terminals; all of the Scottish 
examples (5) come from the central lowland area. An axe with only two 
bars, with pellets, also was found in this area, while a four -bar and 
pellet axe probably is from Perthshire. Of the same general form is a 
socketed axe from eastern Ross and Cromarty, with five bars and pellet 
terminals at their upper ends. Presumably the Borders axe with three 
pellets but no ribs, described above, is related to this Ross axe. 
Comparable socketed axes are well known in En` gland, 
generally in associations suggesting a date in the seventh century, 
with carp's tongue complex objects at Reach Fen, Cambs (Inv. Arch. 
GB 17) and bucket at Meldreth, Cambs (Inv. Arch. GB 13), and similarly 
dated objects at Somerleyton, Suffolk (Ant. ¡Jr VIII 1928 236), Eaton 
Nor -'olk (PSA 2nd Series Xi 1835 )12), and Late Urnfield objects at 
F'eltwell 1 "en, Norfolk (Inv. Arch. GB 35). The Welsh associations 
suggest a somewhat later date, possibly in the early sixth century at 
Llyn Fawr and Cardiff (Grimes 1951, fig. 72 and 66). Similar axes 
occur in Ireland, but not in association (Hodges 1956 31); the 
occurrence of stone moulds for the type in Ireland and Scotland (Hodges 
195470 should be noted, as presumably these were employed in the 
cire perdue process. A rib and pellet decorated axe in the Challans 
hoard is associated with carp's tongue complex objects (Gallia XV, iii, 
1957, 78, pl 4), but few axes of this distinctive type are known farther 
east, and it appears that the development of the elaborately decorated 
axe, possibly based on a Central or North European form, occurred 
mainly in the .pest. 
A slightly more evolved decoration is seen on an axe 
from the Poolewe, Ross, hoard. This has three vertical bars ending in 
pellets, but the central bar stops before reaching the mouth moulding, 
and a horizontal bar joins this point to the outer bars about 4" below 
the moulding. This form recalls several socketed axes from southern 
England, one from the Thames (Evans 1881, fig. 140) and a more elaborate 
form from Kingston, Surrey (op cit, fig. 141 , and fig. 131) . 
There remain nearly ten Scottish axes with more evolved 
and intricate decoration, which may be accounted a sub -group of the 
above. These involve vertical bars with rings or dot- and -circle 
decoration, or diagonal bars with ring- and -pellets, and combined vertical 
and diagonal bars with rings or dot - and -circle decoration. The 
distribution of these suggests sonne relationship with Ireland, although 
many examples are also known from southern England. In this regard it 
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match, but the motif recurs on some English axes (Evans 1881, figs. 
143, 142, 149) and in Scandinavia (Broholm, DO iv 23, 24; Montelius 
1922, 992, 993, 997). These seem to be related to Sprockhoff's 
Lausitzer group (Sprockhoff 1956; i) ai4. 17, 15; Montel:ius 1922, 1057, 
10E2), and true V - decorated axes occur in Hungary and elsewhere in 
Central Europe (kberg, 1936 XiV, 24 -27; XVi 11, 21; XV1i, 1, 2; 
Germania X?CXii, 1954, p.7ff, taf 8, 10 -11 mould). 
The class as a whole seems to be related to western 
European types, the Scottish examples probably of Irish inspiration, 
but the basic decorative style may be Scandinavian. The Poolewe 
decorated axe was associated with a trumpet -ended ornament, generally 
dated from the seventh century B.C., and the extremely elaborate axe 
from Sompting, Sussex, dates to the early sixth century by its B2 
cauldron and Hallstatt C phalera (Ant. c:, XXVlll, 1948, 157). 
FACETED AXES: 
Socketed axes with faceted section may be divided 
into two separate groups, a homogeneous group composed of axes with 
trumpet or collared mouths, and a second group made up of all other 
faceted axes, generally with one or two mouldings at the mouth. The 
collared type usually has a slightly everted socket mouth and a 
collar extending down to the loop top, varying from 2" to 1" in width, 
below which the body section descends in six, or, more commonly, eight 
facets to the wide and sometimes recurved blade. 
The Scottish distribution of this collared type shows 
a marked concentration in the central and south -eastern regions 
(map 3). Only five axes occur north of the Glen Spean - Deeside line, 
and few in south -west Scotland. This distribution seems to point to 
a south -eastern centre of dispersal for the type, and this eliminates 
a source in Ireland, although the matter is in some doubt, and 
returned to below. The Tweed and its tributaries may have been 
utilized as a route leading to the interior, and the Firth of Tay also 
seems to have received a number of these axes. Possibly the finds near 
Loch Tay connect with this area. As stated, this distribution suggests 
a south- eastern orif,in, and little evidence exists to confirm Hodges' 
claim for an Irish source. Indeed, his statement that only two faceted 
axes of octagonal section occur in Scotland (1956, 29) needs revision, 
as thirty -one have now been recorded, and the type is not particularly 
common in Ireland. 
Although collared and faceted axes occur in north -west 
Europe, they are not numerous and, as explained below, may reflect a 
movement from Britain_ to the continent, either introductory or reflex. 
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A bronze mould for an axe of this type from the Quantock Hills, 
Somerset. (BM 1953 fig. 12, 5) is somewhat like one from Erkrath, 
Rhineland (I.Iariën, 1952, fig. 205), and Sprockhoff has listed other 
examples of faceted axes in Northern Europe, not all collared (1941, 
88 -89, abb 72, taf 40, 2 -4, 6, 8), which seen to reflect British 
influence. A collared and faceted axe from Gurki, Poland, was found 
with objects dated to Montelius V (AuhV ill 1881, abb 189). other 
Continental faceted axes have ribs emphasizing their angles, as in 
the Tleldreth, Carobs, hoard and other English finds (Inv. Arch. GB 13, 
32); Court- Saint -Etienne, Belrgium, shows this feature and has been 
dated to Hallstatt D (Inv. Arch. B 7), which seems somewhat at variance 
with other finds of Montelius IV (Sprockhoff 1937, taf 5, 17, p. 30; 
also see Breuil 1905, fig. 7, 92). 
Sprockhoff considers that the faceted axe is a North 
German type, descended from the transitional palstave -axe as at 
Ratibor, Silesia, with its Thames River relation (1941, abb 73 ); if 
this is true, then the faceted idea reached Britain at an early stage, 
for the British type of faceted axe has either a double moulding or a 
collar, while the native German type concentrated on a single moulding, 
and British faceted axes are found in the North in Montelius V, a 
reflex movement. Indeed, the abundance of collared faceted axes in 
the Highland zone of Britain suggests that the later evolutionary 
trends were carried out here. The axes from Adabrock, Lewis, and 
Horsehope, Peebles, are clearly related to finds at Court- Saint- 
Etienne (Hallstatt D), and at Fjellerup Fyn (Montelius VI). 
The alternate claim, for an Irish home of faceted 
socketed axes, although unsupported by distributions, requires some 
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examination. Hodges assigns the collared faceted axe to an early 
phase in the Irish Late Bronze Age because of the associations at 
Charleville, Co. Offaly (shield pattern palstave, socketed gouge and 
sickle), at Kish, Co. Wicklow (Class IIlA spearhead, T'horndon knife), 
and at Ballinlis, Co. Armagh (socket looped spearhead). Later 
associations are also loom, as at Cromaghs, Co. Antrim (sunflower 
pin) and at Iiilfeakia, Co. Tipperary (socketed gouge and sickle). 
'while evidence could be presented to show that the types in these hoards 
need not be as early as claimed, nevertheless it appears that the 
faceted axe in Ireland appeared at least as early as, possibly earlier 
than, in other parts of Britain. This can be resolved with the 
Continental evidence by suggesting that the faceted axe arrived in 
Ireland and in south Britain from Northern Europe, probably in Montelius 
IV, possibly not until V, and the British type, with double moulding or 
collar, was developed quickly and was exported to the I'Iorth in Páontelius 
V, with the ribbed -angle type presumably a somewhat later export. 
Nevertheless, the east English distribution of the type is generally 
accepted, (Piggott 1953, 177), and the Scottish distribution scarcely 
allows of any Irish influence. 
Collared and faceted axes are generally dated to the 
seventh or sixth century B.C., because of their associations with 
objects linked to the carp's tongue complex. At Stuntney .pen, Cambs, 
ribbed palstaves and axes suggest contemporaneity with this south -east 
English phase (Clark 1940, fig. 4, 4). Green End Road, Cambridge, has 
a ribbed axe, Class VB and VI spearheads, and a semi-tubular ring 
comparable to those from Monmore and Inshoch, with a faceted and 
collared axe,_(WAS XXXii 1932, 59 -60). The hoard from Cumberlow 
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Green, ierts, links the type with objects of the carp's tongue complex, 
as does the Minster, Kent, find. Association with an Irish -British 
bucket at Bartmoor, Linos, also suggests a seventh century date fcr the 
collared and faceted axe (Inv. Arch. GB 23). Associated finds in 
,tales illustrate the overlap of the type with Welsh ribbed axes, as 
at Fairwater, Cardiff, and other sites (Grimes, 1951, fig. (8, fig. 67), 
and Wick Park, Somerset, again links collared faceted axes with ribbed 
palstaves and axes, but also with objects suggestive of a date nearer 
the Wilburton- Guilsfield phase of the Late Bronze Age (Savory 1958, 37). 
The claim that the faceted axe lies behind the s'ielsh ribbed axe has 
previously been discussed. 
In Scotland, socketed axes with collar and faceted 
section occur in a considerable number of hoards. The Kalemouth, 
Roxburghshire, and Essenside, Selkirkshire, hoards show the type with 
ribbed axes, as in the south. At Gillespie, ';Tigtonshire, a small 
hoard of three faceted axes shows some resemblance to the Achnahanaid, 
Skye, socketed axe, with the faceted section extending through the 
collar. Two of the Gillespie axes are identical, from the same mould. 
A faceted and collared axe at Traprain probably dates from the fifth 
century in view of the settlement's analogies mith Lough Gara. The 
early 19th century hoard found at Gospertie, Fife, contained a 
collared and faceted axe, now lost, associated with a looped palstave 
and Class V spearhead (Small 1823). A socketed axe in the National 
Museum may have been a part of this large hoard; it is rectan ular- 
sectioned with double moulding, clearly an English type, as seen in 
many hoards, mainly dated to the seventh or sixth centuries (Inv. Arch. 
GB 17, '11; GB 23, 15). 
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The faceted axe from Achnahanaid, Skye, is associated 
with a socketed gouge duplicated in the ?Nester Ord, Ross, hoard 
where it is dated to c 700 B.C. on the basis of Covesea objects. 
Another axe, from Cullerne, Morayshire, is similarly dated to the 
seventh century and connected to the west coast; spearheads from 
Cullerne and from the Point of Sleat, Skye, hoard come from the same 
mould, and their curved knives also suggest a close connection, 
another example of which belongs to the Wester Ord hoard. As the 
Sleat cup -head pin is presumably Irish, the Cullerne faceted and 
collared axe may also be derived from this source, but not certainly. 
The Cullerne bifid razor recalls the razors from Bowerhouses, East 
Lothian, which also are associated with a faceted axe. 
Covesea -type armlets are linked to this socketed axe 
type at Rehill, Aberdeenshire, and date to Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C., 
as do the axes from Monmore, Perthshire. The associations here include 
a semi -tubular ring as in the Nottingham hoard, and a ri,Tbed taned 
knife as at Heathery Burn. The collared and faceted axe in the 
Ball:huore, Argyll, hoard may be of Irish derivation in view of the 
associations of bag and oval -sectioned axes. At Horsehope, Peebles, 
another of these faceted axes occurs with a ribbed axe and cart and 
harness mountings, dated by Piggott to Hallstatt C, probably in the 
late 7th Century. 
The collared axe is the only distinctive type of the 
faceted axes in Scotland, but several sub -types may be distinguished 
among the non -collared axes. These are primarily found in east -central 
Scotland, but occur sparsely in the west from Galloway to Lewis. A 
small series of these is composed of elongated axes, rather longer in 
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relation to their width than the ordinary type. This sub -type appears 
to be a north and western facies (Islay, NHA DQ 47; Skye, DQ 301; 
Adabrock)LelTis, DQ 211; 'Jester Ord, Ross, DQ 267; Golspie, Suth, 
Dunrobin Castle; Orkney, Hunterian Museum A94), with a small group 
in the central region (Traprain, East Lothian, N1,7A 1922, 232 -231; 
Castlehill, &ngus, DQ 79; Bell's Mill, idinburgh, DE 13). A type 
inique in Scotland canes from Islay (DE, 97), with slight beadings or 
ribbings that emphasize the facet angles. It is matched by an axe 
from the Iieldreth, Carobs, hoard dated to the seventh century by an 
Irish- British bucket and wing- decorated axes (Inv. arch. GB 13). 
A faceted axe from Arthur's Seat, Edinburgh, has a 
triple moulding running through the loop; ti.s decorative idea is 
repeated on a Perthshire axe (DE 89) possibly inspired by axes of 
similar style seen in Central Sweden in I.iontelius V - VI. At least 
one axe of this type was imported into Scotland (see below). The axe 
from Arthur's Seat is associated with an English -type axe, generally 
dated to the seventh or sixth century B.C. (Inv. Arch. GB 38, 12). 
Most of these Scottish faceted axes are octagonally - 
sectioned, a few hexagonally- sectioned, but one from Husabost House, 
Skye (DQ 301) is decagonal and has a wide recurved blade, generally 
considered to be a western trait. Its associated axe is matched in the 
Yforthing, Sussex, hoard (Inv. Arch. GB 37, 28) of seventh century date. 
A twelve -sided socketed axe from Traprain Law, East Lothian, has three 
raised mouldings encircling the neck below a flat collar and is 
duplicated, in all but the width of blade, in the Castlehill, Angus, 
hoard; none of the associated objects need suggest a date for these 
axes earlier than the fifth century. A s -econd axe from Traprain is 
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closely comparable with a faceted axe, with low moulding, from Orkney 
(Huntarian Museum A94). 
The Wester Ord, loss, hoard contains a faceted axe dated 
to c 700 B.C. by its association with Covesea objects; this axe is 
similar to one in the Adabrock, Lewis, hoard where the accor:panying 
cross- handled bowl of Hallstatt C type may be dated to the late seventh 
century. A loopless faceted axe in the Bell's !Mill, Edinburgh, hoard 
is matched in the Carlton Rode, Norfolk, find, and thereby dated to the 
seventh century; another axe of this type was found in London with a 
winged axe, also of the seventh century (Ant s X111, 1933, 297). A 
second faceted axe from Bell's Mill has an angular -sided blade, possibly 
matched on an axe from Jigtownshire. The Dalduff, Ayrshire, hoard 
provides a similar seventh century date for its faceted axe, based on 
an A2 cauldron, and possibly the same period, Scottish LBA3, applies 
to the Forfar and I shock, Nairn, axes. The latter is associated with 
a semi -tubular ring, also seen in the Monmore, Perthshire, and 
Nottingham hoards. These two hoards are connected to Heathery Burn by 
their rfibbed fanged knives, and to the carp's tongue complex (Clark 
1940) by distribution. 
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AXES WITH RECTANGULAR SECTION: 
Scottish socketed axes with rectangular or sub- 
rectangular section fall readily into two classes - those of English 
type and the more common local renderings of the rectangular - 
sectioned type. The English type has a double moulding, one at the 
socket mouth, the other slightly below and which runs into the loop 
top either imperceptibly or abruptly. The body section may vary, in 
the Scottish exemples, from sharply rectangular to a somewhat curved 
sub - rectangular effect. Blades also have considerable scope and may 
be narrow and straight as in many English axes, or may be wider or 
recurved. This latter feature is also often seen on English axes, 
but generally is limited to a sudden widening of the blade, whiff the 
Irish style of recurved blade gradually expands from a point at least 
midway up the axe. 
The second class of Scottish rectangular- sectioned 
axes includes all those examples that lack the distinctive double 
moulding of the English type, with the exception of ribbed axes and 
small squat axes which fall into separate classifications. 
The distribution of the truly English form is primarily 
central and eastern, with few examples north of Strathmore (Map 4). 
The second class is generally found in the east as well, but extends 
northwards as far as Sutherland. Finds along Tweeddale and Clydesdale 
may show some east -west connection, but there is a noticeable absence 
of the type in the South-west. In the north, a second area around 
the Cromarty Firth, and extending across to the north -west, shows 
smme preference for this form. The few finds in the Aberdeenshire 
area have narrow blades, while the north - western group all, with one 
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exception, have wide or recurved blades; this appears to be another 
example of regional differentiation such as has already emerged in 
the study of faceted axes (see also Savory, 1950, 39 -40). 
The double moulding socketed axe is so common in 
English hoards that there is no need to look farther afield for the 
immediate source of the Scottish examples. In England most of these 
hoards are dated to the seventh or sixth century because of their 
objects of the carp es tongue complex or their Irish-British buckets. 
At 1+ortivng, Essex, the English socketed axe occurs with a -winged axe 
(Inv. Arch. GB 37), at Reach Fen, Carobs, with bad; chape (GB 17). 
Barmoor, Lines, shows a bucket base -plate (GB 23), and Stuntney .ten, 
Carobs, contains ribbed pal_staves and axes, all with English -type axes. 
It is possible to connect, typologically, the 
Hademarschen or Taunton type of socketed axe with this later class of 
rectangular- sectioned axe. The Taunton type reached Britain from the 
Blbe -Oder region in the earliest stage of the British Late Bronze Age, 
and was adopted here first as copies of the original form, as at 
Kingoldrum, Angus, and then in more elaborate forms, the principal 
changes being an increase in size, as at North Ber*ick Law, and then 
the addition of a second smaller moulding below the mouth. This double 
moulding style occurs on several distinct classes of axes in addition 
to the distinctive English type under review, such as on Yorkshire 
ribbed axes, and it seems clear that this Yorkshire axe may have had 
its origin in the application of ribs, as seen on Northern axes of 
Montelius IV, to the English rectangular axe. The double moulding 
style is rare in Northern Europe, and is generally believed to be 
British ('Tackenberg 1951). Exports of the type to the North appear 
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in Iviontelius IV and V contexts, at Lovskal, Denmark, in the earlier 
period (Broholrn DB 11111 84), and at Plestlin, I,r Den nin at a later 
date (Sprockhoff 194.1, taf 42, 10 vith pattern, taf )1)1, 2 -3 with 
pellet). In Central Europe a date in Hallstatt B applies to the 
Hochstadt, Ir Hanau find (,úller- Icarpe 1948, taf 34., 4; see also 
Sprockhof f 1941, taf 39, 4 -; P.Z. v11 1915 74 +). 
Several hoards in Scotland contain axes of this English 
type. One fran Arthur's Seat, Edinburgh, is almost exactly matched by 
an axe from the Bagmoor, Linos, hoard. (Inv. Arch. GB 23, 16), and is 
itself associated with a faceted axe which recalls a socketed axe from 
the Forest of Birse, Aberdeenshire; this last -named appears to be an 
import from Scandinavia of Iviontelius V or VI. A single find from 
Strathmore, is unique in Scotland in that the faces of the axe are 
decorated with short vertical punched lines. This motif is more 
canmonly seen on flat axes of the earlier Bronze Age, as at Colleonard, 
Banffshire (Inv. ,arch. GB 29, 1 -3). 
The only surviving object from the Gospertie, Fife, 
hoard is a socketed axe of this double moulding English type, and 
apparently was associated with a faceted and collared axe. One of the 
socketed axes from the Castlehill, Angus, hoard is matched in the 
Worthing, Sussex, hoard which is dated to the seventh century B.C.; 
however, the identical faceted axes at Castlehill and Traprain Law 
su :-,gest that this Angus hoard dates from the fifth century. A lunate 
spearhead is associated with an Englis ,a -type axe at Hihfield, Ross, 
and a similar date, from c700 B.C., applies to the rectangular axe from 
the Auchtertyre, I,iorayshire., hoard with its Covesea armlets. The rdcent 
additiofis to the Dalduff, Ayrshire, hoard include three axes of this 
type as well as a ribbed axe. If these are truly associated with 
the orfwinal members of the hoard, the A2 cauldron dates the types 
to the early seventh century. 
The commoner Scottish types of rectangular -sectioned 
axe are, as described, scattered over much of .cotland, except in 
the south -west where ,probably the oval- sectioned and bag axes were 
more favoured. The type represents only slight variations from the 
English axe with double mouldings, and is commonly seen in southern 
hoards. The Worthing, Sussex, hoard contains an axe closely comparable 
to a single find from East Lothian (Inv. Arch. GB 37, 31; Nit DE 91), 
and a socketed axe from Annan, Dumfries, is matched in the Shoebury, 
Essex, hoard MADE 77; Inv. Arch. GB 38, 26); both hoards are dated 
to the seventh century. 
A single find from Perthshire (DE 89) has three mouldings 
encircling the socket and passing through the loop. This idea is 
paralelled in Scandinavian axes, dating from Montelius IV to VI 
(Montelius 1922, 105) -55 ). Several Scottish axed are related to the 
type, which also appears in Ireland (see Imported Axes). A loopless 
axe, also of Bub- rectangular section, from Banffshire, may be an off- 
shoot of an imported loopless axe found in Angus and dating to Iviontelius 
VI. This Banffshire axe is closely matched in its style of workmanship 
by an Aberdeenshire axe (Banff Museum; Marischal College). 
The more normal rectangular -sectioned axes can be 
divided into two groups, those with a collar at the socket mouth, and 
those with a plain moulding only. The latter type occurs in several 
Scottish hoards, at nester Ord, Ross, where it is dated to c700 B.C. 
by its associated necklet, and at Poolewe, Ross, where the trumpet -ended 
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ornament in general may be equated with Montelius V and the later 
phase of the Irish Late Bronze Age, from the seventh century. The 
dating of the type at Essenside, Sellcirkshire, and Highfield, Ross, 
is not as precise. 
The collared axes of this group also occur in the 
south of 'England and in `;`sales, in associations with objects such as 
ribbed axes, at Stuntney Fen, Carobs., and Llanddewi-rhydderch, Monmouth, 
(Grimes 1951, fig. 67, 8 -9), and bucket at Meldreth, Carobs (Inv. .Inch. 
GB 13, 27), all suggestive of a seventh century date. Scottish 
associations for collared axes of this group include evolved faceted axes 
at Husabost House, Skye, and Castlehill, Angus. The collared axe from 
the former hoard is closely matched by one in the Worthing, Sussex, 
hoard (Inv. Arch. GB 37, 28) with its seventh century associations. 
The Castlehill find is considered to be hardly earlier than fifth 
century B.C. in view of its similarity with Traprain Law objects. The 
collared axes from Adabrock, Lewis, 8:re repeated in the Meldreth, Carobs, 
hoard and at Feltwell Fen, Norfolk (Inv. Arch. GB 13, '5l; GB 35, 1) 
both of the seventh century. The associations at Adabrock, including 
a Hallstatt C bronze bowl, suggest a date nearer the sixth century, 
possibly late seventh. 
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BAG- SIiAPD AND OVAL AXES: 
The commonest form of bag- shaped axe has a relatively 
short body and a wide often recurved blade. The socket mouth is 
usually oval, as is the body section in its p &rust form. Many 
Scottish axes belong to this type, and others create an impression 
that they are bag axes by their width of blade, but for reasons stated 
below it has been found useful to set a certain limit based on the 
average variation in true Irish bag axes. This simple determination 
eliminates the non - bag -shaped axes from the established type. For 
this purpose, measurement of blade width over axe length produces, for 
typical bag axes, an index never under .71, while a considerable number 
of pseudo -bá.g types fall in the range .66 - .70; these are not true 
bag axes but belong to a related group. 
The ordinary bag-shaped axe has a slightly expanded 
mouth producing a trumpet -like appearance to the axe. Other forms, 
less common in Scotland, include single mouldings at the mouth, or 
double mouldings or a collared effect. A few show multiple mouldings 
at or below the mouth. A second type of bag axe, clearly related by 
the same basic principles of shape, is that with a body section not 
oval but sub -rectangular or, more generally, hexagonal or octagonal. 
The same varieties of moulding at the socket mouth occur, but the 
single trumpet -like appearance or single moulding form is much commoner 
than the multiple moulding type. 
The socketed axe with oval section, but falling outside 
the limiting figure of true bag axes, is undoubtedly related to this 
latter type, either through local development of the bag- shaped idea 
or through the receipt of Irish oval -sectioned axes. The distribution 
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of this type suggests that Ireland played a considerable part in the 
establishment of this form in Scotland. The axe generally has a 
wide or even recurved blade, and the socket mouth may have a single 
or double moulding, or a collar or multiple mouldings of unequal widths. 
A further type of Scottish socketed axe is clearly 
related to Irish diminútive axes, but falls outside the range of true 
bag axes. This is due to their lack of -ride or recurved blades. In 
section these may be oval, sub -rectangular or faceted, and the 
decoration at socket mouth also varies from a single moulding or collar 
to multiple mouldings. The distinctive features are the small size of 
axe, rarely over 21-2" long, and the narrowness of the blade. 
Map 5 shows the distribution of the Scottish bag axes 
and their related types. The overall distribution showz a considerable 
number of finds from the east coast, particularly in the Aberdeenshire 
area. This need not disrupt the suggested Irish connections, because 
it is commonly accepted that the most suitable settlement areas lie 
mainly in the east and types of implements in common use will naturally 
gravitate in the direction. Nevertheless, the rarity of bag axes and 
their derivatives in the north -west of Scotland is unusual. In the 
south -west, a number of finds have been made, not however as many as 
would be normally expected. 
The true bag -shaped axe is clearly an Irish type. The 
map of Irish finds shows the concentration in that island, and 
comparison with the rest of the British Isles confirms the. above,: 
opinion (Hodges, 1956, fig. 7). The Scottish distribution as seen on 
Map 5 shows little resemblance to Hodges' Scottish map, but the 
definition of the true bag- shaped axe as explained above, based 
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upon the Irish form, elirnin &tes several of Hodges' find spots and 
alters the general pattern of distribution in Scotland. This is 
to a certain extent also due to the plotting of a considerable 
number of bag axes hitherto unrecorded. The Scottish map suggests 
that the bag axe arrived here not through Galloway but via the Clyde 
area, possibly spreading thence through the Central Lowlands along 
the Vale of Kelvin eastwards into the Lothians or northward to the 
Teith. From here, Strathallan and Strathmore are easily accessible, 
and may duplicate the route whereby Irish kite- bladed spearheads 
penetrated into Central Scotland. 
A small group of bag axes lies in the Garioch- Strathdon 
area, and may possibly represent influence from Strathmore, or may be 
an offshoot from a considerable concentration in the .Laich of Moray. 
This area must have received these Irish or Irish -inspired axes via 
the Great Glen, which route was already known in the earlier Bronze 
Age (Inv. arch. GB 29, Colleonard, Banffshire). Of interest is the 
extreme scarcity of the bag axe in the Iestern Isles and the poor 
representation in Galloway. The concentration of oval -sectioned axes 
in the central Ayrshire plain partially compensates for this near - 
absence of true bag axes. 
The ordinary Irish bag axe has both oval mouth and 
section. In Scotland a number of bag axes have sub -rectangular body - 
sections, and it is suggested that these represent a local development 
of the bag axe idea, the sub -rectangular form resulting fran contact 
With the English type of socketed axe, which has a rectangular body. 
Hodges states that a few Irish bag axes have hexagonal- sectioned bodies 
below a collar or trumpet mouth. These may represent, as he suggests, 
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the origin of the bag axe in hexagonal- sectioned axes in Ireland, 
but seem to be entirely different from the Scottish bag axes with 
sub -rectangular section. 
The distribution of these two. .Scottish types of bag 
axe, the true oval -sectioned Irish form, and the Jcottish sub -rectangular 
form, shows an interesting geographical limit for the spread of the pure 
Irish form. Of approximately forty bag axes with sufficiently precise 
provenance known, the two ports of entry for bag axes from Ireland, the 
Clyde and, to a lesser degree, Galloway, show eight pure forms to one 
what we may call secondary form. The intermediate area leading to the 
Lothians and Strat more yields three pure and no secondary forms. The 
picture presented by eastern Scottish finds is entirely different, with 
only six pure forms to thirteen secondaries, another example of regional 
differentiation. Compared with the western areas, it appears that the 
Irish oval -sectioned bag axe underwent a change in the eastern area 
probably due to contact with the basically different English type of 
socketed ace. The axes from the Moray coast do not show the same 
decree of emancipation, with five Irish and three Scottish forms, and 
this serves to support the assumption of the use of the Great Glen route, 
rather than a derivation from the Aberdeenshire area. 
The distribution of the oval -sectioned socketed axe, 
(not of the bag- shaped group) is somewhat different than that of the 
true bag axe in Scotland. The most striking feature of this distribution 
is that the western area of Scotland shows more of these axes than the 
east, whereas the total number of socketed axes from the east is 
approximately double that of the west. These oval -sectioned axes are 
mainly found in the south -west, from Galloway to the Carrick and Kyle 
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'areas of the Ayrshire plain, and possibly represent direct contact 
with Ireland. A few finds in Tweeddale might represent the culminating 
point of a riverine passage from the Heads of Ayr along the Ayr, Douglas 
or Duneaton Water into the Tweed, and this passage might also account 
for the few finds of three- ribbed axes in Carrick. 
As described, the normal form of this axe shows an oval - 
sectioned body with wide or recurved blade. This type is common in 
Ireland where it merges into the true bag axe in many cases, and there 
seems little need to look farther afield for a source of the Scottish 
axes. However, a number of oval -sectioned Scottish axes are atypical 
of the group, either by their slender body or by their narrow blades, 
mainly the former feature. Of oval- sectioned axes in east Scotland, 
all are of this atypical group, none are clearly of Irish type, ;while 
in the west of Scotland, most are close in form to the Irish oval axe, 
which incidentally is found mainly in central and north -eastern Ireland. 
The third main type of Irish -inspired axe is the small 
squat variety, based on the diminutive Irish axe as described. This 
type is relatively rare in Scotland although a small number occur in 
the G'arioch and Formartine area of Aberdeenshire. Galloway has not 
revealed any axes of this type, which is rather surprising in view of 
the suggested Irish origin (Hodges, 1956, 31). The Irish axes are 
generally smaller, usually under 2" in length, but otherwise they exhibit 
the saine characteristics as the Scottish axes (Evans, i881, fig. 170). 
The somewhat complementary distributions of bag axes, oval -sectioned axes, 
and small squat axes in southern Scotland should be noted. 
While the immediate source of the Scottish bag- shaped, 
oval, and small squat axes clearly lies in Ireland, the ultimate origin 
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of the smaller types is uncertain. Hodges claims that the hexagonal - 
sectioned axe as found in Ireland gradually developed into the bag - 
shaped axe, and cites several transitional forms, a bag axe with 
faceting below the neck. However, these rare axes could equally as 
well be hybrid forms, and associations are lacking (Hodges, 1956, 31). 
But he also describes a hatchet -shaped axe which is claimed to have 
descended from the bag -shaped axe in view of its over -expanded blade 
and general squat appearance (1956, 33, fig. 1, 4). 
In Scandinavia, however, there occur several axe forms 
that can equally as well be considered the prototype not only of these 
hatchet- shaped axes, as Hodges admits, but also of the bag axe itself 
(Montelius 1922, fig. 1177, 1178; Broholm DO iv, 134.). These are 
dated to _íontelius IV or V, and may well have influenced the production 
of a smaller more squat axe in the later phases of the Irish Date Bronze 
Age. A somewhat similar forni also appears in Montelius IV, which may 
be related to the smaller socketed axes in Ireland and Scotland 
(Ebntelius 1922, fig. 1173), although its juncture of loop top and 
socket mouth, a common Continental feature, differs from the British 
and Irish type. A diminution in size is also a regular practice in 
objects of this ISontelius IV (Montelius 1922, figs. 1058, 1060 -61, 
1063), and the small axes in the Bergen aw4 i iizgen hoard illustrate the 
persistence of this feature (Sprockhoff, 1911', taf 53, 4-5). 
In Ireland several hoards suggest a date for the bag - 
shaped axe somewhat earlier than the initial date of 650 B.C. proposed 
by Bodges on the basis of distributional studies (1956, 45-46 ). At 
Dowris, both bag axes and oval- sectioned axes, if truly associated with 
a Hurd -Eimer and B; cauldrons, should date scarcely later than 650 B.C. 
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(Hawlces 1957). The association of a basal -looped spearhead with a 
Co. bag axe at "ash,  T±c : ow, supports this appearance at an early 
date in the Irish Late Bronze Age (Doyle, 1911D, 941. Other hoards are 
suggestive of a later date for the bad; and oval -sectioned axe, as at 
Kinne`;oe Bog, Co. Armagh (Armstrong 1921 -24, 1 3) and Glenstal, Co. 
Limerick (ibid 146- 117). 
The Stuntney Fen, Cams, hoard contains a number of bag 
and oval- sectioned socketed axes, as well as several small squat axes 
comparable to the Scottish type (Clark 1940 pl V1). The associated 
ribbed axes and palstave suggest a date fro::' the seventh century B.C. 
in the south of England. One of the Stuntney axes resembles closely a 
small squat example from Aberdeenshire (op cit, pl V1, sixth from left 
in bottom' row; i _arischal College, 254). 
The oval -sectioned socketed axe is not particularly rare 
in the south of England, as are the true bag axe and small squat axe, 
and generally is dated from the seventh century B.C., either by associations 
with carp's tongue objects as at Felixstowe, Suffolk (Inv. _rch. GB 16, 6) 
and ',!orthing, Sussex (GB 37, 23), or by association with an Irish- British 
bucket at Heldreth, Cambs (GB 13, 30). This i:ïeldreth axe is closely 
matched by several collared Scottish axes (Strathgray, Perthshire, Blair 
Castle Museum; Penninghame, Tigtownshire, DID1. DE 48). An axe from the 
Nottingham hoard also may be compared, and the associated objects of 
semi- tubular ring and ribbed tanged knife are duplicated in the LIonmore, U 
Perthshire, hoard. 
Socketed axes of the small squat type are rarely seen in 
the south, but several have been found in hoards, as at Stuntney Fen, 
Carobs, aiw. the Isidd of Harty, Kent, where the carp's tongue objects 
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suggest a date from the seventh century B.C. (Inv. Arch. GB 18, 19). 
The axe in question, however, lacks the squatness usually seen in 
Scottish examples, - Mich occurs in a ribbed axe from the Newark, Notts, 
hoard, of similar date (GB 36). 
Bag- shaped axes and derivative or related forms are not 
common in +ales (Hodges 1956, fig. 7; Savory 1958), but several 
associated finds are recorded. Both Llantwit i,ïajor, Glam., and 
Llanddevri- rhydderch, Monmouth, contain bag -shaped axes and ribbed Telsh 
ayes, the former hoard also with a ribbed palstave of Clark's Class I 
(Grimes 1951, 257, 255), and a small squat axe as well. The Guilsfield, 
Montgomeryshire, hoard contains a bag- shaped axe and the associations 
generally suggest a date earlier than the seventh century, possibly as 
early as c 900 B.C. Welsh -type axes at St. Aryans, Monmouth., are 
associated with an oval- sectioned axe which recalls one from Melrose, 
Roxburgh, and date from the seventh century (Grimes 1951, fig. 67, 1; 
MA DE 65) . 
Bag- shaped axes are found in several Scottish hoards, 
none of which can be dated without question to a time earlier than 
Scottish. LBA3, from 700 B.C. The hoards from Ballimore, Argyll, and 
Highfield, Ross., both contain bag axes in association with lunate 
spearheads, but this type is generally dated not earlier than the 
seventh century in Scotland, although it does occur in an earlier context 
in the south of England. The bag -shaped axe recently added to the 
Dalduf, f, Ayrshire, hoard is assigned to the early seventh century by 
its accompanying A2 cauldron handles, and a somewhat similar date 
probably applies to the Inshoch, Nairn, bag -shaped axe with its 
connection to the Monmore, Perthshire and Nottingham hoards thxough 
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their common semi -tubular rings. The associations of Type 1 socketed 
gouge at Tynehead, Liidlothian, and English -type axe at Leith, with bag 
axes are not chronologically diagnostic. However, a bay;- shaped axe 
from the Castlehill, 1us, is considered to date hardly before the 
fifth century B.C. in view of the hoard's analogy with Traprain Law. 
Socketed axes with oval section are also found in several 
Scottish hoards, including the Ballimore, Argyll, and J alduff, Ayrshire, 
hoards noted above. At Islay, the possible founder's hoard contains a 
Class IV spearhead and a halberd, among other objects, and although the 
axe in question is atypical, an early date in the Scottish Late Bronze 
Age may be tentatively suggested. The Essenside, Selkirk, hoard contains 
an oval- sectioned axe as well as a Yorkshire -type ribbed axe. The 
fragmentary axe in the Balmashanner, Angus, probably belongs to this 
Scottish group, and is dated to the seventh century or later by its 
associated Covesea armlet and cast bronze bowl. A later date applies 
to the atypical socketed axe attributed to the Grosvenor Crescent, 
Edinburgh, hoard, which dates from c 500 B.C. by its swan's neck sunflower 
pin. 
A single find from Cambusmore, :Sutherland, has a herring- 
bone pattern round the expanded mouth; this decoration of chevrons is 
commonly aoulied to axes of the earlier Bronze Ag-e, as at Gavel i oss, 
Renfr:wshire (Inv. Arch. GB 28, 3), and on a flat axe from Nairnshire. 
The rope moulding seen on a small socketed axe from the Tay appears to 
be an Irish feature, and has been recorded on several finds from 
Portera, River Erne (Hodges 1957b, fig. 1, 1+), Athboy, Co. Leath (Evans 
1881, fig. 172), and, in a slightly different form, from Beaumaris, 
Anglesey (Grimes 1951, fig. 64., 12). 
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The only associated find from Scotland, or Ireland, 
containing a small squat axe is that from Callander, Perthshire, but 
the accompanying rapiers and Class IV spearhead suggest that the axe 
type had its origin at an earlier stage of the Late Bronze .dine than 
previously believed. Possibly the Scandinavian comparable axes of 
Montelius IV can explain this Scottish LBA; dating, but it must be 
noted that the associated nature of this find is not fully substantiated. 
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IITORTED AXES: 
None of the Scottish socketed axes that appear to be 
imports, or direct copies of continental axes, has beer found in 
association with other distinctive bronzes. An axe from O rse Loch, 
arkcudbright, (NI.IA DE 5) is a Scandinavian form appearingr there, in 
Montelius IV (Broholm DB IV, pl 5, 4; DO 1V, fig. 22, p 63); its 
significance in connection with the evolution of Brig sh ribbed axes 
has been discussed. mother socketed axe from the same area, Annan, 
Dunfrieâ, (1:.iA DE 80) is of Taunton- Fadernarschen type, and dates to 
Montelius III or IV (Sproci hoff 1941, taf 39, 3; taf 59, 3; map 113); 
it may be a direct import if of Iademarschen type, or a representative 
of the British Taunton type. The Kir goldrum, -magus, socketed axe 
MADE DE 12) has a slight scarcely perceptible collar and is sufficiently 
close to the Taunton type to be considered a copy at least of these axes 
of the TBB group. 
This type is rare in Ireland, where it occurs in the 
Bishops.land hoard, but is more canon in the Somerset area of En ;land. 
The British distribution is shown by Hodges (1956 32), and Savory lists 
another exaple from i,ïerione-I,h, Tales, somewhat atypical (1958 17 -18, 
map 59). n unprovenanced axe in the National Museum, Dublin, appears 
to be a local renderin`, of the Taunton type, the wider blade suggesting 
some Irish influence. An axe from North Berwick Law, East Lothian, 
(IUL DE 91) seems to be derived from this Taunton type. 
:A. socketed axe from the Forest of Birse, Aberdeenshire, 
(I`1L& DE 13) may be an import from Scandinavia; if not, it is certainly 
a close copy of a type appearing in Central Sweden in lIontelius DT 
(Montelius 1922, 1054), and in Denmark in later periods (Broholm DO 1V, 
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fig. 217; Broholan DB iv, 249). An axe from Perth shire (Ilia DE 6 9 ) 
appears to be a local rendering of this Scandinavian fone, with three 
mouldings passing through the loop. A faceted axe from Arthur's Seat, 
Edinburg h, (NMA DQ 89) shows other connections with a North German 
type, with multiple mouldings around the socket mouth (Iproc1:hoff 1941, 
taf 38, 10, map abb 67). The Northern type has a loop springing from 
the socket mouth moulding, below which a collar effect of two small - 
one large - two small ribs, provides the distinctive feature of the 
axe, which is found primarily in north Netherlands and western Germany. 
It occurs in the hoards of 21estlin and Vietkovr, both dated to Montelius 
V (Sprockhoff 1;56, i, 51, 66). 
3prockhoff considers the Dungiven, Co. Derry, axe as 
related to this type (194.1, abb 68), and other Irish finds include 
Balli nderry, Co. Westmeath, (JR,SAI 03 1953 103 ff), Craeaghs, Co. Antrim, 
(HUA 26c 1916 119ff), and Belfast, (Arch 61, 1908 153), linking this 
form of axe to objects such as gouges, sunflower pins and gold dress - 
fasteners. A somewhat similar form appears in the K_innis Bay, Kent, 
hoard with objects dated to the seventh century (': orsf old, 1943, pl xi, 
3). Several Scottish axes may represent local renderings of the type, 
and are concentrated in the south-west, thus connecting with the Irish 
axes rather than directly with the Northern form, although Northern 
influence seems to be disseminated from the Irish Sea coasts. The 
socketed axes from Muirhead and Low Overmoor, .. rrshire MIA DE 113 and 
Kilmarnock Museum), from Old '_.Ionkland, Lanarkshire (atypical, I`l',A DE 87), 
and from Islay (MA DE 119), all possess the multiple mouldings of 
unequal width characteristic of the Irish form. The axe from Arthur's 
Seat, noted above, is now connected with an English -type socketed axe 
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rather than with the two native swords previously reported. 
A loopless socketed axe probably from Angus (Montrose 
Museum) appears to be an import, or else a close copy, of a Scandinavian 
or North German form dated to Montelius VI (Aberg 1936, taf X, 115; 
Sprockhoff, 1931, taf 23, 4; Mestorf 1885, taf XXI, 209 with loop). 
Three axes reputedly from Lamancha, Peeblesshire, compose 
a hoard of North French types, with long narrow square -sectioned bodies 
and heavy mouth moulding. The distribution of the type gives no hint 
of the reason why such exotic objects should be found in Scotland 
( Sprockhoff 1941, abb 89); however, similar socketed axes have been 
found in Ireland, correcting Hodges (1956, 48), and one, probably from 
Co. Antrim, appears to be a local production with casting flaws and 
untrimmed seams (Belfast Museum). The possibility that such axes were 
employed as currency bars should be noted. 
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S P E A R H E A D S 
CLASS III: 
The basis for discussion of socketed spearheads lies 
in Greenwell and Brewis' article in hrchaeologia 1909 (vol. lxi 439), ), 
and their classes of weapons are so uniformly known that it seems 
unwise to attempt new typological definitions. However care must be 
taken to ensure that the numerical system employed does not mislead or 
influence the discussion of typological deviopment. 
Typologically the earliest class of spearhead found in 
any c uan_tity in Scotland is Greenwell and Brevis' Class III, but mention 
may perhaps be made of the few finds of earlier types. The tanged 
spearheads from Fife and Ayrshire both belong to groove -decorated Class 
I, the former weapon also having a midrib decorated with a punched -dot 
design. These are comparable to English tanged spearheads and date to 
the Early Bronze Age (Evans 1861, fig. 325; Fox 1948 54 pl 71, fig. 11; 
Inv. Arch. GB 9, 20, with r of erences ). 
A Class II. spearhead, of Arreton Don type, may be part 
of the Greyfriars Church, Dumfries, hoard, in possible association with 
palstaves. The objects in ruestion are at present lost to public view, 
although some casts exist, and the association itself is in doubt. 
As stated above, Class III spearheads comose the st 
major group in - icotland. These are best distinguished by their =,te- 
shaped blade derived from the earlier tanned spearheads and ultim,,tely 
from similarly-shaped da -gers of the Early Bronze Age. jhe Scottish 
spear Cis of this Class III are generally about 5-6 inches in length, 
although larger examples are not rare, and have the characteristic 
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British and Irish looped socket. Their lozenge -flattened loops are, 
on the average, slightly nearer to the socket mouth than to the base 
of the blade. 
Three distinct types of Class III spearheads: may be 
distinguished, the major consisting of those spearheads with ribs on 
the wings nearly parallel to the edges of the blade. A smaller number 
show a blade less kite -shaped and -without ribs, approaching the leaf - 
shaped form, while a third type is made u i of the so- called javelin 
heads. These may be decorated, but are characterized by their thickened 
blade with shallau grooves, producing a multi -angular section. 
Raftery divides the Irish Class III spearheads into two 
groups, the javelin head with short socket, and the ordinary spearhead 
(1941, 289). Be suggests that the former type has its origin in daggers, 
the latter in polished flint lance- heads. No significant distributional 
pattern occurs to enable us to differentiate geographically between these 
variants. 
The Scottish distribution is too sparse to allow any 
concrete proposals to be made regarding their source (map 6). However, 
when this is seen. in conjunction with the distribution of. Class III 
spearheads in Ireland (Raftery 1941, 291), and considering the known 
relative rarity of the class in England and Vales, it is clear that the 
Scottish examples must be derived from Ireland. Raftery notes over 150 
finds and Coffey estimates a total number of 350. The Scottish 
distribution is remarkable in that no finds from the south -west have 
been recorded, but the Clyde and Annan may have been employed as routes 
leading to the interior and to the fertile lowlands of the east. 
Caithnes's and Shetland should. be noted as recipients of this class of i 
spearhead. 
Divergent views are expressed regarding the date of 
these Class III spearheads in Ireland, and a brief summary of these 
may be useful before discussing the single associated find in Scotland. 
Raftery claims a Late Bronze Age date, stating that "a great majority 
of the group must be relegated to the period about 800 B.C." (1941, 
287 -298), and reaffirmed this late dating in 1951. His assumption that 
the socket idea did not reach Britain or Ireland until the beginning of 
the Late Bronze Age is no longer tenable, and it is now recognized that 
this feature arrived from the continent by c 1500 B.C., the socketing 
idea being attempted first in the production of the Arreton Down type 
of spearhead. Cowen shows that basal- looped spearheads of British 
manufacture were exported to the continent by Montelius II (1948, 233). 
It seems clear that the socket, as applied to spearheads, 
arrived in Ireland well before the beginning of the Irish Late Bronze 
Age, and was adopted by smiths who invented loops to aid the hafting of 
the as yet short socket. Hodges notes that all the moulds for Class III 
spearheads are of stone, and considers this as an essentially Middle 
Bronze Age technique (1954, 62). 
Evans dismisses Raftery's claim for a Late Bronze Age 
date but ',however states-that, while Hawkes has placed Class III spearheads 
in. his Bronze Group C, c 1400 -1300 B.C., in remoter parts of Britain the 
type may have been manufactured and used later, even to the end of the 
Middle Bronze Age (1954, 57). The few associations noted below show 
that this suggestion is unduly cautious, and that the type does persist 
into the Late Bronze Age in the northern parts of Britain, and in Ireland. 
At Ballinlis, Co. Armagh, a collared and faceted axe is 
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associated with a kite- bladed spearhead, and the 
hoard thus clearly 
dates to the Late Bronze Age (JESAI, lxx, 1940, 942). In the 
Nether- 
lands at Vledder, Prov. Drenthe, a similar spearhead 
occurs with a 
cremation in an urnfield dated to Hallstatt A (van Giffen, 1938, 331). 
The Class III spearhead from Corsbie Moss, Berwickshire, the only 
associated find of the type in Scotland, supports a date in 
the Late 
Bronze Age, at least in the Highland zone. The associations here are 
a sword of 'Jilburton type and a bronze chape, the latter destroyed upon 
discovery, but the spearhead must date to Scottish LBA2, from c 900 B.C. 
An enigmatical spearhead frai Ettrick Forest, Selkirkshire, 
also suggests a Late Bronze Age date for some kite - bladed spearheads. 
This example has high ridges running more or less parallel to the blade 
edges, and two lunate openings in the blade. The lunate spearhead is 
not dated in Scotland earlier than LBA3, from c 700 B.C. Possibly the 
Ettrick spearhead can be considered as an atypical Class IV example, with 
somewhat angular blade and lozenge -shaped loops, but lunate openings are 
enually as rare on this later class as on the Class III spearheads. 
A javelin head from Islay was reputedly found with other 
bronze objects but these are now untraceable. Two other javelin heads 
are decorated with groups of lines circling the socket above and below U 
the loops, and at the blade base. One, from Douglas, Lanarkshire, is 
limited to this, but the other, from Dean Water, Angus, has in addition 
a series of dotted lines on socket and blade. This decoration is matched 
on a spearhead from Ballymena, Ireland (Evans, 1881, fig. 401). 
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CLASS N: 
The Class IV spearhead is distinguished by its hybrid 
nature, a reaction of native bronze smiths to the incoming leaf- 
bladed spearhead. The native kite - bladed and looped spearheads of 
Class III were combined with the intrusive leaf- bladed and riveted 
spearheads of Class V to produce a leaf- bladed and looped spearhead 
(Class IV), that supplanted Class III and probably ran parallel to 
Class V until its manufacture was discontinued by the realization that 
the rivet method of attachment was superior to hafting by the use of 
loops. Apparently the leaf -shaped blade appealed at once to the native 
smiths, yet it is strange that no kite -bladed and riveted spearheads 
were manufactured in the first flush of enthusiasm. 
The Class IV spearhead, then, is a form developed soon 
after the arrival in Britain and Ireland of the leaf -bladed spearheads 
with rivet holes. Cowen, discussing the Liesbrttel grave group, shows 
how the basal- looped spearhead, 
to Montelius II. Now this type 
be a development from the Class 
a British type, dates on the continent 
of spearhead is generally believed to 
IV spearhead, the only difference being 
that the loops set free on the sácket in the latter class have moved up 
to the base of the blade in the former class. 
This on the surface seems reasonable, but a further 
difference that 
of the sizes of 
looped) and the 
has not been emphasized is apparent from 
these two spearhead types. 
a comparison 
Both Class IIIA (basal- 
related IVB (protected -looped ¡ exhibit len glhhs far 
exceeding that of the uniformly small Class IV spearheads. Arguments 
based on the greater amount of metal available in later stages of the 
Bronze Age are scarcely applicable here, in view of the diminution in V 
sizes of various bronze objects near the end of the Bronze Age. 
Of Scottish Class IV spearheads sufficiently preserved 
to enable the total length to be measured or accurately estimated, 
96; fall into a group 3" to 7" long, while of the normal Class IIIk 
and IVB spearheads, supposedly a simple development of the loop 
attachment, only 12jó are of this small size, and 65% are over 13" in 
length. As described, the majority of the native Class III spearheads 
are from 5 - 6" long. As both Class III and IV spearheads are centred 
mainly in the Highland Zone, their connection as regards size confirms 
the latter's partial origin in the former. 
Of Class V spearheads, however, it is difficult to 
distinguish the early arrivals from the later major incursion, but the 
Scottish total shows 620 with lengths from 5" to 8 ", 26% over 11" long. 
As this Class V spearhead continued in use throughout the Late Bronze 
.Age, probably this percentage of smaller specimens is largely composed 
of spearheads in use in the later phases, as this diminution in size 
was a feature of the Late Bronze Age in the Highland Zone. 
The problem, then, of the large Class ILIA and IVB 
spearheads, is insoluble at present but it will be seen below that the 
recognition of a bronzesmith's industry in the south of England in IBA 
enables us to derive these spearhead types from that quarter, and 
little or no connection with the "small -size" industry of the North 
need be invoked. The point to be noted is that Class IV spearheads, 
rarerin_ the South, need not stand typologically behind the Class IIIA 
and IVB spearheads. The chronological positions of these classes also 
supports this ar8ument. 
The relationship of Class IV to Class III, however, is 
not in doubt, and several Scottish specimens of the former class 
revival their ancestry in the appearance of the angular outline of 
the midrib as it nears the point, so often seen on Class III spear- 
heads (Class III, I'ThA DG 6, DG 62; Class IV, DG 79, DG 98). A later 
feature apoearinsr on several Class IV spearheads is a narrowing of 
the socket width between the wings; this is matched on some Class V 
spearheads, as at Newark, Notts. (Inv. Arch. GB 36, 3 -4). A spear- 
head from Brackla Farm, Loch Ness, has a leaf -shaped blade with lozenge 
loops (Class IV), below which lies one rivet hole and an opposing dimple, 
presumably cast along with the loops. A mould from Aberdeenshire 
contains matrices for both Class IV and V spearheads. 
Maps 6 - 9 show the Scottish distribution of Classes III, 
IV, IIIA and IVB, and V; while Classes IIIA and IVB present only a 
scatter of finds in the south -east and south -west as befits a type 
derived from England, possibly Ireland, and of short duration, Class III 
shows a penetration, although sparse, over much of Scotland. Its 
absence from some areas in which the former Classes are found suggests 
some measure of contemporaneity, and this is substantiated by associations. 
Class IV enlarges the picture, and shows the use of this weapon throughout 
the country except in the north-west. Evans' statement that this class 
is rarer than the basal - or protected -loop types clearly requires 
revision, at least in the Highland :..one (1933, 191). Indeed, the 
distribution of this class in Scotland is as complete as that of Class 
V spearheads. 
From thEse maps, then, it appears that the Class IV 
spearheads had a considerable life in Scotland, extending well into 
the Late Bronze Age. Of interest in this connection is that tie 
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type in Wales seems to have the same spread and long life (Savory 
1958, fig. 12). The Scottish distribution further suggests that 
Ireland need not be considered as the only source of the type, as 
the south -western area shows no particular concentration, and in 
Ireland the finds are not particularly numerous or north -eastern. 
A majority of the Irish Class IV spearheads are slightly smaller 
than the normal Scottish specimen. 
It would appear then that the looped and leaf -bladed 
spearhead is primarily a local product, based on the influence of 
Class V spearheads upon the native Class III spearhead, and in this 
last regardhe Irish influence cannot be denied. Some penetration 
to the interior may have been achieved by the use of waterways such 
as the Galloway Dee. The rarity of the type in the Forth and Tay 
regions is noteworthy. 
Hawkes' former decision to make the kite -shaped blade 
his criterion for Middle Bronze Age spearheads, rather than loops, 
(1941, 128) has since been revised. The abundance of Class IV 
spearheads in southern England, hardly ever found in association 
with types later than the TBB phase (Monkswood, Burgesses' 
Meadow), and often in Deverel -Rimbury sites (South Lodge, Thorny 
Down), shows the limited chronological position of the type in 
the south, generally considered contemporary with Class III 
kite -bladed spearheads in the north. But the abundance of the 
Class IV spearheads in Scotland seems to suggest a longer life 
for the type than in the south, as they appear to have the same 
spread as that of Class III. 
On the continent, British Class IV spearheads are rare 
L 
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found, and the associations recorded are not of much interest. 
The spearhead from Papenvoort, Drenthe, is unfortunately not 
clearly dated (van Giffen, 1938, 384, abb 27, 3). Another, from 
Skowarcz, Danzig, was found with two flanged axes assigned to 
Montelius I (Sprockhoff 1934a, 29 taf.x,2a); this spearhead 
has cast ribs at tha socket base, not a British feature. 
Ireland has not yielded any closed finds with Class IV 
spearheads, and moulds for the type are rare, as most of the 
moulds listed by Hodges are for kite -bladed spearheads (1954, 
76 -79). From Wales, a mould for casting spearheads of both 
Class III and IV is reported from Anglesey (Savory 1958, 20), 
and another face shows a matrix for a double -looped chisel 
which Savory relates to the early double -looped palstaves 
(Fox 1952, 23) and to the single- looped palstave with midrib 
that occurs in the TBB phase. 
The numerous Class ILIA spearheads of southern England 
are only sparsely represented in Wales and Scotland, and 
contrast strongly with the abundance of Claas IV spearheads 
in these areas. This may be considered an example of regional 
differentiation, between the lowland and highland zones, 
although Class IV spearheads are also seen in some numbers 
in the south, and Class IIIA in like quantity in the north. 
The number of stone moulds for looped spearheads in the 
north leads Hodges to state that the south English Class IIIA 
spearheads must have been imported from Ireland, but he neglects 
the fact that the south clearly had a separate and distinctive 
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industry of its own at this time, during the TBB phase, and 
also that Ireland can only show a couple of moulas of stone 
for Class IIIA spearheads. The production of Cass IV spearheads 
in the north is faintly evidenced, as most looped moulds are 
for Class III. The IV type must have been locally produced 
over much of Britain and Ireland, both in the south and the 
north. The IIIA spearhead seems by distribution to be a southern 
type, but the few moulds known are from the north. In this 
case, therefore, the north may have played some part. 
The Deverel -Rimbury and TBB associations for Class IV 
spearheads show its position in the Bronze lige of southern 
Britain, antecedent to the full Late Bronze Age. In the north, 
its persistence seems to be well by 
At Stump Bottom, Sussex, a Class IV spearhead occurs 
with Brighton loops (Ant.J. vi 1926, 444), and other links 
with the TBB group are furnished by the Monkswood and Burgesses' 
Meadow hoards (Inv.Arch.GB 6, 1 -2). Deverel -Rimbury associations 
include South Lodge and Thorny Down (PPS vii 1941 128 -), which 
suggest that Class IV spearheads survived the TBB phase, just 
as the type is considered to have lasted in Scotland. 
At Inshoch Wood, Nairnshire, a small hoard consists of 
a fragmentary Class IV spearhead, a socketed hammer, and an 
anvil. The hammer compares with one in the Bishopsland hoard, 
and one from the Burgesses' Meadow hoard (PPS xii 1946, pl.xiii; 
Inv.Arch. GB 6). The anvil has counterparts in Scandinavian 
Montélius III (Broholm DOiv, fig 425), and at Bishopsland as 
well. Inshoch 'ood thus clearly belongs to the TBB phase, or 
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Glentrool phase in Scotland, and other Class IV spearheads may 
be dated accordingly. 
Other Scottish finds are not as helpful. A Class IV spear- 
head from Craigton near Kinross was reputedly found in a tumulus, 
and one from Campbeltown may have occurred with a socketed knife 
and other finds, but confirmation of these is unobtainable. A 
single -looped spearhead with leaf -blade may have been a part of 
the Greyi'riars , Dumfries, hoard with palstaves and early type 
of spearhead, but the association of all these is doubtful. 
A possible founder's hoard from Islay contains two sock- 
eted axes, a halberd and a flanged adze, in addition to an 
atypical glass IV spearhead whose flattened loops lie so close 
to the blade base that it has on occasion been termed a Class 
IIIA spearhead (Evans 1933, 196). The Callander hoard, if hoard 
it be, contains two rapiers, a small squat socketed axe and 
a Class IV spearhead with asymmetrically placed loops, a feature 
seen on several Irish specimens (Lagore crannog, PRIA 53c 58, 
fig.4B; Wilde 1857, fig.363). The socketed axe is generally 
considered to be a late type, and this conflicts with the other 
evidence that Class IV spearheads, as a whole, belong to the 
Glentrool phase of the Scottish Bronze Age. 
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CLASS III.: 
Class IIIA spearheads, or spearheads with basal loops, 
are subdivided into four groups by Evans, of which three are represented 
in Scotland (1933, 192 -3). The commonest type has loops flattened 
laterally and more or less continuing the curve of the blade; nine 
examples have been found in Scotland, only two of which occur north 
of the Clyde -Forth line. .Another type is composed of a large spearhead 
with rather sharply curved blade base, and ribs running along the wings 
and continuing below their bases to form rectangular loops. Five of 
these have been found in Scotland, although Evans infers that the, form 
only occurs in the north of Ireland. The third Scottish type is of 
plain leaf -shaped form, usually small, with loops scarcely flattened 
and resembling little more than perforations in the blade base; four 
Scottish examples are known, three from the south -east. 
The numbers of Class IIIA spearheads found in Britain 
and Ireland provide a general suggestion as to the origin of the class. 
Evans lists 160 from England, 80 Ireland, 12 Scotland, 3 Wales. Recent 
finds and other additions bring the Scottish total to 22, but this does 
not render invalid the conclusions as to the home of the types (Evans, 
1933, 191+). 
The Scottish distribution (map 8) shows fairly clearly 
that a southern, and probably eastern, source brought Class ILIA spear- 
heads or their inspiration into the country. The map of finds from 
Britain and Ireland confirm that the class is not a local Scottish 
development (Evans, op cit, 197, fig. 1, to which additions for all 
areas can be made, but without affecting the overall pattern). The 
south -western Scottish finds may be of Irish influence, the eastern 
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examples however are probably derived from northern England. 
A series of continental finds show that the basal- looped 
spearhead must have been present in Britain at an early date. The 
Li.esbüttel, W. Holstein, grave group consists of a Class ILIA spearhead 
of the cìmonest British type, a flint dagger and a Nordic bronze - 
hilted dirk of early Montelius II date (Sprockhoff 1941, taf 36b; Cowen 
1948, 233). The urned cremation burial at Wiesloch, Baden, links a 
large Class ILIA spearhead, with rounded socket and lozenge loops, math 
a fragmentary Rixheim sword and pottery of Hallstatt A (N. Z. xxix 19344 
56 -59 taf ix,. 2 and 5; Kiìnmig 1940, 155 taf 8B, taf 41, 8, 15). The 
Obergranhagen basal -looped spearhead from north -west Germany resembles 
an example from Barhullion, Wigt, (Sprockhoff, 1911, abb 64; NI:A DG 52), 
and belongs to the same horizon as Liesbtlttel and AasbUttel, Holstein 
(Kersten 1936, 65; Sprockhoff 1941, 70); other finds from the same 
area are known, and it is clear that these British Class IIIA spearheads 
date in continental terms from c 1300 - 1100 B.C., possibly somewhat 
later (also see Marina 1952, fig. 213, 2 -3 - Wicheln and Oudenaarde, 
Belgium, the latter of string -loop type cf. Evans 1881, fig. 406; 
Rhein bei Mainz, M.Z. xxix 1931 taf 10, 10 -11; Bargeroosterveld and 
Escl'8ermond, Drenthe, van Giffen 1938, abb 27, 1, 2). 
In Fiance, a mould for basal- looped spearheads was found 
at Gonfreville l'Qrcher, in the Seine Valley, with a winged axe mould, 
and several finds of Class IIIA spearheads have been recorded from the 
Somme (Breuil 1903, 501, 511 fig, 5, 36 -38). At Tirancburt, Somme, 
another of these spearheads occurred with an early type of hooked -tang 
sword (Franfquev:ille 1905, 371), dated by the later P6pinville, Moselle, 
grave group to the late Tumulus period, possibly Reinetke B2 ( Sandars 
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1957, 127-128). 
In Ireland, steatite moulds for basal -looped spearheads 
have been found on two occasions, and this stone technique leads,.. 
Hodges to suggest that the type is Middle Bronze Age, in date, and as 
seen above, this Appears to be the case for some examples, although 
the initial phase of the Late Bronze Age in Britain has now been set 
back to include this type and others. The occurrence of these moulds 
has been taken to show that Ireland produced most of the south English 
Class IIIA spearheads (dodges 1956, 48). But this does not appear to 
be valid in view of the evidence that a distinctive bronze industry was 
present in the south during LBA , the TBB phase. 
At I{ish, Co. Wicklow, a basal -looped spearhead of late 
type, with "perforated" base of blade, occurs ith a bag -shaped axe, a 
faceted axe and a socketed knife (3RSA1 70 1940 91f), and these 
associations sugF ;est a date well in the Late Bronze Age, probably into 
the equivalent of Scottish T,Rkà2, from 900 B.C. The lash spearhead is 
matched by several Scottish finds, at :3winton, Berwickshire, and 
Lan;burnshiels, Roxburghshire. At Knockabavm, Co. Sligo, a Class IIIA 
spearhead is linked with a disc- headed pin, of probably Scandinavian 
Montelius V connections (JRSAI 5), 1920 94), and a somewhat similar 
date applies to the spearhead from Tempo, Co. Fermanagh, found with two 
Evart swords (FRIA 30c, 1912 -13, 91). 
1t om Tales, the I, .ent Qrog hoard contains a basal- looped 
spearhead close in form to one from Merton Hall, Wigtownshire (M,IA DC- 19); 
the associations at Maentwrog include three rapiers, conventionally of 
Middle Bronze Age date (Inv. Arch. GB 10). 
At Stibbard, Norfolk, a Class spearhead, of the 
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same type as that from Glentrool, was found with looped and unlooped 
palstaves, some of which relate to the Leopold Street and Burgesses' 
I ,Teadow, Oxford, hoards and may be therefore dated to the TBB phase 
(Evans 1331, fig. 407; Iriv. Arch. GB 5 and 6). A later date is 
suggested by the Nettleham, Linos, hoard whose basal- looped spearhead, 
of the perforated type, was found with indented socketed axes and other 
objects assigned to the Wilburton complex, although the ribbed palstaves 
point to an even later phase of the Late Bronze Age (Kendrick and Hawkes 
1932, 132). Other finds containing Class ILIA spearheads include 
Taunton Workhouse (Arch J XXXV11 1880, 94), Bjrading, Isle of light 
(arch lxxi 1920 -21, 138 pl x), and Sherford, Somerset (Pring 1890 
pl 111), all of which date to the TBB phase, or LBA1. 
It appears that basal- looped spearheads enjoyed a long 
life in the British Isles, but it is noteworthy that the later 
associations are for those Class IIIA spearheads with blade "perforations" 
rather than true loops (Nettleham, Kish). The evidence also suggests 
that those spearheads with flattened loops are earlier than those with 
string loops, just as occurs with Class IV spearheads. 
The only useful association for Class IIIA spearheads 
in Scotland is Glentrool, Kirkcudbright, but mention may be made of 
other possible closed finds. A basal -looped spearhead from Freefield, 
Aberdeenshire, may be associated with two Class VA spearheads, and an 
atypical example was found under a cairn, possibly with a flanged axe, 
at Eildon, Roxburgh. A small bronze ring is reportedly associated 
with another peculiar Class IIIA spearhead at Tinwald, Dumfries, and a 
small spearhead from Crawford, Lanarkshire, is said to have been found 
in a cairn with a Beaker and a bronze ring. 
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The Glentrool spearhead is decorated with four 
parallel engraved lines around the socket mouth, and with a beading 
along the socket midrib. In form this spearhead resembles one from 
the Stibbard, Norfolk, hoard (Evans 1881, fig. 407). The associations 
at Glentrool include Scandinavian Montelius II or III objects, and 
British types occurring mainly in the Somerset hoards of the TBB phase, 
and the Class 11M spearhead may be dated to Scottish LBA1, from c 1100 
to c 900 B.C., (at Glentrool around 1000 B.C.). 
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CLASS IVB: 
Class IVB spearheads, with protected loops, are rare 
in Scotland and have not been found in associations with other objects. 
Typologically the class is considered to represent a further develop- 
ment of the basal -looped spearhead (Evans 1933 187W), but Hodges 
suggests that the type is a devolved version of the lunate spearhead 
(1956, 35. The few associations recorded, however, do not support 
this assumption that Class IVB is contemporary with ribbed aces and 
sunflower pins of Irish Phase B. Typologically, too, the protected- 
loop spearhead is closer to the basal- looped class than to the lunate 
class; the blade forms of all three clases are leaf -shaped, but many 
basal- and protected -loop spearheads possess blades with maximum widths 
near their the where loops occur. This feature 
does not appear on spearheads with lunate openings. 
Only three Class IVB spearheads occur in Scotland, two 
being nearly 20" in length. These two, from Morayshire and Fife, are 
closely alike in form and may have been based on the same model. Evans 
shows the rarity of the class in Britain and Ireland, with no particular 
area of concentration (1933, map 1). 
Three hoards in norti -east England show associations for 
the class,of palstaves and rapiers; in each hoard, however, a somewhat 
later type also occurs, such as a socketed axe and a ferrule, and this 
suggests that the protected -loop class should be referred to the 
initial phase of the Late Bronze Age (ibid 196 -197). The Wallington 
hoard contains a rapier that appears to show some influence in its 
blade from leaf -shaped swords00 
A Class IVB spearhead from Northumberland resembles 
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the Scottish examples, especially the Morayshire spearhead, and in 
view of the occurrence of hoards and other finds in north -east 
England, possibly'-the Scottish objects had their origin in this area. 
At Chatteris, Cambs., a typologically early Yetholm- 
type shield is associated with a spearhead that appears to be of this 
Class IVB, although in some respects it might be called a late variety 
of Class IILA. The association has been doubted by scene authorities, 
but the records allow no doubt as to the authenticity of the find. 
As argued in another section, the Yetholm shield is considered to 
date rather earlier in the Late Bronze Age than is commonly believed, 
well within the limit of this typologically late spearhead. 
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CLASS V, VA, VB: 
Class V spearheads appear in Northern Europe at the 
beginning of the Bronze Age, but do not occur in Britain in 
associations dated as early as this (Broholm DOiii, fig. 8 -9; 
Wontelius 1922, fig. 820 -822; Sprockhoff 1541, 32, abb 25, 62, taf 12). 
However, Cowen shows that the British basal -looped spearhead at 
Liesbüttel dates to Montelius II (c 1350 -1200 B.C.), and it is apparent 
then that the intrusive Class V spearhead must have contacted the 
native looped series before o 1200 B.C. at latest (1948, 233). Some 
of the English and Scottish Class V spearheads may then be earlier in 
date than the traditional beginning of the late Bronze Age, c 1000 B.C. 
The normal Scottish Class V spearhead has a leaf -shaped 
blade constituting about 2/3 of the total length, with rivet or pin 
holes placed in the socket slightly nearer the blade base than to the 
socket mouth. Considerable variation in size exists, ranging from 4" 
to 15" in length, but well over half fall within the 5 -8" bracket. 
There seems little necessity to separate Class V 
spearheads from those of Classes VA or VB, as their geographical and 
chronological positions are more or less identical, so these two rarer 
classes may considered here. The Class VB spearhead is distinguished 
by its hollow head, the result of an attempt to economize on metal. 
The expansion of the socket hollow into the wings results in a reduction 
in the definition of the midrib, and the true Class VB spearheads thus 
possess a lozenge section (e.g. Trent River, Ant J xx 1940 272; 
Guilsfield, Grimes 1951, fig. 70, 7; Bogthaduff, Co. Roscommon, NEI 
Dublin). This form is absent from Scotland, where spearheads of Class 




On the Continent, hollow- bladed spearheads appear 
in Montelius IV, and although the blade outlines differ somewhat, 
the connect .on with British Class VB spearheads must exist. This 
points to the relationship between the Wilburton phase, in -Which 
Class VB arose, and Montelius IV, which is evidenced by other types 
as well (Broholm DB 1v 37; Sprockhoff 1937, 21+ -25). The contem- 
poraneity of Classes V and VB in Scotland is shown by the hoards from 
Sleat, Skye, and Murrayfield, Edinburgh, in which both types occur. 
The other class included here is VA, spearheads with 
slight headings running along the sides of the socket and occasionally 
extending down to enclose the pin holes. Hoards from Torran, 
and Inshoch, Nairn, show the chronological link between Classes V and 
VA. Spearheads of Classes VA and VB have not been found together in 
Scotland. 
Some Scottish spearheads of Class V have leaf blades 
whose widest part lies near the blade base; this feature occurs on a 
spearhead from Bargfeld, Kr. Uelgen, dated to Montelius IV Oath 1953 
taf xxxi, 12b), and another from Oldesloe, hr. Stormarn, this latter 
with a faceted socket ( Sprockhoff 1937, taf 6, 17). 
While these three classes of spearheads are of the sane 
general type, a considerable divergence is seen in the dimensions of 
the various classes. While only 25$ of Class V spearheads lie in the 
upper range of 11 -15 ", 75 e of Class VA fall in this range, and there 
are no ribbed specimens below 8" in length while 63;: of the plain type 
are of this small size. In this respect, Class VA spearheads resemble 
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Class ILIA, both in size and in their common positioning of maximum 
blade width near the blade base. Of interest in this connection is 
that the distributions of the two classes are mutually exclusive, 
Class ILIA limited more or less to the south of äcotland, Class VA 
solely in central and northern Scotland. 
Evidence has been presented to show that Class ILIA 
spearheads survived well into the Late Bronze Age in Ireland and 
England, and therefore probably did the same in Scotland. Their large 
size and distribution suggests some measure of contemporaneity with 
Class VA, and the 1reefield, Aberdeenshire, find, if truly an associated 
find, shows this suggestion to be true; Class IIIA and VA spearheads 
are reported from this ?hoard. 
V spearheads are found in Scotland in most of the 
areas most suitable or favoured for settlement (map 9), but they do not 
show the concentrations in these regions that socketed axes do (e.g. Don 
River, Aberdeenshire). Of importance in this distribution is the 
absence of the class, and of all other spearhead classes, from the Tay 
area, and the few finds from the. south -west, particularly in the Ayrshire 
coastal plain and lower Clyde. In north -east Scotland, from the Sidlaws 
to the Spey, many of the spearheads were found on high ground; 
presumably their loss was the result of hunting expeditions, whereas 
socketed axes are almost invariably found on lower -level land. 
Unfortunately the distribution of Class V spearheads is 
scattered over so much of Scotland, save in the extreme north, that few 
conclusions can be made regarding the source or sources of the type, 
although local production of these spearheads is attested by moulds. 
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Class V spearheads occur in many hoards throughout 
the British Isles, and only those illustrating particular features 
will be mentioned here. In Ireland, the type has been found with 
Ewart and Late ]wart swords at sites such as Youghal, Mollagh, and 
Knockadoo (PRIA 36c 1921-24, 143-146), the last -named hoard containing 
narrow- bladed spearheads based on the same model if not mould as those 
from Sleat and Cullerne. Sunflower and disc- headed pins at lewrport 
presumably are of the same chronological position, Irish Phase B, with 
their associated spearhead (PSA 2nd series XXV111, 1915 -16, 153). A 
lunate spearhead from The Doon is generally of the same date in the 
Highland Zone, although the type appeared in the previous phase, the 
Wilburton complex, in the south (Rep. Nat. Nils. Ireland, 1932433, 14), 
and the bag axes from Kinnegoe also suggest a date from c 700:B.C. for 
the establishment of the leaf bladed spearhead in Ireland (PRIA 36c 
1921 -24, 148). However, a short spearhead, with decoration recalling 
that seen on Scandinavian examples of Montelius II, may have been 
associated with a small London -type shield from Athenry, Co. Galway, and 
both the decoration and shield chronology suggest an early date for this 
particular Class V spearhead (Evans 1881, 320, 345; 1:¡ontelius 1922, 
919; Broholm DOiii, fig. 9, p. 1414). 
In England, Class V spearheads occur both in the Wilburton 
complex and the carp's tongue complex, and must have only arrived here 
in force during these phases. Nettleham, Linos, and Wilburton Fen, Cambs, 
link the type with objects such as indented socketed axes, tubular 
ferrules and tongue chapes, and these forms recur in the Guilsfield, 
Wales, hoard (Arch ill xviii, 1861, 159 -160; Arch xlviii 1884, 106; 
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Grimes 1951, fi,s. 70, 71). 
The lburton complex is considered to have persisted 
throughout the carp's tongue period, as showy by such hoards as 
Nettleham and Wick Park, Somerset (PSA 2nd series V, 1870 -73, )127). 
But those spearheads found with objects of the carp's tongue complex 
may be confidently dated to the 7th or 6th century, during the main 
period of influence of these types. Hoards such as Felixstowe, Suffolk, 
and Reach Fen, Cambs, show carp's tongue objects and Class V spearheads 
(Inv. ?sch. GB 16 -17). A more precise dating may be given to spearheads 
found with fragments of Irish- British buckets, at Meldre th, Cambs, and 
Bagmoor, Lines, the former site also yielding objects of the carp's 
tongue complex as at Lrinnis Bay, Kent (Inv. Arch. GB 13; GB 23; Worsfold 
1943, p1 xi-xii), all dated to the early seventh century. Other 
associations suggesting similar if less precise dating include a Late 
Urnf ield cross -handled bowl at 'Telby, Leicester, and phalerae at Newark, 
Notts (Powell 1950, 27 -40; Inv. _ìrch. GB 36). 
Native British ribbed axes have been found with Class V 
spearheads on numerous occasions, but can be dated in general. only from 
the seventh century (Clark, 1940, 52- ). 
Spearheads with hollow blades, Class VB, are somewhat 
more limited in their associations, but nevertheless present a picture 
more or less consistent with the dating for Class V. The type as seen 
on the continent dates to Montelius IV and this connects with the 
Wi lburton com_nlex of southern England, in which the form seems to have 
appeared (Wilburton, Cambs; Guilsfield, ' ;ales, op cit). The VB spear- 
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heads in the Congleton, Cheshire, hoard may be slightly later than 
those in the Wilburton complex because the former hoard contains ribbed 
axes as well as lunate spearheads and ferrules (Ant. J vii, 1927 62). 
Wick Park, Somerset, also belongs to this transitional phase, with Welsh 
ribbed axes, tongue shape and VB spearhead, as well as Evart swords 
(ESA 2nd series V 1870 -73, ¿27; Savory 1958, 37). 
Class VB spearheads also survived into later phases, and 
occur in hoards of the carp's tongue complex or its contemporaries, 
generally the latter. Irish- British buckets of early seventh century 
are associated with hollow - bladed spearheads at Heathery Burn, Durham, 
and- Bagmoor, Lines, and the latter type with ribbed axes or palstaves 
at .:ituntney Fen, Carobs, and Nottingham (Clark 1940, 52; Inv. Arch. 
GB 22). Phalerae of probable seventh century date at Newark occur with 
VB spearheads, although the contracted midribs on spearheads in this 
hoard have analogies of somewhat earlier date on the continent (Eiiu pig 
1940, taf 32, Singen, Kr. Konstanz, Baden, of Hallstatt A; but see Breuil 
1903, 507, fig. 3, 17 Le Plainseau). 
Class VA spearheads have fewer associations recorded, but 
seen to be in general contemporary with Class V and VB spearheads. 
Thenford Mill Farm, Northants., contains spearheads of all three classes, 
with Ewart swords and splay -footed ferrule (Inv. Arch. GB 12). Similar 
spearheads occur in the Broadward, Shropshire, and Wicken Fen, Canfos., 
hoards (Arch. Camb. 4th series iii, 1872, 351; Evans 1881, 464), and 
elaborations of the type, with ribbing prolonged to surround the rivet 
holes, are seen at Heathery Burn and Blaclmioor, Hants., (Arch. liv 1894, 
12, fig. 3; Evans 1881, 464). 
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Class V spearheads are not dated in Scotland earlier 
than LBA3 with any certainty, but it is reasonable to assume that the 
type appeared here during the Wilburtbn phase, LBA2 (from e 900 B.C.). 
The fragmentary spearheads in the West of Scotland hoard are associated 
with a splay- footed ferrule 7rhich may or may not connect with the 
Wilburton complex. Another hoard that may date to a time earlier than 
LBA3 (from 700 B.C.) is from Highfield, Ross and Cromarty. The 
associated objects here include a lunate spearhead and various types of 
socketed axes; nothing need be as late as LBA3, but the impression 
must be, in view of other associations for these jpes in Scotland, 
that the hoard lies in the early part of LBA3. 
The majority of hoards containing Class V spearheads are 
securely dated from 700 B.C., and the associations include most of the 
types characteristic of this period. Late Ewart swords occur with these 
spearheads at Cauldhame, Ballimore, Kilconan, and Heathery Haugh, and 
both forms with lunate and barbed spearheads and seventh century bucket 
at Duddingston Loch. The Type 2 and 2a bracelets at Auchtertyre also 
date the hoard's Class V and VA spearheads to the early seventh century. 
Semi- tubular mounts at Inshoch and rionmore are generally assigned to the 
seventh or sixth century by parallels in the south of England (Clark 
1940, 52- ), and the Class V spearheads in these hoards date accordingly 
to Scottish LBA3. 
A spearhead from the Point of Sleat hoard has been found 
to be identical to one in the Cullerne, Morayshire, hoard, and must have 
been cast in the same mould. The associated objects at Sleat include a 
Late Ewart sword, a Class VB spearhead, a curved socketed knife and a 
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cup -headed pin. The curved knife in the Cullerne hoard is extremely 
close in form to the Sleat example, and possibly their slight 
differences now apparent are due to the fact that the Cullerne knife 
has been used and resharpened, while the Sleet knife remains as it 
came from the mould. Curved knives appear to be an Irish type, as is 
the cup -headed pin, so that possibly the two hoards, or parts thereof, 
are of Irish workmanship. However, the Wester Ord hoard contains a 
curved knife, which is dated by its associated necklet to 700 B.C., 
and therefore the Sleat and Cullerne spearheads may be assigned to this 
LBA3, from 700 B.C. The analogous cup -headed pins in Scandinavian 
Montelius V do not conflict with this dating. 
The Class V spearhead in the .Adabrock, Lewis, hoard, 
dates to probably c 600 by its association a cross 
handled bronze bowl of Hallstatt C type, and similar spearheads at 
Traprain Law and Castlehill, Angus, are also assigned to this phase, but 
date scarcely earlier than the fifth century B.C. in view of the analogies 
between Traprain and Lough Gara. 
Class VA spearheads occur in association with Class V 
spearheads at Ballimore, Torran, Inshoch and Auchtertyre, and the above 
datings apply, generally to LBA3. However the possible association of 
this Glass of spearhead with a basal- looped spearhead at l^eefield, 
Aberdeenshire, suggests that Class VA spearheads may date to an earlier 
phase of the Scottish Late Bronze Age. Typology and distribution support 
this possibility, as described above. 
Hollow- bladed spearheads are contemporary with Class V 
spearheads, and are dated in Scotland to LBA3, from 700 B.C., by their 
inclusion in the Point of Sleat and Duddingston Loch hoards. 
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LUNATIC SF J RIDi ADS : 
Spearheads with lunate openings in the blade are 
discussed in some detail by Evans, and the process by which the type 
evolved from basal- looped spearheads is generally accepted (Evans, 
1933, 197 ff, map 197). The normal lunate spearhead is large, ranging 
from 11" to 19" in Scotland, with most falling in the range 14 -15 ". 
All but one of the Scottish spearheads have beadings of varying disposition 
running along the sides of the midrib, around the lunate openings and/Or 
along the top of the midrib. Yost show signs of rivet or pin holes, and 
this serves to set the type apart from the basal- and protected -loop 
classes wherein pin holes rarely occur. 
The emergence of the lunate spearhead in the ilburton 
complex in southern Britain accords well with the suggested evolution of 
the type from the Class IIIA and IVB spearheads which generally date to 
the preceding phase. The appearance of pin holes in the lunate spearhead 
then may be taken as evidence that Class V spearheads had arrived in 
force from the continent, this incursion being securely dated to the 
Wilburton phase. 
The distribution of the lunate spearhead suggests that 
Ireland was the original home of the type, as finds from that island 
outnumber those from England and Scotland. The rarity of the type from 
south -eastern Scotland might be taken as support for this suggestion, 
but the scatter in the central area may be interpreted either way (map 10). 
Associated finds are not numerous in Ireland, but 
typological studies suggest that the earliest lunate spearheads occur 
in Ireland. Several examples from the north -east have an early form of 
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lunate opening, and lack pin holes; these can with ease be fitted 
into a typological sequence leading from the late form of basal -looped 
spearhead into the true lunate spearhead (Evans 1933, pl. liii, fig. 2). 
In the south of England, a concentration around the 
Thames is the only major representation of these lunate spearheads. 
Scattered finds occur in the west, Wales and northwards, and a few also 
in north -east England. The Scottish finds as stated do not clearly 
point to any particular source. 
The class appears to be a member, if not a development, 
of the Wilburton complex, which is dated in the south to the centuries 
around 800 B.C. As it appears here in this early context, and is not 
dated as early in the north, it is possible that the type emerged in the 
south and was then adopted and produced in quantity in Ireland and the 
north; a similar process appears to have been carried out with other 
objects. 
The Wilburton Fen, Cambs., hoard contains lunate, Class V 
and VB spearheads, along with tubular ferrules, tongue chapes and the 
distinctive Wilburton sword and indented socketed axe. The axe type 
appears in the Nettleham, Linos., and Hounslow, Middlesex, hoards which 
seem to date to a slightly later period, Nettleham with ribbed palstave 
and Hounslow with mined axes. The Guilsf ield, :+ales, hoard belongs to 
the Wilburton phase and contains most of the objects typical of the 
complex, including lunate spearhead; its dating to the eighth and 
seventh centuries by Savory seems too low (Savory 1958, 20). The lunate 
spearhead in this hoard lacks the beading or ribbing seen on most 
Scottish examples. Another spearhead, from Winmarleigh, Lancs., may 
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also date to this ilburton phase, as an early type of sword shoves 
penetration to this northern area of objects of the complex (.ant. J 
xiv, 1934, 178 -9). The lunate spearheads from the Trent are closer in 
form to the ¿cottish specimens than the Guilsfield spearhead (Ant. J 
xri, 1941, 133). Another hoard of Wilburton date comes from ::coiner 
Forest, Hants., where a lunate spearhead occurs with Class V and VA 
spearheads, tongue chape and leaf - bladed word, and a collared gouge 
resembling the Torran, Argyll, example, which also is associated with 
Class V and VA. 
The survival of the lunate spearhead into the next phase 
of the Late Bronze Age in the south, just as the hollow- bladed spearhead 
persisted, is illustrated in several hoards containing Wilburton and 
carp's tongue material. The Broadward, Hereford, hoard shows lunate and 
barbed spearheads with bugle- shaped objects typical of carp's tongue 
hoards. Congleton, Cheshire, also links lunate and barbed spearheads, 
with ribbed socketed axes probably contemporary with the carp's tongue 
complex, although the tubular and splayed ferrules are more Wilburton 
in appearance (Ant. J, vii, 1927, 62). Willow Moor, Shropshire, also 
contains lunate spearheads and Yorkshire axes (Ant. J viii, 1928, 30). 
The only associated find from Ireland comes from The Doon, 
Athlone, Co. Offaly, but the associated axes and Class V spearheads are 
not particularly diagnostic (Rep. Nat. Mus. Ireland 1932 -33, 14). The 
lunate spearheads in the Huelva, Spain, hoard are more valuable, as the 
associated objects can be dated to the late seventh century With confidence 
(Hencken 1956, 125). Lunate spearheads are otherwise rarely seen on the 
continent. At IZené Tosta, rinistére, an example was found with winged 
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axes and a hog back knife (Déchelette 1910, app., 40), and the type 
is also known from the Seine and Saxune (Lin_denschmit 1889, taf xlvii, 
30; Breuil 1903, 511, fig. 5, 39). The Seine spearhead resembles 
the .Denhead, Angus, specimen. 
From Scotland, reports of closed finds containing 
lunate spearheads are connnon, but sarde of these are unacceptable, and 
others are of no particular chronological value. 'Wilson records a 
large spearhead of this type from an inhumation burial in a tumulus at 
Adersier Point, Inverness (1863, 392). The spearhead in Question is 
now lost, but the exact relationship can hardly be accepted, just as 
the lunate spearhead "taken from a grave at Crieff" requires further 
confirmation (Perth Museum). 
At Glen Clova, Angus, two lunate spearheads of slightly 
different forms occur with a Late Ewart sword. One of the spearheads 
has a beading along the top of the socket and around the openings, 
while the second spearhead has headings along the socket sides down to 
the lunate openings, whore they turn out to emphasize the openings. A 
perforation is seen at the base of each lunate, rnntched in the Crieff 
example. 
One of the Huelva spearheads has similar perforations as 
well as other holes near the top of the lunates, rather aparoaching the 
multiple - perforated spearhead from Denhead, Angus, which was found with 
a Late Ewart sword. The Denhead example lacks headings and in its some- 
what lozenge -shaped section it resembles the Guilsfield find, the French 
spearheads, as well as some from Ireland (Dublin useum, W88). 
From Highfield, Ross, a shorter spearhead with lunate 
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openings recalls the beaded specimens from Glen Clova, and several 
Irish examples (Dublin Museum, P265, W253), except that the beading 
continues dorm the sides of the socket past the lunates, as well as 
around them; there are no perforations. A spearhead from the Teith- 
Forth Divers junction is practically identical. The nighfield assoc- 
iations include both an English and an Irish type of socketed axe. 
At Ballimore, Argyll, a recent find shows a beaded 
lunate spearhead associated with Class V and VA spearheads, and socketed 
axes most of which appear to be of Irish form, as well as Late Bwart 
swords. The only closely dated lunate spearheads in Scotland come from 
the Duddingston Loch hoard. Three lunate examples were found, one of 
which is also barbed, with many swords and a fragment from an Irish - 
British bucket, dated to the early seventh century. A similar assoc- 
iation is recorded in the Dowris hoard. 
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S W O R D S 
The basis for the study of the earliest swords in 
Britain lies in several papers by Cowen (1951, 1952, 1955) with an 
important review of his latest work by von Brunn (1958), and supple- 
mented by Sprockhoff's earlier work (1931, 1934). 
Cowen classifies two sward types, the Erbenheim and 
Hemig;kofen, and claims these as the earliest bronze swords in Britain. 
This is based on the axiom that, as the leaf -shaped sword was developed 
on the continent, and came to Britain fully formed, then the earliest 
swords must be represented abroad, and "types which are not represented 
abroad cannot be our earliest" (1951, 195). As the U and V types are 
by distribution native products, then they are eliminated, as are the 
later developments from these forms. 
The Erbenheim and Hemigkofen swords are the only early 
swords found in Britain that are represented in great numbers on the 
Continent, and must therefore be the prototypes of native British 
swords. Three Erbenheim swords are known from the Thames area, but 
the main concentration lies on the middle Rhine, with the Ennsdorf 
variant further east (Cowen 1955, maps C and D). An eastern origin 
for this early leaf -bladed sword is:.isuggested (1951, 206; 1955). 
The Hemip*ofen sword shows a wider distribution, but is 
centred in the middle Rhine, south -west Germany and Switzerland. Five 
swords of this type are known from England, four from the Thames and 
one from East Anglia. On the continent the Erbenheim sword is dated 
by the ',rollmesheim and Erbenheim grave groups to early Hallstatt Al 
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the HemigkoC n sword by Uffhofen, Elsenfeld and Ecmigkofen to mid - 
Hallstatt A, possibly slightly later (155, 130, 133 -134). The 
general contemporaneity of these swords is also demonstrated by the 
emergence of a small hybrid group of swords, the Letten type, partaking 
of some features of both Erbenheim and rlemigkofen types. 
The Erbenheim sword is characterized above all else by 
a flat square or rectangular projection extending from the ordinary 
tang end, in other words a pommel -tang (1955, taf 6, 1951 pl xiii). 
The blade is long and leaf -shaped, and there is usually no ricasso. 
The butt and tang contain numerous rivet holes, the butt is slightly 
U in outline, the tang has a somewhat convex central area and distinct 
flanges. This sword appears to be the prototype of the British U -type 
sword, only one of which has been found in Scotland (River Tay; see Ant. 
J xiv, 1931, 178-179 for related sword from Lanes). 
The Hernia kofen sword is characterized by a short heavy - 
looking leaf -shaped blade, often outlined, and of angular section. An 
early form of ricasso occurs, in the milling of the edge of the blade, 
but there is no notch. The hilt is relatively long, comprising a V- 
shaped butt without much splay, and a tang With high and thin flanges. 
The intervening portion of the tang is also thin and gradually dies away 
near the end of the tang, but the flanges continue and curl outwards at 
their tips. There are many rivet holes. The Heim gkof en type is con- 
sidered to be the prototype of the British V -type swords. 
On the continent, a hybrid form partakes of the short 
Eemigkofen blade and the Erbenheim pommel- tang, but does not occur in 
Britain (Cowen 1955, taf 7). 
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Amore exact chronological positioh for these early 
leaf- shaped swords may be established by coi arisons with another 
sword type, the Nenzingen, which is found over a -ride area of central 
Europe (Cowen 1955, map B). The Nenzingen sword has a straight -edged 
blade but in other respects is identical to the Hemigkofen type, and 
was the only flange- hilted sword in use in central Europe at the end 
of the Tumulus Bronze e. Grave groups from Nenzingen and Reutlingen 
IV and XII have been dated to early Hallstatt A, those from Riegsee 
and Meiirlielsdorf to Reinecke D (1955, -125-126). The earlier sites are 
Bavarian, the later are south -west German, and this supports the theory 
that the origin of the pre -Urnfield type lies in the east, possibly in 
central Europe. 
The Nenzingen type, Reinecke D - early Hallstatt A, 
appears to have supplied the hilt for the Hemigkofen type which received 
its leaf -shaped blade from the incoming Erbenheim type of early Hallstatt 
A. The Iemigkofen sword then may be dated to early- middle Hallstatt A, 
as suggested by its closed finds. The Letten type shows the contempor- 
aneity of the Erbenheim and Hemigkofen swords. 
As none of these types have been found in association 
in Britain, the date of the earliest British - manufactured swords must 
depend on the time allowance for their d evelo2ment from the exotic 
types, or on the appearance on the continent of native British swords 
in dateable contexts. 
The Badegow, Mecklenburg Schwerin, sword belongs to the 
British U -type (Cowen 1952, pl XV, 1). Cowen states that this type 
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occurs immediately after the leaf- shaped sword's introduction into 
Britain, dated to early Hallstatt A or late Montelius III. The 
distinctive feature of the U -type sword is its slotted tani7:. Now on 
the Lower Elbe, short straight -bladed dagger- swords appear, in late 
Montelius III, with slotted tangs (Sprockhoff's type I1C, Unterelbe). 
These are the only swords in the North that show the slotted tang idea. 
Cowen admits the possibility that these ]linenau Kreis 
swords might have carried the slot tang westwards, but argues for a 
British origin, based on the long life of the slot tang in Britain and 
on the fact that British swords occur on the Lower Elbe but nol:linenau 
swords have been found in Britain. Contacts between the areas certainly 
existed at this time, as is shown by thm components of the TBB phase in 
southern England, and by objects such as Class IIIA spearheads in the 
North. 
While the argument for the derivation of the slot tang 
idea from Britaih is reasonable, the fact remains that the Badegow sword 
is dated on the basis of the time lag between the introduction of the 
leaf- bladed Sword to Britain and the emergence of the native U -type of 
sword. While the Ilmenau slot tang swords are late Montelius III, no 
leaf - bladed sword is actually dateable in the North by association to 
Montelius III, and it seems somewhat unlikely that the slot tang alone 
would have been adopted by the smiths of the Lower Elbe, ignoring the 
leaf- shaped blade. It is eaaually as possible that the slot tong idea 
arose in Britain as a result of influence from the I menu swords during 
the phase of contact between the areas. 
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A sword with pommel -tang, an Erbenheim feature, 
occurs in the Spandau find which Cowen considers to be a settlement 
site (Sprockhoff 1931 taf 6; Cowen 1951, 207). According to him, 
the objects represent I.ontelius II and III, but none of IV, and the 
sword can therefore be dated to no later than Montelius III. Another 
pommel-tang s-::ord, with straight sides as at Spandau, occurs in a 
grave at Bevensen, near Uelzen (Sprockhoff 1931, taf 8, 15 -18). 
Sprockhoff in 1931 did not attempt to determine the 
origin of the pommel -tang, although he hinted at independent evolution. 
His dating of leaf- bladed swords with pommel -tang, as at Parum, was 
Montelius V (Cowen 1951, pl xiv, 4). However Cowen argues that the 
overlaó of Monteliuz III and Hallstatt A, as shown by Sprockhoff only 
in 1950, explains southern I .11statt uan 
Montelius III in the north. Thus Parum and other Erbenheim swords in 
the north may have reached there in late Liontelius III, and the pommel - 
tang was then transferred to the Spandau straight bladed type vwnich is 
dated to Montelius III (Cowen 1951, 207). 
However, von Brunn challenges this connection between 
Spandau and Parum (1958, 15- ). The rapid spread of the leaf -shaped 
blade in early Hallstatt A suggests that the Spandau type swords would 
not have adopted only the pommel -tang but also the leaf -blade. And the 
bronzes from Spandau are, to von Brunn, of Montelius II date rather than 
late Montelius III, that is, of Reinecke D in Central Europe. This is 
too early for the Erbenheim type to have appeared, and von Brunn connects 
Spandau and other straight bladed swords with more easterly finds, the 
predecessors of Erbenheim. 
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Cowen's argument for the arrival in Britain of the 
leaf- bladed s::orc1 in early. Hallstatt A - liontelius IIIb is based of 
course on this early appearance of the type in the North, as he 
considers it unlikely that such objects, from south Germany, would 
reach the North sooner than Britain (1951, 208). It is however possible 
that these ` ^benheim swords arMved in the North before reaching 
southern Germany in Hallstatt A, as presumably the type came from the 
east and only reached anywhere in the west in its fully formed state 
(Smith 1957, 233). 
In view of the differing views on the date of the first 
leaf -bladed swords in Britain, whether of early or late Ballstatt A, 
or Montelius IIIb or early IV, it appears that the appearance of the 
native U V cannot be dated 
terms of continental material. 
Bodges has recently described a native British -Irish 
type of sword that probably is one of the earliest leaf -shaped swords 
in this region (1956, 37, fig. 3). The sword has a V- shaped hilt but 
lacks flanges or any extension of the tang at the pommel end. The tang 
is rectangular and has two pairs of rivets, one on each side of a ridge 
that runs along the hilt and down the blade, which lack any ricasso. 
The type is found in the Thames and Bristol Channel area, 
but most came from central or northern Ireland. Hodges considers this 
Ballintober sword as the earliest native sword in Ireland at least, the 
product of native bronze workers who had seen or handled leaf-bladed - 
cut and thrust swords. Its chronological position with regard to 
British V and U swords is not clear. The Ballintober sword has been 
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found in two hoards. At Southchurch, EsseX, an example occurs with 
a looped palstave, which suggests to IHodges that the sword type is 
Middle Bronze sage in character, supported by the pairing of rivets, 
the lack of ricasso and flanges, and the use of stone moulds in casting. 
The Penard, Glamorgan, find consists of two Ballintober 
swords, part of a Class V spearhead, a socketed axe with nearly parallel 
sides and sub -rectangular section, and a bronze tanged arrowhead (Grimes 
1951, 187, fig. 71, 8 -12). The associations here are extremely inter- 
esting, notwithstanding Hodges' opinion as to their value. The socketed 
axe recalls the Taunton -type of axe, which is itself related closely to 
the Hademarschen type of North Germany. And the tanged arrowhead has 
reasonable parallels in the Wollmesheim grave group, which contains an 
Erbenheim sward (Cowen 1955, tafel 19 ). The tan., çed arrowhead is also 
seen in southern England (Ant J, vi 1926, 182; Pitt Rivers iii pl 173, 
fig. 11), and in Germany where it is dated to both Early and Late 
Urnfields (P.Z. xxvi 1935 61 abbi; Germania i 1917 14.7; xviii 1934 
taf 32 abb 2; xxxiii 1955 117). 
The suggested date then for the Penard hoard, and for 
Ballintober swords in general, is I onteliu.s IV or late Hallstatt A, and 
this in turn suggests that the first leaf- bladed s.Nords arrived in 
Britain around 1000 B.C., during the TBB phase if not slightly earlier. 
In this case, the first native swords to be exported would arrive in the 
North of Ezurope in Montelius IV. 
This conclusion is based on the fact that the origin of 
the Ballintober sword must be sought in the Erbenheim and Hemigkofen 
types, as well as that the distribution of the Ballintober type, in 
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the Bristol Channel area and Thames region, suggests its connection 
with the Somerset hoards of the TBB phase. The Irish concentration 
requires some explanation, but the sword is not foreign to Britain 
as some of the TBB objects are, and may well have been producea in 
other regions once its form was established. This in some ways is 
repeated in Class IIIA spearheads, whose distribution should be can - 
pared with that of Ballintober. swords. 
&id if Ballintober is connected with the TBB phase, its 
appearance as typologically the earliest leaf bladed native sword, or 
at least contemporary with the true swords of V and U types, su!Dports 
the conclusion that the British swords. e:ry;Dorted to the North probably 
did not appear there until after 1000 B.C.. in.Móntelius IV. 
Several other early sword types are recorded from Britain, 
but presumably may be explained as reactions of workers accustomed to 
dealing with rapiers when confronted with the new cut and thrust swords 
with leaf- shaped blades. One of these hybrids, or rapier -swords, carves 
from 'iswell, Suffolk; this is 21" long and has a pronounced midrib 
on the blade near the butt, but the short hilt and heavy blade link it 
with early swords from the area (Ant. J ITV 1955, 218, pl ;rlVa, 
fig. 1; inch. 1o.: >iï.z, 256, figs. 15-17). The Erisvrell sword tinas 
found with several rapiers. 
Another version, entirely different, of an early rapier - 
sword comes from Sollas Moss. This has a cast hilt and the juncture of 
blade and hilt is represented by a slightly concave line, catiparaole 
with the horizontal base -line seen in the Blackrock hoard (C. i?iggott, 
19L9), and entirely unlike the deep concave line that occurs on many 
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true swords of the Late Bronze Age, both in the North and elsewhere. 
The knobbed pommel and ribbed grip of the Sollas ;joss rapier- sword 
may be compared with Scandinavian hilts but remain unique. 
Followings the arrival in Britain of the leaf- bladed 
sword, as seen in the Erbenheirn and femic- Lofen types, the native bronze 
sthiths rapidly devised and produced their on individual types. One of 
these is the Ballintober sword, as described above, but others appear 
to be typologytally later in that they are true swords with no trace of 
influence from rapiers. 
One of the earliest British swords is the U -type, 
characterized by a slotted tang and convex shoulder -line. The occurrence 
of one of these at Badegow has already been noted as dating probably 
IV, although date in the later part of ïiontelius 
III has been previously advanced. The type appears to be a more or ' less 
direct descendant of the Erbenheim type, and as such the sole Scottish 
example, from the River Tay, may be dated to LBA1, possibly in the 
tenth century. The lank of published work on British sword typology and 
distribution makes it difficult to establish the proper background for 
this and other early British swords. 
The Eemigkofen sword is unrepresented in Scotland, but 
a sword from the Clyde may be a link between this early type and the 
true Wilburton sword. The Clyde example has a rather wide V- shaped 
butt, and this relates to a south English group with wide V-butts which 
lie behind the em gene of the true Wilburton sword. As such, the 
Clyde sword should be dated to Scottish LBA1, probably in the tenth 
century. Its exact chronological relationship with the U -type sword 
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from the Tay is difficult to determine, although they are in general 
contemporary. 
The wide V -type swords of the south lead into the 
Wilburton type, which is mainly distributed in the south and east of 
England. The most characteristic feature of the 7 ilburton sword is 
its butt outline, with straight shoulders leading from the tang out 
to exaggerated points, from which the butt then turns inwards in a 
concave curve to form the ricasso notch where it meets the blade proper. 
Generally the rivet holes in the butt are few in nuMber and the tang 
invariably contains a long slot between its flanged sides which form a 
slightly convex outline. The midrib of the lozenge- sectioned blade 
extends well into the butt, and this heavy metal at the junction of the 
blade and hilt is another of the distinctive features of the type (Fox 
1923, pl X, 15). 
As stated, the distribution of the true Wilburton sword 
is concentrated in the south, but a variety of the type, characterized 
by its small size and lightweight nature, is found principally in 
north -east England, and the sword from Poldar Moss, Stirlin; shire, is 
assigned to this Wilburton facies. This is the only Scottish example 
of the `liburton type that Cowen admits, but several others seem to be 
related to the type, and are discussed below. 
The Wilburton sword is one of the distinctive features 
of the ':ilburton complex, dated in Scottish terms to LBA2, froc: c 900 B.C. 
Cowen argues for a beginning of the Wilburton type in the earliest 
British Late Bronze Age (1952, 135), but the recognition of the TBB 
phase as the initial stage of the Late Bronze Age must place the 
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Wilburton complex into a second period. ' Savory doubts that the 
VYilburton complex had emerged before c 800 B.C. (1958, 30), but such 
a late dating does not seem practical in view both of typology and 
of continental contacts dated to hontelius N, described in a later 
section. (See also Dechelette, 1913, fig. 68, 69; TEES 19)2, 38 ff). 
In addition to associated finds in the south and east 
of t%ngland, as at Wilburton Fen, Canbs, the Wilburton sword has recently 
been recognized in the Guilsfield, Wales, hoard (Savory 1958, 33); a 
related form occurs in the Corsbie hoss, Berwickshire, hoard. This 
sword is characterized by the appearance of three slots in the hilt, and 
no rivet holes. In appearance the sword -is somewhat like the Wilburton 
type but the shoulder and butt outline is somewhat less exaggerated. No 
information on this distinct variety has been published, but probably 
the type is a northern facies related to the aiilburton sword but somewhat 
later in date. The only associated find known at present is the Corsbie 
Moss, Berwickshire, hoard, where the sword was found with a tongue- shaped 
chape,, destroyed upon discovery, and a Class III spearhead. This spear- 
head clearly must be a survival into the Late Bronze Age of a distinct- 
ively Middle Bronze Age type, and serves to date the sword to an early 
part of Scottish L]3A2, shortly after 900 B.C. 
Three other swords from Scotland belong to this three - 
slot type, from Montrose, Peebles, and Forse, Caithness. The Corsbie 
example has an imperforate rivet hole in each shoulder in addition to 
the slot, while the Peebles sword contains one rivet hole in the tang, 
as well as the slot. The Caithness sword is samevhat atypical in that 
two rivet holes occur beside the slot in each shoulder. In this respect, 
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it does not belong to the Three -Slot group, but as slots are not 
appropriate to the Ewart type, it must be assigned to the Wilburton- 
related type. 
J1. sword from the Tay at Elcho is generally assigned to 
the -:ilburton group, but the butt outline is not clearly of this early 
form, and the blade too betrays some Ewart influence. However, the 
overall impression remains that the sword is a Wilburton variant..and 
so should be included in Scottish LBA2. Other swords recalling the 
Wilburton type are known, including several from Ireland (e.g. I\UVI 
Ireland '?942). The Ifôver sword may be contrasted with this Tay example, 
the latter of Wilburton type with Ewart influence, the former of Ewart 
type with slight Wilburton traces (Cowen 1952, pl XV, 3). 
,11th the exception of these early swords, and a few of 
Hallstatt -type, all the bronze swords from Scotland are of one type, the 
L cart, and most of these are degenerate examples. The emergence of this 
purely native sword is not precisely dated, but Cowen suggests that "the 
native sword was directly descended from that variety of Which the 
Wilburton hoard fragments may be accepted as type. -examples" (1933, 
19 157 8 ). / - J
The Ewart Park sword was first described as a specific 
type by Cowen in 1933, and little work has been published on this 
native type since that date. The sword is generally smaller than other 
British types, with a leaf -shaped blade and angular butt. This butt 
has straight sides and shoulders, and the projection of these lines 
forms a lozenge outline Which is a distinctive feature of the type. 
The notched ricasso is generally slight and is often omitted in later 
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degenerate swords. 
The tang has only slightly flanged sides usually, 
and these too seem to be absent in some degenerate swords. The grip 
has a convex outline, the swelling generally being nearer the butt 
than the pommel. Rivets were commonly used for the plate attachment, 
although some slots occur; these however are considered to be foreign 
to the normal Ewart type and may reflect some 'dilburton or Three -3lot 
influence. The end of the tang has slight lateral projections which 
in Irish examples may be quite long, and this widening is usually 
straight - based. The flanges may extend into the butt and run beside 
the rivet holes, and occasionally two or more slight ribs are employed 
to strengthen the tang. 
Degenerate forms of the Ewart Park sword are especially 
common in the Highland Zone of Britain and Ireland, and many of these 
must be contehiporary with the more southern carp's tongue swords, and 
with some Bronze Hallstatt swords. The Late Ewart sword differs from 
the Ewart in that it has lost its angular shoulders and straight -sided 
butt, and the ricasso may be only slightly represented or absent 
altogether. 
The tang sometimes loses its curved sides and the flanges 
are generally thinner or even absent. In the main, the Late Ewart sword 
is shorter than the Ewart type, and many of the most extreme examples 
fall readily into a "short Late Ewart" type, which is particularly well 
represented in Ireland. This type is under 18" in length and the 
shoulders are only slightly accentuated, being mere convex curves in 
some examples (e.g. NL;1i DL 25). The number of rivet holes generally 
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falls to four, and the blade midrib loses its substance. 
The lack of published work on British Late Ewart s words 
excludes the setting of the Scottish variants in their proper groucs, 
but it appears that the later more degenerate examples are purely 
local in their application. A north-west Scottish group may be distin- 
guished by the swords`.; aide blades, more or less flattened midribs, and 
thick tangs; examples of this come from South Uist, Skye, and Ross, 
and the Inverbroom example possibly dates the entire group to the late 
sixth or fifth century, in view of its analogies with bronze pommel 
swords in the Tarves and Grosvenor Crescent hoards. 
Two late Ewart swords, both from the east coast, reflect 
some influence from bronze Hallstatt swords which also are more or less 
limited to the east coast. These native swords show either a hooked 
butt, or a projection on the end of the tang. 
A considerable number of " dwart or Late Ewart s:,oz'ds do 
not possess the angular butts normal to the type, but exhibit a slight 
concavity in the line fro :: shoulder to blade. This of course recalls 
the Wilburton type of sword, but appears to be without si gni:'icance in 
this regard. It occurs on several swords in the Meldreth, Caraba, hoard 
(Inv. Arch. GB 13). 
One of the swords in this hoard has low-ribs running 
along the centre of the tang, presumably as a strengthening agent. This 
feature is considered to be late, and characteristic of a distinct grout 
of Evart or Late start swords, although it occurs on a sword from 
Montrose, which otherwise is of the Three -Slot type. In general however 
it is found on typologically late forms of wart swords, dated from the 
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seventh century (Inv. Arch. GB 8, GB 12, GB 13; UJA i 1938 205). 
Another variant of the Late Evart sword has recently 
been described by Hodges (1956 37 pl IV); this has a lozenge- shaped 
blade and is limited to Ireland. Recent opinion however tends to 
suggest that the swords in question are not of the Late Bronze Age, 
but whether or not they are based upon authentic examples is not known. 
The distinctions noted between the Ewart and Late Ewart 
sword types are not of any value in the determination of chronological 
positions for the types, as to a great extent the proficiency of the 
bronze -worker is a primary factor regarding the typological position 
of any sword. The swords from the Grosvenor Crescent hoard, for example, 
exhibit all the features of the true Ewart Park type, and none of the 
characteristics of Late Ewart swords; yet the hoard is dated unquestion- 
ably to Scottish LBA , around 580 B.C., a time when the degenerate Late 
Ewart form was extremely common. Both Ewart and Late Ewart swords have 
been found together on several occasions, as at Rigg, Skye, 3acksbank, 
- Kinos, and Kilconan, Argyll. 
The distribution of Ewart and Late Ewart swords is 
remarkable for the rarity of these types in south -west Scotland. The 
significance of this is discussed in connection with rapier distribution, 
and suggests that rapiers continued in use in this area well into the 
Late Bronze Age of Scotland. 'Zile the east coast of Scotland, from 
the Lothians to Banffshire, show the most important concentrations of 
native swords, many of the Western Isles, including Islay, Shuna, Tiree, 
Coll, Huck, Skye and South Uist, have yielded Evart swords (map 12. 
Notable also is the large proportion of Late Ewart swords in the east, 
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particularly around Angus, while most of the western swords are of 
the finer Ewart type. 
Distinctions between these two forms have not been made 
for Ireland, although the great number of degenerate short swords has 
been noted. The map of Irish swords shows concentrations around 
Lough Erne, and in the Bann Valley and upper Shannon River (Raftery 
19)1 7a, 72). This distribution taken in conjunction with the Scottish 
map does not suggest any direct connection between the two areas. 
Nevertheless the western spread of these swords in .`;ales points to an 
Irish, or Scottish, relationship in the later stages of the Late Bronze 
Age, and shows that Ireland probably was exporting sane swords (Savory 
1958, 39-40). 
The rarity of the Ewart and Late Ewart in 
Borders is somewhat disconcerting, as the large number of these types 
in north -east England suggests that the Scottish eastern finds, at any 
rate, are partially derived from this area. Cowen mentions a number 
of these swords from Durham, Northumberland and Yorkshire, and the total 
is probably not far short of the Scottish Swart number (Coven 1933, 192). 
Possibly the Ewart type was developed in north -east England, and 
subsequent degeneration into variants of the Late Ewart type took place 
locally. The appearance of such variants as the north-western type, 
and the Irish short type, supports this. 
Some Irish influence uaon Scottish Late Ewart swords 
may be surmised in view of the western finds, and the Sleat, akye, hoard, 
where a Late Ewart sword in mint condition was found with several Irish 
types. 
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While wart and Late Ewart swords are primarily a 
Highland Zone type, they have often been found in hoards in southern 
England. At Stoke Ferry, Norfolk, Ewart swords occur with Class VB 
spearheads, a halberd and a chape, and date. from o 800 B.C. (Inv. 
Arch. GB 8). Thenford Hill Farm, Northants, also contains Ewart swords, 
dated by their Hallstatt -like rivets to after 700 B.C., although the 
other objects do not indicate such a late date. However, at Meldreth, 
Cambs., three Late Ewart swords are associated with Suing- decorated 
axes and bucket fragments of the seventh century (GB 12, GB 13). 
The 'relby, Leicester, hoard contains an example of a 
Late Ewart sword, with run -on repair to the hilt, which is dated to the 
seventh century by its associated Late Urnfield cross -handles and other 
objects (GB 2L). 
A Late Ewart sword occurs in the i,i.rke Soby, Denmark, 
hoard; the sword has a perforated tang projection, and this is considered 
to illustrate some contact with Gfndlingen Hallstatt swords (Cowen 1952, 
137 pl XV, t,_). Broholm dates the hoard to L ontelius V (DO iv fig. 129), 
correcting Sprockhoff (1931, 4445). j). 
Many Scottish swords have been found in association with 
other objects, but only those providing fairly precise chronology will 
be mentioned here. Ewart swords are linked with tongue -chapes normally 
considered characteristic of the Wilburton complex in the south, at 
both Gogarburn and Kilconan. However the tongue -chape at Tarves shows 
the persistence of the type into the final phase of the Scottish Late 
Bronze Age. 
At Grassieslack, a Evart sword was found with a ribbed 
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socketed axe, which cannot be dated before 700 B.C. in Scotland. 
Evart and Late Ewart swords occur together at Rigs; and dacksbank, 
confirming the Grosvenor Crescent evidence that Evart swords need 
not necessarily be early, but degenerate examples of the native sword 
are nowhere dated earlier than Scottish IBAS, from 700 B.C. The 
tongue -chape at Cauldhame, found with a Late Ewart sword, may equally 
as well be dated to a late phase. 
Lunate spearhead associations are difficult to date in 
Scotland. The type originates in the Wilburton complex, but no 
Scottish finds can clearly be dated prior to 700 B.C. Such spearheads 
occur with Late ithiart and short Late Evart swords at Glen Clova and 
Denhead, respectively. The bucket staple at Duddingston dates the 
Evart swords and lunate spearheads to the seventh century, and a 
similar date probably applies to the sword in the áleat hoard, assoc- 
iated with a cup-headed pin and curved knife of Irish derivation. 
The survival of the Late Ewart sword into the later 
phases of the Scottish Late Bronze .fie is shorn by the appearance of 
two swords with Hallstatt influence in their tangs, and by the probable 
association of a Late Ewart and a Hallstatt sword at Haddo House. The 
swords at Tarves and Grosv.n or Crescent extend the life of the Evart 
form into the fifth century B.C., as the swan's-neck sunflower pins 
are dated scarcely earlier than the late siXth century. 
Of Scottish hoards containing two or more swords, only 
two have the Evart type alone, six have both Evart and Late Ewart, and 
eight have only Late Ewart. This supports the assumption that the 
degenerative process took place in the Highland Zone, especially in 
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Scotland and Ireland, and is substantiated by the discovery of clay 
moulds for swords at various Jcottish sites, including S Traprain Law 
and Jarlshof, where they are dated no earlier than the fifth century. 
A slightly earlier date, centred on 500 B.C., is 
suggested for the Scottish swords with bronze hilts and /or pommels.,. 
Two of these swords have a clay core used in the casting process, 
presumably applied around a normal Late Ewart tang, exposed in the 
Inverbroom example. The Tarves sword has a detachable pommel and bronze 
edging for the grip plates, the latter feature repeated on the Grosvenor 
sword which however also has a bronze grip. 
The feature linking these Scottish swords, five in number, 
is the bronze pommel, and three of these have bronze grips in addition. 
All are of Ewart or Late Ewart type, and probably the bronze work at the 
hilt was applied around the normal tang. A sword from the Cherwell 
resembles the Leadburn example and exposes its normal -shaped tang (Evans 
1881, fig. 349). Other specimens of this form are knaln, including 
several from north -east England (Alnwick Castle, Cat. of Ant. 1880, 
pl. XV11, 4; pl. XTlla, 1). 
Both the Tarves and Grosvenor Crescent hoards contain a 
sword of this type, which is thereby dated to the late sixth or fifth 
centuries by its associated swan's neck sunflower pins. 
The bronze Hallstatt swords need not be as late as this, 
but clearly date from the late seventh century, Scottish LBAJf. They 
are distributed along the east coast, in the Tay and South Esk areas, 
and two Late Ewart swords with Hallstatt influence also come from this 
general area. However a number are known from Ireland, and all these 
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presumably are the result of movement from England, and unconnected 
with the Covesea incursion of the early seventh century. 
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I'AI,S TiijIPS and RAPIERS 
A typological survey of flamed axes and palstaves is 
presented on hap 13. The map is believed to be practically complete 
although no intensive search through the more obscure litera ture has 
been made. Nevertheless the picture presented is believed to be 
sufficiently exact to enable some observations to be noted. 
The main sham; all those bronze axeheads with a stop more 
or less distinct from the normal plane of the a e, the only form ex- 
cluded being flat axes and those with two slightly inclined surfaces, 
as well as socketed axes. 
The first two classes, the "early bar- stop" and "e^r ly 
sunk stop" are certainly early in date as well, as the Gavel Moss, 
Renfrew, hoard attests (Inv. W rch. GB 28, 2). The early sunk -stop class 
is, typologically, slightly later, possibly in date as well; the blade 
is usually crescentic, but not extremely wide as in the former class, 
where the flat and flanged axe -blade is repeated. The high or trian- 
gular-shaped flanges, more often the latter, on the early sunk-stop class - 
are more evolved than the low cast flanges of the early bar -stop class. 
In addition to these features, the early bar -stop class axes are often 
decorated on both the flanges and the faces, and reveal their ancestry 
in flat axes. 
It should be emphasized that those two classes, the aarly 
bar -stop and the early sunk -stop, are not considered here as palstaves, 
but as flanged axes, because of the non-functional aspect of the stop, 
which is merely a slight hump or bank in the two classes, and incapable 
of providin g any real opposition to the haft. Some of the high flanges 
on the early sunk -stop axes are hammered in, presuaably to assist 
in the hafting. 
The distribution of the early classes here described is 
distinctly eastern, and contrasts with the concentration in the south 
and south- est of late forms of paistaves. 
The associations at Gavel Boss, and the typological 
comparisons with flat aces, ensures a date for these two classes in the 
Early- lvi.ddle Bronze Age of Scotland. Three or four linked rings were 
found with an early form at Bothywells, Nairn, but these are now lost. 
The other classes may rightly be termed paistaves, as 
the stop is functional, and really serves as a stop for the haft. The 
various Scottish paistaves í'a1.7 into four clearly distinguishable 
classes as shorn on the map. Two of these palstave classes are typolog- 
ically earlier than the other two, and these "bar-stop" and "sunk- stop" 
classes will be discussed first. The terms are descriptive, the bar - 
stop class formed of those paistaves with a bar running across to the 
flanges, the sunk -stop palstave with an abrupt drop in the thickness of 
the main body of the axe between the flanges. 
The blades in the bar -stop class are generally crescentic 
or wide; in the other class they may be crescentic or narrow, and this 
sugests that the sunk -stop class is later in date, the general tendency 
in Scottish paistaves Ageing a narrowing of the width of the blade and a 
straightening of the sides. The bar-stop class usually has high curving 
flanges, although triangular flanges are not rare, the ratio being 2 ; 1, 
whereas the flanges on the sunk -stop paistaves are generally triangular, 
the ratio of high curved to triangular being 1 : 2. 
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palstaves, and a somewhat more evolved example belongs to the Glentrool 
hoax). The inturned flanees of this Glentrool palstave have been 
connected with wined-axes of southern :England on occasion, but this 
similarity must be coincidental, as the Glentrool hoard is scarcely 
later than 1000 B.C. The looped sunk-stop palstave from Findourie, 
Angus, closely matches the Glentrool palstave except for the loop, and 
was ap-,;.sently found in a large hoard, a halberd being the only other 
possible survival. 
The ledge-stop class is singly a more effective version 
of the bar -stop palstave, with the bar reaching the height of and merging 
with the flanges. These flanges may continue on down the sides of the 
blade, or may curve inwards to form varying designs on the blade faces, 
Or may terminate at the stop. The blade is generally wide, sometimes 
crescentic, and looped palstaves of this class are relatively rare. 
The distribution of this class is somewhat similar to 
that of the bar -stop palstave, with a spread along the east coast, but 
the main area lies along the southern shores of Galloway and Dumfries, 
and in this the ledge -stop class is comparable to the shelf -stop class. 
a form intermediate between the bar and shelf -stop palstaves, this 
distribution is as expected. 
The associations suc est some measure of contemporaneity 
with the typologically more evolved shelf -stop palstaves, Caldonshill 
linking the two classes, and Gosperti e, Fife, showing a ledge -stop 
palstave with loop in apparent association with socketed axes. 
The final palstave class is the shelf -stop, the stop rising 
from the plane of the blade at an angle and the end of the haft would be 
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partially hidden by the stop. This class rarely has a crescentic 
blade, usually narrow, and palstaves with loop are common, The flanged 
sides disappear at the stop but some form of midrib usually carries on 
from this point down towards the blade edge and occasionally takes the 
form of a trident ornament just below the stop. 
The shelf -stop palstave is possibly descended from the 
led,.e -stop class, but it is more probable that some at least of the 
Scottish examples are. of Irish origin. The distribution is predominantly 
south-western, with no east coast palstaves of the class recorded from 
the Forth to the Moray Firth. Several occur in the Midland Valley along 
the Teeth, one from the Clyde and one from the Tweed, and a few are known 
from the west coast, which may relate to the Sutherland hoards. But the 
main concentration in Galloway points in all probability to Irish 
influence. 
The close similarity of the basic form to Irish palstaves 
tends to support this derivation, and the occurrence of Irish forms of 
palstave in north 'Wales árees with this suggestion (Savory, 1958, 25). 
However, it should also be noted that somewhat similar types of palstave 
occur in southern England, so that the Irish source of the Galloway shelf - 
stop palstaves is not certain (Evans, 1581, fig. 75 -78). 
A palstave from Cairnleith, Angus, has three vertical ribs 
on each face and appears to be somehow related to the ribbed palstaves 
of Clark's Class I (1940, 65. The ribbed palstaves are adjudried contem- 
porary with the carp's tongue sword complex, both by distribution and 
as;;ociation, and this implies a survival of the palstave in the north well 
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beyond that considered by some authorities (IToc'ges, 1956, 33, Ireland). 
However, the Guilsfield hoard in ':tales contains palataves that seem to 
be related to early types, as seen in the Bishoasland and some Scottish 
hoards, and the 'Íilbtu'ton hoard also shows a palstave of this form, with 
very slight thickening below the stop. ;`Vi lburton is linked with Nettle - 
ham by their. :indented socketed axes, and the latter hoary:. is believed to 
be of car'p's tongue date because of its ribbed .palstaves. The survival 
of the palstave well into the Late Bronze e in the south cannot be 
doubted (Inv. Arch. CB 37, GB 38). 
The ribbed palstave may have had its origin in an early 
ribbed type appearing in the TBB phase (Savory, 1958, 33; Inv. Arch. 
GB 7, 2). The Nettleham associations also suggest that the ribbed 
palstave need not be considered as late as the seventh century, although 
the class as a whole seems to fall within this period; the Nettleham 
indented axes, basal- looped spearhead and tubular ferrule are all 
suggestive of a date earlier than that of the carp's tongue complex 
(Arch. J xviii, 1861, 159-160). 
In Ireland, a looped shelf -stop palstave in the Bishops - 
land hoard is comparable to the palstaves in the Sutherland and `,Yip to n 
shire hoards (O'Riordan, 1946, pi Xlll, 13); the contemporary Glentrool 
palstave is typolor;ically different and occurs elsewhere in .Scotland. 
At Charleville, Co. Offaly, a ledge -stop palstave with shield decoration 
is associated with a socketed axe, gouge and sickle, and illustrates the 
survival of the palstave well into the Late Bronze Age. 
As the ealstave in south 2,ngland is non to have 
persisted into the Late Bronze Age, there seems no reason to retard the 
arrival of new types or to postulate a totally different typological 
sequence in the ETi hland Zone. The late palstaves in the Worthing, 
Sussex, and the Shoebury, Essex, hoards are not closely comparable to 
the Scottish examples, and the closest analogies occur in the group of 
hoards belonging to the TBB phase, in the centuries around 1000 B.C. 
palstave from Ei.lnotrie, Eirkeudbrightshire, is close 
in form to those in the Leopold Street and Burgesses' Meadows hoards 
(Inv. Arch. GB 5, GB 6), and a fragmentary exa_ ple Fran the former hoard 
is matched by one in the Caldomhill, `digtownshire, hoard, suggesting 
that the Galloway palstaves of this type may be connected chronologically 
with the Glentrool phase of the Scottish Late Bronze Age. 
'4elsh palstaves are also matched in Scottish finds, and 
the range of types illustrated by Grimes is more or less duplicated in 
Scotland (e.g. Grimes, 1951, 247, 4 cf. IW DC 81; 247, 9 cf DC 17, 
DC 89; 24.8, 1 cf. DC 129; 248, 4 cf. DC 98; 243, 9 cf. DQ 208 
Caldonshill). The Acton, Denbighshire, hoard, and that from Guilsfield, 
have palstaves related to Scottish specimens (ibid 253, 5 cf DC 29; 
253, 6 cf DC 89; 258, 2 cf DC 91). 
Evans illustrates some further English palstave forms 
that occur in Scotland (e. fig. 52 cf DC 120; fig. 57 cf. DC 86; 
fig. 60 cf. DC 101 with trident ornament as at Crediton, Devon, Inv. 
Arch. GB 24-, 3). 
The shelf -stop palstave without decorative rib and with 
a square stop is reckoned by Savory to be of Irish origin, and this fits 
well with its distribution both in Vales and +cotland (1958, 15). The 
nalstave with midrib is judged to be of Atlantic origin in view of its 
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distribution (Savory, 1953, 25). It also occurs in the Somerset hoards 
and in the Pf3rnhonnau hoard which is dated by its single-edged knife to 
late Hallstatt A. The conical ferrules also seem to be of Continental 
inspiration, and probably data to Montelius N (von Brunn, 195`; 7 taf 2, 
2-3). Savory dates this hoard to c 300 B.C., but a date nearer 1000 B.C. 
is more probable in view of chronological studies lately made by ninth 
(1957) and Cowen (1955). 
Ea1stave hoards in Scotland include the Sutherland finds, 
Ki.rtomy and Craig -a- Bhpdaich, each with two shelf-stop paistaves, the 
former also containing a bar -stop palstave, and the igtoti-rizshire hoards, 
Balcarry with three shelf -stop unlooped ;palstaves, Caldonshill with five 
looped shelf-stop, one ledge -stop, one sunk -stop palstave. 
One of the Balcarry paistaves recalls the midrib -decorated, 
extended -flange but looped palstaves Of théTBB _phase found in eastern 
73ngland as well as the Somerset hoards. The other two palstaves in this 
hoard are undecorated and unl000ed, and resemble one in the Caldonshill 
hoard from the same area (B M 75.11 13.2 - 3; I'1A DQ 209). The other 
members of Caldonshill are closely related to the looped palstaves with 
stout midrib and no flange extension that are also Nell represented in 
the Somerset hoards and in Ireland. One of these occurs in the Hirtomy, 
Sutherland, hoard along with a midrib and trident- decorated looped 
palstave, which latter form is duplicated on a palstave from the Craig - 
a ühodaich hoard in the same area. Thes econd palstave from Bhodaich 
has a stout midrib as occurs in the Kirtomy and Caldonshill finds. 
Clearly the two Sutherland hoards and the Caldonshill 
hoard may be linked typologically and probably chronologically. The 
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trident -pattern palstave is alwA.s looped and is generally assigned 
to the Late Bronze Age by its evolved appearance and by its associations 
(e.g. javory, 1958, 24; Grimes 1, ?51J, fig. 64). The plain looped 
palstave in the Caldonshill hoard is clearly related to the Bishopsland 
;palstave, although the faint pattern on this latter example may also 
be connected with the C raig- a- Bhodaich palstave. 
The chronological position seems to be clear, that these 
three hoards belong to the Glentrool horizon of the Scottish Late Bronze 
Age. Balcarry is not as certainly assigned to LBA1, as none of the 
three palstaves is looped, even though one recalls the midrib and flanged 
palstaves of the south. The Glentrool palstave is somewhat more evolved 
in appearance than the Balcarry specimens. 
The question of the survival of palstaves in Gallo;-:ay 
into the second phase of the Late Bronze Age in ¿cotland is based upon 
the distributions of socketed axes and palstaves in this area, and the 
difficulties of this method arc pointed out in the recapitulation of 
Childe's scheme (see Glentrool :Phase, Scottish LBA1). However, it 
remains true that palstaves are proportionately much commoner than 
socketed axes in Galloway, suggesting that their replacement by the 
later f órm was somewhat delayed in this area. 
The distribution of the other main Middle Bronze 
type, the rapier, show_, an identical position in south -west Scotland. 
Leaf- bladed swords in this area are extremely rare while the number of 
rapiers is relatively great (map 14- . Rapiers are in general not at all 
abundant in Scotland, and the suggestion therefore arises that in. 
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Galloway the rapier must have remained the dominant weapon well into 
the Late Bronze k,e, into LTA2 if not later (see Savory, 1958, 26 for 
similar survival in "Vales). 
The Glentrool rapier, with rivets, is unlike the 
majority of the other .::cottish rapiers, notably those from the Drum - 
coltran hoard which possess notched rather than perforated butts, but 
both types are common throughout Britain (Evans, 1331, fig. 313 -13; 
Inv. Arch. GB 10). One of the rapiers in the Callander, Perthshire, 
hoard ecall5 in blade form a rapier in the Creditor, Devon, hoard which 
was found with lade-stop pai; taves, one of which occurs in the 
Caidonshill hoard with another palstave of the same type as the Glentrool 
specimen. 
The Irish connections for Scottish ra;nicr , ake suggested 
by the Galloway distribution, by the generally accepted opinion of the 
Irish influence upon the emergence of the rapier, and by the Callander 
?associations which comprise a small squat axe seen in abundance only 
in Ireland and a spearhead with asymmetrically-placed loops also seen 
in Ireland (; °_dÿ A liii e 1551, 58, fig. 4B). 
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SOCKETED KNIVES 
Socketed knives have recently been discussed and mapped 
by Hodges, who divides them into two types, the Thorndon and Dungiven 
(1956, 38). 
The double -edged blade of the Thorndon knife is either 
straight -sided or somewhat leaf- shaped in outline. The socket is 
usually oval with a: sli. ht contraction nearer the blade than the socket 
mouth, and the rivet or pin holes are generally set at right angles to 
the blade. The distinguishing feature. of the Thorndon knife is the 
straight line formed by the junction of blade and socket, these being 
separate parts of the knife. 
Slight variations occur, those in Scotland being limited 
to a lack of a distinct line at blade and socket junction (Quoykea, 
.lgraston), a knife with two rivet holes in each side (Alness), and 
two with rivet holes in the same plane as the blade (Falkland, Jester 
Ord). 
The Dungiven-type of socketed knife is similar in most 
respects to the Thorndon -type, except that the junction of socket and 
blade results in a V- or U- shaped line, as occurs on the rare socketed 
swords described by Brailsford (1947, 175). Similar notches appear on 
leaf- shaped swords, evidence of the unequal weathering caused by the 
protection offered by the bone or wooden grip- plates, or possibly 
connected with the construction of the clay mould. 
The distribution of both these socketed knife types is 
shown by Hodges, but his maps are incomplete for Scotland. I total of 
nines Thorndon knives are recorded from Scotland, but Hodes lists only 
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three. The 1)ungiven knife is represented here by three examples, one 
from Hodges' list belonging to the Thorndon type (1956, 36, fig. 4). 
The conic 2rable concentration of Thorndon knives in 
southern England suggests that the :.sottish, and Irish, knives had 
their origin in this arca. The type also occurs in northern trance 
(Breuil 1901, 287, fig. 2, 18; Sandars, 1957, pl. xi, 3). The east 
English coastal scatter provides a possible route whereby Scotland may 
have received this influence. The distribution in Ireland is not 
notably north- eastern and possibly there is some connection between 
the Irish finds and the Bristol Channel or North Welsh examples. There 
are no Thorndon knives on the west coast of Scotland, and in vie.: of 
their rarity in north -east Ireland, little Irish influence can be 
rrcposed (reap 15 . 
The Dungiven type, on the contrary, is more or less 
limited to Ireland and Scotland. about a dozen examples are recorded 
fra the former island, and only three from Scotland. . .Welsh and an 
Lnglish find are presumably strays. Several Irish knives are from the 
north -east, and a link is provided by a find from southern Kintyre. 
Significant associations for Thorndon knives in England 
include = leathery Burn, where a variant was found with an Irish- British 
bucket and wing -decorated axe. The type site of Thorndon, Suffolk, is 
less precisely dated (Inv. Arch. GB 11), but seventh or sixth century 
dates are provided by the carp's tongue associations at lanster, Eent 
(B.M. 1920, pl. iii), Eaton, Norfolk ( SA 2nd series:; xi, 1887, 42), 
and Grays Thurrock, Essex (Ant. J. ii, 1922, 105). Other English 
hoards containing Thorndon knives with comparable associations include 
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Reach Ii'en, Cambs., and : 'eltwell ''en, Norfolk (Inv. GB 17, GB 35). 
The Reach Fen and Thorndon knives contain four rivet holes as in the 
£Lness example. 
The 1'el twell associations include amber beads generally 
considered to illustrate connections with Northern Europe inhontelius 
E V (Mac White, 19)1)1a), and several Thorndon knives have been found in 
this area, one in the lidck, hr. Randow, hoard which is dated to this 
period (,iprockhoff 1956, 14, 77, abb 4, 2 and 1). 
Associated finds from lrela nd include sunflower and cup- 
headed pins, of I, ontelius V relation, at Derryhale, Co. Armagh (Coffey 
1913, U2,, and amber beads at iillycreen 'Nest, Co. Fermanagh (Irish 
Eat. d, ;r11, 1939, 218). The socketed knife in the lash, Co. '' iicklow, 
hoard, was found with a bag axe, a faceted axe and a Class ITI.A spear- 
head of late facies (JRsA.I lxx, 1940, 94), suggesting that the =i2horndon 
knife may extend back to Scottish LBAA, from 900 B.C. However this form 
of spearhead has other_ associations suggesting a connection with 
llontelius V, so that it is difficult to place the initial appearance of 
the Thorndon knife before the Mid-eighth century. 
Associated finds with Thornton knives are not common in 
Scotlai d. The most important is the ::: ester Ord hoard, which contains 
a bronze necklet dated to c 700 B.C., and the Thorndon and curved knives 
here may therefore be conclusively assigned to this :cotti sh LBA3 phase. 
The bifid razor. at Qpe kea, Orkney, found with a socketed knife, cannot 
be precisely dated, but the fragmentary knives, possibly of Thorndon 
type (FLA xi.14.190), from Traprain Law arc considered to belong to the 
fifth century L.C. or later. 
Hodges states that the Dungiven -type knife has not been 
found in association, but at Forfar the type occurs with a'bag; axe, 
further sug,c -estin ; an Irish source for the knife. The knife from 
Campbelto n is reputedly also from -a hoard. 
In discussing curved socketed knives, Hodes draws a 
_-ûrallei with the hooking knife of the present -day treen maker, who 
use this for the hollowing out of wooden vessels (1956, 38; Arnold 
1953, 69). 
Only seven knives of this type are known from Britain 
and Ireland, three Scottish and four Irish. The Scottish examples from 
the Point of Sleat and Cullerne hoards appear to have been based upon 
the saine model, possibly upon the same mould. The .Meat knife is unused 
and has a wider blade, but resharpening of the Cull rne knife would 
result in its narrower blade, and the general socket, rivet holes and 
blade form of the two are so close as to suggest the possibility of 
identical casting. The identification of a spearhead from Cullerne as 
exactly similar to one from Sleat renders plausible this possibility, and 
in any case confirms the contemporaneity of the two hoards. 
The other dcottish curved knife, from ,ester Oid, differs 
from the foregoing in that the blade is less curved and the socket 
extends as a midrib into the blade on the inner side, the rivet holes 
are set at right angles to the blade, and the socket mouth has a rolled 
edge. 
The distribution of these curved kniVan does not clearly 
reveal whether or not the type is locally Scottish, or of Irish origin. 
However, two of the Scottish finds lie at the head of the Great Glen, 
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and the third is in southern Skye. 
This when reviewed with the associates objects at the 
of Sleat suggests with a high degree of probability that the 
Scottish curved knives are of Irish origin. The Cullerne spearhead and 
knife are clearly from the same models and/or moulds as those from 
Sleat, and this latter hoard also contains a cup- headed in othertAse 
unrepresented in Scotland, but a feature of the Irish Late Bronze _Age. 
The similarity of the _pleat and Cullerne spearhead to those in the 
noc.adoo hoard also supports this suggestion of Irish origin. 
The . ;ester Orc1 curved knife may be a local product because 
of its different form. Its associated Thorndon knife also reverses the 
position of rivet holes. However, the relationship with normal Irish 
curved knives must be close and this provides a precise date for the 
entire group. pst ':(ester Ord, the associated necklet fragments are now 
securely dated to c 700 B.C., and thus the curved knives of Ireland 
and :Jcot land probably belong to the seventh or sixth century B.C. 
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TANGED : 
Ti e; tanged and perforated knife in the Glentrool hoard 
appears to be a British member of the TBB group, mainly found in 
southern England. The hlonkswood, Somerset, hoard contains an identical 
knife in association with a twisted neckring and loop -headed pin as 
well as other objects (Arch. lxxi, 1920 -21, 133, pl. xi). The type 
however appears to have persisted into a later period of the Late Bronze 
Age, as a somewhat similar knife occurs in the Felixstowe, suf olk, 
hoard along with a bag- shaped chape (Inv. Arch. GB 16, 3). 
Another form of fanged knife is not dated earlier than 
the seventh century B.C. ; this type has a shdrt midrib running along 
the tang at its junction with the blade. Hodges suggests that such 
knives are evolved from the Glentrool type, but the connection is not 
close enough to be conclusive about this (1956, 39, map fig. 4-). The 
type is concentrated in Ireland, with several examples in southern England, 
and one Scottish knife. 
The English associations include a ribbed palstave at 
Nottingham and a wing- decorated axe at Heathery Burn, both adjudged con- 
temporary with the carp's tongue complex. The bucket at the latter site 
also suggests a date in the seventh century. At Derr hale, Co. Armagh, 
a ribbed tang knife occurs with sunflo r, disc and cu.:?- headed pins 
(Coffey, 1913, 82). 
The only Scottish specimen comes from the Monmore, Perth- 
shire, hoard where a semi -tubular ring also was found. This is matched 
in the Nottingham hoard mentioned above, and the two hoards may therefore 
be considered contemporary in view of the specialized and limited nature 
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of the parallel objects. 
A small version of the ribbed tang knife was found 
in a Cordoned Urn at Lockerbie, and this early association may 
invalidate Hodes' theory of the derivation of the Late :Bronze Age 
ribbed tang ?nnife from the 3.j onkswood or Glentrool type. 
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SOCKETED GOUGES 
The socketed gouge in Ireland has been studied by 
Iáac'rrhite (1944b, 160), and recently the Scottish gouges have been listed 
by Burley (1956, 146). There is no general work on English and Jelsh 
socketed gouges, but Clark includes them in his table of objects con- 
temporary with the carp's tongue complex, and thereby dates at least 
some of than to the seventh and sixth centuries (1940, 62). 
l.iacWhite suggests a bone prototype for. the socketed gouge, 
and argues that the Swiss Lake- dwellings of Late Urnfield date supplied 
the first bronze socketed gouges in Britain. While the relationship 
between Urnfield Switzerland and the carp's ton gue complex of southern 
England has been clárified by Savory (1948, 155), it remains true that 
the gouge is hardly dated here before the seventh century, and so the 
possibility. of Urnfield influence, if not Swiss Urnfield influence, 
remains as strong as ever. 
Typologically, socketed gouges may be subdivided in 
various ways, and both liaciNhite and Burley have attempted this. The 
former regards the gouge from Knocknalappa, Co. Clare, with its ex- 
panded. blade and curved profile, as a late development found only in 
his Phase B, presumably parallel to Montelius VI and late Hallstatt. 
Mile the suggested dates seem somewhat late, the form appears to have 
some significant associations, in Scotland at Traprain Law and Adabrock, 
both of 'which sites date not earlier than the late seventh century, with 
Traprain believed to be of fifth century date. 
Burley postulates two types of socketed gouge in 
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Scotland, her Type 1 comprising six gouges without moulding at the 
socket mouth, to which two further examples may be added, and Type 
2 made up of three gouges, plus one addition, with either a wide flat 
moulding or ribbing at .the mouth. iacWhite's splayed blade type appears 
in both of Burley's types. 
While Eac White's types do not appear to fall into any 
geographical pattern, Burley's Scottish tyres seem to have some distri- 
butional significance. Type 1 is limited to the south and east, Type 2 
to the north and west of a line dram from Kintyre to the Moray Firth.. 
The Great Glen is the dividing line to all intents and purposes, with 
one Type 2 gouge lying along the route into the Glen. 
In North and Central Burope, the socketed gouge is only 
of sporadic occurrence, but most of these are of Type 2 with collar or 
ribbing at the socket mouth, so that some influence from these areas 
may have reached northern Scotland in the general Irish- Scandinavian 
'made 01 the seventh and later centuries. however this suggestion is 
not advanced with much emphasis. 
A hoard from Kjerte, Denmark, contains a gouge dated to 
ISontelius IT (Kjaer, 1927, 231), and Sprockhoff figures a Type 2 gouge 
from Zubzow, ILr. Rigen (1955, taf 11, 10). -Arther south, socketed 
gouges appear in Late Urnfield contexts, as at Schorlenberg, Pfalz 
(P.Z. xxiv, 1939, 158, abb 1, 34;, 49, both Type 1 and 2, probably Hall- 
statt Bii), and at hïoigrad, Rumania, with cross -handled bowls of Group 
B1, or Late Urní'ield date (Germania xxvi 1935, 24 abb 2). 
Breuil figures some socketed gouges from the Somme area, 
of Type 2 with collar or rib (1902, 471, fig. 2, 14-, 15, 17). The 
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dating of most of these gouges is hardly before the eirrhth century; 
ossibly the bone gouge was in use until this date, when presumably 
bronze became more readily available in the west. 
Both Type 1 and 2 gouges are common in England and Ireland, 
and Burley lists parallels for the Traprain law gouge from the latter 
area. In Ireland, these gouges have been found in well Over a dozen 
hoards, the associations generally including socketed axes, Late wart 
s- . ;ords and /or dress pins. These sunflower pins are generally connected 
with Scandinavian pins of _:Iontelius V, as are the rarer cup -head pins 
and amber. None of the Irish associations are suggestive of a date early 
in the Late Bronze Age, and the gouge may be dated here to Lodges' Phase 
B, from the mid- seventh century (1956, 2+6 . 
In Wales, the Guilsf ield hoard contains a ribbed gouge 
which is close in forai to-.the .,i;.chnahanaid example, and to the Wester Ord 
gouge as well (Grimes 1951, fig. 70, 10). Other Type 2 gouges, but with 
collar as in the Torran example, come from the late hoard of Brogyntamn., 
Shropshire, hoard (ibid. fig. 68, 1 -2), and in a more exaggerated form 
from Scarborough (Smith, arch. lxxvii 179, fig. 4). A ribbed gouge 
occurs in the Harty, Dent, hoard with carp's tongue complex objects 
(Inv. larch. GB 
Other collared gouges illustrating this seventh century 
date come from the Heathery Burn cave and Reach Pen, Cambs., hoard (Inv. 
Arch. GB 17), and from Rosebury Topping, Yorkshire, with associated Type 
1 gouge and bugle- shaped mount (Arch. Ael. ii, 1832, 213 pl. IV, a -e). 
A collared gouge from Northumberland compares closely with the Torran 
example, and it seems clear that the source of the gcottish Type 2 
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gouges must be sought in the south and west, .England and Ireland 
(Cat. Alnwick Castle, 1080, pl. XVa, 2. 
Plain Type 1 socketed rouges are extremely common in 
ii.Inglish and Irish hoards, and the associations again suE-;est an initial 
date near the seventh century. relixstowe,Sufl olk and Croydon, Surrey, 
link the type with carp's tongue objects ,as does the Eaton, Norfolk, 
hoard (Inv. Arch.. GB 16; GB 39; PSA 2nd series x425)12). 
Both plain and collared gouges occur in the Llynfawr, 
Glamorgan, hoard, which shows the types in use in the sixth century 
(Grimes 1951, 260, fig. 72). An earlier date than this, and possibly 
earlier than the carp's tongue complex, is suggested by the Wick Park, 
Somerset, hoard where a soeketec1 gouge is associated with ribbed axes, 
tongue chape and barbed hollow- headed spear, and Ewart sword; the 
connections with the :ilburton complex are however extremely slight 
(Savory, 1950, 37). 
ost of the Scottish socketed gouges have been found in 
association with other objects, including socketed axes at Essenside 
Farm, Achnahanaid and Tynehead. The Class V and VA spearheads at Torran 
are equally as imprecise in the determination of a chronological position 
for gouges. A date in the seventh century probably applies to the 
socketed gouges from T,lonmore and Portrie, whose associations include a 
button of Reach Pen type at Porttie, and semi- tubular ring at Monmore. 
'=ester Ord dates to the decades around 700 B.C., while the splayed gouge 
from Adabrock lies in Scottish LBA4, from the late seventh century. The 
gouge at Traprain Law is believed to be no earlier than the fifth 
century B.C. 
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C H I S E L S 
The fanged and waisted chisel has been discussed by 
Raftery, who suggests that the trunnion axe provided the prototype 
(194ab, 128). By a thinning of the butt, the tans was produced for 
attachment to a bone or wooden handle, and the lugs of the trunnion 
are *ere:_ incorporated in the chisel as a shoulder or collar. 
This >>articularr.f orm of chisel has a rectangular tang 
forming about half the total length of the tool, and a shoulder below 
which the body thins before e .pan: ing out sideways into a wide curved 
cutting edge. Raftery prefers to call this a knife, used for leather 
work, rather than a chisel, and claims that the variety is confined to 
Ireland. His ma-0 shows a dozen such chisels, eight of which are located 
in north -east Ireland (op. cit. fia. 7, D. 130). 
With ,such a distribution, it would be surprising if the 
type was absent from - cotland., and indeed several have been found. 
One from Glenluce, Wlgto nshire, is conveniently close in form and 
location to the Irish examples (EMA 1931- 647, cf. Raftery fig. 5, Co. 
Monaghan). A. damaged chisel from Traprain Law has the shouldered and 
waisted body of the Irish type rather than the more common .stopped 
variety, one of which also occurs at Traprain. A third chisel of the 
Irish type, but only slightly waisted and with angular shoulder, comes 
from the Adabrock, Lewis, hoard. 
The associations forthis Irish -type chisel are generally 
suggestive of a date in the later part of the Late Bronze Age. The 
chisel from Lough Gara is considered to be not earlier than the fifth 
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century B.C. in view of associations with hocknalaroa pottery and 
iron objects. A more evolved form of chisel, with loops extending 
from the shoulder, conies from Ballinderry and may be similarly dated 
(JRSAI, Lxxxiii, 1953, 103). 
An earlier date, from the seventh century, applies to 
chisels of this type found in some south English hoards. The chisel 
from Reach Fen, Cambs., has a rectangular tang, continuous shoulder, 
slight waist and fairly wide blade, and appears to be related to 
Raftery's Irish -type (Inv. Arch. GB 17, 35). Similar carp's tongue 
associations apply to the chisel from Eaton, Norfolk (PSA 2, xi, 1885, 
42) and the Wallingford, Berkshire, hoard with its somewhat similar 
chisel may also be included here (Evans, 1881, fig. 193 ;. 
The Scottish associations include late seventh or sixth 
century objects at Àdabrock, and fifth century or later objects at 
Traprain Law. 
Distinct from this Irish -type chisel are those with lugs 
rather than a continuous shoulder. This tanged variety is common through- 
out Britain and Ireland and may be intermediate between the trunnion are 
and the Irish type. The trunnion axe is unrepresented in Scotland as is 
the typologically early development from this (Evans . 1881, fib;. 197, 190). 
However, the trunnion axe may not have been the initial influence on the 
later chisels, as a tanged and shouldered example occurs in the Wessex - 
like grave group from Balneil, Wigto nshire, with associated Cordoned 
Urn, quoit faience bead and crutch -headed bone pin. 
Plain tanged chisels occur at Traprain Law, and an un- 
provenaneed Scottish find OVA DO 7, Evans 1801, fig. 198) may be the 
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lugged chis >1 illustrated by Nilson (18634 381). These have rectangular 
tans- aiic1 angular 1u, ;s but the blade has widened as in the Irish type. 
The form is common in England and also occurs in Ireland (e.g. Evans, 
1801, fig. 195 from Yorkshire; from Derbyshire at ¿heffield Museum; 
from Ireland, Evans, 1851, 171; also Ant. J: vii, 1927, 254, xiv 193L 
56, 4wß.). 
The occurrence of a trunnion axe as well as a plain 
chisel in the Bishopsland hoard suggests that the former tool may have 
partaken in the evolution of the -banged and shouldered or lugged chisel 
(PPS .>ii, 192:6, pl. xi ii ). Hodges has discussed the dating. associations 
for the trunnion axe which confirm its early use (1556, 41), but the 
development of the -banged chisel from this tool is unproven. 
Other chisel forms are also well represented in Scotland, 
the simplest being plain straight bars with wedge-shaped end such as 
occur from Sutherland to the Borders. These vary from a plain 
rectangular bar tapered dorm to a blunt chisel end (Loch Laoghal, 
Sutherland.; Traprain Latin, East Lothian; Glentrool, 'irkcudbri`htshire), 
to slightly wider chisels (Dumfries), with expanded blades (Glenluce; 
Ayrshire; Dungyle, Dumfiies1, and finally into unique forms such as the 
looped' and decorated object from Blairbury,Wigtownshire, and the 
socketed axe-like form from Mzirfield, East Lothian. All these forms 
except the last two are common throughout Britain and Ireland. 
The Glenluce chisel, with expanded blade, is matched in 
the WBB hoard from Burgesses' Meadow, Oxford (Inv. Arch. GB 6, 5), and 
plain bar chisels occur in the Early Bronze Age Plymstock hoard (GB 9, 
21) and the seventh century Heathery Burn site (Evans 1881, fig. 151). 
Such simple forms as these clearly had a long life. 
The socketed chisel, On the other hand, appears to be a 
tyre more limited in time. None of the Scottish finds are of known 
provenance, although one probably was found near Biggar (MA. DO 4.; 
DP 10). However, the type is widespread in Britain and Ireland, where 
it is dated scarcely before the s eventh century. At I- Leathery Burn 
(Evans, 1531, fig. 202) and Bagnoor, lines., (Inv. Arch. GB 23, 14) 
associations include seventh century buckets, and the Meldreth, Cambs. , 
hoard also associates the two objects (GB 13, ))1;). 
Carp's tongue objects are linked with socketed chisels 
at Minnis Bay, Kent, which also includes bucket framents, and Somerleyton, 
Somerset (Ant. J, viii, 1923, 236). A somewhat later date is suggested 
by the Hallstatt razors and specialized chisels in the Cardiff hoard 
(Grimes, 1951, fig. 66) and by the late settlement at Ballinderry 
Crannog 2. 
Other forms of Scottish chisels occur, but cannot be 
dated precisely. One from i illin, Perthshire, is wide throughout and 
may conceivably be considered as a flanged axe. Others of this type are 
fairly common (Aberdeenshire; Prei_1nay, Aberdeenshire; Loch Hope, 
Sutherland; Longman, Banffshire; Burreldale Moss, Aberdeenshire; 
Stirling Museum AJ 13), and to these may be added several small flat axes 
possibly used as chisels (NLA DAIS, 39, 60, 109). 
A chisel from Perthshire, and one from arkconnel, 
Dumfries, are alike in their expanded shoulders, parallel -sided bodies 
and narrow blades, and their wide and rounded tangs, somewhat recalling 
the Balneil chisel. As their flanges and blade lie in the same plane, 
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they may be considered as adzes, and if so join a group of three adzes, 
flanged and with varying degrees of stop -ride. Cie of these is 
unprovenanced MAX D 41), a2ne from Kintore, Aberdeen, and the third 
occurs in the founder's hoard from Islay with socketed axes, Class N 
spearhead and halberd. This apparent association of objects of widely 
differing ages is seen elsewhere, as at Stoke Ferry, and 'at Callander, 
but cannot be dated with any decree of precision. The wined adzes of 
southern England are unlike these Scottish flanged tools and need not 
be connected (Ant. J, xxxiii 1953, 2014; Inv. Arch. GB 38, 5). 
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S O C E T E D HAMLr E 1 S and ANVILS 
The commonest form of socketed hamper found in the 
British Isles is more or less square in section, with a moulding at 
the socket mouth and sometimes a collar below. The working surface is 
generally slightly convex, and the socket extends for just over half 
the length of the tool. Various typological classes of socketed hammers 
are described in JRSAI 83, 1953, 101 ff, but these do not appear to have 
any chronological distinctions, and the only typological differentiation 
lies in the form of the working end of the hammer. This may be connected 
with the functional aspect as discussed by :argon (1938a, 1938b). 
Such hammers are widespread in the British Isles, and are 
generally found with other specialized tools, usually socketed gouges as 
at Carlton Rode, Rosebury Topping, Harty, Grays Thurrock, etc. Other 
tools often associated with hammers include chisels at Carlton Rode, 
Rosebury Toeing and Grays Thurrock, and objects such as punches, anvils, 
knives at Harty, Presn -la .ïére and Thorndon respectively. 
.Associated finds in England suggest a date for this type 
of socketed hammer in the seventh or sixth century B.C., as carp l s 
tongue objects are commonly found with the type, at Reach e'en, Cambs., 
(Inv. Arch. GB 17), Isle of Harty, cent (GB 18), Minnis Bay, gent 
(t'Torsfold 1943), Grays Thurrock, Essex (Ant. J ii, 1922, 105), and 
Rosebury Topping, Yorkshire (arch. Ae1. ii, 1832, pl. IV). 
The only socketed hammer of this class from Scotland 
occurs in the .Adabrock, Lewis, hoard where it is dated to the late 
seventh or sixth century by its associated Hallstatt C bronze bowl. 
The second Scottish hamper is a part of the Inshoch 
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Wood, Nairn, hoard. This hammer, while fragmentary, is sufficiently 
preserved to show that it belongs to the second type of socketed 
hammer, lacking any moulding or collar at the mouth. The section is 
again somewhat square with convex working surface slightly narrower 
than that of the moulded type. This slender type is characteristic 
of hoards belonging to the earliest phase of the British Late Bronze 
Age, the TBB horizon. 
The Burgesses' Meadow, Oxford, hoard contains a hammer 
of this type, with Class IV spearheads and unlooped palstave (Inv. rs'ch. 
GB 6, and a similar spearhead occurs in the Inshoch Wood hoard. The 
slender hammer in the Bishopsland hoard is also of this sane type, and 
the associations here are dated to the same phase. Other slender 
hammers are found in the Somerset hoards of the TBB phase, including 
the Taunton Workhouse find. 
The third object from the Inshoch Wood hoard is an anvil 
of rather specialized form, with projections from two sides of the main 
block. The anvil in the rresné -1a -Mere hoard is somewhat similar, and 
is believed to date to Hallstatt A on the continent, although its socketed 
hammer is of the later type, with moulded mouth (Evans 1581, 182, fi,g. 
217 -218). The Porcieu- rnblagnieu, Isére, hoard contains a hammer, anvil 
and saw dated to early Urnfield times (Dchelette ii 1924 173, fig. 49). 
But a closer analogy for the Inshoch ;'food anvil comes 
from Vadsby, near Copenhagen, where it is dated to Montelius III 
(Br. ondsted 1939 272; Brohoim DO iv, no. 425). The Bishopsland hoard 
also contains a comparable anvil, as well as a socketed haam ier, and must 
be connected chronologically with Inshoch Wood. Later forms of both 
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types occur in the Lusmagh, Co. Offaly, hoard (BE 1953, fig. 12, 6). 
A. second Scottish anvil was found in the Dyle of 
Oyl:e.l, Cas ;ley River, Sutherland, and is of the sosie general type as 
the preceding anvils. The basic form seems to be repeated, in a more 
delicate manner, in the tools from the Isle of Ilarty hoard (Inv. Arch. 
GB 18, 24-25)'. 
An anvil mould from Law Glen;yre, Wig toinshire, was 
identified as such by Childe but the associations cited, Cinerary Urn 
and Pigmy Cup, are not now believed to be truly connected with this 
curious object (PUS lxxx, 1946, 10). 
The distribution of socketed ' hammers and anvils is 
limited in Scotland to the north (as is the spread of curved socketed 
knives). The explanation of this may be that these northern regions were, 
not reached by traders from Ireland with beaten bronze and gold work, 
and local craftsmen produced the necessary articles for the area. While 
there is no direct evidence that the Helmsdale gold -field was ever worked 




The bronze sickles of Britain and Ireland have been 
studied by o :, and may be separated into socketed (1939b) and non- 
socketed 4941). In Scotland only socketed sickles have been found, 
but a brief discussion of the non -socketed class with special referance 
to its dating associations may be of value with regard to the distri- 
bution map (map 16). 
:lost of the non -socketed sickles of Britain are of cast - 
plate type, with flat backs 
/ 
and ribs or knobs on the front or side. 
The thicl. est part of the tool is near the outside curve. Schmidt divided 
these sickles into a riveted or Lochsicheln, Type 1, and knobbed or 
1ñopfoicheln, Type 2 and Fox uses this division in his discussion of 
British specilaens (Schmidt 1904. 
Group I are riveted sickles, with ribs extending to the 
base of the tool which has either basal notch or rivet hole for the 
handle attachment. Continentale: :ms have a claw at the back but this is 
not seen on British sickles (Behrens 1916, abb 10 -11, Montelius III and 
IV). 
Group I, Type A sickles have plain continuous outer curves 
and most are found in the Thames area.. Type B sickles have vestigial 
claw projections at the back and only two specimens are known. 
Group II ar knobbed sickles are divided into three types, 
Type A with a single round knob at the base and found mainly in south- 
east England. Tyke B has elongated knob or transverse rib at the butt 
and Pox records four examples from Somerset; one occurs in the Bishops- 
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land hoard. Type C sickles have double knobs and are limited to the 
Somerset region again. 
The Jistri:bution map shorn that Group Il, Types B and 
C, are entirely western, A is eastern boti? of Group I and II. Fox 
distinguishes those British sickles shoving unmor'ii i-d continental form 
from the native derivatives, and concludes that Group I, Type A, is the 
only type with many native forms. 
The East English sickles, IA and IIA, are relatively 
late as IIA occurs in associations with objects of the carp's tongue 
complex at Minster, >>.ent, and Grays Thurrock, Essex, and IA is connected 
with the Old Englána. Brantford site. A IB sickle froc. Llantwit ] ajor 
is also of this seventh or sixth century date. .L' o-bbed sickles resembling 
British IIA sickles occur in Late Urnfield contexts on the continent as 
at Homburg (Auh V v, 1911, ta:C 25). 
Sickles of Type IIB and IIC however are different both 
in distribution and association, and Fox's arguments for a late dating 
are not sound. These sickles occur in such ,Somerset hoards as hOnkswood 
and Ellington Burtle, whose associations link this area with Scandinavian 
Montelius II and III. Similar sickles are found in Northern Europe in 
hoard; of this date (Broholm DO iv, no. 407; see also P. Z. xxxvi, 1958, 
1 ff and Germania xxiv, 1940, 6 ff). 
The 3anerset group, and Bishopsland, are now assigned to 
the initial phase of the British Late Bronze Age, and these sickles of 
Type IIB and IIC clearly belong to this early period. 
Over sixty socketed sickles are listed by Fox, all of 
which have a double -edged blade, the upper sometimes not sharp, but the 
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thick part of the blade is invariably in the centre. Two groups of 
socketed sickles are described, I being those with socket placed 
laterally at the blade base, II being those with socket set vertically 
at the base. Most of the sickles are of Group I. 
A logical typological development in the Group is supported 
to a limited degree by associations. The earliest sickles have cylind- 
rical sockets open at both ends, which gradually narrow at the upper 
end and finally close producing a cone -like shape. The closed-socket 
sickles are the latest form, and their positions in the typólogical 
scheme proposed by Fox depend upon other less functional features. An 
open -socket sickle occurs in the Downharn Pen, Norfolk, hoard with a 
palstave and a rapier (Cambridge Museum), and another example was found 
in a hoard at Arganuil, Portugal, with a palstave form that occurs in 
Ireland (Maclhite, 1951, 76, fig. 22). 
The early sickles have their blade attached to the entire 
side of the socket, and later sickles show the gradual rise of the blade, 
at first the outer curve running smoothly into the socket top then over- 
riding and merging with the socket until the two are more or less a 
single entity, with the back view showing an even cone rather than a 
truncated cone (Pox 1939b, 236, fig. 9). Later features include the 
heeling -out of the blade and the projection of the mouldings on the blade 
across the top of the socket. 
A typologically late sickle from Cardiff is associated 
with Hallstatt razors and ribbed axe, as well as evolved chisels, and 
the sickles in the Llynfawr hoard are dated by the cauldrons and sword 
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to o 600 B.C. A decorated sickle from LoncJy, A1c.erney, occurs with 
seventh century or later carp's tongue objects. 
None of the Scottish sickles have been found in 
association with other objects, but all appear to belong_ to the later 
stages in the development of socketed sickles in Britain. Pox lists 
three Scottish sickles (No. 25, 27, 29), but several others have been 
recorded. One from Ledberg, Sutherland, is unfortunately lost, as is 
another from Alford, Aberdeenshire, just possibly the same sickle as 
No. 25. In addition to these, an unprovenanced sickle in the Hunterian 
i.`ñuseum may be Scottish, as it formed part of the original collection. 
This specimen has a heavy medial rib with lighter flanking ones, and 
long sócket with pin holes, and a devolved or vestigial loop at the 
back of the blade, possibly modelled after the rare socket- looped sickles 
that occur late in Pox's scheme. The sickle is decorated with V- shaped 
bars, and appears to be the latest of the Scottish examples irnoun (see 
Breuil, 1901, 291, fig. 4, 33 for 
typ e ) 
socket- looped sickle of comparable 
The distribution of socketed sickles shows that the early 
types come from southern -England, and the majority of the typologically 
later examples are Irish or north British. Pox regards the late sickles 
of Britain as being of Irish derivation, including the Scottish specimens. 
In general this pattern is seen in the spread of other objects, the 
earlier forms appearing in the south, and later developments occurring 
mainly in the northern area. 
Pox's discussion of Group II socketed sickles, vertically 
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socketed, is concerned with only eight British specimens. He derives 
the type from the Thorndon knife, with a simple curve in the blade. 
The socket is always a separate part of the tool, and does not merge 
with the blade as in Group I sickles. No Scottish sickles belong to 
this Group II, but the curved socketed knives must be related in some 
way, if only in a common prototype. 
The, only associated find containing a Group II sickle 
is Rosebury Topping, Yorkshire, where the objects include a bugle- shaped 
mount and ribbed -axe mould suggesting a seventh or sixth century date. 
The typologically late sickles of this group are Irish (also see Davies 
1950, fig. 17). Probably the entire group belongs to a late phase in 
the development of Group I sickles. 
F L E S H - F O R K S 
The most recent discussion of flesh-forks, or flesh - 
hooks, is, in the report on Ballinderry Crannog 2 (I-I ncken 1942, 12-13), 
but neither typology nor chronology is established here with any pre- 
cision. The report on the Lulworth, Dorset, hoard lists all the flesh- 
forks known in 1935 (Ant. J, xv 1935, 449), but since that date several 
more have come to light and Appendix 1,zß short, a total of thirteen from 
Britain and Ireland; three examples from France have also been noted 
on occasion (ibid). 
In addition to these, the suggestion has been advanced 
that the elongated mounts with expanded foot, as in the Thenford Hill 
Farm, Northants., hoard (Inv. .;rch. GB 12, 7) may be the ferrules of 
goads or flesh -forks (Piggott, 1953, 179). 
The more normal type of spear- ferrule has a tapered end, 
and of course this would offer no resistance in the act of hurling:. 
The splayed -foot ferrule, on the other hand, would not be suitable for 
attachment to a throwing weapon, and it is possible that these were 
employed as base-pieces on either objects such as flesh -forks or 
ceremonial objects such as extremely large and unwieldy spearheads. 
However, some splayed -foot ferrules have been found with 
normal spearheads, as at Thenford Hill and ,'test of : cotland. The socket 
with flat disc -like foot in the Eaton, Norfolk, hoard occurs with both 
spearheads and a flesh-fork, and ferrules of both types come in the 
Congleton, Cheshire, hoard with large lunate and barbed spearheads (Ant Yr 
vii, 1927, 62). In addition to the splayed ferrule from the .test of 
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Two flesh -forks from Ireland are decorated, that from 
Lurgy (No. 3) with transverse groups of incised lines on both butt and 
hook -holder, and the some decoration appears on the elaborate three- 
piece flesh =2 o-r1 fro_ Dunaverney Bog (No. 9), with the addition of 
seven modelie> above rings, attached by holders fitted in 
perforations on the central and butt sections. The hoards from Lul: orth 
(No. 7) and Eaton (No. 6) both contain four bronze rings, possibly 
attache& in like fashion to either a missing centre tube or to the 
wooden shaft directly. 
Seven flesh-forks come from Ireland, of which total four 
are Type 1, one Type 2, two unknown; four are south English, one of 
Type 1, t; o of Type 2, one unknown but probably Type l; two are 
Scottish, the extant example being Type 2. The French finds include 
at least one of each Type, Thorign4 of Type 2, Launac of Type 1 (L'rthrot 
vii, 18:;6 462, fig. 1; Déchelette ii, 1913, 553, fig. 227, 6). 
IIencken sugests a Hallstatt date for these flesh- forks, 
equivalent to the later phase of the Late Bronze .fie in Ireland. The 
Ballinderry forks he thinks are debased and this confirms the late dating 
for the site. But while this late dating of Ballinderry is not disputed, 
the forks here are matched in the Bisho-psland hoar& which is secdrely 
dated to the earliest phase of the Irish Late Bronze A;e (- Tencken, 19)12, 
fig. 3, 528; O'Riordan 1946, pl. xiii, 15). end the Er iswell, Suffolk, 
flesh -fork was found with or in close proximity to an early form of 
sword and two rapiers as well as fragments of a beaten bronze vessel at 
-present unic',entified (aunt. J xxxv, 1955, 218). Tyke 1 flesh -forks, 
a 
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simple form, appear therefore to have been in use, mainly in the 
Highland L one, throughout the Late Bronze :e. 
Type 2 flesh -forks , however, may be more limited in 
their chronological position. The associations at Lulworth, Dorset, 
include a bugle- shaped object and kart of a carp's tonue s-7ord, and at 
Eaton, Norfolk, a bugle -shaped mount and a bag shape occur with. a Type 
2 flesh -fork and ribbed palstave and axe. Both hoards can therefore be 
dated to the seventh or sixth centuries B.C., 
The Dunaverney decoration of modelled ducks may be 
considered as of Hallstatt (C) date, but similar objects also occur 
on some articles of Montelius V date in Northern Europe (dpi ockhof f, 
1956, taf 21, 3),. A date therefore for Type 2 flesh -forks should not be 
too far from the seventh century B.C. 
The Eaton hoard also contains a tubular socket with disc 
base; this may be compared with the conical ferrules with terminal 
discs seen in the Launacian industry, with its end- winged axes, Hallstatt 
razors and triangular blades, and dated to a time rou_hly conte4Dorary 
with the carp's tongue complex (Dchelette ii, 1913, 553). A 
triangular blade, but with perforation, from Eaton,links both with the 
carp'S tongue complex and with Launacian blades, and it is interesting 
to note that a fragment of a flesh-fork occurs in one of the Launacian 
hoards (ibid). 
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R A Z O R S 
This discussion will be restricted to Class II razors 
and is based to a great extent upon C.Y. Piggott's study (1946, 121). 
'7hile Class I razors were included in this work, it has since been 
shown that most of these must be dated to the Middle Bronze Age, as ills. 
Piggott suggested (Butler and Smith 1956; J. Barber, 1958). 
That evidence exists for the use of Class T razors in 
the Late Bronze Age is admitted by Butler and Smith, and they cite 
hybrid examples from Taunton and from Glentrool. The Ballymena, Co. 
Antrim mould contains matrices for both Class I and II razors (Piggott, 
1946, pl. viii), and from Scotland comes a stone mould for a possible 
Class I razor with another mould for a Class IV spearhead (PSAS 1<oixi, 
1' :46 -2 7, 171, pl O, 1). 
The definition of Class II razors reads as follows, 
".,,. characterized by a deep notch at the top of the blade, and 
frequently a round hole is pierced through the blade below the notch. 
There is often a pronounced midrib, sometimes roughly decorated, and 
r- 
the tang is never pierced .. , . " Recently Ha;-:Tkes' has completed this 
description by subdividing Class II razors on the basis of the shape of 
the base of the blade. 
Class IIA razors shag an even upward curving or slight 
angulation, obtuse, from the top of the tang into the blade proper. Class 
IIB razors have the division between tang and blade base.sharply marked, 
the edge of the blade forming an acute angle with the tang, then turning 
sharply upwards to ca.rplete the bifid razor outline. 
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The distribution of these two types _presents an 
interesting picture (based on Piggott, 1946, fig. 2), the south and 
cast of BritA; n showing predominantly Class IAA razors, while Class 
IIB is practically the only type represented in the Ilighland Zone, 
especially Ireland. Hawkes has su Bested that Class I:. A is "TR 1 ", Class 
IIB is "not pre -IBA2 ", and thus it appears that the development of the 
later form of the bifid razor took place in the North, just as occurred 
with several other bronze objects as sickles, swords and shields. 
Class IIB razors are dated by associated finds to the 
seventh century or later at various sites including Iieatherl Burn (Arch. 
liv, 1891, 38), Feltwell Fen, Norfolk (Inv. Arch. GB 3f5, Cro1nag hs, Co. 
Antrim (PIA xxvic, 1916, 119), and DowJzis, Co. Offaly (;a.calister, 1949, 
223;, as well as Lbug-h Gara (NY1 Ireland). There is no association for 
true Class IIB razors that suggests an earlier date in Britain or Ireland. 
However, Hencken illustrates a razor from Sicily that 
appears to represent an import, not a local type (Childe, 1930, 99-100), 
of Class IIB, and dates this to Pantalica II in the tenth or ninth 
century B.C. (Hencken, 1956, 160. The Cassabile razor is not purely 
Class IIB, for it has deep notches at the blade base, an extremely acute 
angle, which is rarely seen on British razors. The Lough Ravel, Co. 
Antrim, razor is similar in this regard, but has the normal perforation 
while the Sicilian razor has none (Piggott, 1946, no. 61). 
Nevertheless, this Sicilian example is clearly related to 
the British type, and points to a western home for the bifid razor. The 
general type occurs in various areas of western Europe, in the Rhine, 
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Alsace, Brittany and central -France, and in the south but Mrs. Piggott 
points out that the razors from these areas have features not seen on 
normal British Class II razors. Such styles as open-work handles and 
crescentic blades appearing in Late Urnfield tires are clearly not 
related to British bifid razors (D'eehelette ii 1513, 553; Auh V v 1911, 
taf 25, 435; 'Wagner 1943, taf 25, 19; tai , 7 9). 
But these appear to be elaborations of razors seen in 
these areas in early Uinfields. The razor from Labersricht, 0berpfalg, 
has an openwork handle but the blade is oblong and has a V -notch as in 
some British examples (Auh V v, 1911, 234, and that from Nymwegen has 
a similar handle but elongated blade with notch and perforation (Auh V 
II, 1870 viii, tar 2, 20). The notch is widened into a crescent in a 
razor from Wilten dated to Hallstatt A, `,Ía per's Zeitgruppe II, and seems 
to be leading into the true crescentic blade via Zei t, ruppe III, late 
Hallstatt A to early Hallstatt B (Wagner 1943, taf 33, 12 and taf 25, 19), 
the razors of which Dave rounded blade with a large central hole joined 
to the straight -sided notch. 
This form is seen in a less- rounded razor from .tImiens which 
approaches the angular blade base of some British razors ( Breuil 1901, 
289, fig. 3, 27). Further afield, an Early Bronze grave at Duna- 
Pentele, Hungary, contained a tanged oblong- bladed razor with simple 
small perforation at the top, and this is fairly close in form to the 
British types, except for its stiffness; the neighbouring grave 3 
yielded a similar form but with rolled top and concentric decoration, and 
seems to be related functionally to the above "razor" (P.Z. 
Xl -Xll, 
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1919-20, 117, abb 1, 3 and abb 1, 9 -10 respectively; see also Pic 
1900 a tab x). 
None of these can be connected directly vdth British 
bifid razors, but most reveal one or more of the distinctive features 
of the British type. Childe points to razors, more closely related to 
Britain from the Ariège and Charente (1930, 100; Ipntelius 1912), and 
Sanders illustrates a notched razor, Class IIA, from an inhumation_ grave 
at Pouges- les -Baux, Niévre, and dated by its associated convex disc - 
headed pin to Tumulus Bronze or very early Urnfield France (1957, l)Fii, 
146 -7). This razor looks typologically early in comparison with the 
British forms. 
Several yazors from Fort- T-arrouard ii . /iv, dated to 
Hallstatt B, are comparable to some of the Class IIA razors from south- 
east England, although they lack perforations (Sanders 1957, 268, 276). 
I,ss. Piggott regards the British tanged, notched but imperforate razors 
of Class II(A) either as a parallel development to Fort- ITarrouard or as 
imports from Dance in early Urnfield times. 
Savory has plotted the distribution of Class II razors 
in western Fiance (194x, 165, fig. 5; list 171; 1958, 20), and Sanders 
notes that the southern French Urnfields have as yet not yielded any of 
these, although tisey do occur in the Alpes- Maritimes and Haute-Garonne. 
Their north coastal distribution, and the early associations of palstaves 
and Tumulus pin (i rbas, Tort - parr ouard, and Pouges- les -Baux) suggest 
that the diffusion of the type, possibly developed in north coastal 
France, began in late Hallstatt A but persisted in the area for some 
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considerable time as it occurs in carp's tongue hoards at Venat and 
St. Grgoire, etc. 
The perforation below the notch seems to be a British 
feature and does not occur, for example, on the early razor from 
Pouges -le. - Bau..x nor on the late r:-_.: La Venat. In view of the .i ench 
distribution, mainly concentrated in the north-west coastäl area, 
possibly the British razors may be taken as the original type which 
spread with slight changes to the continent. Offsetting this however 
are the early associations recorded from the .'Tench sites, the occurrence 
of the form in the south, and the Sicilian razor must also be considered 
in this regard. 
;savory's vror L on coastal French industries shows that 
separate and local bronze types were developed in the area during the 
late addle Bronze Age, and it seems most satisfactory to attribute the 
development of the b:if ici razor to these independent industries. The 
French form is close to Class IIA British razors which is considered to 
be earlier in date than the Class IIB razors mainly found in the Highland 
Zone. 
The diffusion of types from the local French areas is 
deemed' to have begun "before the Hallstatt B expansion of the Urnfield 
culture" (Savory, 1940, 159eá. This would coincide with an early phase 
of the British Late Bronze Arve, and would allow the biíid type to 
contact the Class I addle Bronze ne razors, producing some but not all 
of the hybrid Class I - II razors. 
A razor from the Taunton hoard is listed as of Class I 
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but its occurrence in a hoard, its grooved mi 'rib and possible notch 
should place it by definition in Class II (P:.-' -; ott, 1946, _ b. 31; 
Arch. J x cxvii, 10 80, 95)'. Its narrow blade and general appearance 
suggests some influence from Class I, anú if it is considered as a 
hybrid type, its chronological position, in the ''i±B phase, is seen to 
suit its nature well. 
The razors from the Glentrool hoard also belong to an 
early cater ;ory, as they exhibit features of both Class I and Class II. 
The smaller of these two razors differs from the normal Class I in its 
greater blade width, and from Class II in its lack of notch, perforation 
and pronounced midrib. The other razor from Glentrool has a long tang 
of Class I, and wide blade of Class II; the blade base extends at right 
angles from the tang and there is a slight midrib. The associations at 
Glentrool confirm that these hybrid razors belong to the initial phase 
of the Late Bronze Age. 
A razor from Laughton's zovîe, Orkney, was found with a 
cisted cremation and Cordoned Urn; this normally would be considered 
hidclle Bronze Age, but the hybrid nature of the razor suggests that the 
burial lies late in the Tsiddle Bronze Age and points to the arrival of 
bifi d influence in Jcotland before the beginning of the Late Bronze Age. 
Of course the remote area where this find was wade :._ay help to explain 
the late dating of the burial. The razor has a wide blade and 
pronounced midrib, both Class II characteristics. 
Another Class I - II razor Barnes from Traprain Law and 
is unfortunately fragmentary, only the lower _part being ,rreser_ved. This 
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shows a tang and blade expansion of Class IIA type with a perforation 
at the base of the fairly wide blade. Such a position is extremely rare 
but occurs on a razor from Co. Uayo found in a cremation cemetery of 
Cordoned Urns. 
Another hybrid form comes from the Âdabrock, Lewis, hoard, 
but its blade base is slightly bent back, a Class IIB feature, and this 
may suffice to account for the late dating of Hallstatt C. However the 
lack of notch and perforation is peculiar to this class. The other two 
razors from this hoard are of the more normal Class II type, one of IIA, 
one of IIB. 
Most of the other Scottish bifid razors come from hoards 
generally dated from the seventh century B.C. , and are mainly of Class 
IIB (Bowerhouses, East Lothian; Quoykea, Orkney; Cullerne, Morayshire). 
The pottery found at Bowerhouses is untraceable and of unknown type. The 
razor from the Braes of (light, Aberdeenshire, hoard appears to be a 
slackened version of Class IIB, with notch placed askew and only slightly 
marked. 
A razor from Kinleith, Midlothian, belongs to Mrs. Piggott's 
Class III, generally of continental Hallstatt C date, although parallels 
for the I,inleith example are not kno n. H wever, the openwork blade and 
tang are suggestive of evolved continental types. A second Class III 
razor was found at Traprain Lair, and has a curved blade with basal loop 
and a perforation along the thickened blade back.. It resembles one from 
Sion Reach, Thames (BM 1953, fi_ . 11, 13), and several from Old England, 
Brentford (Wheeler 1921, pl. 1, fir;. 2, 3 and 7). Other comparable 
examples occur in Scandinavia (Montelius 1912, fig. 637) and in France 
(Breuil 1901, 289, fig. 3, 31; Henry 1933, 52, fig. 16, 3). 
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SHIE::LDS 
The basis for the study of beatön bronze shields lies in 
Sprockhoff's Handels ;eschichte (1930, 1 -24). Later work by Mac'TJhite 
(1947, 1951) and Hencken (1950, 1951) has been superseded to a great 
extent by Sprockhoff's recent review of the evidence for the origin of 
these shields (1954), but the general classificatory system remains in 
his earlier work: 
However Sprockhoff based his typological analyses upon 
Evans (1881) and Smith (1919) and seems to have misread some of their 
pertinent observations as well as repeating some of their mistakes in 
descriptions. This has necessitated here a completely new approach, 
with every original report checked, and the classification system here 
proposed will at least have this in its favour. It will be noted however 
that Sprockhoff's type -names have been employed to save undue confusion. 
Hencken summarized the views of Irish prehistorians in 
1951 when he tried to show how the Herzsprung shields of V -type 
originated in Greek lands probably in the late ninth or early eighth 
centuries B.C. The Spanish rock carvings showing similar shields were 
dated by Nacilhite to 900 -650 B.C. (1947, 160), but Hencken reduced this 
date.to the late sixth century. He suggested that the U -type of 
Herzsprung shield was based upon the V -type, although r ecognizing that 
a U shield in the Pilsen, Bohemia, hoard dated to Hallstatt A or 1050- 
750 B.C. by Hawkes 1948 chronology. 
This chronology has since been discarded by Hawkes as 
being too low (1957, 157), but in any case it seems difficult to 
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establish Hencken's reasons for suggesting that the V -type of Herzsprung 
shield antedated the U -type except that Greek inspiration was believed 
to be responsible for the type. 
However, Hencken's conclusions that the U -form was a 
Central and North European feature, remains true, and both forms occur 
in Ireland. Sprockhoff has now reversed Hencken's typological chronology 
by showing that the U-form of Herzsprung shield is the earliest Herzsprung 
type (1954, 73 -77). The evidence quoted is again the Pilsen hoard which 
with its wing- flanged axe, sickle blades, decorated disc, sword blade 
and nvgelgräberkultur urn cannot be later than Early Urnfield, Reinecke 
D - early Hallstatt A, c lloo B.C. This is in accordance with present 
evidence that beaten bronze work appeared in Central Europe in Reinecke 
D, c 1200 B.C. and in multiple forms throughout Europe in Hallstatt A 
and B (von Merhant, 1952). 
The earliest Herzsprung shield, that from the Pilsen hoard, 
is relatively plain with a simple rib running around the circumference 
and another nearer the centre. Inside this second rib is a penannular 
rib ending in points, the gap being extended into the central area which 
is composed of a raised oval with U- shaped indentation at the shield's 
surface level. A handle is attached on the underside, the large 
fastening rivets showing on the exterior in the U -gap and between the 
oval centre and the penannular rib. Two similar but miniature handles 
are attached to the inner surface between the penannular and annular 
ribs slightly above the centre, with, U -notch uppermost, presumably for 
the attachment of a carrying strap (Sprockhoff, 1930, taf 4). 
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Four other shields are dated by Sprockhoff to this 
some early Urnfield period, from Schiphorst, Kr. Lauenberg (ibid 
taf 1, 2), Nipperwiese, hr. Greifenhag en (ibid taf 1, 1), Bingen, 
Rhinehesse (Auh V I, 1858, xi, taf 1, 4-5), and Spalt, Bavaria. These 
belong to another of Sprockhoff's types, the Nipperwiese, and are plain 
shields with simple ribbings to strengthen the plate, one at the 
circumference and two in the interior outside the:central boss. This 
boss is bordered by a preliminary expansion. The rivet -attached 
handle is joined on the inside of the shield by single - riveted lugs 
such as occur on the Yetholm and Harlech types as well as some other 
British shields. The Nipperwiese type is the simplest form of shield 
seen in Europe and could conceivably be the antecedent of the early 
Herzsprung or Pilsen shield. 
A Nipperwiese shield from Bamberg, South Germany, has 
recently been dated by Reinecke to Bronze Age D or Montelius II -III, 
and therefore predates the Pilsen shield and the Herzsprung series 
(Reinecke 1956, 23, taf 3). The Nipperwiese type then is the earliest 
of the Northern bronze shields and its plain ribbed decoration may be 
taken as the prototype for the later series. 
The later U -type Herzsprung shields, following the earlier 
or Pilsen type, have a more northerly distribution than the early types, 
and are found mainly in Denmark, south Sweden and northern Germany. 
One occurs in northern Italy and two in wood are Irish, Annadale and 
Cloonlara (Sprockhoff, 1954, abb 21). It seems clear that the type was 
adapted in the North and presumably reached Ireland from this quarter. 
The trie Herzsprung shields, of U -type, show the first 
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shield evidence of boss -work, although plain ribbed specimens also 
belong to this series (Auh V III, 1881 vii, taf 2, 1 -3). A Danish 
shield of this type has a wide plain rim, then, nearing the centre are 
three concentric ribs, the outer two of which have the familiar U 
indentation, the third rib being penannular to allow the uninterrupted 
indentation (Broholm, DO iv, 108). At the centre a wide flat boss has 
a U- shaped notch with rivet, for the handle attachment, within. This 
is one of the simplest Herzsprung shields and shows no boss work at all. 
Another fr an Denmark has identical ornamentation in the 
central portion of the shield, but the wide rim is interrupted by two 
more or less concentric lines of bosses set well apart (Hencken, 1951, 
pl Vll, 16). 
A third Danish shield is matched by one from the type 
site in Kr. Ostprignitz which has a small oval central boss surrounded 
by a penannular rib, two ribs with U- shaped indentation, then a series 
of alternating lines of small bosses and thin double ribs (Droholm DO iv 
107; Sprockhoff, 1930, taf 5b). This series of lines is only interrupted 
by transverse double ribs and bosses that extend from the outermost 
ribbing towards the centre, halting at the first large U- indented rib. 
The second Herzsprung shield is identical except that this transverse 
decoration is absent (ibid taf. 5a). 
.fore elaborate vertions exist, a Swedish shield showing 
a similar central arrangement with two rows of bosses, separated however 
by large bosses and bird -like decoration (ibid taf 6). In addition, the 
transverse decoration consists of central bosses with concentric 
decoration exactly as occurs on sunflower pins of Montelius IV and V; 
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this shield, with Runktbuckel boss -work, is dated by Sprockhoff to the 
earlier period (1954, 73). 
A later form of Herzsprung shield is dated to Montelius 
V in the Skydebjerg hoard (Albrechtsen Pyneke Mindes I, 73, fig, 1, 5). 
The lerzsprung shield thus appears at the Reinecke B - :early Hallstatt A 
transition and persists at least into Montelius V and Late Urnfield 
(Hallstatt B) times. 
There are no bronze Herzsprung shields in Britain, but, 
as stated, two wooden U -type shields have been found in Ireland. The 
Annadale shield has a large central boss surrounded by seven ribs all 
with U- shaped indentation, set in pairs except for the outside rib 
(Sprockhoff, 1930, taf. 3e). The Cloonlara shield also has a large boss 
and four indented ribs set well in from the edge of the shield which 
itself is indented, a feature repeated at Ànnadale (Hencken, 1951, 
pl. vii, 2). 
These Irish Herzsprung shields resemble the less elaborate 
examples of the type in Northern Europe, but the rendering in wood 
probably excluded any sort of elaborate decoration such as bosses. 
Pbobably the idea of the Herzsprung U -type shield was brought to Ireland 
with other Scandinavian objects of Montelius V, such as sunflower pin and 
amber. 
The occurrence in Ireland of the V -type of Herzsprung 
shield must now be taken to represent the development of. a variant of the 
earlier U -type. This development, on the periphery of the normal 
Herzsprung shield type, also appears in Spanish rock carvings and,more 
surprisingly, in the east Mediterranean (Sprockhoff 1954, abb 3, 3). 
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Hencken dates the V -type in these Greek lands to the 
eighth and seventh centuries B.C., but the exact manner of connection 
between this area and Ireland is unknown. Possibly the development 
of Atlantic cauldrons may account for this contact, however indirect it 
may have been. There must also be some connection between Ireland and 
Iberia, in view of the resemblance of the Irish V shields to the Spanish 
carvings (Sprockhoff 1930, taf, 3a and 7c j. 
The shield from 4onbrin shows the use or both ribs and 
bosses on leather. A central boss is surrounded by three ribs, the 
innermost of penannular farm, the other two with pronounced V- shaped 
indentation. Four groups of three bosses lie between each rib and its 
neighbour. A leather handle is laced on to the back, suggesting that 
the shield was complete in leather with no strengthening upon the back. 
A second Irish find, from Churchfield, Co. Mayo, appears 
to be a wooden form for a leather shield which would consist of the same 
three rings surrounding a central boss, two with V -notch and the other 
penannular (0'Riordan, 1946, pl xiv, 2). Another wooden mould, from 
Kilmahamogue, Co. Antrim, has only two concentric channels (UJA, xiv, 
1951, 62 . Both U- and V -type shields, and the Pilsen find, comprise 
Sprockhoff's Herzsprung shield type and this, with the earlier Nipper - 
wiese type, make up all the North European forms except for the shields 
in the Sorup ; ose, Eskildstrup, find. 
The shields in this hoard are a Yetholm -like shield, 
and a Sorup type shield; the importance of the find is that 3orup is 
practically the only Useful dating association for the British Yetho n 
and related shields. This is dependent upon the boss technique of the 
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Sorup shield, which has been studied recently by von Merhart (1952, 38). 
Briefly, he distinguishes three styles of boss -work, 
the Gleichbuckel, using bosses all of the same size and seen in Early 
Urnfield times, the Punktbuckel, using bosses of two sizes as seen on 
Kirkendrup cups and dated to Late Urnfield by von Merhart, and the 
Leistenbuckel using bosses and ribs and dated mainly to Montelius V 
and VI. 
While the Yetholrn -type shield is stylistically not 
represented by any of these Continental techniques, the Sorup shield is 
distinctly worked in the Punktbuckel technique. However, the dating of 
this style to the Late Urnfield, based on Kirkendrup cups, is now under 
question. Rather than Hallstatt B and Montelius V, the chronological 
position of the Jensovice Kirkendrup cup appears to lie in late 
Hallstatt A or Montelius IV in Northern Europe (Sprockhoff, 1930, 88). 
The Punktbuckel style occurs on late Hallstatt A bronze work with 
Montelius IV objects at Pfeffingen, Wurdemberg (Behrens, 1916, 32- 
abb 10), and therefore the Sorup find may be assigned to this period. 
The shield itself has a central boss surrounded by rows 
of large bosses, thin ribs and tiny bosses in an intricate pattern. 
From this central concentric decoration four ornamental lines extend 
out to the circumference of the shield. These lines are composed of 
similar arrangements of alternating large and small bosses. The 
circumference of the shield also is decorated in Punktbuckel style. 
Four small loops are attached to the edge of the shield, at the terminals 
of the radial decoration, and the handle is fastened across the inside 
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of the central boss by six rivets. 
If the dating of the Punktbuckel style is secure enough, 
this means that the Yetholm -type shield, a somewhat atypical example 
of which was found with the Sorup shield, appeared in Britain well 
before the arrival of the prototypes of the Irish- British bucket and 
Atlantic cauldron. The distributions of shields and these other 
beaten bronze objects are completely dissimilar, there being only three 
bronze shields from Ireland and nearly three dozen from Britain, mainly 
easterly, while buckets are equally divided and cauldrons predominantly 
Irish (shield map 17 ; Hawkes 1957, 145, 182). 
The suggestion is that the leather and wooden Herzsprung 
shields were_ produced in Ireland as a result of influence arriving from 
the continent at the same time as Kurd buckets. This of course makes 
the earlier Nipperwiese type of Northern Europe the only source of 
inspiration for the .British types of shields as listed by Sprockhoff. 
In Britain the lack of associated finds makes the 
problem difficult to resolve, for of Sprockhoff's list (1930, 17), only 
one of the British and Irish finds can be considered as of any value. 
The association of shield and protected -loop spearhead at Langwood Fen, 
Cambs., has often been dismissed as unproven, but the original accounts 
(see Fox, 1923, 60) are satisfactory and the opinion has receftly been 
expressed that the closed nature of the find is not in doubt. The 
spearhead is however a late version of its class and can be assigned 
without much difficulty to the earlier part of.the Late Bronze Age. 
The shield may be considered as showing some early features, described 
below, which aids in placing the find without much doubt in the early 
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Late Bronze Age. It can hardly be considered as late as Scottish IBA3, 
contemporary with i_ontelius V and Late Urnfie]d s. 
Other reported associations with British shields are 
unproven and unacceptable. The Brumby, Linos., shield has on occasion 
been linked with a basal -looped spearhead, and the small Athenry shield 
was found with a spearhead now of unascertainable nature. 
Hodges proposes three stages in the development of 
bronze shields in the British Isles (1956, 14). The prototype for the 
earliest bronze shield, it is suggested, is a wodden plate with a 
series of studs on the face. Noting that the smallest bronze shields 
generally have only one or two rings of medium -sized bosses, while the 
larger shields have multiple rings, he assumes that the small shields 
are the earliest as standing closest to the wooden prototype, and 
evolution resulted in larger shields with smaller bosses. However 
Cloonlara, a U -type Herzsprung shield, is 19" in diameter, and Clonbrin, 
a V -type, has only a few large -sized stud imprints. 
Stage 1 contains. small shields with one or two rings of 
medium -sized studs or bosses. The Eynsham shield has a single row of 
bosses and is under 10" in diameter (Kemble, 1863, pl. xi, 3), while 
Athenry and Dorchester have two rs of bosses separated by a rib, and 
are 14" and 13" in diameter, respectively (ibid pl. xi, 1 -2). These 
shields belong to Sprockhoff's London -type (1930, 3 -4, taf 2b). 
Although a rock engraving of a shield of this form occurs in jweden, no 
suitable prototype exists for the London type in Northern Europe, the 
Nipperwiese and Eilsen shields lacking bosses completely. 
The invocation of von Merhart's boss styles may be 
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considered here in relation to these small shields; each, except one, 
has bosses all of the same size, and thus belongs typologically to his 
Gleichbuckel style of Early Urnfield date. But these London -type 
shields also have ribs separating the boss rows, and this combination 
is more suggestive of the Leistenbuckel style of Montelizs V and VI. 
But another consideration should be examined here, that 
these small shields, diameters 94 ", 132 ", 14 ", are related in some way 
to decorative objects such as phalerae. The bossed phalerae of Late 
Urnfield times show considerable similarities to these small shields 
(von Ierhart, 1956, 28- ). In addition to the double -levelled bosses 
seen on some shields and some phalerae (ibid abb 5, 6), the decoration 
of other phalerae is duplicated as shield patterns, including that of 
the small London -type ( Sprockhoff, 1930, taf. 2t; von Merhart op. cit. 
abb 1, 1+), and others (e.g. Broholm DB iii M24; von St erhart op. cit. 
abb 1, 8). 
Hodges' second stage consists of large shields, diameter 
over 20 ", with 1+ -6 rings of bosses. A. shield from London has four 
concentric rows of large studs, separated by ribs (Sprockhoff, 1930, 
taf. 2e), and one from Lough Gur possesses six rings of studs (Hodges 
1956, 1-4; same shield as Ballynamoma, Evans 1881, 352). This is 
matched in a shield from Ingoe., Northumberland (Cat. Alnwick Cas. 1880 
pl. xviia, 3). 
included in Stage 2 are the Harlech -type shields, which 
have six or more ribs plus a rounded edge but which lack bosses of any 
sort (Evans 1881, fig. ¿29). The shield from the Lea Valley with ten 
ribs presumably falls into this stage althozgh it is excluded by 
definition from Stage 2 (L1 -6 rings) and Stage 3 (12 or more rings). 
This third stage is composed of shields having multiple 
rings and bosses and includes the most common British shield, the 
Yethoim type. But before discussing these, the Eaklech type of shield 
must be examined more closely. This has a simple central boss 
surrounded by a number of concentric ribs, from six to ten. There are 
no bosses. 
In form the Harlech shields are matched, although in 
somewhat simpler style, at Nipuerwiese and other shields of this 
continental type (Sprockhoff, 1954, abb 21,map ; 1930 taf. 1). This 
as described is dated to Early Urnfields and has a central boss and two 
concentric ribs as well as a rolled rim; the rim is matched on iiarlech 
shields but not on the small London -type. The rivet arrangement for 
handle and tabs is similar on all these types. 
It is clear that a simple multiplication of ribs would 
produce the Harlech-,type, without the need for any boss -work. The 
distribution of these and other shields in primarily eastern, and the 
absence of bronze shields in Ireland is puzzling in view of the normally 
accepted view that Ireland was the home of beaten bronze work in the 
Late Bronze Age (map r7). Savory suggests that the Irish feature of 
beaten bronze work explains the western find -spots of gelsh shields, 
although these appear to be English types (1958, 39). The invocation 
of sea routes, from southern Scotland down the Irish Channel "at a late 
date" hardly stands up to serious examination with regard to shield 
distributions. 
i'ypologically, the Harlech -type shield is the only 
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British form with a reasonable prototype on the continent. It appears 
highly unlikely that any British shields antedate the Nipperwiese type, 
which are here considered as the source for the British Harlech shields 
and through them for the other British types. 
The time gap between these two types cannot be deter- 
mined precisely but need not be inordinantly great if Nipperwiese is 
Early Urnfields and Harlech is early in the British Late Bronze Age. 
If this typological comparison is acceptable, then the earliest British 
shields should have fewer ribs than later examples, and here the shield 
from Harlech canes first. A non -socketed sickle of Class IA, a stray 
from the Thames, also comes from this North Welsh area, possibly 
suggesting an early cross- country route, perhaps leading to Ireland. 
Sprockhoff's London -type shields, those of Hodges' Stage 
1 and some of his Stage 2, have as their characteristic feature 
concentric row, usually under seven in number, of medium -sized bosses, 
the rows separated by ribs. Considerable variation exists in this type, 
and while some of these shields may be connected to the Harlech -type, 
others are not at all close in form. 
The simple addition of bosses to a Harlech shield 
results in a London -type such as the Thames shield (Sprockhoff, 1930, 
tai. 2e), while the addition of bosses to a multi -ribbed Harlech type, 
as the Lea Valley example, produces a Yetholm -type (ibid taf. 2f). 
These typological developments are reasonable and presumably took place 
in the south of Britain, as shown by distribution and by the Yetholm 
development detailed below. 
The derivation of these British types from the Harlech- 
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type shield does not account, however, for the small London -type 
shields with only two ribs and rows of bosses. Possibly the relation- 
ship with bossed phalerae can explain away this difficulty, as the 
London -type shields of small size are distinctly different from the 
larger British types. 
The most common British shield is the Yetholm -type. This 
is generally over 21" in diameter, but ranges from 18" at Langwood to 
272 " -at Achmaleddie, and has a central boss surrounded by multiple 
concentric ribs alternating with rows of small bosses, ranging from 
eleven sets in the south to thirty in the north. 
While the closest of von Merhant's boss -work styles to 
these shields i& the Lie,istenbuckel, the analogy is not sufficiently 
exact to enable its use as a chronological guide to the position of the 
Yetholm type. 
The Yetholm shield is a common British type, but examples 
also occur in Denmark. A shield from Lommelev Nose has the general 
appearance of a Yetholm -type while differing in some details (broholm 
DO iv, 106). The small bosses occur in double rows between the ribs, 
and are not cOn.tinuous but form groups. In addition, the rows of 
bosses and ribs do not extend quite to the circumference which is marked 
by a line of bosses. Neverthe:e ss the Lommelev shield is predominantly 
of Yetholm -type, and has been assigned to Montelius IV by Broholm. 
A shield even closet- to the Yetholm -type occurs in the 
Sorup Mase hoard (Broholm, DB iii 181, 184. N24-). This shield has seven 
concentric ribs alternating with rows of small bosses, not as minute 
as those on Yetholm shields, but not even approaching the boss -size 
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of London shields. The Irish shield from Lough Gur is fairly close 
in form to the Sorup find. 
.actually, both the Sorup and Lough Gur shields could 
els well fit into the London -type, and presumably these could be inter- 
mediate forms, between the Yethoim and London types (cf. Broholm DB iii 
M24 and Sprockhoff 1930, taf. 2e). Harlech then would have developed 
in two directions, the normal form (Evans 1881, fig. 429) evolving 
into Hodges' Stage 2 shields with about six ribs alternating with 
large bosses (Sprockhoff, op. cit. taf. 2e), and a larger Harlech form 
with multiple ribs (ibid. taf. 2d) as base for the Yetholm shield 
(Evans 1881, fig. 435). 
The shield from the river Trent, Notts., has corrugations 
rather than distinct ribs as in the Harlech -type, and appears to re- 
present a purely local divergence from the plain ribbing effect of the 
Harlech -type Lea Valley shield and the multiple ribbing of the Yetholm- 
type. The Trent River shield has 22 corrugations, while the Brumby 
Common, Lincs., shield has about 60 such corrugations (Ant. J xxx, 1950 
195, pl xxx; Smith 1919 145- ). Smith believed that the Achmaleddie 
shield was of the corrugated type, as well as one of the Ingoe shields, 
but neither of these belong here. The Trent type then appears to be 
of purely local inspiration as shown by the map. 
Only two examples of Sprockhoff's Coveney- tyue..shields 
have been found, one from the type site near Ely, Cambs., the other 
from Achmaleddie, Aberdeenshire, both occurring in association with 
shields of other types. The Coveney shield has a central boss surrounded 
by a rib, then a two- ribbed meander pattern, a second concentric rib and 
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a rolled rim (Evans 1881, fig. 430; CAS quarto xiv, 1848, vol. ii 
Misc. pl. 3). The Achmaleddie shield is similar except that the 
meander pattern is made up of four ribs, two continuous and two ending 
in points; these are not inter4,ocked as the two ribs on the Coveney 
shield are. 
The symmetrical meander pattern on these two shields 
occurs on some continental dbjects mainly limited to Northern Europe. 
These are dated to Ivontelius 1V and V, the main period for the style 
being the latter phase (Hontelius 1922, 1122, 1228, 1346, 1306; Broholm 
DO iv, fig. 44, 96, 130, 147; see also Au.h V iii, 1881, xii taf. 2, 1; 
P.L. xiii -xiv, 1921 -22, 123, abb. 39). The general style appears in 
central France in early Hallstatt B or its equivalents, on pottery in 
particular. The decorative sequence for pottery is well established 
for Hallstatt B and, in brief, is composed of herring bone enclosures 
and symmetrical meanders in the early stages, replacing the Early Urnfield 
style of concentric arcs and comb decoration (Vogt 1942, 193; Vogt 1950; 
Gersbach 1951; Nita.ler -Karpe 1948; Sprockhoff 1950). This early 
Hallstatt B ornamentation lasted only until a simpler style replaced 
it in late Hallstatt B, and the bronze work of these periods naturally 
reflect5the stylistic ideas seen on the pottery of the appropriate 
phases. 
The British shields bearing this symetrical meander 
pattern can thus be fairly confidently dated to early Hallstatt B, or 
near the transition Montelius IV - V. A Yetholm-type shield was found 
with the Achmaleddie shield and this find therefore may be employed 
to provide a date at least in the life of the essentially British 
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Yetholm -type (Sprockhoff 1930, 12, map taf. 8 and 1954, map abb. 21 
lists three shields from Ichmaleddie; there are only two). 
We have seen that the stylistic character of the Sorup 
shield and its associated Yetholm -like shield, and Lommelev, supply 
a date ofontelius IV for a form related to the true Yetholm -type. 
Although Savory and Hodges date the Yetholm shields not earlier than 
700 B.C., this earlier dating seems to fit both associations and 
.continental comparable material, and there is no evidence to necessitate 
a later dating. The suggested date then lies near the end of Montelius 
IV, possibly in early V for the north British examples, possibly even 
in the early eighth century B.C. 
Three finds in Britain have linked shields of different 
types. Ingoe, Northumberland, is now seen to have yielded a London- 
type and a Harlech -type shield, not two Yetholm -types as other authorities 
report. Coveney Fen, Cambs., has a Harlech and a Coveney shield, and 
Achrnaleddie, Aberdeenshire, links Coveney and Yetholm- types. Clearly 
all the British shield types are roughly contemporary. 
Langwood Fen shows an early association for the YeL-hoim- 
type, continental Yetholm- related shields are early, and the only 
continental prototype, the Nipperwiese -type, is also dated well before 
the generally accepted horizon for these shields. 
When the British Yetholm shields are arranged in a 
typological sequence, based upon the number of concentric ribs and rows 
of bosses, the first five shields, with 11 to 13 ribs, all come from 
the south of England. The next two shields, with 19 and 2G ribs, were 
found in Lincs. and Wales, and the major group, with 24 to 30 ribs, 
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are all from the Highland Zone, two 'Welsh and the rest northern England 
and Scotland. 
The suggestion must be that the Nip_cerwiese. :shield 
influenced or led to the production of the Harlech -type which may be 
dated by association with Yethoim to lliontelius IV. The major group of 
Yethoim shields, from the north, may be somewhat later, possibly in 
the ninth or early eighth century B.C. 
The question of function has not been mentioned although 
several writers have remarked on the fragile nature of beaten bronze 
shields. These seem on the surface to be entirely too thin to have been 
of much protective use in fighting, although some have been found with 
cut-marks or holes. The leather shield from Ireland does not appear 
to have had a supporting backing. 
The Beith hoard of five or six shields was found with 
the shields arranged in a circle and set vertically in the earth. This 
suggests that the shields were of some ceremonial significance, votive 
perhaps. The Ingoe shields were also found in a vertical position, as 
was the single Harlech shield. The possibility then must be 
considered that sane, if not all, of B ±itisï: bronze shields are 
Ceremonial; the cuts or holes then could represent the ceremonial 
killing of the object. Another possibility is that the Beith shields 
were set around a grave, but no records exist to support this. 
The absence with these shields of other votive accompani- 
ments is puzzling, but of course the shields may have been the only 
objects of a non -useful nature, and would therefore be the only objects 
discarded in this way, the others reverting to their more normal use. 
Wooden shields may fall into the truly defensive category. 
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R U M P E T S 
The major work on Irish trumpets lies in Yac W1zit 's 
study of 19)5, but more recent discussion by Hencken (1951, 60- ) 
and a summary by Hodges (1956, ¿f3) should be noted. 
I/Iac'//hite divides. the ninety -odd Irish trumpets into two 
major groups, A, either plain or with incised or moulded decoration, 
and B, decorated with conical rivets. Within each group various types 
exist which need not be considered here, except to state that side blow 
trumpets occur in both groups. A third group, ;? " -B, show, influence of 
B decoration upon A -form trumpets. 
Idacìhite's table of trumpet associations on the whole 
supports his contention that the grouping proposed has some signifi- 
cance. Of twelve finds of two or more trumpets, three consist of A 
trumpets alone, seven of B alone, one of A -B, and one (Dorris) of all 
three forms (1915, 88). 
The distribution of the groups also tends to confirm the 
typology; Group A occurs mainly in the north -east, Group B is re- 
stricted to the south -west, and the hybrid trumpetslie in central 
Ireland. Two Irish Hype trumpets are recorded from Britain, a Group A 
example from Battle, Sussex, (Curvaen Mt 205), and a fragment from 
Innermessan, Inch, Wigtownshire (ESSAS xxiii, 1888 -89, 224). This is a 
side blow trumpet with moulded mouth, and Maclhite regards this as a 
local Scottish production, based on Irish models. The slightly raised 
mouthpiece occurs on A-B trumpets and on one A trumpet, but the Scottish 
example is more pronounced in this respect. 
There is also an unprovenanced side -blow trumpet 
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illustrated in the Alnmick Castle Cat. of antiquities (1880, 814) which 
may be other than Irish. 
Mac 4Vh.ite's typological and distributional groups are 
accepted by Hencken, but his chronological studies are not. Before 
discussing this, a brief summary of Scandinavian lur typology and 
chronology will be found useful. 
The most recent work on Scandinavian lur, by Oldeberg 
(191+7), is based upon studies made by authorities who approached their 
work from the musical side, and others who employed typological methods 
including Hahne (1915) and Schmidt (1915); Oldeberg's work is to a 
great extent a recapitulation of these former studies. 
Group A lurs, the earliest, are the smallest and are 
cast in segments but attached permanently by meander joints. They are 
wide in diameter, and approximate the cow horn; the flanged mouth- 
piece and sound disc is cast with the tube and the decoration consists 
of narrow raised bands. Group A is dated by Oldeberg to Montelius III. 
Group B lurs are larger and more curved, and are formed 
of two pieces, tube and bell, detachable for east in transport presum- 
ably; these fitted together in various ingenious ways and each part 
was cast in several segments first as in Group A, then permanently 
joined. The sound discs may have punched or cast ornament, and were 
cast separately before being pressed or cast on the tube. A conical 
low- flanged mouthpiece is attached to the tube which in evolved cases 
has rattleplates. Groups of raised bands, as before, provide the 
decoration for this group which is dated to Montelius 3V. 
Group C lurs, of Montelius T, are the largest and are 
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sharply curved. The tube and bell are separate -with triangular catch, 
and as before both parts were cast in pieces and permanently joined 
into the sections. The sound disc is large and decorated in the same 
manner as before. A cup -like mouthpiece has an overlapped flange, and 
the joints may be outlined in addition to the spiral or ring raised 
decoration. 
The typology of Irish trumpets suggests to _i c.'hite 
that Scandinavian influence is evident in Group A trumpets but that 
Group B trumpets are purely local. These latter may have their proto- 
type in a cow's horn, without (B1) or with (B2) the addition of a 
further tube. Of Group A, it appears that A2 trumpets could have been 
evolved from Al examples by the addition of a cast -on mouthpiece. 
But A2 trumpets are somewhat similar to Scandinavian 
lurs in their curved profile, fixed mouthpiece and loops. However the 
Irish trumpets are not t- ;fisted and lack the disc at the bell end. The 
suggestion is that Scandinavian lurs lie behind the development of the 
Irish Group A trumpets, with A2 slightly earlier than Al which is an 
Irish devolution. 
If Group A is earlier than Group B, f or.which reasons 
are given below, then the B trumpets represent a native reaction to 
the introduction of A trumpets, in transforming the local cow's horn 
trumpet into a bronze instrument. 
Two types of incised ornament occur on trumpets of Group 
A, either a double band of parallel lines or three bands with a zigzag 
line between each band. The first style is too common to be of any 
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chronological importance, but 1acWhite's statement that the second 
style is only occasionally seen in Central and Northern Europe, and is 
rare in the West, needs some examination. 
Actually it occurs, alternating with bands of parallel 
lines, on bronze shaft -hole axes as early as Montelius I in 'weden 
(Montelms 1922, 811) and another version i.Ç seen on penannular bracelets 
of the same date (844). The zigzag line with straight lines bordering 
appears in succeeding periods, in Montelius II particularly (892, 860, 
913, 906 ), and survives into the Late Bronze Age although in less 
pronounced forms (1116, 1121, Yontelius IV; 1274, 1312, Montelius V; 
1462, hontelius VI). 
In -Jenmark the zigzag and parallel:,line motif occurs in 
Periods I and II (Broholm DO iii, No. 20, 15, 119, 120, 136, 142), 
developing into herringbone or criss -cross pattern in Montelius III 
(No. 291 -292), and hardly appears again in the later periods. '¡:bile 
Nacalte claims that this motif does not appear on Scandinavian lurs, 
an enclosed.zigzag line does occur on the disc of a lur of Montelius IV, 
both around the bell and around the edge of the disc (Broholr DO iv, 
103a). The style also appears in Central Europe on many objects, 
including cross- handled bowls (von Merhart 1552, taf. 1, 8; also I nmig 
1940, taf, 34, 1, Ribichenau Urnfield pot). 
The decoration of trumpets of Croup B consists of conical 
spikes, derived from conical- headed rivets. MacWhite believes that 
these were brought to Central Europe from Italy and dates their arrival 
in Ireland as not earlier than 600 B.C. However it now seems clear that 
Central Europe is the home of these conical rivets, where they emerged 
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from the smaller rivets of Late Urnfield times, those with cone -shaped 
heads seen on Fuchstadt beaten bronze cups (Sprockhoff 1930, 67, taf. 13b) 
and on the Dowris Hurd bucket (Hawkes 1957, 135-136), and as decorative 
projections on bronze vessels of Late Urnfield and Hallstatt C date 
(von bierhart 1952, e.g. taf. 14, 15, 214, 25k. 
The conical- headed rivet, then, reached the north of 
Europe in Late Urnfield or I,iontelius V, about the eighth century B.C. 
(ibid taf. 24, 1-3). The fashion reached Italy from Central Europe and 
is dated there by Hencken from about 750 B.C. (Hencken 1951, 57 ). From 
Scandinavia the conical -headed rivet may have travelled to Ireland where 
it occurs on Class B cauldrons and as spikes on Group B trumpets. 
The amber trade and concentric ornament probably evidence 
the same influence at this time, not from 600 B.C. onwards, as Mac'íhi.te 
affirms, but nearer 700 as bucket - cauldron chronology shows. 
Approaching this dating question from Ireland, the 
associations in the Booleybrien, Co. Clare, hoard show bag axes, a sun- 
flower pin with concentric decoration and eleven chain -links, with a 
Group B trumpet and other objects. The chain -links are of Late Urnfield 
or Hallstatt C form and are comparable to the links in the Braes of 
Gight, Aberdeenshire, hoard which are dated to 700 B.C. (Déchelette ii, 
1913, 654, fig. 251). The Group B trumpet and sunflower pin show 
North European influence of hlontelius V date, in the seventh century. 
The Downs hoard, with trumpets of all three grO ps, is 
also dated to the seventh century by its bucket and cauldron, not to 
400 B.C. as Mac':iite states. 
Turning now to the question of the origin of the Irish 
trumpets. llacWhite suggests that Scandinavian lurs inspired the 
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development of Group A trumpets. These lurs appear in Denmark from 
Period III to the last phase of the Bronze Age (Broholm DO iii, 33S; 
DO iv, 102 -103, 198 -203, 310), and are similarly dated in Sweden 
(Montelius 1922, fig. 1236 -1239) * 
Macaite suggests that the lur tradition was dying out 
in the North by the end of the Bronze Age, and therefore the inspiration 
for Group A Irish trumpets must have occurred before Period VI. Be 
correlates his Irish Bronze Age B with Period VI (1914a, 124), and as 
he dates Group B trumpets to Bronze Age B, therefore Group A precedes 
Group B and arrived probably in Period V. 
But it has been demonstrated that Group B decoration 
arrived in Scandinavia in Period V, and appeared in Ireland in the 
seventh century at Dowris. As Bronze Age B cannot be extended back this 
fat', and as phase AA. is placed at 700 Wa.cVlh.ite 1944b), it seems that 
Group B trumpets fall into this earlier period of the Irish Late Bronze 
Age, and are not "securely dated" to Bronze Age B, and presumably this 
applies to sun pins and disc- headed pins as well. It therefore appears 
that these phases in the Irish Late Bronze Age should not be employed 
in this context. 
The following facts have now been more or less estab- 
lished; Scandinavian lurs appear as early as Period III, conical -headed 
rivets reached Ireland in Period V and appear on Group B trumpets, 
Scandinavian lurs are reasonably close in form to Group A trumpets, the 
dedorative motif of Group A appears in Period II, primarily, in 
Scandinavia, the Group B ,Arumpet probably had its origin in a cow's horn 
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but was flourishing in Late Urnfield - Hallstatt times sometime around 
the seventh century. 
The important point to establish is whether or not the 
lur in its more evolved form is close enough to the Irish Group A 
trumpet to allow an origin from the North. Mac'Nhite suggests that 
Period V as a convenient initial date for the Irish instrument, and it 
is here that Hencken disagrees. 
The evolved Scandinavian lurs do not, according to 
Hencken, resemble the Irish type ( Brondsted 1939 170, fig. 155 of Period 
IV), and a closer match is obtained in lurs of Period III, the first 
Northern trumpets, dated here because of their resemblance to the Kivik 
cist decoration (ibid 115 -117, fig. 105 -106). Brondsted like other 
investigators, considers the ¶ismAr horn as the forerunner of the lur 
(Auh V IV 1900, taf. 33, 3). During Period III true furs appear, and 
those from Paarp, Rorlykke and Gullakra, are dated to this time. These 
retain the animal horn basis, but yet are emancipated from any strict 
rigidity that the organic form might have inspired. Paarp is related 
by Brondsted to the Kivik carvings. 
One of these early lurs is extremely close to the organic 
horn (Brondsted 1939, fig. 105), and the Wismar horn could easily be 
included in Mae/Mite's native series developed from the cow's horn, 
except of course for the absence of spikes on Wismar. The simple motif 
of Group A trumpets appears on the Wismar horn, which is dated to Period 
II or II /III. The Langeland trumpets already noted (fig. 105 -106) and 
of Period III are closer in form to the Irish instruments, the 
resemblances of these lurs to Group A trumpets at Scrabby Bog and 
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Drcenabest being especially close (Mac'rlhite 1945, pl. xiv, 7; pl. xvii, 
1). Both trumpets have the simple decorative motif as seen on the 
early Wismar horn. 
The true lurs of Period IV compared with the more evolved 
Group A trumpets show similarities in their curved profile, fixed mouth- 
piece and loops (e.g. compare IIaltbac =, Brondsted op. cit. fig. 155 and 
Carraconway, IT c;Vhite op. cit. fig. 4t). The differences are equally 
as impressive however in the Irish trumpets' lack of both twist and bell 
disc and in the much more open S -curve and different decoration. And 
the trumpets from Brudevaelte, Zealand, of even more evolved form in 
bell disc and pendants are farther removed; this and other examples 
date to Period V (Oldeberg's Group C; Broholm DOiii, 199 -200). 
One of the Langeland lurs has a narrow bell disc and 
less exaggerated twist and curve, and illustrates the direction in which 
elaborations occurred in the succeeding Period IV and V. The decoration 
on this fur is of the simple motif appearing on Group A Irish trumpets, 
and this, with the fur's greater similarity to Group A than the later 
$urs possess, suggests that the Irish Group A trumpets vere inspired by 
Scandinavian lurs of this early date, Period III. This confirms the 
opinion that Group A preceded Group B, but by a different argument. 
Of importance here is the fact that the early Northern 
lurs are not dated with absolute certainty to this Period III, although 
Hencken suggests that as fragments of evolved lurs occur in hoards of 
Period V, therefore these may have been manufactured in IV, and there- 
fore primitive lurs may be of Period III, One of the Langeland lurs 
is reasonably close in form tü.the later more evolved lurs, suggesting 
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that Period III may be somewhat too early a date for the first lurs. 
If then Group A Irish trumpets have their origin in 
Scandinavian lurs of Period III or possibly early IV, the date of their 
appearance in Ireland may lie in the tenth or eleventh century B.C. 
which seems extremely early. 
Hodes prefers Mac+thite's correlation with Montelius V, 
basing this partly on the similar distributions of Group A trumpets and 
sunflower pins (Mac1i bite 1945, fig. 2; Hodges 1956, fig. 5). However 
the distributions are not at all similar, especially as Hodges' map is 
not limited to sunflower pins, and this does not seem to be any 
confirmation of the theory. 
Typologically the relationship between Scandinavian and 
Irish trumpets lies in Period III or IV rather than Period V. However 
the conical spikes of Group B trumpets'seem clearly linked to the 
seventh century and Period V, and this presents a chronological gap 
between A and B trumpets difficult to understand. The distribution of 
di and B trumpets is complementary, but that of B trumpets and Class B 
cauldrons is not, and both types of course possess conical- headed 
rivets. The only association of A and B trumpets, with hybrid A -B as 
well, is at Downs which is dated by its Kurd bucket and Bl cauldrons 
to"the mid- seventh century. 
If Dorris is a truly associated find (Hodges 1957, 52), 
then the contemporaneous use of A and B trumpets io clearly proven and 
suggests that Scandinavian influence occurred in Period V, disregarding 
the typological difficulties. 
The problem is not capable of resolution at this time 
but possibly the following occurred. The organic horn provided the 
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first inspiration for bronze trumpets in both areas (Mac.ihite, 1944j 
90; Brondsted 1939, 61), and these developed independently in each 
area until a basic form and style was established sometime before the 
main period of contact in the seventh century or later hiontelius V. 
It this time of Northern influence, Scandinavian decoration including 
the use of conical- headed rivets was adopted in Ireland without however 
seriously affecting the Irish trumpet form although Group A trumpets 
reflect some slight Northern influence in form and Group B::.in rivet 
decoration. 
The main period of these trumpets must lie in Period V, 
in the seventh centurii B.C. 
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BUCKETS AND CAULDRONS 
The basis for discussion of Scottish buckets and cauldrons 
lies in two articles, by Leeds in 1930 and by Hawkes and Smith in 1957. 
A discussion of wooden cauldrons by Hodges should also be noted (1957 57). 
With the recognition by Hawkes of two buckets of Kurd- 
Eimer form, from Nannau. and Downs, differing from the native form prin- 
cipally in their riveted sheet -metal ring -carriers, it is now clear that 
the bronze buckets of Britain and Ireland arose from the importation of 
this continental form which is dated by von Merhart to the last stage 
of the Urnfields. Two Irish buckets . of Kurd -Eimer form but with 
secondary cast staples support.. this derivation from the continental 
L 
form of Irish- British buckets which must have had their centre of pro- 
duction in Ireland. 
The use of cast bronze staples, externally ribbed, and 
placed on the inside of the rim so that their rings fall inwards is the 
most characteristic feature of Irish- British buckets. The technique of 
working bronze into large sheets appeared in Ireland at this time, 
around 700 B.C., and the continental (e.g. Skocijari) angle- plates seen 
on several Irish -British buckets shows the direct contact with contin- 
ental ideas that must have existed in Ireland at the beginning of the 
seventh century. One or two transitional models probably date to the 
late eighth century. 
True Irish -British buckets have many features copied 
from their continental prototypes. The bucket is formed of three bronze 
sheets, one forming a high -walled base, the other two riveted vertically 
together and attached to the base. The rim is strengthened by the 
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addition of a bronze wire around which the upper margin of the sheets 
is folded. Base plates are commoner than on continental buckets, and 
ring handles are also more frequent. 
The primary feature is the purely native cast bronze 
staples, composec< of a ring and holder which is cast onto the bucket. 
The ring from Duddingston Loch rests in a three -ribbed holder and is 
considerably smaller than that from Flanders Moss. The staple too is 
simpler, with a plain rectangular bar extending down on each side of 
the holder. This staple provides an example of the difficulty of 
casting a heavy ring and holder on to a thin bronze sheet no matter how 
corrugated it may be for strengthening. 
In this case the two bars of the staple meet and join, 
and only in one place can a trace of the bronze sheet be detected. 
The staple bars, during the casting process, melted the sheet and pre- 
sumably the ring and its mount fell through the vessel when the mould 
frame was removed. 
The other Scottish example of a bronze bucket comes 
from Flanders Moss, Cardross, and is complete. The rings ride in seven- 
ribbed staples unlike the Duddingston Loch ring. The_Ilanders bucket 
stands 19" high, over 2" higher than the Heathery Burn bucket. The 
diameter at base is 10 ", at shoulder 16 ", at mouth 14 ". The upper body 
is formed from two sheets of bronze riveted together vertically with 
external washers. Some cracks in the body have been repaired by 
riveting after pulling the edges together and by the addition of small 
bronze sheets underneath. 
At the top the sheets are folded inwards to form an 
annular shoulder with convex upper surface, then recurved at the neck 
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to form an everted rim. The lip is curved around a bronze strengthening 
wire. These upper sheets are riveted horizontally to the base sheet 
which forms the lower wall to a height of 6 ". The base, of 10" diameter, 
is hammered up in the interior to form a circular font upon which is 
riveted a wheel- shaped plate with four spokes, a one -piece casting, 
attached by five rivets, one at the centre of the spokes, and one at 
each end of the spokes in the centre of the wheel -band. This is 12" 
Pride and has a 1" flange at the edge to protect the angle of the bucket 
base. 
The spokes of this wheel -base are over 1" in width and are 
ornamented with four raised parallel lines meeting a square at the centre, 
and the ring itself has four depressed lines running in line with the 
circumference. 
The two handle staples are cast on to the inner surface 
of the rim and have seven ribs. Each staple has a short bar that runs 
from the lip down and inwards to the neck angle, and thence out as a 
thick but narrower strap on to the shoulder. On the inside of the neck 
the holder runs as a strap outwards and down, under the shoulder only, 
the space for the ring clearing the neck angle. From each staple a 
cast ring falls inwards, squarish in section and 3i" in diameter. The 
technique of manufacture of buckets of this type has been described by 
Maryon (Hawkes, op. cit. 151). 
This Cardross bucket lies close in form to the Heathery 
Burn bucket, and these both may be considered as the - latest buckets in 
the native series, based principally on their one -piece wheel- shaped 
base - plates. In this series, the earliest buckets are those with 
multiple angle - plates, a continental form, then come those with similar 
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T- shaped plates but joined to form a sort of wheel, then the elaborate 
one-piece wheel -plates. 
As the Kurd -Eimer seen in Britain and Ireland are of Late 
Urnfield date, and as the latest of the native buckets, at Heathery Burn, 
is associated with horse and cart gear of this Late Urnfield date with 
no evidence of Hallstatt C influence, then the British buckets may be 
dated to the first half of the seventh century and hardly later in view 
of the penetration of Hallstatt objects in this area around the mid- 
seventh century. 
The bucket base angle -plates in the Einnis Bay, -Kent, 
hoard are similar to those on the Skocijan and Dowris buckets, and must 
represent a bucket, presumably an earlier one than Cardross and Heathery 
Burn. The reeded staple is considered by Hawkes to be a part of a Bl 
cauldron, but it.,seems more plausible to consider this as a part of the 
bucket (Worsfold 191+3, pl. X11, 61 -67 and 37). 
The primary theme of Leeds' paper in 1930 was the 
cauldron and his classifications still remain the basis of later work. 
Mahr (1931+) and Fox (1939a) also studied Irish and British cauldrons 
and Hawkes and Smith (1957) have now provided a comprehensive discussion. 
Leeds divided cauldrons into two classes. Class A has a 
short neck with two or more horizontal corrugations, and the rim above 
is bent out and then horizontally inwards to form a broad flat top, 
the inner edge of which is turned down and rolled under around a bronze 
wire. The rings are normally circular in cross- section. 
Class B cauldrons have an everted rim and the neck below 
is reduced to a mere angle separating the body from the outward -slanting 
rire. These two main classes can be further subdivided depending 
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upon the relation of the ring -handles to the rim top. 
Class Al has rings riding free between the cast staple 
loops and the rim top, Class A2 has the staples braced across the rim 
top by transverse bars on each side of the loops, and Class A3 has 
continucua bracing so that the ring has no contact with the rim too. 
Jlass Bl cauldrons have simpler staples than Class B2 in which the 
staples have exaggerated flanges and are not cast -on but attached by 
lug- and -loon or rivet -rod devices. 
hawker shows that the Greek dinos of the eighth century 
B.C. is the prototype of Atlantic cauldrons, but lacks the neck corru- 
gation and the wire strengthening of the British and Irish type. This 
latter feature is common to both continental and Irish- British buckets, 
which are broadly contemporary with most of the cauldrons as shown by 
the British change -over to cast staples from sheet bronze ring- holders, 
these cast staples being i dentical -wi.th those of Class A and simpler 
Class B1 cauldrons. As these came to the cauldrons from their Mediterr- 
anean prototypes, they obviously were transferred to the buckets from 
the cauldrons. And the rim -wiring of the buckets was transferred:.to 
the cauldrons in return, as well as corrugation. 
The first Atlantic cauldrons, Class,A, are shown by 
Hawkes to have been first manufactured towards 700 B.C., and Class B 
might have appeared near 650 B.C., because after this date the is :edjterr- 
anean prototype diverged considerably and no close forms are kno7in from 
the last part of the seventh century. 
Distributions suggest that these cauldrons of British or 
Irish type were probably produced in Ireland, but are found as far south 
as Spain, hence the name Atlantic cauldrons. 
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The first atlantic cauldrons retain the spheroid body, 
rim and handles of the Mediterranean prototype. A one -piece body was 
too difficult to render, so riveted sheets were employed. This, along 
with the wire-rolled 1ió, is characteristic of continental Kurd Eimer 
rather than of Mediterranean cauldrons. The corrugation of the neck 
is also borrowed from this source, as may be the high- shouldered conoid 
shape rather than the spheroid form. 
The Irish- British manufacture of early cauldrons and 
buckets must be contemporary and follow directly the arrival of the 
suitable prototypes. The Kurd bucket and Mediterranean cauldron both 
date after c 750 B.C. and toward 700 B.C., and thus a date around 700 
for the British-Irish production is reasonably secure. 
One cauldron of the earliest class, Al, has been found 
in Scotland, and comes from Darnhall, Eddleston, Peebles. This cauldron 
is made from three sheets of light- coloured bronze, two being riveted 
together to form the top part, the third piece rounded and forming the 
base of the vessel riveted to the upper section. 
the cauldron weighs 5 lbs 10 oz, and has a maximum 
circumference of 5' 92 ", and height of 152 ". The bronze is thickest at 
the base of the vessel, as this sheet has been hammered out from the 
centre rather than inwards from the edge. from the base of the upper 
sheets the bronze curves out and upwards to a high shoulder, then bends 
abruptly inwards to form a sharply curved shoulder. The sheets then 
rise vertically in a series of three corrugations forming a neck about 
2" high. 
From this point the bronze sheet is bent out and upwards 
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to form the outer edge of the rim, then curves over and runs horizon- 
tally inwards for lj" before turning under to complete the rounded 
inner lip. The rim, neck and shoulder bear transverse hammered 
striations. The diameter of the cauldron at the top is 21 ". 
The vessel is intact except for one small patch with 
rounded ends that has been riveted on the outside of the shoulder. One 
ring and its holder has been lost, although fragments of its cast -on 
staple remain. The other attachment is more or less complete, although 
the run -on technique has not been particularly successful as the ring - 
holder and bars have come away from the cauldron almost completely. 
The ring is quadrangular in section, diameter 4g ", 
unlike most Al rings which are round in section; this bucket -like 
feature is matched on one Irish cauldron. The ring -holder is three - 
ribbed and the ring rides freely between this and the rim of the vessel, 
hence its Class Al. 
The ring -holder below the ribbing passes into long 
horizontal bars with concave surfaces, that grip the edges of the rim 
on both inside and outside, and from each of these descend narrower 
oblong bars in contact with the everted part of the rim on the exterior 
and the upper part of the corrugated neck on the interior of the cauldron. 
This T- shaped staple is similar to that seen on the buckets. The holders 
have been cast -on just at the vertical lines of rivets joining the two 
upper sheets, probably to strengthen both joins, possibly because the 
vessel here is thicker and there is less danger of its collapse. 
Class A2 cauldrons, with transverse bars flanking the 
holder, are represented in Scotland by two examples; in neither case 
has the body of the vessel survived, and the reeded staples alone 
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survive. üne of the Scottish finds has no known provenance; this ring 
rides in a three -ribbed holder slightly flanged at the ends. The ring 
itself is circular in section. The staple is thick and roughly cast, 
and the transverse bars flanking the holder are irregularly finished - 
off at their inner edges. 
The form of the staple is similar to that on the Darnhall 
cauldron, with wide portions covering the rim and extending down as 
narrower thick bars attached to the cauldron sides, the exterior bar 
being longer and enclosing a small rivet that may have been the line 
of join of the sheets. The inner portion of the staple encloses a bronze 
wire that must have strengthened the end of the bronze sheet. This 
feature does not occur on the Darnhall vessel, as the strengthener here 
was of wood. 
The second Class A2 cauldron from Scotland comes in the 
Dalduff, allerran, Ayrshire hoard. Both rings and their staples are 
represented, the former riding in six- ribbed holders. The transverse 
bars linking both sides of the, staple proper have more or less parallel 
sides and compare favourably with the other Scottish example. The rings 
are large and hexagonal in section. 
One of the staples is attached to a fragment of the neck 
and rim, showing the corrugations of Class A cauldrons and a bronze 
wire strengthener along the inner lip. The casting -on process here 
resulted in the destruction as a separate entity of the bronze sheeting 
between the staple sides, presumably due to the extreme heat of the 
molten metal. This i coupled with the fact that the staples are 
extremely thick especially in their lower bar portion, suggests that 
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the join between vessel and staples was not sufficiently large enough 
in area to withstand the weight, and this is responsible for the 
appearance of these staples in a founder's hoard. 
This hoard, when found in the 19th century, was quickly 
dispersed and only after much search was the collection in the National 
Museum gathered together. At the time, mention was made that some of 
the uriginal hoard still lay in private hands. A further collection 
accumulated at the Eilkerran estate and possibly this formed part of 
the original hoard, although absolute proof cannot be established. 
These additional objects include half of a large solid 
ring, presumably from a cauldron, as well as socketed axes with bronze 
drips spattered upon them. :mother object, part of the original 
collection, is a sword of Scandinavian type and dated generally to 
Yontelius IV. The mixture in this hoard can only be explained by con- 
sidering the lot as scrap. 
ilawkes dates the appearance of Class Bl cauldrons near 
the mid- seventh century in view of the Mediterranean prototypes dated 
just prior to this point. An Irish cauldron with staples placed on the 
lip -top rather than inside, and with lateral flanged extensions on the 
staples, recalls the Creek dinos to a greater decree than other Atlantic 
cauldrons. 
The flange -ended extensions occur on normal B1 cauldrons, 
clasping the rim and bordering the ring -holder that sits upon the upper 
face of the everted rim. The mouldings on the ring- holder are also 
terminated by similar flanges. This feature appears on Class 13 
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cauldrons and supports the contention that these are contemporary. 
The occurrence of conical- headed rivets on Class B 
cauldrons also shows the chronological harrizon of these vessels as 
Montelius V or later. The fashion is commonly seen on Irish work and 
is another link,with Scandinavia, which probably began shortly before 
700 B.C. 
The West of Scotland cauldron, of Class Bl, has a 
maximum diameter of 25" and a height of 15". Unlike the Darnhall Class 
A vessel, this maximum diameter occurs about halfway up the cauldron, 
whereas at Darnhall it occurs just below the neck, at the shoulder. The 
Bl cauldron is composed of a series of bronze plates riveted together 
and producing a tiered effect. 
The base of the vessel is a concave sheet to which is 
attached, by a line of conical- headed rivets, a second level formed of 
two plates riveted together by two lines of flat rivets. Above this 
conbefour plates, unobtrusively riveted together, and attached to the 
sheets below by a second line of conical rivets. The next tier is 
similar to the first, with two sheets, and is fastened vettically and 
horizontally as before. The final section consists of two sheets, joined 
as usual to each other and to the loser level. 
The vertical joins of this section and the basal section, 
or. sitting the concave base plate for the moment, lie immediately below 
the handles of the cauldron. The lines of plain rivets on the other two - 
piece section lie midway between the handles, and the four -piece section 
is joined more or less between these right -angle points, presumably to 
distribute evenly any points of strain. The body has been repaired by 
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patches and rivets, and by running -on. 
The upper tier is decorated by a horizontal line of 
bosses just above its lower edge, and from this line of c 150 bosses 
ascend c 50 vertical lines of five bosses -which fade out as the con- 
stricted neck is approached. The bronze sheet here bends shArply in- 
wards, passes inside a bronze tubular roll of sheet metal, then is 
everted out and up with three rounded areas and two intervening slightly 
concave areas, the third of these corrugations being rolled over another 
tube of metal and forming the outer lip of the vessel. 
The two flat areas on the rira are decorated with concen- 
tric row: of bosses, two rows in each concavity. Many of these bosses 
have been worn away giving the impression of perforations, but clearly 
the bosses were the original form. The rim has been repaired by patching, 
and a rough attempt was made to match the bosses. The plates and rings 
of the cauldron have hammered striations,probably of some decorative 
purpose! 
The rings are 4.'"' in diameter and are hexagonal in 
section. They ride in two- ribbed holders with flanged ends which are 
set on the rim of the vessel, the slight corrugations being flattened 
out to allow an even seating for the holder. Prom the sides of this 
holder extend wide bars that are curved to fit the outer and inner 
roundings of the rim. The ends of these bars are flanged. 
From the midpoints on the outer bars thick narrower bars 
descend on the outer side of the rim to touch the upper part of the 
cauldron body. A faulty mould has here allowed some spread of metal 
in casting. Prom the wide bars on the rim -edges, rope -moulded straps 
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descend on the inside halfway down the body where they expand and 
curve and are riveted to the bronze sheet. On one side, the straps 
descend from the underside of the inner bar, on the other side they 
clasp the outer bar, plunge through the rim and emerge on the outside 
of the cauldron before descending through holes in the body to grip 
the plates as before. The internal stays seem to be the nom, and this 
drastic externál method is probably a repair attempt to strengthen the 
link between body and ring. 
The succeeding typological class, B2, is composed of 
cauldrons hose staples have elaborate flanges and which are not secured 
by casting -on but by rod and strap devices. Hawkes repeats Leeds' error 
in classifying the ring on the Poolewe, Ross, hoard as of Plass B2. 
This ring is 38" in external diameter and has a T- shaped cross -section, 
the crosspiece being the interior edge. It appears to be a faulty or 
unfinished casting and cannot be related convincingly to either bucket 
or cauldron. 
Comparisons with the prototype Mediterranean cauldrons 
as well as associated finds in Britain and Ireland combine to date the 
appearance of Class B1 cauldrons sometime c 650 B.C. and they persist 
until at least 600 B.C. as shown by the Llyn Fawr find. Class B2 
cauldrons probably run from near 600 into the sixth century B.C. as 
detailed by Hawkes. 
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BRONZE BOWLS 
The fragments of thin beaten bronze from the Adabrock, 
Lewis, hoard were identified by C.M. Piggott as from.a globular bowl 
commonly seen in Rhineland and Bavaria in Late Urnfield times (1946, 
124). Childe accepted this identification and cited additional parallels 
(1966, 131). S. Piggott suggests that the bowl was a cross -handled bowl 
of von Merhart's typological group B2b, of Hallstatt date (x1953, 185). 
A further identification is advanced by Hawkes, who feels that the 
fragments represent a Stillfried Hostomice cup of Late Urnfield date, 
basing this on the matched triangle pattern of the rim (1957, 190). 
The rim fragment) of the Adabrock bowl has three shallow 
grooves running parallel to and imediately below the lip. From the 
last of these grooves hang a series of inverted triangles filled with 
oblique lines carefully incised on the beaten bronze. This decoration 
is closely allied to that of the Stillfried cups and Rhineland bowls, 
while the cross -handled bowls usually have somewhat more elaborate 
ornamentation. 
Similar decoration is commonly seen on Late Bronze Age 
objects, as at Reach Pen (Inv. Arch. GB 17, 16), at Guilsfield (Grimes, 
1951, fig. 71, 5; also see Sprockhoff 193., text tafel A). However the 
identification with Stillfried cups is rendered less than probable by 
the fact that the Adabrock fragment shows no curvature of the metal at 
or near the base of the decoration, as is usually seen on Stillfried 
cups. One or two do not exhibit this feature, and could therefore still 
be included in the list of possibilities (von l chart 1952, taf. 12, 6 
and 9). 
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Yet the latter cup, from Saint - Min- s:ur -1e -Pré, is 
too small to warrant further consideration, even though it shows all 
the features ascertainable from the Adabrock fragment (Favret 1928, 27). 
And the former cup, from Ruda, has its rivet holes placed somewhat at 
variance with the Adabrock rim piece. Nevertheless, this identification 
remains a -.possibility. 
The second fragment from Adabrock has two features of 
interest in this context, the first being that an even bend at one 
edge shows that the bowl had a shoulder of rather sharp outline, and 
this more or less excludes the Stillfield cups and Rhineland bowls 
from the list of possibles. 
The second feature lies in the position of the surviving 
rivet hole. This lies well below the carination and suggests that its 
rivet once held the long base strap of a cruciform handle attachment. 
The major rivet holes on the rim fragment are exactly the correct dis- 
tance apart for bowls of this cross- handled type, while the small rivet 
and hole nearer the rim appear to represent a repair of some sort. 
Unfortunately the degree of patination on the bowl and its fragmentary 
state hide any surface differences that might have been caused by the 
protection afforded by the handle attadhments. 
To summarize, the principal contenders in the identifi- 
cation of the Adabrock fragments are Stillfried cups and Type B2b 
cross -handled bowls, as these are practically the only objects with 
suitable shoulders, and the angular nature of the fragment suggests that 
the bowls provide closer analogies. The simple decoration is more 
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often seen on Stillfried cups, but is not unknown on bowls, and the 
positions of rivet holes outweighs this comparison. 
The distribution and associations of these types are 
discussed by von Merhart (1952). In this regard, it will be noted that 
the B2b bowls have a Scandinavian spread not seen for other cross - 
handled bowls. The Stillfried cup is not represented in Sweden. TheBe 
distributions therefore support to a limited degree the typological 
evidence that the Adabrock bowl is a member of the cross -handled bowl 
Type B2b, dated to Hallstatt C, probably in the years around 600 B.C. 
Note: The reconstruction is based upon surviving B2b bowls, with 
handle attachments more Scandinavian than southern in form; this 
latter feature is of course highly tentative, but it is however 
suggested that the original was probably not far removed. 
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The cast bronze bowl from Ardoe, Aberdeenshire, has 
usually been connected with Cordoned Urns, because Abercromby includes 
it in his list of associated objects (1912, ii, 21, 124, pl. cviii 0.7, 
fig. 191E ). The original account of the find describes the opening of 
some cists at Ardoe and states that "There was also found a small half 
globular bronze vessel, much decayed, but so entire as to show the 
original size " -(PSAS 1X, 1870 -72, 269 -271). prom this it seems clear 
that there is no evidence for a true association of vessel and Cordoned 
Urn. 
The object as illustrated by Abercromby is semiglobular, 
lacking a flat base, and with a slightly everted rim. It exhibits a 
remarkably close resemblance to a cast bronze bowl from Homburg II which 
is described below (Auh V, V 1911, fig. p. 140). 
The second cast bronze bowl from Scotland appears in the 
Balmashanner, Angus, hoard; both bowls are thus distinctly and signi- 
ficantly east coast in distribution. The Balmashanner hoard contains 
articles unquestionably dated to the Late Urnfield, probably in the late 
eighth or early seventh century B.C., and the bowl dates independently 
to this time. 
It is nearly 4" high with a mouth diameter of 4 ", and 
appears to be a local production in view of its unfinished state. The 
casting involved a halvednould, and the ooze of metal along the joint 
of the two halves remains as a jagged seam. In addition, there are 
several small bumps. or knobs where the mould was imperfect, and these 
too sho'r, no sign of attempted removal. Along one side the metal failed 
to run and an area of the bowl 1-" long and 1" deep has never been 
oorioletcd. 
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The Balmashanner bowl is somewhat higher and narrower 
than that from Ardoe, and has a rounded rim with concave band below. Yet 
it is comparable to the Rhineland bowls and clearly belongs to the same 
group. 
On the continent, two main groups of cast bronze bowls 
occur, one of early date on the North European Plain, the other of later 
date in the middle Rhine area. The first group includes the vessel from 
113nchgut auf RLtgen, described and dated by Sprockhoff to Montelius II 
(1933, abb 1). This bowl is decorated and lacks the simple rounded out- 
line of the Scottish bowls; in addition it has a handle and is consid- 
erably larger than the bowls previously described. The EBnchgut hoard 
includes a sword fragment with waved and spiral decoration on the hilt 
similar to Scandinavian - :ontelius II swords (ibid abb 3; 1oholm DO iii, 
fig. 64, 65; Auh V I vii, taf. 2, 5; Mestorf 1885, taf. xix, 175). The 
sword, and a palstave, are matched in the Schafstedt grave group also 
dated to Montelius II (Sprockhoff 1933, abb. 8). 
Other cast bronze bowls of similar or slightly later date 
include Ostermarie auf Bornholm, Peckatel in Mecklenburg, and ;futile, 
Ostprignitz (ibid ). The Peckatel bowl is closest to the Scottish form 
in its plain body and simple rim; however the flat base and handles are 
different, and the chronological gap between Balmashanner and liontelius 
III Peckatel is too great. 
The second group of cast bronze bowls is found in the 
middle Rhine area The large hoard from Ehingen, Schwaben u. Neuberg, 
includes two of these bowls as well as a cross -handled bowl of von 
Merhart's Class B1 of Late Urnfield date (AUh V, V 325 taf. 56, 1020- 
1021; cross- handles as at Unterglauheim Auh V, IV taf. 19, 2 -3). The 
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cast bowls are comparable in size to the Scottish examples, much 
smaller than the ií' nchgut type. The flat base is small and the rim 
slightly everted, the form in general being close to the Ardoe and 
Balmashanner bowls. Below the rims of the Ehingen bowls are bands of 
finely incised double zigzag decoration. As stated, the bowls are dated 
to the Late Urnfield, but the associated bronze basin -like vessel recalls 
the form of south German early Hallstatt pottery (ibid taf. 56, 1019; 
taf. )1)1, 71.5, 749, p. 235 -236 abb le). 
The Vonsheim hoard contains two more cast bronze bowls 
similar to the Ehingen bowls except that the former are somewhat 
higher and narrower. The decoration is similar but with only one band 
of zigzag lines (Auh V, II iii, taf. 5, 5 -6). 
However the closest analogy to the Scottish bowls 
appears in the Homburg hoard, which also contains bracelets with Type 2 
terminals, wing- decorated axes, and pins of Late Urnfield type (Auh V, 
V 133 -, 140, taf. 25 -26). The bowl is slightly smaller than the 
Balmashanner specimen but its small flat base, outline, lack of 
decoration, and slightly everted rim, all point to the Scottish bowls 
as close relatives. The Homburg hoard is dated to the Late Urnfield in 
the middle Rhineland, and this dating for the Balmashanner bowl agrees 
with the other members of this Scottish hoard, such as Type 2 bracelets 
and Irish gold work. 
The only other cast bronze bowl otherwise known from 
the British Isles is that from the Iffelby, Leicester, hoard. The form 
of this furrowed and carinated bowl recalls Late Urnfield pottery, and 
the associated cross -handles of a Class Bl bowl, illustrates that this 
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bowl, in its cast nature at least, is related to the Scottish 
examples (Powell 1950; Inv. Arch. GB 34+). 
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MOULDS 
Ten finds of stone moulds are recorded from Scotland, 
and have recently been studied by Hodges (1954, list 76, 78, but 
note that the moulds from Cromar and Culter, Aberdeenshire, are 
one and the same). The tools represented include palstaves and 
socketed axes, Class IV and V spearheads, and these are divided 
arbitrarily into Middle and Late Bronze Age types. 
The map of the typologically earlier tools shows these 
moulds to be limited to Ireland and North Britain, suggesting to 
Hodges that "lowland England played no part in the actual production 
of the implements ", and therefore considerable trade to the south 
must have existed (ibid 66, map 69). However, the recognition of 
a distinctive group of bronzes in the Somerset region, with outliers 
farther east (the TBB group or Ornament horizon), invalidates 
Hodges' conclusion, and the great concentration of basal -looped 
spearheads in the lowland zone suggests that traffic in some bronzes 
existed in the opposite direction, from south to north, as well as 
to the continent (Evans 1933, map 1). In addition, a whole series 
of bronze moulds exists in this southern area, and these may be 
dated to this early period. 
Several of the Scottish stone moulds are of steatite, 
but only one was found in reasonable proximity to natural outcrops 
of the stone. Hodges thinks the position is clearer in Ireland, 
where the distributions seem to show that the moulds and outcrops 
often ooincide, particularly for the earlier types of objects. 
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The Kintyre steatite mould may be Irish in origin, but the map of 
Scottish Middle Bronze Age moulds suggests little connection. 
Possibly in this period, part at least contemporary with the TBB 
and Glentrool horizons, local production of the normal and widespread 
types was carried out with less contact between Scotland and Ireland 
than in later times when the gold industry in particular had developed 
to its peak, in Scottish LBA3. 
The distribution of moulds in Scotland is too sparse to 
allow any comparisons to be made with the known spread of copper 
deposits, and this remains one of the primary problems, the sources 
of copper and tin. In this connection, a start has been made with 
some metallurgical analyses of bronzes in Britain, but no work has 
yet been done on the Scottish material. The preliminary results in 
the south show that bronzes of Middle and Late Bronze Age types 
fall into two groups, Group I bronzes composed of copper and tin 
with only accidental traces of lead, Group II bronzes containing 
a more or less fixed percentage of lead, possibly added to the 
copper and tin for easier casting. Group I bronzes are typologically 
Middle Bronze Age, Group II is Late Bronze Age, and the Somerset 
hoards (Ornament horizon, Taunton -Barton Bendish) fall into Group 
I and therefore should be considered as Middle Bronze Age. 
In this study, however, thè representatives of this 
phase in Scotland are termed LBA1; this is in accordance with 
recent work on Welsh and Irish material, and the evidence of the 
continued life of some of these early types into the full Late 
Bronze Age. It is only a question of nomenclature, as the absolute 
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chronological position of Glentrool is not in doubt. Also of some 
interest are the analyses of the Langwood Fen shield and spearhead, 
which appear to be of Group T bronze, thereby supporting the early 
dating proposed on typological grounds. 
In the Late Bronze Age the stone mould continued in use, 
but clay moulds began to be employed extensively. rresumably this 
technique had been used in earlier times, but the low survival 
value of clay moulds, and the difficulty of recognition, contributes 
to the lack of evidence of widespread use. 
The preparation of these moulds has been discussed in 
detail by Maryon (1938b, 212 -; also see Sheppard 1930, 347; Hodges 
1959, 233- ). Hodges points out that clay moulds do not differ in 
their form from bronze and stone two -piece moulds, and are therefore 
capable of being reused. However, the outer casing of coarse clay 
seen on most clay moulds, as from Jarlshof, is one -piece, i.e., 
it has been applied around the two halves of the actual contact 
mould, and would require breakage to extract the casting. The cire 
perdue method, if ever used, would produce a one -piece mould which 
would naturally require breaking to release the finished object, 
as the shrinkage of bronze probably would not be sufficient to 
allow easy withdrawal of more or less tapered objects. 
The mould building was presumably based upon a pattern of 
specific type, and some wooden models are known from Tobermore, Co 
Derry (Hodges 1954, 64 -, fig.3). In addition, wood graining has been 
recognized on a clay mould from Jarlshof (PSAS lxvii 1932 -33 115; 
the wood -grained swords at Belfast Museum are now suspect, Hodges 
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1956, pl. IV). These models are distinct from jrhe wooden swords 
found at Grotsetter, Orkney, and Inver, Co.Donegal (Wood -Martin 
1886, fig. 4) which appear to have been weapons themselves. Hodges 
discusses the influence of wooden models upon the shape of the 
bronze castings, and suggests that this is the reason for the 
basically rounded cross -section of Irish axes, and the slacker 
outlines of other Irish types. 
Hodges has attempted to demonstrate that clay moulds, 
more or less limited to the Highland Zone, are contemporary with 
the two -piece bronze moulds found in southern England. It is 
not certain that all the bronze moulds of the south are truly of 
Late Bronze date as Hodges maintains. In Northern Europe, somewhat 
similar palstave moulds are not dated later than Montelius II, and 
it seems clear that some of the British moulds are of this age, 
contemporary with the Somerset hoards ,which in this technological 
discussion are clearly Middle Bronze Age (Broholm DOiv 432; 
Hindenberg 1925 104 -, taf.x; Evans 1881 439 441). 
The most important evidence for this is the fact that 
the stone moulds for paistaves found in the north of Btitain and 
Ireland are not of the same style as the majority of paistaves 
in the south of England; in addition, the stone spearhead moulds 
are for Class III spearheads, which are seen only in abundance 
in Ireland and Scotland, and rarely in the south. 
The Scottish, and many Irish,palstaves are local 
developments from Early Bronze Age axes as detailed from page 90, 
and the winged palst?ve. wit: :l the distinctive high triangular 
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flanges, is a northern type hardly represented in the south 
of England. The gcneral type of palstave seen in early contexts 
in the south is that seen in the Blackrock hoard, with wide 
blade, not crescentic, and decorated with ribs or trident, 
and either looped or unlooped. Some of these have low flanges, 
others high. Their position plainly lies in the TBB horizon. 
The palstaves in later hoards in the south have narrower 
blades and are straight- sided, the flanges too having a straight 
outline; they are decorated with three ribs in many cases, or 
may be plain (Clark 1940). The type occurs in carp's tongue 
hoards (e.g. Inv.Arch. GB37), more rarely in earlier contexts 
at Wilburton, Guilsfield and Great Freeman Street ( GB22). 
The specialized palstave type, as in the Blackrock find, 
is hardly seen in the north of Britain or Ireland, and shows 
an industry existing in southern Britain at an early stage in 
the later Bronze Age, slightly earlier than the TBB phase. The 
production of other objects during this phase, such as rapiers, 
probably Class IIIA and. IV spearheads, is thus only to be 
expected. 
In the full Late Bronze Age, the existence of large -size 
hoards in south -eastern England points to a method of organ- 
ization different from that of the north, where large founders' 
hoards are very rare (Duddingston Loch the only Scottish rep- 
resentative). In the south, a more wholesale approach seems 
to have been made, with emphasis on speed as produced by the 
use of bronze moulds (for socketed axes). 
In this connection, the minor differences apparent on 
each member of a large group of objects such as socketed axes 
in these large hoards of the south or east, suggests the use 
of these bronze moulds to produce models, possibly of lead, 
rather than direct casting. Coghlan has however demonstrated 
that bronze moulds can be used as direct moulds, although 
Hodges doubts that they were so employed (Coghlan 1951, 113; 
Hodges 1954; also see Clark 1952, 196). 
Tke chief difficulty in casting, whether in clay, stone 
or bronze moulds, must have been that of under -heating, and 
many lengthy castings, especially swords, show a distinct 
lumpiness at the butt, the last part to receive the metal. 
Many of these swords eventually broke at the butt, and show 
attempts at repairing by either burning together or running 
on . Repairs of the blade were not attempted ( see Coles and 
Livens, forthcoming PSAS,for double repair of native sword). 
The methods employed for these repairs have been described 
by ;baryon (1938b, 185; Hodges 1959, 235). These repaired swords 
and several trumpets, as well as a few spearheads, are limited 
to the Highland Zone, particularly Ireland, but the technique 
was in use for the attachment of staples to buckets and some 
sunflower heads to pins. The rarity of run -on repair in the 
lowland area of Britain probably was connected to the different 
organization there of the bronze trade. The highly -organized 
founders of the south probably did not bother with individual 
repairs, and breakages would at once become scrap. 
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SWAN'S-NECK SUNFLOWER PI NS 
British swan's-neck-pins have been fully discussed by 
C.. C. Dunning (1935), who considers that the iron pin from All Cannings 
Cross is typologically the earliest example (fig. 2, 1). This has a 
long beaded head and is fairly common in Germany where it is dated to 
Hallstatt C in the south (fig. 1, 1; Ebert 1928 xi, 371). A conical - 
headed swan's -neck pin is apparently derived from this type and occurs 
in Switzerland (Anzeiger ftlr Schw. Altertumskunde n.s. xv1, 100, fig. 4, 
3), Wurttemberg (Wagner, Fundstátten ... i, 4, fig. 2, k) and eastern 
France ( Chantre, Age du Fer pl. xxxiv, fig. 3, 2; Déchelette 1913 ii, 
2, WI, fig. 345, 3 -4), dated here to Hallstatt II (D). 
The All Cannings Cross t -ce, of Iron Age A, led in Britain 
to bronze renderings of devolved simplified forms with a plain head but 
retaining the characteristic S -curve of the neck as at Woodeaton (Dunning 
op. cit. fig. 2, 2), and even simpler forms may be somewhat later (Jordan 
Hill and portslade fig. 2, 3 and fig. 6). These have reduced the 
exaggerated bends of the original types to a simple wide curve, and it 
is this type of curve that is reproduced on the Scottish swan's- neck pins 
with sunflower heads. Other varieties of swan's -neck occur both in 
Britain and on the continent, but these have no direct connection with 
Scotland (op. cit. 270 -272). 
The swan's -neck pin reached Northern Europe probably in 
the late sixth century, in the first Iron Age culture of North-west 
Germany, the ',Tessenstedt of East Hanover (Schwantes 1911; Jacob - ï iesen 
1934 taf. 39, abb 4), appearing in Schleswig - Holstein as early evidence 
of Hallstatt C pressure, dated in local terms to the second phase of 
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Montelius VI or the Initial Iron .age (Hoffmann 1936). 
At this point, various divergent types began to appear, 
and in fifth century dastOrf A the swan's -neck pin lost its horizontal 
head (Jacob -Friesen op. cit. taf. 40, abb. 3); the development is also 
seen in Britain and the types lose all identity with the Scottish pins 
(Dunning op. cit. fig. 2,4; Wilts. ANHM xliii 1925 -27, 82, pl. xi, C 3). 
Varying head forms are common in North Germany (A h V, V, táf. 69, 1291+, 
1280, 1208; P.X.i 1909 14Dff, abb. 1-2; Schwantes 1911; Aberg 1936, 
taf. xviii). 
The emergence of the swan's -neck pin in a foiiu recalling 
the Scottish pins can thus be dated reliably to the late sixth century 
or, more probably, to the fifth century B.C. 
Turning now to the sunflower heads of Scottish pins, 
these have recently been discussed by Hodges (1956, 4.3, map fig. 5) but 
his map is not as accurate as that of Raftery (19)12a, 72) as it does 
not appear to have been limited to sunflower pins. In addition, the 
Scottish pins should be omitted from his list as all of these are of 
the swan's -neck type which is unrepresented in Ireland. 
Hodges divides the Irish sun pins into two classes, Class 
I with small hemispherical central boss and engraved concentric circle 
decoration, Class II with large conical boss and decoration as before, 
or more commonly, radial ornament, or without decoration. The well - 
known parallels to Class I pins occur in Scandinavia and are dated 
mainly to Iffontelius V (Montelius 1922, fig. 1326 -1332; Broho2in DO iv, 
fig. 163, DB iii no. 1084). The origin of the sunflower pin lies, it 
has been suggested, in the attachment of the Scandinavian double -button 
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with concentric ornament of Montelius IV to a bronze stem so that the 
head either turns forward or lies horizontal (Broholm DO iv, 75). A 
sunflower pin from HeltborE is dated to Montelius IV by Broholm, but 
a date early in V seems equally as feasible tEB iii, 29, no. 454). 
In liorthe,rn Germany, the sunflower pin is also dated 
to Montelius V (Sprockhoff 1956, i, abb 61, 15, ii taf. 19). The 
origin of the sunflower pin appears to lie logically in the concentric 
ornamentation style of Scandinavia which appeared in the Early Bronze 
Age (Montelius 1922, fig. 822, 873, 905, 1033 -4), although the pin 
itself does not emerge until late hontelius IV or V. However, other 
types of decoration occur on sunflower pins of both the straight- or 
angular- stemmed Irish specimens, and on one Scottish pin. 
The radial ornament of some Class II pins appears to have 
a forerunner in the "East German looped pin type" dated to Tumulus Bronze 
or Montelius II at Namslau (Seger 1909, 55 -64). These pins have a loop 
on their curved shafts, set well below the head, and occur in other 
areas of Central Europe. In Bohemia, pins of a somewhat different type, 
with more or less right- angled bend and with loop immediately below the 
head, show similar although more evolved decoration (Bohm 1936). These 
pins, as at Busovice, are dated to the period of overlap between Reinecke 
C2 and D, or in Scandinavian terms to early Montelius III. 
A pin from Tschetzschnow near Frankfurt on the Oder showe 
even closer similarities to the Irish Class II sunflower pins, in its 
right- angled stem, no loop, and rosette and peripheral zigzag decoration 
(Krumbein 1937, 413, abb. 1; Götze 1920, 69). This find is dated by 
most authorities to i,:ontelius III, but the radial decoration occurs on 
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other pins with different stems throughout the Early Bronze Age in 
Central Europe and elsewhere (Billig 1958, abb 62, Aunjetitz; .huh V 
I iv, taf. 4, 9 -19; P.Z. xxx -xxxi, 1939 -40, 412; Germania xix, 1935, 
206). 
The decoration of some Irish pins thus approximates this 
early style which is unknown in Scandinavian contexts. The route by 
which such decoration reached Ireland is not marked by distribution, and 
the absence of intermediate finds suggests that possibly independent 
development may best explain this. 
The only British pin combining an iron swan's -neck stem 
and a bronze sunflower head is that from the settlement at Fengate, 
Peterboroitgh, found with Iron Age A pottery similar to that from the 
Hallstatt C -dated site at Staple Howe, Yorkshire. How did this combination 
of swan's -neck and sunflower head come to be established? 
The swan's -neck appeared on the North European Plain in 
Wessenstedt times, around 500 B.C. The Scandinavian sunflower pins were 
at this time in their last stage of existence, dated sometime near the 
transition from Ultimate Bronze Age to Initial Iron Age (Broholm DO iv, 
fig. 2J.5. The combination of the two ideas, resulting in a sunflower 
pin,with swan's -neck, appears in east and north -central Germany in the 
fifth century, but generally these are all of bronze (Petersen, 1929, 
102ff ). 
Examples like the Fengate pin, with bronze head and iron 
stem, conne from Brandenburg; one from Erielow has a slightly concave 
head (Voss and Sti:ming pl. i, B), and another from Zilmsdorf has a 
flat iron head to which a bronze plate, with concentric and short radial 
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lines, has been attached (Aberg 1931, 101, abb. 216). Other rather 
exaggerated variations also occur in this early iron Age (e.g. Ebert 
iv, taf. 192, a). 
A pin such as that from ::dlmsdorf may well have provided 
a model for Irish bronze workers seeking a further decorative pattern 
for their concentric -lined sunflower pins; while the overall design is 
different, the idea of short radial lines is duplicated on Irish pins 
in somewhat more elaborate forms (e.g. Evans 1881, fig. 1+63 ). This 
possible prototype appears to be chronologically more suitable for 
Irish Class II pins than the Montelius III pins are, and is typologically 
as close. 
A further pin, similar to the Fengate example, illustrates 
the range of life of this combined type. A grave near Sprottau in Lower 
Silesia contained an iron knife and a swan's -neck sunflower pin dated 
to early La Tine, near 400 B.C. (Petersen 1929, 106, taf. xxx 6a -6'). In 
north-west Germany, such pins, mostly all bronze, occurred in 'ressenstedt 
times as noted above, and in the succeeding Jastorf A phase, the swan's - 
neck pin was reduced to a mere crook stem with vertical head. At 
Sülldorf in Holstein such a devolved iron stem was attached to a sun- 
flower head (Knorr 1910, 27, taf. v, 87). 
The life of the true swan's -neck sunflower pin this is 
relatively restricted, from the late sixth century well into the fifth 
century. 
Hawkes in discussing the Fengate pin (191+5) stated that 
the only comparable British pin was that from Tarve&, -- berdeenshire, 
and suggested that this was probably a local rendering in bronze and 
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could therefore not be dated as precisely as the Fengate example. 
Since 1915, two further examples of swan's -neck sunflower pins have 
been recorded from Scotland. C.M. Piggott described a grave group 
from Orrock, Fife, containing one of these pins (1948), and a note 
in PSA.S lxxxiii, 1948 -49, 243, described another pin, this of unique 
decoration, from Loch Broom, Ross. And recently, a sunflower pin has 
been found at Tents Muir, rife, although at the time of writing it is 
not known if the stem is of the swan's -neck variety or straight Irish 
type. ( swan's -neck type; information from R.Uandow, Esq.) 
However, the total of swan's -neck sunflower pins from 
Scotland now stands at a possible ten. Two pins of this distinctive 
type were displayed in Edinburgh in 1952 where they were erroneously 
attributed to a hoard containing swords and a flesh- fork. The pins are 
now at Inveraray Castle and examination of the records shows that all 
these objects were found separately, and it is not now ?mown if the two 
pins w ere found together. It appears that the pins were discovered 
near CampbUtonn, Kintyre. 
Reference to the early accounts of the Tarves find 
suggests that the hoard originally contained two bronze pins, but this 
addition to the list is somewhat doubtful (Kemble 1863, 162). 
In the report on the Orrock find, it was suggested that 
a pin in Perth Museum, of unknown provenance, probably represented the 
pin from this possible grave group. The fact that no objects in the 
museum recall any of the other finds from Orrock, such as bracelet 
fragments, perforated rings, casts some doubt upon this suggestion, and 
,examination of the Perth pin and the Crrock drawing shows that in all 
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probability the pins are different. The Orrock pinhead is smaller in 
relation to the stem, and the position of the head in regard to the 
swan's -neck differs. 
Another early record of a sunflower pin occurs in 
Gordon's ltinerariuui Septentrionale (1726, pl. 1, 13). The pin, formerly 
in the Clerk of Penicuik collection, passed into the Young of Burghead 
collection and thence to the National Liuseum of Antiquities, by which 
time it had lost its sunflower head. The pin illustrated by Gordon 
had concentric decoration on the head and a stem bent in several places 
near this sunflower head. While the curves are not absolutely typical 
of the swan's -neck form, it appears from the illustration and from the 
actual object that the pin has been damaged by slight straightening, 
but not sufficiently to disguise the swan's -neck variety. 
In PSAS liv, 1919 -20, 149., a description of an object 
purchased from Young of Burghead reads as follows; "Bronze Age disc - 
headed pin, said to have been found at Cramond ", and quotes Gordon's 
illustration. The pin appears to have lost its head at this time, for 
the description in the Museum's accession cards notes that the pin has 
its "head awanting ". Callander stated that the flat discoid head was 
attached by the edge to the bent top of the stem, but based this des- 
cription upon Gordon's illustration rather than on the actual object 
which had by this time reached the Museum (PSAS 1v, 1920 -21, 35 ). 
The last swan's -neck pin from Scotland occurs in the 
Grosvenor Crescent hoard. The pin has always been described as an Irish 
type of sunflower pin with stem broken just below the right -angled bend. 
Credit for this lies with Evans (1881, fig. 4610 who made the perfectly 
understandable error of showing the continuation of the broken stem as 
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completing the right- angle. The Tarves pin was the only swan's -neck 
pin known at this time in Britain, and the Irish nature of the Grosvenor 
pin was assumed and defined by Evans' drawing. 
However, examination of the broken stein shows a slight 
inclination towards the base of the head, and this is substantiated by 
the presence of a patch of wear, a polished surface, at this basal 
point, and indeed the metal has been slightly worn away here. The wear 
is identical to that on the Loch Broom pin, and none of the Irish 
sunpins show such traces. The Grosvenor pin is valuable in another way 
because its decoration appears to be of Iontelius VI inspiration 
(Hansson 1927, fig. 157, 178, 186). 
The only other evidence of sunflower pins in Scotland is 
the mould for a conical- bossed head at darlshof, Shetland. It is of 
course impossible to state whether or not this was to have a swan's - 
neck stem, but the chances are that it would not. A mould for a 
straight stem may have provided an Irish -type stalk for the pin, and in 
addition the position of the site, on the Irish -Scandinavian route, and 
the belief that the smith was an "Irishman ", all point to the suggestion 
that the sunflower pins manufactured here in the later first millenium 
B.C. were of the straight -stem Irish variety. 
The distribution of Scottish swan's -neck sunflower pins 
is distinctly eastern, as befits their origin. That they are of local 
manufacture is on the whole unlikely, as similar pins are relatively 
common across the North Sea as detailed. But the preference of the 
people of Scotland for this type of pin as opposed to the Irish variety 
that clearly must have been available is puzzling in view of the mass 
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of evidence of Irish- Scottish trade from the seventh century. 
The Loch Broom pin appears to be a local variety, with 
continental swan's -neck stern and. Irish -type ornament, although the 
Zilmsdorf pin shows that the radial decorative style could have been 
of continental origin. The peripheral decoration on the Loch Broom 
pin is more Scandinavian -like than Irish, with concentric designs rather 
than radial lines (e.g. Montelius 1922, fig. 1149). However the large 
conical boss is clearly of Irish Class II inspiration, and is generally 
acceptable as a purely Irish feature. This Class II pin thus serves to 
set the date of Irish Class II well before the date of 250 B.C. proposed 
by Hodges (1956, 46). 
The technique of decoration on the sunflower heads is 
incision with some sort of compass arrangement. The edge of the disc 
is sometimes pressed slightly forwards, this possibly with the aim of 
protecting the decoration from undue wear. The pins from Loch Broom, 
Perth and hintyre are the only decorated pins with this raised edge,which 
also occurs on the plain Tarves pin. Scandinavian sunflower pins in 
general seen to lack this feature, and some at least appear to have cast 
decoration (Montelius 1922, 1329, etc.), which is not seen on Scottish 
pins. 
The Grosvenor Crescent decoration is partially compass- 
drawn, its four outer circles inscribed in this way, while the inner 
two circles are too cluse to the centre to allow accuracy with a compass - 
like method and obviously were drawn by eye in a rather slipshod manner. 
The uniformity of circle decoration on several pins also 
varies; the Perth pin has ten incised lines of varying depths and 
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widths, and the lines on the two Kintyre pins are different in this 
respect. 
The stems of these pins appear to have been inserted 
through a small hole in the head, and then clinched by heating and 
hammering. The pin from Kintyre 1, with small conical boss, was treated 
in this manner, but more care could be needed to preserve the projecting 
boss of Kintyre,2. The Loch Broom pin differs from the others in its 
Class II feature of a large conical central boss, which seems to have 
been attached by running -on. The concentric line decoration surrounding 
the centre -piece is generally uniformly thick and deep, but sane variation 
is seen in the nine groups of circles surrounding this central work. The 
groups are each composed of a dot and three concentric circles except for 
one group which for some reason has a dot and five circles. Possibly 
this group was the first to be drawn and the effect was adjudged too 
jammed and displeasing to the worker who thereafter reduced his plan to 
a dot and three circles. 
The Tarves pin was found with two or three swords, a 
chape and another pin. The chape is of the normal tongue- shaped type 
normally attributed to the Jilburton complex in southern England, but 
continued in use throughout the Late Bronze Age. One of the swords is 
of the normal Ewart type but with the unusual feature of a slot in the 
tang, not ordinarily seen on Ewart swords. 
The second sword has a cast bronze grip and pommel, the 
grip with edge ridging and rivet holes, the pommel cast separately. 
Several other swords with bronze grip and pommel have been found in 
Scotland, including one in the Grosvenor Crescent hoard associated mith 
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other swords and a decorated version of swan's -neck sunflower pin. 
The Urrock, Iife, find contained another pin of this 
type, with perforated rings and fragmentary penannular armlets of 
Type 1. The rings have rectangular perforations at the sides rather 
than the outer edges and are matched by a larger ring in the Poolewe 
hoard. The armlets are among the most southerly examples of bronze 
Type 1 and represent local renderings of the more common gold armlets 
in the south -west of Scotland. 
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The cup -headed pin from the Point of Sleat, Sky, was 
found with a Late Ewart sword, Class V and VB spearheads, and a curved 
socketed knife. Pins of this type appear to be based upon Scandinavian 
models, although these latter are generally longer. They occur in 
;ontelius V contexts in the North (e.g. Lontelius 1922, fig. 1315 -1317) 
and are dated to the end of the Bronze Age on the northwest Auropean 
Plain (e.g. Hoffmann 1936, 53, abb 1, 91+ abb 2; Hoffmann 1938 taf. xvi, 
130A 63; P.Z. ix, 1917, abb 4, abb 12; i estorf 1885, taf. xxxv111, /120, 
)122). At a later date the cup -head pin became fused with the swan's - 
neck stem in the same manner as sunflower pins (Broholm, DO iv, 261; 
see also .ìLbe1 1936, taf. xviii, Hallstatt Grab 68). 
Hodges has mapped the distribution of cup -head pins in 
Britain and Ireland. An example from Heathery Burn is dated to the mid - 
seventh century by its associated bucket, and a similar date applies to 
the Irish finds which include associated sunflower pins at Derr :shale and 
amber at Marybrough. 
The Irish cup -head pins are identical to the Sleat example, 
and it is suggested that this Scottish pin is in all probability an 
import from Ireland (TDraucullen, 111Ì 54.7 - 11.168 cf Sleat, NSA L1954.3). 
The associated objects at Sleat include a curved knife which is limited 
in distribution to Ireland and North Britain although an example occurs 
in the Presn'e -la ! ère hoard with other highland Zone types (Hodges, 
1956, 36, 38; Savory, 1958, 28). 
One of the Sleat spearheads is a product of the same 
mould as one from Cullerne, Morayshire, and the curved knives from these 
hoards may also be a pair. A further curved knife in the Wester Ord hoard 
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is dated to c. 700 B.C. by the associated objects, inclúding a necklet 
and Type 2 bracelets. 
All the evidence points to a date in the seventh 
century for the Sleat cup -head pin, possibly slightly later, and to 
the Trish- nature of the entire hoard as shown by the Irish curved 
knife, spearhead matched in the Knockadoo hoard, and cup -head pin itself. 
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The Glentrool pin, with slightly domed disc head and 
side loop, is Central Auropean in that it shows the replacement of the 
perforated -neck pin by a looped pin (e.g Holste 1953, taf 10, 13; 
Seger 1909, 55ff). The idea spread westwards and reached North Germany 
by Montelius II and Scandinavia by I,rlontelius III, where various divergent 
forms seem to have been evolved. 
The Glentrool pin and two Irish pins are clearly derived 
from one of these North -European types (BM 94-4 - 20.5, tshmolean 1927/ 
2853). The plain disc head, undecorated straight stem and low -set side 
loop are seen on pins from Warzahne Er Westhavelland, Arneburg Kr Stendal, 
and Zethlingen Kr Salzwedel, where they are dated by associated grave 
goods to Montelius II or III (Janssen 1935 abb 5, abb 7; Bohm 1936, 
taf. 10, 19. 
Some pins in North France have side -loops of this form 
and are probably derived from the same source, but their contact with 
swollen and ribbed -neck pins in the `nest resulted in hybridization as 
seen in pins from Amiens and .Picardy ( Breuil 1907, 514, fig. 1, 10, 7, 
9; Hawkes 1942, 30, fig. 3, 5). 
The Danish and North German side -loop pins with conical, 
biconical and other head forms presumably are a slightly later variant 
of side -loop pin in this area, unconnected directly with the Glentrool 
type (Janssen 1935, 208- ). Also separate are the side -looped disc - 
head pins from Blackrock and other sites which combine featufes from 
various areas (C.:,:. Piggott, 1949, 108- ; arch J xxxv111, 1881, 321+; 
Devizes Mus. Cat. II, B 16), the stem decoration and side -loop from 
Picardy, side -loop also from Glentrool, head decoration from Central 
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Europe (e.g. Alüller -harpe 1948, Hanau dated to Reinecke D - Hallstatt 
Â). Their date falls within the TBB phase by typology and associations, 
as does the Glentrool pin. 
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P E N A N N U L A R B R A C E L E T S 
The simple penannular bracelet, with plain terminals, is 
an early forni of decorative object, and can be seen in early Bronze Age 
contexts in south -west Germany (e.g. Holste 1953, 56, abb 4, 11 -12 of 
Holste B and C; taf. 17, 13-14 with tapered terminals of Holste B; 
taf. 16, 12 with plain terminals of C). But the origin of the penannu1ar 
bracelet with' specialized terminals, Proudfoot's Type 2 and 2a here 
called the Covesea type, with terminals expanded outwards only, can be 
only clearly seen in later contexts, still however pre - Urnfield in date. 
From Upper Bavaria, Grabkiügel 8, Group X111 from Riegsee, 
canes a heavily- ribbed bracelet (Naue 1894, tafel V111, no. 5) with 
poppy -head pin and wheel -pendant, the bracelet showing thicker external 
ribs at the terminals. From Oberrhein (Holste 1953, p. 89, abb 10, no. 
2) a similar bracelet, of the Iiels- Rixhein group, is dated to Reinecke 
D. A bracelet from Ladenburg (Germania XX111, 1939, 11, abb 4) of 
lozenge section, unlike the D- sectioned Oberrhein armlet, and with Type 
2 terminals, was found in Reinecke D contexts with another bracelet, 
this of Type 1 with terminals expanded all round. Similar Type 1 brace- 
lets occurred with a wheel -pendant and a "conjoined special" ornament, 
(part of a necklet? of P.Z. IV, 1912, 119, Kyffhäuser Schwarzburg hoard 
with plain penannular bracelet showing ribbing at outer edges of 
terminals), in Hügelgräber contexts at Darmstadt (Germania, XXIV, 1940, 
p. 96). The ribbing idea, seen only at the terminals, is prevalent in 
other areas as well (I;iolzbach Kr Thínfeld, Germania XX, 1935, 4 - 
abb. 6, no. 4, here in a penannular armlet with ends pressed together). 
Plain bracelets, of penannular form, and sinner than 
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most of the foregoing, are of earlier date in some cases and can be 
connected by this thinness of rod, not by terminal type, to the Scottish 
Covesea type (e.g. Houstka Bohemia, Reinecke C date - Cowen, 1955, tafel 
16, no. 12 -15); these are of more or less D- section which is matched by 
the Covesea form. Very large bracelets of the Covesea type, with 
terminals expanded outwards, occur in Tumulus Bronze contexts in North 
Germany, e.g. at Trebbichau tir Dessau - fhen, both Type 2 (P. z. :rnV- 
XXXV, 1949 -50, 235 ff, tafel 14, no. 2, 3) and Type 2a (with ribbing 
tafel 34, no. 1). Also associated here were objects of ring -money form, 
seen in Montelius II and III in Scandinavia, special armlets, and 
ribbed -terminal penannular bracelets with ends together; these last two 
named occurred in the Naumburg hoard, same area, (tafel 15 -16) with 
flanged axes. The normal Reinecke D bracelet, with heavy ribbing on 
the outside, is seen in the Riegsee group as stated, often without 
terminal expansion, and in the Hutting group of early Urnfield date in 
west Austria (for discussion of these see Smith, 1957, fig. 7, no. 2 -3, 
Riegsee; fig. 8, no. 2, Hdtting, this with Type 2 terminals). The 
Baierdorf Urnfields in east Austria have also yielded these ribbed 
bracelets with both Reinecke D and Hallstatt A associations, but slightly 
earlier dates prevail in South Bohemian associations (Bohm 1937, heavy - 
rib bracelet, late Reinecke D; lighter -rib bracelet, early Reinecke D). 
Turning again to the Riegsee group (Reinecke D), the ribbed bracelet 
is sometimes found with other penannular bracelets, these with terminals 
not expended but pointing out, and with incised transverse lines at 
the terminals producing a ribbed effect; one is illustrated by Smith 
(1957, fig. 7, 1+). The decoration on the bracelet is not seen on 
Covesea armlets, but nevertheless the basic idea for these bracelets is 
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present in Reinecke D. 11 grave group from Riegsee, Oberbayern xiii, 8, 
has a Covesea -type armlet ribbed at the terminals, with decoration at 
the back, and is close in outline to the Scottish examples (huh V, V 
1911, tafel 38, 637). 
Another example of this is seen in the Dietld,orf find of 
Holste's South Bavarian and Oberpfalz group; the bracelet in question 
has terminals expanded outwards, and has cast ribbing at these terminals, 
with less pronounced ribs elsewhere. These are close to the Covesea 
bracelets (Haste, 1953, tafel 12, 21 and 23) and are dated by the con- 
joined spiral ornament and pin to Reinecke D. Marstetten Kr Wangen, 
has also yielded a bracelet with cast ribbed bands, close in form to the 
Covesea type (ibid. tafel 22, 4.), of the Miels- Rixheim group of Reinecke 
D. 
Slightly later specimens of bracelets, dated generally 
to Hallstatt x, also show resemblances to the Scottish Covesea bracelets, 
some closer than others. .11 grave group from Steinheim, ham. Offenbach, 
contained a bracelet with terminals expanded outwards (Germania xxxiv, 
1956, 44) and a similarity dated grave, Hallstatt A, at Gammertingen 
Iir Sigmaringen also contained a decorated version of this bracelet which 
however is not particularly reminiscent of the Covesea type (ibid 61, 
abb 1, 2). 
From Woll.mesheim, Rheinpfalz, a penannular bracelet 
with thickened ends slightly turned outwards, is dated by its associated 
Erbenheim sword to early Hallstatt A (Cowen, 1955, tafel 19). Wagner 
illustrates Type 2 bracelets from his Nordtiroler Urnenfelder (194.31; 
distinctions however between variations in terminals are not drawn for 
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his Fein gerippter Armreif group (31, no.16), while the heavily - 
ribbed armlets (of Reinecke D as at Riegsee) have terminals turned 
outwards (31, no.15). Both forms occur together at Iiatrei, 1844, 
dated to Wagner's Zeitgruppe II (tafel 7, 20, 21) and this corresponds 
more or less to Hallstatt A, although his iï'ein gerippter Armreif group 
may extend into Hallstatt B. 
The heavy -ribbed bracelets with everted terminals survived 
into later times as well, into Hallstatt C at Hallstatt (Sacken, 
1568, tafel xvi, 9) and in Bavaria (Kossack 1957, 207ff, abb 7). 
Ribbed bracelets in France are of considerably earlier date 
than these. One from the Vinets, Upper Seine, inhumation grave has 
everted terminals and the ribbing in this case does not approach 
the ends (Sandars, 1957, fig 24, 4, p. 95 -94). Others from Bennwihr 
Alsace, have expanded terminals and the ribbing is restricted to a 
panel of oval shape (ibid 119 -120, grave ii). These bracelets are of 
D- section and Holste has figured one similar to the Vinets example 
from Allendorf Kr. Homberg (1939, pl 49, p. 67), found in a tumulus 
dated to Reinecke D, probably early in this phase. Sandars has listed 
this type, the Vinets -Salem bracelet, which appears to be another form 
of the Stark gerippter Armreif group of the Tumulus -Urnfield transition. 
Another type of armlet comes from Pfaffenhoffen, near Saverne, 
Prance; this has incised decoration, but the treatment of the term- 
inals is like that of the Covesea bracelets (Sandars, op.cit.82, pl. 
iv,4). Cruder examples of this expanded terminal style occur on flat - 
sectioned bracelets from St. Gervais, Yonne, found with pottery of 
First Urnfield form (ibid 139, fig 31, 7). The associations at 
Pfaffenhoffen include a Friedrichsruhe cup close in form 
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to the Hallstatt .A.Fuchsstadt type, dated here to Reinecke D. 
A date in Late Urnfields applies to some bracelets with 
slight outward expansion of the terminals found in the Haguenau area, 
Schirrheinerweg Canton (Schaeffer, 1926, 180, 211, fig. 72, no. 36e and 
1+14i). And from Chaumes d'Auvenay, Beaune, bracelets with expanded 
terminals and ribbing are recorded by Henry and dated to Dechelette 
B.A. IV /ßallstatt T (1933, 30, fig. 4). 
Breuil (1907, 519 ff) has described and illustrated 
penannular bracelets fro:__ North France, some of which are similar to 
Scottish examples. From Le Plainseau several Type 2 bracelets are 
listed, one of which (p. 519, fig. 4, no. 12) has terminals as in the 
bracelets from Covesea and Gight, with, however, incised transverse 
lines on the outside surface. Another (fig. 8, no. 33) has flatter 
Covesea terminals, with cast ribbing in groups near the end (fragment 
only), and this of course is suggestive of Type 2a Scottish armlets. 
The Dreuil hoard contained a bracelet similar to the Le Plainseau 
specimen last mentioned (fig. 6, no. 20) with flat terminals and cast 
ribs which are set close together near the ends. Saint -Roch Amiens 
(fig. 6, no. 17) may also belong to this type. Other Type 2 bracelets, 
all in bronze, come from M'arlers, Somme, one of which (fig. 4, no. 10) 
has terminals expanded more externally than internally this is a 
feature seen on some Scottish bracelets (e.g. Wester Ord, Ross and 
Cromary) and is not repeated on the other specimens illustrated from 
srlers (fig. 6, nos. 21 and 22) which are of this flattened germinal 
variety. Dechelette (1910, i, fig. 119, no. 3, 5) illustrates two 
bracelets from Vernaison,Rhóne, both of which appear to have terminals 
expanded outwards but their general form and decoration are not close 
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to the Scottish examples. 
The Veñat hoard, with carp's tongue associations, contains 
bracelets ribbed either in groups, or only at the terminals which are of 
everted foam (Inv. Arch. F6, 86 -88). And the recently published hoard 
from Challans, Vendée, more or less contemporary with the Veñat hoard, 
contains penannular bracelets With everted terminals and cast ribbing in 
varying degrees at these terminals (Gallia, XV, iii, 1957, 78, espec. 
Pl. 7, 37). 
The Swiss lake -dwellings have yielded many penannular 
bracelets of Type 2 and 2a, and it is these that Benton (1931) and Proud- 
foot (1955, 35) have accepted as the ancestors of the British types. 
Keller illustrates many of these, principally from Auvernier and 
M ringer (1878). Several have terminals tapered and everted, and are 
not really members of the expanded -end family (pl. lxvi, 5, lxvii, 3 -4) 
while others are closer in form to the early Centraluuropean bracelets 
with wide flat terminals (pl. xciii, 10 from Cortaillod; lxiii, no. t,., 
5; lxv, no., 1; lxvi, no. 2 from Irdringen). However some of these 
have cast ribs near the terminals, and are thereby connected typologic- 
ally with other bracelets showing this feature (pl. 1x111, no. 4, 5; 
lxiv, no. 14- from NBringen; lxvii, no. 5 from Auvernier), and possessing 
externally- expanded terminals closer to the Scottish specimens. Other 
bracelets have'terminals very close in form to that of the Covesea type, 
but are decorated with incised transverse and diagonal lines (pl. lxv, 
no. 2, 3, 4; lxv11, no. 2, from Auvernier; pl. clviii, no. 6 from 
Lac de Bourget). The Bevaix bracelet quoted by Proudfoot is not close 
in form to the Covesea type (pl. lxvi., no. 1). One of these Late 
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Urnfield bracelets from Switzerland occurs in the Shoebury, Essex, 
hoard (Inv. Arch. GB 38, no. 1) and another flat -ended bracelet is 
seen in the Tvannis Bay hoard ( orsfold, 194.3, pl. Ill, no. 41) as 
noted below. 
But other areas, including Scandinavia and, particularly, 
the north German plain, also have yielded bracelets which may equally 
as well be considered as the forerunners of the Scottish Covesea type, 
both Type 2 and 2aß 
Eroudfoot lists several bracelets from Denmark in an 
attempt to show that the type occurs in the North, but his examples 
are late in date and are not like the Covesea type in terminal shape. 
Indeed, it is necessary to draw a line somewhere to separate the true 
Covesea -like bracelets from those of varying decoration and 
size, with only the outward -expanded terminal as the link between the 
whole assemblage. Prom Sweden, a gold bracelet (Gantofta; Mbntelius 
1922, fig. 10)1)) has expanded terminals rather like those seen of 
Scottish Type 1 and 2 bracelets, and with two grooves just below the 
expansion. The illustration makes it difficult to determine the true 
nature of this specimen, but we see that in Montelius III such a form 
existed. Of the saine date, a flat band bracelet with expanded terminals 
turning outwaaids, is as close to the Covesea type as that from Bevaix, 
Lake Neuchatel, but cannot be counted as representative of the class 
(Gudhjem, lienmark). The.. true Covesea type does not appear to have 
occurred in the North in such an early period. Later examples from 
the North are closer in form, and may have been developed independently 
of the Central and West European bracelets. The heavy -ribbed type 
could have reached the North in Montelius III (Smith, 1957, 229, 
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Reinecke D and I,Tontelius III), and may have contributed its ribbing to 
the bracelet already in evidence, with expanded terminal Nontelius, 
1922, fig. 844, Period I) or without such terminals (Broholm, DO III, 
fig. 191, Period II; fig. 291 -292 Period III, the former close in 
form to the gold Nä_llhead,Caithness bracelets). In the Late Bronze 
Age, penannular armlets with e xpanded terminals pointing outwards are 
rare. Broholtn illustrates one, of C- section, as an imported piece, 
from the North European plain as will be shown, (DO IV, fig. 186, 
Lundforlund) and another with "oath- ring" terminals, slightly turned 
outwards, which is more properly discussed under cup -terminal bracelets 
or Type 3. However, two bracelets have been listed that are somewhat 
like the Covesea type 2a in ribbing at the terminals and expanded ends. 
One has a flatter terminal than is usual on Scottish specimens but the 
ribbing is limited to the area near the ends (I iontelius 1922, fig. 
1281, Period V), the other is of angular C- section but again has cast 
ribs only near the terminals (Broholm, 1946, p. 230, Iß270 -170a, Hvedholrn 
again of Period V). With some little modification these could d evolve 
into Covesea 2a. The Fangel Torp find contained a plainer bracelet, 
with swollen terminals of Covesea 2, and this "oath- ring" form seems 
to be the most corm -ton among Scandinavian bracelets with expanded 
terminals, as opposed to the slight bending -out of the terminal seen 
in other areas (Broholm, 1946, ía63 ). Other rings similarly related 
to the Covesea type are of the same or later date (Montelius V for 
Fangel Torp and for Grave 1048, Raklev, ibid. p. 814 -85; Montelius VI 
for Brakker, ibid. Ní235) and exhibit a parallel style of terminal 
formation. 
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Prom the Meuse and scaut areays, bracelets with large 
flat ear -like terminals seem to be connected with the Auvernier and 
M&'igen forms, while theircast ribs at the terminals is suggestive of 
the Scottish `lope 2a armlets. (Marl6n, 1950, 234 - fig. 20). As we 
shall see, this cast ribbing idea, with a few ribs at the terminal, 
also appears on specimens from North Germany, and the suggestion is 
that these b2euse- Escaut bracelets may connect the Swiss Late Urnfield 
bracelets with the North German armlets which are closest in form to 
the Scottish type. iviaricn lists other bracelets of this Meuse type from 
the surrounding Escaut area, and notes that the absence of Lake Dwelling 
pottery from this area, and different bronze weapon types suggests trade 
rather than folk movement, in late Hallstatt B times. 
Alternatively, these Belgian and North French bracelets 
may provide the influence for some of the southern British armlets which 
have flatter terminals.than the Scottish specimens (e.g. liinnis Bay). 
Turning now to the North German Plain, a number of brace- 
lets have been recorded that can equally as well be considered the ante- 
cedents to the Covesea bracelet. Most of these are Late Urnfield or 
Montelius V in date, but earlier forms exist. From the Afferde, Kr. 
Hameln, hoard comes a bracelet with everted ends and incised ribbing in 
bands on the outer edge; the associations suggest a date late in 
Montelius IV (Sprockhoff, 194i, 95, abb 77, 6). 
The Ehingen- Badfeld, Schwaben, hoard contains a thin 
bracelet of D- section with terminals slightly expanded outwards, and is 
as close in foam to the Balmashanner or Gight bracelets as anypreviously 
noted although it is decorated (Germania, xxi, 1937, 10 - tai'. 5, 14). 
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The associations include ribbed and perforated sickles, a thin Type 1 
bracelet and Briest -type sword of Montelius V (also see Cowen, 1955, 
taf. 22, 14)). This bracelet has a wide distribution but no.differen- 
tiation is made between the plain and the outward- expanded terminal. 
(See Holste, 1935, 61ff for discussion of penaunular bracelets of this 
thin section in Ostalpengebiet). A second hoard showing comparable 
bracelets, but these clearly of Covesea type, is that from Wallstadt, 
Amt. Mannheim, where the associations included a ribbed sickle, a Itrigev 
sword, a T- sectioned ring-rather like that in the poolewe hoard. The 
bracelets are close in form to the Covesea type (Germania, X1X, 1935, 
116- taf. 7, 2, no. 1 -2+, 7, 12 -14), with slight expansion mainly out- 
wards (no. 1, L- especially); slight ribbing occurs on the backs of some 
of these, and the suggested date is late in Hallstatt B. The Saarlautern 
hoard also has bracelets, of similar date, close to the Covesea type, 
the terminals perhaps slightly too flat to be exactly similar, but the 
general form is close, and the bracelets have bands of ribs over their 
length, (Germania xxvi, 1942, 17- taf. 1, no. 48, also 44, 45, 50, 51). 
The Homburg hoard, discussed in connection with the Ardoe and Balmashanner 
bronze cast bowls, also has a C- sectioned bracelet with flat terminals 
of Covesea type, and a Type 1 bracelet with ribbing near the terminals. 
But the bracelet from this hoard that is closest to the Scottish form 
has no decoration or ribbing, and has terminals expanded outwards rather 
like those from the Auchtertyre hoard (Auh V, V, taf. 26, no. 446, 453 
and 441 respectively). The Late Urnfield date is important for the 
Scottish Late Bronze Age via the Balmashanner hoard. 
Further north, other bracelets, equally as close to the 
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Covesea type, have occurred in the equivalent period, the major part 
of Liontelius V. The Barum, Lúneburg, hoard contained a thin bracelet 
with expanded terminals of Type 1, but with ribbing near the ends 
(Pz XV11, 1926, 71- taf. la). Cast ribs occur in groups, or all 
around the outside edge, on bracelets from Ket.ldr, Westhavelland, 
found with an antenna sword; ,two of these bracelets have Covesea 
terminals (Sprockhoff, 1934, taf. 13, no. 8, 11). At Lötzen, Kr. Lbttzen, 
C- sectioned bracelets with ribbed ends slightly turned out were found 
with a Mó'iger sword and dated by Sprockhoff to Montelius V or VI (ibid 
taf. 32, no. 1). And Vietkow, Kr Stolp, yielded an Juvernier sword and 
hanging bowl fragment with a bracelet of the ribbed and Covesea terminal 
form (ibid. taf. 37, no. 6). The Ostrhanderfehn, Kr Leer hoard has a 
Covesea bracelet with rib and dot decoration, included by Sprockhoff in 
his Ebntelius V group (1956, p. 207, abb 53, no. 1). 
Other Type 2 bracelets occur in this area (e.g. Mestorf 
1885, taf. XXX, no. 321, Schleswig), and most belong to this Yontelius 
V period; the Tarnow, Er. Usedom -Wollin, hoard contains a D- sectioned 
bracelet with ribbing at the Covesea -type terminals, and is fairly close 
to the Scottish Type 2a (Sprockhoff, 1956, taf. 148, no. 4). Another 
armlet with similar terminal treatment, but lacking ribs, occurred in 
the Schmon, I,r. Querfurt, hoard (ibid. taf. 48, no. 6), and incised 
ribs are seen on the Hemmelsdorf, Kr. Eutin bracelet (ibid. taf. 146, 
no. 2), also of Covesea type. Pairs of cast ribs occur on the Gnewitz 
Kr Newstrelitz bracelet probably of Montelius V date (ibid. taf. 146, 
no. 1), and the same idea is seen on a gold bracelet, of Type 1 and 
with ribbing only near the terminals, from Granzin, rr Parchie (ibid 
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taf. 39, no. 3), and with incised ribbing from Haselau, Er. Regenwalde 
(ibid. taf. 70, no. 3). These however alnproach the "oath -ring" type 
again. Flat band armlets with ribbing near the everted terminals are 
also common in this northern area (Sprockhoff, 1956, taf. 41, no. 3, 
5) and bracelets with Type 1 terminals and ribbing are also seen here 
(ibid taf. 41, no. 11, 10). A plain Covesea bracelet occurred in the 
a^ankfurt /0der hoard (ibid taf. t+7, no. 6) and is close to the Scottish 
specimens. 
The Plestlen, Er. Dermnin hoard contains a penannular 
bracelet with incised ribbing and terminals slightly expanded, possibly 
a Type 2, and this basic outline of rod thickness and terminal size is 
closer to the Scottish bracelets than the examples quoted from other 
areas (Sprockhoff, 1941, taf. 42, 6). The Vietkow, Er. Stolp hoard 
has bracelets similarly ribbed but distinctively of Type 2 (taf. 50, 2; 
taf. 49, 6) and another even closed to the Covesea bracelet (tai. 50,3). 
Both these hoards are of Montelius V date. 
The bracelet from the Ostrhauderfehn, Zr. Leer, hoard has 
everted terminals with ribbing, but is decorated elsewhere (Sprockhoff, 
1956, abb 53, 1); it is also dated to Period V. The basic form of 
penannular armlet with everted terminals survived into later times, but 
are farther removed from the Scottish Covesea type (e.g. P.Z. xi, 152, 
abb. 11). 
In Britain the distributions of Types 1 and 2 (Type 1 
with terminals evenly expanded and Type 2 with terminals mainly expanded 
outwards) are completely different and are best treated separately. 
No map exists of all Type 1 bracelets, but the comparisons 
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cited from Continental sources are few in number, and in addition to 
this, the type is so simple as to render these comparisons suspect. 
The abundance of these bracelets in Ireland (e.g. Armstrong illustrates 
c 50 from the National Museum, 1920, pl. xvii, with further finds since 
then, e.g. lalmoyley JCHAS, 45, 1940, 56, and previous finds reported 
by Vallancey, 1770 -1804) suggests that it is to Ireland we must turn 
for the source of the Scottish Type 1 bracelets. 
Some of course are known from England, particularly in 
the south and east (Selsey, Sussex, .Ant. J, vi, 1926, 308; Ant. J, xvii, 
1937, 321; Wansunt, Kent, VCH dent, i, 1908, opp. 336 with Type 2 gold 
bracelet; Beachy Head, Sussex, Inv. Arch. GB 40; Norvrich,Wsy, 1B49, 59) 
and from Wales (Grimes, 1951, 75, 8L, 256, pl. ix), but generally the 
Irish finds predominate, overwhelmingly so with regard to the Scottish 
Type 1 bracelets. 
The Scottish distribution is seen on map 20, and the 
Irish influence is clearly seen especially in the gold armlets. However, 
the principal gold bearing deposits in Scotland lie in the Leadhills, 
between the upper Clyde and Nith, and this must be considered as a 
possible source for some of the Scottish gold bracelets. 
Most of the Irish Type 1 bracelets are unprovenanced, 
but a map showing those with specified locations illustrates a spread 
of gold all over the island, the south -west receiving a goodly share. 
This suggests that the English gold objects, although in the south and 
east, may have come-from Ireland. 
The south Western Isles seem to have been in line with 
this trade from Ireland, if trade it was, and some penetration into 
the Forth area is perceptible. Here the gold work seems to have halted, 
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possibly as it became too expensive for the natives - because of the 
several exchanges already? - and bronze armlets of this ordinary type 
dominate the east coast from the Lothians to the Moray Firth. 
The associated finds depend to a certain extent on the 
Covesea bracelets, particularly in Scotland, but such closed finds as 
have occurred mithout these Type 2 bracelets suggest a date from c.700 
B.C. Heathery Burn has a bronze C- sectioned bracelet of Type 1 (not 
Proudfoot's Type 2, 1555, p. 34) and the Irish- British bucket there is 
of the seventh century; the wing- decorated axe links this hoard to 
Beachy Head, Sussex where gold Type 1 bracelets were found with a ringed 
axe and carp's tongue s.;ord fragment. The Tullach, Co. Clare hoard 
links a bronze armlet with a bag adze and a sunflower pin (Coffey, 1913, 
81, fig. 70, 10). Finds from Scotland composed of either several gold 
bracelets, or bracelets with other objects, are numerous. Taking the 
gold association first, and without other objects, two finds, possibly 
burials, consist of two bracelets (Kilmallie, Inverness; Shieldhill, 
Perthshire), while other finds are more suggestive of hoards (five from 
Callow Hill, Angus; over 36 from Coul, Islay, Argyll). We might 
suggest that this latter hoard was that of a trader attempting the 
Great Glen journey, in view of the position of the find, on the extreme 
western coast of the island, well away from the direct route to south- 
west Scotland.' At Hillhead, Caithness, two gold bracelets were found in 
a stone bowl. 
Other associations are more suggestive, including those 
with Covesea bracelets which, as detailed below, must date from c.700 B.C. 
Several gold Type 1 bracelets in the south of Bcotland are associated 
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with gold Covesea types, and clearly are local renderings of the exotic 
type. As such they presumably are slightly later than the bronze 
Covesea type which lies in the seventh century. 
Alloa, Clacicmannanshire, has a true Type 2 armlet in 
gold, with associated Type 1, but the Ormidale, Arran, and Kirkhill, 
Berwickshire Covesea -type gold bracelets are only very slightly everted 
at the terminals and may equally be considered as slightly- influenced 
Type 1 armlets. Glen Aray, Argyll, has one Type 1 bracelet and two 
large Type 3C ornaments which also may be dated from the seventh century. 
The Stonehill, Lanarkshire, hoard contains two Type 1 and one lozenge - 
sectioned Type 4 armlet. 
A unique form of bracelet with conical terminals was 
found with a similar form of tore, crudely fashioned (Burrell Collection, 
Kelvingrove ). The small penannular rings in the Strand, Harris, hoard 
are of Type 1 form. 
The triangular- sectioned gold ornament in the Dunbarton- 
shire hoard, found with Type 1 bracelets, may also be assigned to 
Scottish LBA3, in the seventh century. The plain -ended bracelets from 
Duff House, Banffshire, are datable only if the associated pot is con- 
sidered a member of the Covesea group, because the fragmentary bronze 
blade is of unknown Class. 
'A bronze Type 1 bracelet at l raprain yaw illustrates the 
persistence of the form into the later stages of the Scottish Bronze 
Age, from c.500 B.C. A bracelet with similarly expanded ends, in bronze, 
is reported to have come from Caerlee hillfort, Innerleithen, Peebles, 
along with other objects of similar type (Chambers, History of Peebles - 
shire, 22, fig. 5, 37). 
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Another bracelet may have been associated with various 
socketed axes at Laster Essensiáe, Selkirkshire, but the find is of 
indeterminate authenticity and date. The bracelet from Monmore, Perth- 
shire, is somewhat similar in form to the gold Type 1 armlet from -111oa, 
ClaclQnannanshire, with terminals fairly large and set close together. 
It is in a different class from the normal Scottish Type 1 bracelets, 
and approaches the Northern class of penannular armlets called "oath 
rings" except for its lack of hollowed terminals (e.g. Brohoim, 194.9, 
pl. 31, no. 2; Broholm DO IV, fig. 183; Sprockhoff, 1956, taf. 39, 
no. 3). The associations at Monmore do not conflict with these 
Montelius V or Late Urnfield dates. The Type 1 bracelets from Auchter- 
tyre and Covesea, both in Morayshire, and Rehill, Aberdeensh4re, were 
found with Type 2 and /or 2a bracelets and are thereby dated to the early 
seventh century. 
An important association for a Type 1 bracelet comes from 
Orrock, Fife, where fragments of three bracelets were found with amber, 
bronze rings, a shale armlet, two small rings perforated at the s;¡ -de by 
rectangular holes (cf. Poolewe ring), and a swan's -neck sunflower pin 
dated to the late sixth or fifth century B.C. The large hoard from 
Bálmashanner, Angus, contained, inter älia, Types 1 and 2 bronze rings, 
amber, an iron ring, and a cast bronze bowl dateable to the Late 
Urnfield on continental parallels. The contact of Irish and North 
European influence is seen here, Type 1 bracelets and ring money as 
opposed to Type 2 bracelets and the cast bowl. The noteworthy points 
about Type 1 bracelets in Scotland are their distribution, pointing to 
Irish gold, and their predominantly Late iiirnfield - Montelius V 
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associations, but extending down to the last several centuries B.C. 
This dating, in connection with Irish -Scottish trade contacts in gold 
as in bronze, points to the shift in Irish contacts from south to 
north in the mid -first millenium B.C. (Hodges, 1956, L.5 ff). 
Type 2 bracelets show a cemplete contrast in their 
distribution, but again the Irish gold influence appears. Of Scottish 
finds of Type 2 and 2a, the north and east shows 21 in bronze, none in 
gold, while the southern areas have 4 in gold, none in bronze (map ii ). 
The origin of the type is clearly not Irish, as seen 
from this map and from Proudfoot 's map of the British Isles (1955, 
map,I8), which shows the total absence from Ireland of this Covesea type. 
The use of local gold is suggested for the Scottish southern finds, but 
it is also possible that normal Type 1 bracelets fr an Ireland were 
beaten into Type 2; the Ormidale and Kirk Hill bracelets could have 
been thus treated, the 1loa specimen however, shows no sign of re -. 
working. The idea of local gold work seems most reasonable. A few 
Covesea -type bracelets are recorded from English sites, but Heathery 
Burn (Proudfoot, 1955, 34) does not contain a bracelet of this type. 
The Shoebury, Essex, hoard (Inv. Arch. GB 38, no. 1) shows a C- sectioned 
bracelet, an import from Switzerland probably, and related to the Swiss 
lake-dwelling forms already described (Keller, 1878, pl. CLV, no. 3; 
i 
cf. pl. =II', no. 6, and Shoebury decoration, also Venat, Inv. Arch. 
F 6, 63, and Lindenschmit, 1889, taf. XXXVIII, 20). The Tñirnzis Bay, 
Kent, hoard (Yorsfold, 191+3) contained a bracelet seemingly related to 
this type (pl. XII, no. 1+1) in its C- section, flat terminals and 
incised decoration, but other bracelets from the hoard (no, 39, 40, 42) 
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are of more normal Type 2. The carp's tongue associations, and bucket 
fragments, are of seventh century date. From Old England, Brentford, 
cornes another bracelet of this type, with hollow section and grouped 
ribbing (Arch. lxix, 1917-18, fig. 16, p. 17 -18). These bracelets, 
Shoebury, Brentford and M,innis Bay no. tit, seem unconnected, directly, 
with the Scottish type 2 bracelets. The bronze Type 2 bracelet from 
Usk, Monmouthshire (Grimes, 1951, 185, fig. 68, no. 3) seems however to 
be closer to the Scottish form with its round bar although its elongated 
terminals are again unlike the Covesea type. The Usk bracelet is 
similar to a gold one from Cottingham, Yorkshire (BM 1920, fig. 36 left) 
found with a coil -ended bracelet, and both these types occurred in the 
¶ansunt, Kent, hoard along with plain Type 1 bracelets, all in gold 
(VOM, Kent, i, 1908, 334). The Patcham, Sussex, hoard also yielded 
Type 2 armlets, two of gold and one of gold on a copper base (Way, 1849, 
p. 59), and a C- sectioned bracelet with terminals like those from Usk 
and Cottingham comes from Aylesford, Kent (Tessup, 1930, pl. X). Gold 
bracelets from Tisbury, 'Iiltshire (BM 1920, fig. 37) are related to the 
Swiss Lake Dwelling flat- terminal varieties, and not to this English- 
Welsh group which is represented in Scotland only by the Alba bracelet, 
all the others being of very slight Type 2 form. The Alba bracelet of 
course is the only truly Type 2 gold armlet found in Scotland. 
The Waddesden, Berkshire hoard contains two gold bracelets 
of flattened section, one with terminals expanded slightly outwards, 
probably unintentional (Ant. J, xxi, 1941, 162). The Longy, Alderney, 
Type 2 bracelet has flat terminals and connects with the Minnis Bay 
hoard in this respect (Kendrick, 1928, pl. V11). In Brittanj, at 
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Vieuxbourg, a hoard of gold bracelets include two that might be 
considered as equivalents to the English- ,íelsh style of bracelet 
(Arch. XXVii, 1838, pl. 1, 5-6; also see Type 2 gold bracelet in 
Tresor arch de l'inorique Occidentale, 1886, pl. iv, fig. 5). 
The disparity in distributions of the English-Welsh Type 
2 bracelets and the Scottish Covesea type, with Cottingham the only 
geographical link, Minn.is Bay and Alloa the only typological links, 
suggests that the two groups of Type 2 bracelets are not closely related; 
the English- d'lelsh bracelets seem to be more closely connected with the 
Swiss Lake Dwelling armlets, and described finds in France show the 
route plainly. The Scottish bracelets differ markedly in form and this 
plus their north -eastern distribution suggests contact more with the 
North European Plain than with South Europe; the typological comparisons 
made support this distributional conclusion, notwithstanding previous 
work (Benton, 1931, Proudfoot 1955). These North European bracelets 
are dated to Montelius V or late Hallstatt B, and provide a firm date 
in the seventh century for their associations in Scotland. 
Nine closed finds from Scotland contain Type 2 or 2a 
bracelets; three of these are in gold from the southern half of the 
country, but only one, lloa, shows a true Type 2 bracelet with terminals 
distinctly turned outwards. The Y,irkhill Type 2 bracelet is close, 
however, to a bronze armlet from HUkendorf, hr. Randow (Sprockhoff, 
1956, taf. 41, 10) in its flat band and semi -circular terminals, but 
lacks the decorative markings. 
The Rehill, Aberdeenshire, hoard contains bronze Type 1 
and 2 bracelets, and Auc htertyre, Morayshire, links Types 2 and 2a with 
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a possible Type 1 armlet. The associated objects in these hoards are 
not distinctive. The combination of 2 and 2a is repeated at Covesea 
which also yielded false ring money and the well -known Covesea glare. 
The view has been expressed that this pottery is nothing more than local 
ware and the armlets are merely debased -1-rish Type 1 armlets, this 
contact illustrated by the ring money at Covesea and Balmashanner. The 
differences between Type 2 bracelets and the Swiss bracelets are named 
as supporting evidence, and in this the view is correct because we have 
seen that North Europe yields better analogies for the Covesea bracelet. 
But the evidence of Gight, with Northern necklets, and 
these bracelets, is surely of considerable weight in this regard. 
A Late Urnfield dating is assured by the Ba.lmashanner 
hoard where true inter -relations are seen, Type 1 bracelet, ring money 
and triangular- sectioned gold ornaments from the west, and Type 2 
bracelets and cast bronze bowl from north Germany. 
Wester Ord, Ross and Cromarty, is linked by its Type 2 
armlet and fragmentary necklet to the Braes of Gight, Aberdeenshire, 
hoard where these forms occurred along with Type 2a bracelets (not all 
of Type 2 as Proudfoot asserts) and other objects. The necklets, 
formerly of late Hallstatt D affinities ( Childe, 1935, 163 -4) can be 
more easily connected typologically and chronologically with North 
German necklets, which occur in a restricted area at the transition from 
Late Urnfield to Hallstatt C, in the years around 700 B.C. The Covesea 
bracelets are also of this Late Urnfield date and, as described, must 
have their origin inn the North luropean Plain. 
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Type 3 Ornaments: 
The penannular bracelets with cup -shaped terminals have 
been grouped by Proudfoot (1955, 37- ) into one class, Type 3, and 
while the contemporaneity of all these bracelets is not disputed, the 
great variation in typólogy, and seemingly in function, renders necessary 
a more explicit classification for these cupped or flared al. lets. 
I3encken (1951, 60) súbdivided these into dress -fasteners and trumpet - 
ended bracelets, without asserting any functional distinction, and 
Proudfoot (op. cit. p. 20) remarked that various members of his Type 3 
might vary in their purposes, but neither attempted any sub-division 
of the general group. In 184a, `,Toy (Arch J, V1, 60) discussed these 
bracelets and proposed a typological scheme somewhat similar to that 
adopted below. He worked from plain armlets to those with slightly 
dilated ends (our Type 1), then into slightly concave ends, cup- shaped, 
trumpet-like, and finally of cymbal shape. Armstrong (1920, 30) 
suggested five types of Irish penannular rings, two of which were ring 
money and dress -fasteners, but the other three formed some typological 
division of the bracelets under discussion, those with large cup- shaped 
discs, those with smaller cup -shaped terminals and more bracelet -like 
in form, and those with small flat -ended terminals (our Type 1). In 
view of this previous work, it is surprising that later writers did not 
adopt or evolve some scheme. Upon examination, three sub -types can be 
easily determined; first come those ornaments similar in outline to 
the Type 1 bracelets, i.e. still bracelets, with slightly concave 
terminals which are little larger than in Type 1. The important points 
are the bracelet form and slight concavity, and this is Type 3a. Newt 
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come those ornaments still penannular in outline but with larger 
terminals distinctly cupped; these are relatively rare and are absent 
altogether from Scotland; they are still bracelet in forfA but their 
fairly large cups which emerge smoothly from the rod distinguish this 
Type 3b from the following Type 3c. This last is composed of those 
ornaments, no longer bracelet in form, which have very large trumpet -like 
terminals usually set more or less in the same plane, the connecting bar 
being not penannular but handle -shaped ('filson, i, 1863, 460 -462 for use 
of this term). They are not armlets, but have been described as such, 
and also as fibulae or dress fasteners, hair ornaments (Mann, 1923, 318), 
or as a form of money (Coffey, 1913, 70). It should be noted that three 
of the Scottish Type 3c ornaments (Ayrshire, Arran, North of Scotland) 
were said to have had a non -gold substance inside the terminals, and 
the suggestion has been made that these held precious objects such as 
amber or a stone. This would of course eliminate several of the 
possible functions listed above, but in the absence of further evidence, 
these objects must be considered merely as "ornaments ". 
The extreme examples, such as the Castlekelly object, 
nearly eleven inches across, should not be considered in attempting to 
determine the function of the normal type, as these are clearly 
exaggerated specimens probably of only ceremonial use or for prestige 
purposés, as probably occurs with other objects as well (e.g. Roseisle 
spearhead, length 19 ", socket too narrow for effective functional 
hafting, i.e. carried upright ?). 
Type 3c objects may be decorated, usually at the terminal 
edges and often on both inner and outer surfaces, and a few have 
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ornamentation on the outer parts of the bar. The details of manufacture 
of these trumpet -ended objects have been described by Maryon (RRIA, 
xLivc, 1938, 201 -203), and a brief summary is all that is required here. 
The smaller Types 3a and b were made by hammering alone (e.g. Armstrong, 
1920, pl. XVL, no. 299); apparently there is no evidence for the whole- 
sale casting of these forms, but a form of run -on process was used for 
the attachment of cups of beaten gold to the central bar while the 
latter was being cast, or the beaten cups could be soldered on to the 
cast bar. In some, the bar is hollow or of C- section and in these no 
casting was necessary, merely the soldering together of the various 
beaten -gold pieces. Possibly a more advanced form of joining *as a 
minor running -on of gold to link the sheet -gold pieces, hardly distin- 
guishable from soldering. The hollow bar would be formed in the same 
manner, the edges being joined by one of these processes. 
The distribution of these Type 3 bracelets or objects 
has been plotted for the British Isles by Pr oudfoot (1955, p. 18 B) but 
the lack of distinction between the bracelets of Type 3a and b and the 
trumpet -ended objects of Type 3c makes his map somewhat misleading. 
Nevertheless, the number of Type 3 objects in Ireland is sufficient to 
demonstrate that the Scottish examples must be derived from this 
source (c.90 frail Ireland, 17 from Scotland, 11 from England). The 
Scottish distribution (map 22) is more or less limited to the south -west 
and compares with the spread of gold penannular armlets (map 20), both 
clearly proximal to Irish influence and gold. 
Type 3a and 3b ornaments may be connected because of the 
theory that the rare Type 3b is merely an expanded version of the native 
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Type 3a, caused by the influence of the Type 3c objects that had their 
origins in a completely separate manner. many of the Irish, and 
Scottish, Type 1 bracelets have terminals that approximate in everything 
but a slight concavity to those of Type 3a armlets (e.g. Armstrong, 
1920, pl. XVII, Type 1 no. 337 and Type 3a no. 332; Type 1 no. 343 and 
Type 3a no. 325), and indeed it is sometimes difficult to separate the 
types from an_ illustration. In view of this very close typological 
concurrence, and distribution, the function of Type 3a is seen clearly 
to be that of a bracelet and the origin to be Irish. However, the 
suggestion that these, and Type 3b, are connected with Northern "oath - 
rings" should be noticed here. Sprockhoff has discussed the analogy 
between Irish penannular armlets and Northern oath rings, and commented 
on other workers' views, (1941, 98 -99; 1932, 13, 55) and has dated the 
first oath -rings to Montelius IV (1937, 147. -48). Penannular armlets 
such as are under discussion occur at this early date (6.g. Brnozdsted, 
1939, 186, fig. 174a; Broholm DB iii, 201), but generally a later date 
is suggested (ibid. 22q, Period V, 259 Period VI). 
In North Germany, oath rings are mainly of Period V 
(Sprockhoff, 1956, taf 39 -40) and often have a hollow sdction with 
decoration on the terminals which are usually set close together, some- 
times touching and joining (e.g. Broholm, DO iv, fig. 182, 183). The 
bronze bracelet from the IdIonmore, Perthshire hoard is fairly close in 
form to these oath- rings, although it lacks decoration and concave 
terminals. Nevertheless it is clearly distinct from the normal Scottish 
Type 1 armlets. 
The later forms, Period VI, are generally formed of a rod 
with large terminals decorated as before, often linked, and the outline 
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of the object is generaly oval (ibid. fig. 285 -286). The same types occur 
in Sweden (Montelius, 1922, fig. 1304 -1308). However, while these oath - 
rings are presumably contemporary with the Irish penannular armlets of 
gold, the typological comparisons do not support the contention that 
they are directly related. It is in the accompanying fibulae and Type 
3c objects of the North and Ireland respectively that we can see some 
inter- relation. Coffey suggested that these two forms were somehow con- 
nected (1913, 68), and Hencken in his study of Scandinavian -Irish 
contacts (1951, 57 ff, fibulae 60) has accepted this relationship, 
although Mahr (1937, 391+) doubted the connection. 
The 6candinavian fibula appears in Period II (Brondsted, 
1939, fig. 51+c) but the true cross -grooved bow fibula emerges in Period 
IV (Broholm, DO IV, p. 65, fig. 51+ -55; evolved from fibulae like DO 
III, fig. 278, 280 of Period III). In this same period IV the spectacle 
fibula makes its appearance from the spiral -plated preceding type. The 
spectacle form has a narrow and solid bow and a thickly cross - grooved 
rim to the plates which replace the spirals (DO IV, fig. 56) and 
occasionally one plate has a protruding knob. In the succeeding period, 
V, the plate fibula emerges, hardly distinguishable from the spectacle 
form, with plates and cross -grooved rims cast together, the bow often 
hollow, and the pin head usually in the form of an open ring gripping 
the bow; the point is held by a hook or knob on the edge of the opposite 
plate. The decoration of all these fibulae is usually in relief, and 
consists of ovals, spirals, meanders and/or concentric circles. (DO IV, 
fig. 159, 160, 161; Sprockhoff 1956 taf. 49 -51, including several with 
ducks in the round as occur on the Ballymena flesh fork). The domed 
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plates of these fibulae and their general similarity in shape to the 
Irish Type 3c objects seems to reveal some connection or influence. 
Hencken illustrates a fibula (p1. V111, no. 5) which is extremely close 
in form to the Irish object (pl. Viii, no. t,.), but for the lack of any 
pin on the latter. The rarity of these domed plate fibulae in the 
North, during Period VI, (Broholm, DO IV, p. 81) suggests that this 
contact took place in Period V, and other objects support this view 
(e.g. sunflower pins, amber). The similarity in decoration between an 
Irish Type 3c object (Wilde, 1862, p. 60, fig. 593) and Northern fibulae 
(e.g. Sprockhoff, 1956, taf. 52, no. 7) again suggests some relationship. 
On the basis of the typological evidence at present 
assembled, it seems that the proposed cinnection of Irish trumpet -ended 
objects with Northern oath -rings is hardly justified, but with Northern 
plate fibulae is much more favourable. This of course does not solve 
the problem of the absence of any form of pin on the Irish objects, 
rendering their use as fibulae extremely doubtful. It is possible that 
Type 3c is merely an exaggeration of the local Irish Type 3a and b, some 
of which are decorated in like manner (e.g. Ànstrong, 1920, pl. XVI, 
no. 300, Type 3b; pl. XV, no. 276, etc. Type 3c), while others retain 
the decorative style adopted from the "dress fasteners" (pl. XIV, no. 
10 ff ; pl. XVI, no. 312, 314, Type 3b). In other words, Type 3c appears 
to be a local Irish development out of Type 3b (e.g. pl. XVI, no. 301, 
302, 303, 297) with however considerable influence from Scandinavia in 
Period 14 
Raftery discusses an Irish Type 3c ornament found near 
Bremen in an urn of the H:arpstedt culture (Raftery, 1940, 56 -57, 
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aprockhoff, 1941, 98 -99; ornament like .,Armstrong's no. 286). 
Proudfoot has listed most of the finds associating Type 
3 ornaments with other objects, and only those requiring special notice 
will be mentioned here (Proudfoot, 1955, 3739; for references see this 
list). The contemporaneity of Types 3a, b, and c is assured by the 
Drissoge, Co. Meath (JRSAI, 1957, 125), New Ross ? , Co. Waterford, and 
I Lilmoyley, Co, Kerry finds. Other objects found with Type 3 ornaments 
in Ireland include 
Type 1 bracelets and amber beads, Lanagher, Co. Offaly; 
gold sunflower pin, Lrissoge, Co. Meath; 
"dress fasteners ", Galway; 
gorget; Gorteenreagh, Co. Clare; 
gold sun disc, Lattoon, Co. Cavan; 
socketed axes, Mountrivers, Co. Cork; 
triangular- sectioned ornaments, Gorteenreagh, Co. Clare. 
nglish Type 3 ornaments are rare, but on two occasions 
have been found with coil -ended bracelets, Miorvah, Cornwall and Tisbury, 
Wiltshire, the former site also yielding -a lozenge -sectioned bracelet 
and the latter, J iss -like bracelets with C- section and flat terminals 
spread outwards. The Irish ornaments here seem to have encountered 
types not represented in Ireland. 
The Scottish associations show a similar picture to that 
of the Irish finds, suggestive of M.ontelius V or Late Urnfield times. 
Two large Type 3c ornaments occurred with a Type 1 bracelet at Glen Aray, 
Argyll (Inverarary Castle), another with a triangular -sectioned ornament 
at V litefarland, Arran (ILelvingrove IMïuseum), and one with an unknown 
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gold ornament in Islay. Two were found together in Galloway in the 
18th century. Only two Type 3c ornaments in bronze have been found 
in the British Isles, both from Scotland, and this folio= the usual 
pattern of Irish gold influence in the south copied in bronze in the 
north. One from Poolewe, Ross-shire, was associated ;,nth a socketed 
axe of probable Irish inspiration, a T- sectioned ring (not from a 
cauldron as Proudfoot and Iiawkes assert), and a small hollow ring with 
side perforation, as well as other socketed axes. The perforated ring 
is repeated in the Derryhale, Co. Armagh, hoard which contained sunflower 
and cup-headed pins of Scandinavian Period V, 
T- sectioned rings occur in continental Lontelius V 
contexts as well, but usually in groups. A gold Type 3c ornament was 
found in the North of Scotland with an urn, both now lost, but it is 
tempting to guess the identity of the pot if the association was true. 
Only one bracelet with lozenge -section has been recorded 
from Scotland, in the :Stonehill, Tanarkshire, find, but the association 
with a Type 1 gold bracelet may be of some value in establishing the 
chronological position of these commoner armlets. Some lozenge -sectioned 
bracelets occurred in Spanish hoards, described by Proudfoot (1955, p. 25- ), 
and dated by their carp's tongue associations to the seventh century. 
These bracelets may ar may not have direct connections with the British 
Isles, and associated finds nearer to Scotland are obviously of more 
value. 
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Lozenge- sectioned bracelets are linked in the South of 
England with Type 3b armlets and torts Narvah and Towednack, Cornwall, 
Holywell, Dorset bronze bracelet and torcs), but this contemporaneity 
with these armlets, and with those of Type 1 at Stonehill, is to be 
expected in view of the Downpatrick hoard which contains three lozenge - 
sectioned bracelets, several more of Type 1 and two intermediate forms 
(pl. 1, no. )4 5) which suggest that the gold type as seen in the 
British Isles, at least, is a local product. The Spanish finds too may 
be of Irish gold. However, the bronze examples known from the South of 
England are in a different category. A basal- looped spearhead (Brading, 
Wight), a cast bronze tort (Ebbesbourne, Wiltshire), and objects of 
similarly early date at Monkszrood, Somerset, suggest that the bronze 
bracelets of lozenge -section are of the Glentrool horizon, or TBB. 
The lozenge- sectioned bracelet, in bronze, thus appears to be a type 
belonging to the TBB phase, but its relationship with similar objects 
in gold is less clear. Possibly the same situation as regards ribbon 
torcs applied, the development of the bronze type into gold work appearing 
mainly in the Highland Zone at a somewhat later date, with the expansion 
of the Irish gold industry in this direction. 
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PETIANNUIAR ORNAMENTS WITH T RI.A KL' LAR SECTION 
No typological study of triangular- sectioned penannular 
ornaments has been made since Maryon's work in 1939 (107 -108); in 
this, he proposed five types of ornament, based on technique of manu- 
facture and decoration. As no chronological distinction-can be 
established for these types, they need not be studied in detail, but 
the following descriptions are based on an elaboration of this work. 
The Scottish ornaments of triangular section, eleven in number, have 
been recently listed with the other British and Irish specimens 
(Proudfoot, 1955, 42-43), but no typological discussion was attempted. 
Briefly, the ornament may be composed of from three to six pieces of 
beaten gold, depending on the treatment of the outer edge and the 
presence of end pieces. The three -piece ornament has two face -plates 
joined by hammering or soldering and an inner cylindrical lining 
attached in like manner (e.g. .Arran). Both ornaments in the Arran find, 
one of this type and one of Type 3c, were formed entirely by hammering. 
The addition of two end pieces to enclose the hollow 
triangular -sectioned area makes a five -piece ornament (e.g. Boghall). 
W4en an outer -edge wire is present, it may take the form of a slit hollow 
tube into which the plate edges are fitted (e.g. Monzie), or a wire 
which is soldered to the plate edges (e.g. Ba]mashanner). :'Vithout end 
pieces this becomes a four -piece ornament (e.g. Mull), with them a six - 
piece (e.g. Gogar). Another major typological difference is concerned 
with the character of the plates, which may, on larger specimens, be 
composed of numbers of fine gold wires soldered together (e.g. Mull) 
or may be simply a sheet of beaten gold (e.g. Dunbartonshire). The 
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plates may be plain (e.g. Gogar) or be decorated by concentric ribbing 
in repouss6 work (e.g. Glenluce), the effect of which is achieved on 
the mire -plate ornaments (.g.. Monzie), or by an incised pattern -which 
takes the form of concentric bands filled with alternate areas of trans- 
verse lines and plain spaces (e.g. Balmashanner). Two types of 
decoration not occurring on Scottish ornaments are concentric borders 
of dots in repousse (e.g. Basting Beacon, .7ussex, references in Proudfoot ) 
and concentric circle decoration (Cooper's ó111, Northucberland). 
The largest ornaments of this type cone from the 
Gorteenreagh hoard and are four -piece mi.th incised concentric decoration 
resembling the effect of soldered wires. 
The distribution of these ornaments (Proudfoot, 1955, 18, 
with additions possible, e.g. Savory, 1958, ii) is unfortunately incom- 
plete, as many of the Irish specimens are unprovenanced. Over twenty 
are recorded from Ireland, eleven from Scotland, eight from England, four 
f`ran Wales and several bronze copies from the Marne. The Irish finds are 
mainly in the west -central area but little can be deduced from this 
because of the number of unlocated specimens. The English finds are 
southern, possibly connecting links with Ireland and the west French 
ornaments; and the dcottish distribution (map 23) equals that of Type 
3 and Type 1 gold bracelets, the south and western spreads pointing to 
Ireland. These triangular- sectioned ornaments are of course more 
sparsely scattered, but the most northerly find is Balmashanner, Where, 
as we have noted previously, Irish and North German influences seem to 
have met. The Scottish distribution, plus the rKative numbers in the 
various areas, and the fact that it is gold in question, all seem to 
suggest Ireland. 
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The French finds are dated to the Late Urnfield and 
show further British connections (Favret, 1928, 16- ). Sheet- bronze 
fragments in the Vénat hoard (Charente) are linked with carp's- tongue- 
complex dating (ibid. 24, fig. 3, 1 -3) and the Choussy hoard (Loir -et- 
Cher) contained a British socketed knife with a solid cast bronze copy 
of the triangular- sectioned ornament (ibid. 24, fig. 3, 4). The Saint - 
1,7artin- sur -le =Pre hoard yielded eight ofnthese objects, of gold plated 
sheet bronze on a clay core (ibid. 17, fig. 1). Associations of 
Jensovice- hirkendrup and '''tillfried- Hostomice cups suggest a Late Urnfield 
date (ibid. 27, fig. 4). 
The English and Welsh finds are of considerable interest. 
At feathery Burn, a plain ornament of this type is dated to the seventh 
century by its associated bucket and wing-decorated axe. The Feltweli 
Pen, Norfolk, hoard contains a fragment of one of these ornaments dated 
to the Late Urnfield (Inv. Arch. GB 35). 
This dating to the Late Urnfield contrasts with that from 
Harting Beacon, Sussex, where the ornaments were adjudged contemporary 
with the construction of a fort dated to Iron Age A2. That such rare 
and valuable objects as these were handed down as heirlooms is not out 
of the question, but the association is very late. The associations 
quoted for the ornaments from Cooper's Hill and H.ghdown Hill are not 
truly established (Proudfoot, 1955, 43). 
The contemporaneity of these objects with Type 3c 
ornaments is established by the Gorteenreagh, Co. Clare and the White - 
farland, Asian finds, and with Type 2 bracelets at Balmashanner. 
The Qrme's Head hoard contains two ornaments, of 
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different sizes, with a looped palstave and a socketed awl (Savory, 
1958, 1+); this hoard is considered as a part of the Guilsfield phase 
because of the comparable palstaaes, and because of the absence in 
Wales of associations with dress fasteners and pins, but this evidence 
is somewhat negative and inconclusive. 
Connections with Scandinavia apear in the concentric 
decoration associated with these triangular- sectioned ornaments, at 
Gorteenreagh on the gorget (see Powell, 1953;,I61- ), at Hull on the 
sun disc, and on the unique ornament from Cooper's Hill, and this too 
suggests the Late Urnfield- Montelius V period. 
Scottish gold associations include a Type 3c ornament 
(Arran), Type 1 bracelets (Dunbartonshire ), dress fasteners ( ;ull and 
M nzie ), sun disc (Mull), fragmentary lunula Nonzie ), false ring money 
(Monzie and Balmashanner). The Balmashanner hoard contains in addition, 
bronze Types 1 and 2 bracelets, amber beads and a cast bronze bowl, all 
of which subscribe to the Late Urnfield - liontelius V period. A bronze 
penannular ornament of triangular section was found in Traprain Law, 
and may have been covered with gold plate. The settlement here has been 
adjudged late in Late Bronze e Scotland, but the lunula from .;onzie, 
while an antique, and the sun disc from Mull, suggest an earlier, period. 
Sun discs are found in South Scandinavia and Schleswig- Holstein, and in 
the British Isles. The special ornament seen on such as 2.1-.111,7_h In. is 
Northern only (Brondsted, 1939, 89) and does not occur in the 
while the hatched pattern sean on the lïull and Irish .::. 
These Northern discs are dated generally to Period II, 
, estern discs seem to be later, the triangular-section?. 
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dress fastener of Mull and the Type 3c ornaments from Lattoon suggesting 
this, although the Lansdown, Somerset disc (RI, 1920, fig. 91, p. 89 -90) 
was found with Cinerary Urns in a stone Gist under a barrow and is 
earlier. Generally, however, the Western sun discs are stylistically 
later than the Northern discs, and the type seems to have originated in 
the North amd passed at a later date and stage to Ireland. Lattoon 
appears to be related to Trundholm yet is devolved, and the Irish gorget 
W20 also shows some of this influence in terminal decoration; the 
Borrisnoe gorget also seems to be related to Lattoon in this regard. 
The transverse division occurring on some sun discs, e.g. Trundholm, 
leading from the central section to the circumference and filled with 
decoration, is seen on some Herzsprung shields and suggests some 
continuity of idea; possibly the guttered cup - and -ring marks are also 
related. 
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GOLD "DRESS- FASTENERS" 
Only two "dress- fasteners" have been recorded from 
Scotland, and are without much doubt Irish in origin. These "dress - 
fasteners" are of Armstrong's Type 1 (1920, p. 30), with flat 
terminals, at more or less right angles to one another, the bow 
decorated by longitudinal corrugations, and generally ornamented near 
the juncture of bow and disc with criss -cross lines. The Irish speci- 
mens vary greatly in size (ibid. pl. XIV, no. 11- - 174) and the 
terminals may be extremely large (no. 151, with small loop) or non- 
existent (no. 170 of ring money form but dress -fastener decoration). 
`.heir use as dress- fasteners is generally accepted. From Ireland, 
Armstrong recorded over thirty examples, and others added to this (e.g. 
UJA, 19144, 62; NEAR Edinburgh, 5) emphasize the Irish centre of the 
type. A hoard from Belfast, Co. Antrim, contained three of these dress - 
fasteners and a socketed bag axe, but this is the only associated find 
noted from Ireland (Arch. lxi, 1908, 153). The Monzie, Perthshire hoard 
is composed of a dress fastener, a piece of false ring money, a tri- 
angular- sectioned ornament, and a fragmentary lunula presumably an 
antique. The other dress fastener from Scotland appears in the Balma- 
shanner, Angus hoard, and the important associations are bronze Type 1 
and 2 bracelets, amber, triangular- sectioned ornaments, and a cast 
bronze bowl, suggesting a Late Urnfield-Montelius V date. 
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RIBBON - T O R C S 
The gold ribbon -tort has not been found in association 
with other objects in Scotland, and its chronological position in the 
Bronze Age is difficult to deter mine. A considerable number are known 
from Ireland, and the mere fact that gold is involved suggests some 
Irish connections with ácotland (Armstrong, 1920, 22 -23). Cornish gold 
may of course `account for some of the Highland Zone torcs although this 
suggestion has not been advanced with much emphasis (Ant. J, XV11, 1937, 
198 -9; Hawkes, 1932, 181; Savory, 1958, 9). 
The Scottish distribution (map. 21+) bears little resem- 
blance to that of gold objects dated securely to the Late Bronze Age 
(maps 20 and 22). The possibility then that ribbon-torcs are not Late 
Bronze Age in date must be examined. 
The single tui,)ted ribbon -tort is essentially a simple 
form, and has been judged typologically earlier than those torcs made 
from the joining of a number of bands to form a four-pointed or three - 
pointed section ( Hawkes, op. cit., 182 -183). 
As this latter class of tort, the Tara type, has been 
found in association with palstaves and rapiers at Grunty Fen and 
ätretham, Cambs., the obvious conclusion is that the simple ribbon -tore 
is Middle Bronze Age in date. However, this is based on a typological 
development, not proved by closed finds and further examination shows 
the erroneous nature of this evolutionary scheme. 
Of the several classes of more evolved torcs, only one 
is represented in Scotland, and that by only one exac_ple. The gold tore 
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from Slateford, .ft;dinburgh, is a member of the Tara class (cast NY ). 
While Fox maintains that Tara torts are 14iddle Bronze Age in date 
(1952, 49- ), the technical studies of haryon show that the use of 
gold solder on torts of this class, as on triangular- sectioned ornaments, 
dress fasteners and Type 3c objects, is generally of the Late Bronze Age. 
The twisted-bar toros, also of this general Tara class, 
but formed of á triangular or rectangular sectioned bar, were assigned 
to the Late Bronze Age by Hawkes in 1932 (185- ), and their assoc- 
iation at Llanwrthwl with a more elaborate Tara screw -tore confirms this 
dating which was based at the time on very few associations (Savory, 
1958, 6ff), if Maryon's studies are accepted. 
These solid bar torts have been connected by Savory to 
the twisted bonze torts that are a feature of the TBB phase in Southern 
England. These torts are cast, but otherwise are close in appearance to 
the gold twisted-bar torts. 
Central European twisted ornaments are of earlier date 
as in the Regensburg hoard (Germania, 1938, 7- abb 1) and Trassenlfind 
(Behrens, 1916, 19, abb 6), dated to Reinecke A2. But the closest 
analogies to the British and Irish twisted bar tores are in North European 
objects. . ersten has classified these twisted bar neckring s of early 
Bronze Age date (1936, 36- , 120), and his form 2, with hooked 
terminals, seems the duplicate of the twisted bar necklets in the TBB 
group. These date to Period II or III, mainly III. 
The distributional surveys of Hodges (1956, 45 ff) have 
shown that his phases in the Irish Late Bronze .Age witnessed a shift in 
the export of Irish gold and bronze material roughly from south to north, 
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ana that this change occurred not at the transition from the piddle to 
the Late Bronze Age, as Fox maintained (1952, 49- ), but between 
Phases A and B in the full Irish Late Bronze Age. The distribution of 
Tara torcs is distinctly southern, with only the Slateford find north 
of the Humber apart from the Irish torcs (Savory, 1958, 58), and this 
suggests that the Tara class belongs to the earlier part of the Late 
Bronze Age. T.he fact that many of the British torcs are coiled 
(tlanwrthwl, Egerton Hall, Cheshire, Slateford) points to compression 
for ease of transport, a feature rarely seen on Irish Tara torts. 
It therefore appears that both distribution and typology 
support the suggestion that the gold tore, whether of Tara class or of 
bar class, belongs most satisfactorily to the early part of the Late 
Bronze Age. The dating of the ribbon tore is still difficult, however, 
because of the rarity of associated finds. Childe assigned these to 
the diddle Bronze Age because of their simple form and their association 
with a lunula at Largatreany (Childe, 1949, 125. This, however, appears 
to be merely a case of survival of the lunula into a period later than 
its normal occurrence, as seen also in the Monzie find. 
Hawkes suggested a addle Bronze Age date for the ribbon 
tore because of its simple form, assuming that this tort led into the 
Tara class (1932, 182). The Winterhay, Somerset, hoard contained a 
looped and midribbed palstave and several gold ribbon-torcs, and may be 
considered as showing the ribbon -tore in the TBB phase which is 
generally accepted as of the Late Bronze Age. The palstave type occurs 
in several of the Somerset hoards along with bronze ribbon-torcs as at 
Bdington Burtle and Wedmore, and this association suggests that the gold 
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ribbon -tort may also be of this TBB date. 
The Law Farm hoard also yielded a fragment of a bronze 
ribbon -tort along; with its many ¿;old torcs. But the distribution of 
gold ribbon torus is distinctly northern (Savory, 1958, 58) and if 
Hodges' distributional phases are accepted, then the `;old ribbon -tort 
should be of his Phase B, from c.650 B.C. 
The suggestion must be that gold ribbon -tort:: had their 
origin, in the earliest phase of the Late Bronze Age, in the twisted 
bronze ribbon-torcs, but that they survived into a later period, during 
which they were transformed into gold extensively, and were exported in 
quantity to the north. This accounts for the lame hoards of these in 
the North, including Scotland (map 24), and fits with the large -scale 
export of Irish gold in Late Urnfield - iiontelius V times. 
The Heyope, Radnor, torcs are thicker than the normal 
ribbon-torcs and their terminals also recall the Tara class, so that 
this southern find may be earlier than the main body of ribbon-torcs 
(Savory, 1558, 13); nevertheless the disparity in distributions of 
these torts and other gold objects probably requires more explanation 
than is here attempted. The evidence suggesting a date early in the 
Late Bronze Age is equally as convincing as distributional studies. 
The loose nature of the twist on the Heyope -cores is 
matched on a few Irish examples but the Scottish torts are all with one 
exception (Rannoch), tightly twisted and resemble the majority of Irish 
specimens. The only apparent differences between Scottish and Irish 
ribbon -torts lie in the treaLuient of the terminals. 
The Largatreany hoard contains torcs most of which have 
knobbed terminals, with circular or flat bars ending in a conical knob 
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(Armstrong, 1920, pl. Xlll, 120 -125); one torc has flattened bar 
terminals without knobs (122). The Derravonna hoard contains torcs 
with either knobs or disc terminals (flattened knobs ?) and the 
Inishowen find also shows knobbed or disc terminals (ibid. 118 -119 and 
126 -134; 108 and I A FE - ). 
The hoard from Lower Largo, rife, may be connected 
typologically with these Irish finds, as the terminals on all the 
surviving tores are of this conical knobbed variety. The Little 
Lochbroom torc is also of this type. 
However, the Rannoch, Coulter, and other single finds 
show terminals without knobs, merely rectangular - or round- sectioned 
bars r:;curved in the usual fashion. The Belhelvie parish torcs, 
possibly all from one hoard, have similar bar terminals either rounded 
or flattened. The Heyope tores have plain slightly tapered ends, and 
enhances the suggestion that the plain terminal is earlier than the 
knobbed variety. 
The great tore hoard from the Law Farm, Morayshire, is 
unlike that from Lower Largo. Of twenty -two torcs located and examined, 
nineteen belong to the simple bar -terminal type, either rounded or 
rectangular in section, while only three show the knobbed feature. One 
tore has both a disc -like terminal and a plain bar -terminal, and 
another has round bar -terminals that near the great -bar style of Tara 
tores. This plain bar nature of the hoard, and the associated bronze 
ribbon-torc, suggest that The Law Farm hoard is earlier in date than 
the Lower Largo find. 
In general however, no chronological distinction of any 
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magnitude can be made, because of the fact that the two types of terminal 
are found together at The Law Farm and T. rgatreany. Nevertheless, the 
differences in terminal- treatment of Irish and Scottish tores is 
striking; over 90jó of Irish tores are knobbe4, about 75 , of dcottish 
tores have plain -bar terminals, and this suggests that some regional 
stylistic differentiation existed. The Scottish torce may be of Irish 
gold and manufacture, or may be purely local products with Irish ar 
local (Leadhills) gold, or may be Irish tores reformed by Scottish owners 
or traders. The chronological distinctions appear to be the most 
saf'is'actory, that the plain -bar torts are earlier as they lie closer 
to the bronze prototypes, 
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RIN''G - MONEY 
The term "ring - money" has been in use for a century and 
while it must be emphasized that no evidence exists for the employment 
of this term, it is convenient to refer to these small gold penannular 
rings as ring -money until another use has been demonstrated. The 
Scottish finds have been mapped as usual, (map 23), but the small number 
and scatter dó not allow the drawing of any conclusions. A survey of 
ring -money in the major museums of the British Isles, and a search 
through the literature has enabled certain statements to be made, and 
while it should be mentioned that the totals quoted are by no means 
complete, it is believed they nevertheless present a reasonable picture 
of the situation. 
Ring -money may be divided into several classes, the 
major distinction being of course, "true" or "false" - whether or not 
this has anything to do with money is debatable, because the false ring - 
money, gold plate over a copper or clay core, is usually easily distin- 
guishable from the solid gold objects by the careless application of 
the plating. However, on one hand there is true ri g money, of solid 
gold, on the other there is false ring- money, usually with copper core, 
sometimes clay, rarely lead. A few of this second class may hever have 
had a gold covering (e.g. T'oroston Coll; Ireland, I A FF7 less 
conclusively). 
Both these classes are more or less similar in shape, 
with circular section, although variations in size occur, and some 
terminals are tapered while others remain of equal thickness (Wilde, 1862, 
fig. 621 -622). 
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While some of this ring - money, the Irish type, occurs 
in &gland (e.g. Way, 1849, 56, Curwen 1954, 209), a more common form 
in the south of Britain is a penannular ring of flattened or even 
hollowed section (e.g. BV 1920, fig. 43, 44), and this is the English 
type which need not concern us further except to mention that no 
exa. pies of this type occur in Scotland or Ireland as far as can be 
ascertained; some, however, have been found as far north as Flodden, 
Northumberland (Cat. Älntivick Castle, 1880, 3). 
Another type of ring -money is formed of a twisted band 
or bar of gold (e.g. .zO.mstrong, 1920, pl. xiv, 224 -5; BM, 1920, 53) but 
the numbers are small; they are considered as earrings by some 
authorities. 
Class I ( "true ") and Class II ( "false ") ring -money may 
further be divided by the presence or absence of decoration. The majority 
of objects of both Classes are plain, but a certain proportion are banded. 
Armstrong (1920, p. 34) described these latter as being "composed of alter- 
nate rings of gold and of some dark metal .... these strives are formed 
by filling shallow indentations in the gold ... ", but he could not iden- 
tify the substance. Maryon (1939, 106 -107) in typing "hair- rings ", 
stated that the inlay was of meillo with sulphur and lead traces, while 
other objects had inlays of silver. This decoration has been called 
vermicular segmentation, caterpillar striping, and spiral decoration, 
but banding seems to desdribe the sub -class. 
Other forms of decoration are seen on Irish ring - money, 
either small punched dots or longitudional incised lines (Armstrong, 
1920, pl. xiv, 226, 227), and the Lough Gara ring- money, with lead cores 
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have incised decoration recalling the grouped ornamentation of gold dress- 
fasteners, but these may be grouped with the banded sub- class. The above 
may be conveniently summarized as follows: 
Irish type Class I (true) a plain 
b banded 
Class II (false) a plain 
b banded 
The figures noted below for the various sub -classes are necessarily in- 
complete, especially for England, but the important totals for Scotland 
and Ireland are either complete or sufficiently so to enable proper 
conclusions to be drawn. 
Ireland Ia 50 Ib 14. IIa 20 IIb 8 
Scotland 1 - 17 
England 7 3 1 
The outstanding point about this table is the vastly different proportions 
of true and false ring -money for Ireland and Scotland, Class I in Ireland 
comprising 6g;ß of the total, in : cotland only 6 
Associated finds containing ring -money are not common 
in Ireland. The Belfast hoard of a socketed axe and small penannular 
rings does not come within this discussion, as the objects in question 
are clearly devolved dress- fasteners (Arch. lxi, 1908 153, pl. xviii, 
150 -152). A small hoard of three pieces of ring -money come from Lough 
Gara, and may be considered as contemporary with the crannogs there, 
dated to the fifthecentury or later, although other opinions would 
place this not far from 600 B.C. 
Scottish associations for ring -Money are more interesting 
as they include Type 2 and 2a bracelets at Covesea as well as distinctive 
pottery, and similar Type 2 bracelets and cast bronze bowl at Balma- 
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spanner, all of these continental objects dated to the Late Urnfield, 
probably near 700 B.C. At Balmashanner, other western or Irish -type 
objects include triangular-sectioned ornaments, such as occur in the 
Monzie hoard which is purely Irish in inspiration, vvith ring- money, 
dress fastener, lunula and triangular- sectioned ornament. 
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N EC ZïLE T S 
The necklets from the Braes of Gight hoard have long 
been considered as the latest in a series of Continental imports; this 
lias been dui to Childe's identification of the more elaborate form(psi) 
with Late Hallstatt necklets of the middle Rhine and Alsace. ills Selz - 
Dangstetter culture (1935, 164) contains annular rings of bronze with 
various arrangements of attached loops. These are illustrated by 
Schaeffer (1930, p. 21 -223, especially 217, and pl. =I:V111) and 
assigned to bench Hallstatt II (D), but four whin types can be distin- 
guished. From Ohlungen (ibid. p. 119, fig. 106a, tumulus 311) a ring 
of 7" diameter contains three groups of three loons spaced evenly around 
the circumference. mother ring from the some site, tumulus 31 (ibid 
!l. XXV111) has eight involved loops set close together on one arc of 
the circle, with two groups of three mouldings placed syninetrically in 
the otherwise plain area. Another form has seven loops spaced evenly 
around the circumference except for a wider area presumably at the back 
of the ring (ibid. p. 105, fig. 92e, Harthouse, tumulus 10I), and the 
final form to be mentioned, from I,aegstub, has seven bops set close 
together (ibid. p. 139, fig. 122, tumulus 1 II). The style closest to 
the Gight necklet has rings spaced more or less evenly around most of 
the circumference, Harthouse 10 I, but the greater loop size of Ohlungen 
3 I also suggests the Gight form. ;Further finds of this tyre of 
necklet, these from the middle Rhine, are of similar Late Hallstatt 
date. From Eckelsheim an annular ring of 3" diameter has three loops 
placed fairly close together with knobs placed both on the loops and 
on part of the ring itself, repeating the knobbed evolved loops of 
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Ohlungen 3 I (P.Z. xi, p. 174, abb 17, no. 1. 
Other necklets of this closed type came from Desloch 
(Westdeutsch Zeitschrift, Xl, 1892, 247, taf. 11 no. 7) and Hermeskeil 
(Nass. .Ann. xliv, 208), and are dated by associations to the Late 
Hallstatt (D). Childe considered that the Braes of Gight necklets were 
derived from this type, and must therefore date to the sixth or fifth 
centuries B.C. The evolved Gight necklet is penannular, with a diameter 
of 7 ", and originally had eighteen loops attached by double -ribbed ring 
holders to the outside of the necklet; moreover the ends of the necklet 
had similar double -ribbed holders carrying larger rings, which may have 
been joined by a cord When worn. The other Gight necklets lack the 
external rings, but the terminal treatment is similar, although some- 
what simpler. 
The fragments from the :fester Ord hoard appear to belong 
to a necklet of this multi -looped type, although somewhat different in 
details. The loops must have been extremely thin and probably held, if 
anything, objects of light weight.' Done of these loops is preserved, 
nor are the terminals. 
It should be noted that the term necklet is commonly 
used to describe objects as these, which may well have been head -pieces 
or diadems. The diameter of some of the annular Late Hallstatt rings 
suggests this latter use. 
From the descriptions of the Gight and Hallstatt necklets, 
the differences seem more evident than the similarities; the Scottish 
form is benannular and has free swinging rings, and these features alone 
seem to exclude Gight from the middle Rhine and Alsace group., Which 
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appears homogeneous. It should be mentioned here that the "Selz- 
Dangstetter" necklets are later in date than the Hunsrück -Eifel culture 
of the same area, discussed below. 
Another necklet, this from East Prussia, has been cited 
as an additional parallel to the Gight find (Piggott, 1953, 185); the 
object in question is considerably close in form to the Scottish neck- 
let as it both is penannular and has small loops or ring -holders around 
its outer edge. But these ring -holders are set in the same plane as 
the necklet, as in the Late Hallstatt necklets already described, unlike 
the Gight holders which allow the rings to lie flat ::ith the necklet; 
the reason for this feature in the Yilangnick, East Prussia, specimen 
must be that the objects to be attached directly to the loops were not 
metal rings (confirmed by the perfect preservation of the loops and no 
sign of rings) but probably were ties of some sort that affixed beads 
or rings to the necklet proper. One of the annular necklets from 
Ohlungen, Alsace, has various pendants attached in this fashion 
(Schaeffer, 1930, 223, fig. 166c) and the ,angnick necklet is probably 
of this type (Ebert, ix, taf. 220d). The date of this object is 
Hallstatt C, probably the late seventh or sixth centuries B.C. A 
necklet from lodram, Er. Usedom- Wollin, has metal rings of varying 
sizes hanging directly from the bar (Sprockhoff, 1934, taf. 10, 10 with 
fibulae and Nierenknanf sword of period V). 
Now while the Prussian necklet lacks any form of 
terminal attachment at all, it is considerably closer to the Gight 
necklet than the Middle Rhine specimens which are of later date. The 
suggestion thus presents itself that the Gight necklet is not a later 
elaboration of the already late I piddle Rhine necklets, as Childe 
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asserted, but that the process worked in reverse, and the Hallstatt D 
necklets of Alsace and the Middle Rhine are either a devolution of 
necklets of Gight type, not from the LIDerdeenshire example directly 
of course, ar are a separate development entirely unconnected with 
Licht. Either of these explanations would account for the disparity G g
in the contents of the Braes of Light hoard, with Late Urnfield - Covesea 
type armlets and "Hallstatt D" necklets. While a Hallstatt survival oe 
Type 2 armlets has been mentioned in our discussion of the type, the 
example quoted by Childe (1935, 164, note 4; Schaeffer 1930, fig. 98c), 
is not of Type 2, and close parallels are difficult to find. In 
addition, the evidence from other hoards vsi.th Covesea bracelets asserts 
the Late Urnfield dating of the type. Another object in the Light hoard, 
the girdle -chain fragment,was quoted by Childe as illustrating the 
Hallstatt date of the find (1935, 165) but he also stated that Urnfield 
associations occur (1929, p. 3)1)1, fig. 203, of his Austro- Bavarian 
group. Another example of a girdle -chain occured in the Danzig hoard 
(Sprockhoff, 1956, 17, taf. 71, 1) dated to Period V and equally as 
close to the Gight fragment. The Booleybrien, Co. Clare, hoard 
possesses a somewhat similar chain, the rings joined by small flat 
penannular links as seen at Light; associations include a sunflower pin, 
socketed axes and rings with side perforation. The type also occurs in 
!'ranee in a form very close to that of Gight (Gallia, XV, iii, 1957, 
76, fig. 13, probably fra_1 Ribiers). 
Thùs a Late Urnfield date for the objets associated with 
the necklets is hardly in doubt, and these latter must be earlier than 
the Alsace and Middle Rhine examples. As the necklet from Y7angnick is 
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closer in form to the Gight necklets than to the Rhine examples, its 
earlier date is also substantiated; whether or not it is connected 
in any direct way with Gight is doubtful however, as in the intervening 
area, the North European Plain, a series of necklets occur, dated to 
I;Iontelius V, which must be the form from which both the western (eight) 
and eastern (Wangnick) necklets are derived. 
In Period IV of the Northern Bronze Age there appears 
a hooked necklet, formed of a C- sectioned rod with cross -grooving 
(Brohoim, DB, iii, 1926, e.g. p. 186 M30, Seden), and slightly more 
elaborate farms also occur in this early Late Bronze Age. Some are 
formed of three such rods, linked together at their terminals, and 
fastened by a short bronze rod which clips into or hooks onto the 
terminals (ibid e.g. p. 194, 1146, Eilby, p. 204- M 82, Hiorthede). 
Similar forms appear in the succeeding period, V, which is contemporary 
with the later stages of Urnfields. One from úrchow, Er. Neustettin 
has two cross -grooved rodsL pith coil -loops at the terminals (Sprockhoff 
1956, taf. 21, no. 1). More evolved forms, still composed of these 
cross- grooved rods, have bars separating the rods or bands, and appear 
in varying styles in this same period (ibid. taf. 21, no. 2, 5, 6; 
tafel 22); most of these have a coiled -loop at their terminals, but 
some have a simple bar -loop somewhat like a ringätholder (ibid. abb 33, 
Beverdick, Kr. Neustettin), and other variants also occur, most of which 
are completely dissimilar to the eight necklace (ibid. abb 314., taf 23). 
Â necklet from the Babow, Er. Cottbus, hoard lacks the separating bars, 
and the four bands lie close together, but from the outer band spring 
seven evenly spaced loops, the central five of which each carry a ring 
holding two pendants; the loops lie in the same plane as the necklet 
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proper as do the pendants (taf. 26, 1). 
However, another form of the necklet with multiple rods 
separated by bars has small loops attached around the outer edge of 
the necklet, either free-standing as at El. Drebnau, Er. :éischhausen 
(abb. 34) or protected by a thin rod at Sc''awachenwalde, r. Jrns. ̂ralde 
(taf. 21, 3), or the loops may stand out from the outer band, as at 
i:iandelkoiI, hr. Soldin (taf. 21, if.). 
The necl. lets with multiple touching loops attached to the 
outer edge (taf. 21, 3; abb. 3L-) have parallels in the necklet from 
Tetzitz, Inc. Niigen (taf. 25, no. 2) which shows this important feature 
although its basic form has been reduced, simplified, to a single bar, 
of penannular form as usual., but without any loops or spirals at the 
ends. This necklet belongs to Sprockhoff's Ziemitzer Ealskragen 
(p. 143- 1)1)1; abb. 33; tafel 25, no. 1, 2) which is limited to three 
exa.ples, the Tetzitz, Ziemitz and ? Er. Rigen necklets. The 
Ziemitz specimen has a single bar of comparable section to the other two, 
with triangular loops spring from the outer edge and holding multiple 
rings; the illustrations (Sprockhoff, 1956, tafel 25, no. 1; 1930, 
tafel 34) of this necklet do not agree in the rin, arrangement so it 
is impossible to detail the original disposition. The ? Ir. 1igen 
necklet has similar triangular loops holding multiple rings arranged in 
1 - 1 - 3 fashion. The only associated find is Ziemitz (1930, taf. 34) 
where the fibula and Blechhalskragen are of Period V and the bronze 
Grevenkrug vessel is Period VI in North Germany and Hallstatt C in 
Central Europe (von Nerhart, 1952, taf. 15, no. 5). Sprockhoff places 
the Ziemitz hoard, and the Ziemitz -type necklets, in Period V only 
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with reservations, and suggests that transitional V - DTI is preferable, 
but emphasizes that Period VI alone cannot be tenable. Returning- to 
the necklets, the Tetzitz is truly penannular as stated, but the other 
two possess attachments of different form. The ? Bogen necklet has 
one hooked terminal and the other carries a free -riding ring to which 
is attached a double -looped bar; this hooks over the opposite terminal. 
The Ziemitz necklet has a hooked terminal as well, and a looped terminal 
to which is attached a rigid chain formed of four rings cast side to side 
with knobs at these junctions; the last ring hooks over theterminal of 
course. Two features appear on this necklet, and one on the ? 1 gen 
necklet, that may be of interest. The knobbed loops of the Ziemitz 
necklet are seen in less acute form on the Middle Rhine and Alsace neck- 
lets (P. Z. , xi, 174, abb 17, no. 1), suggesting some contact or influence 
grom north to south, and the carcan -like projections on the ? Rügen 
and Ziemitz necklets, near the terminals, suggest Eallstattian influence 
as seen for example on the (;entra, Portugal:, gorget (BY 1920, p. 158). 
This gorget is penannular, unlike the Evora and Pencha gorgets, (Reinach 
1525, 123- ), and its terminals-attachment is somewhat similar to the 
? Rügen necklet, with hook and eye or loop. The cups appearing on the 
Cintra gorget are generally considered to be Hallstatt in date (e.g. 
Dechelette, ii, fig. 363), and the geometric decoration may also be 
considered as of this period.(e.g. Deçhelette, iii., p. 838). However, 
the massiveness of this gold gorget suggests Bronze Age rather than the 
later period, and the connection with lunulae segmented decoration also 
suggests this. The three -bar arrangement is also close to Bronze Age 
necklets (e.g. Broholm, DO iv, fig. 79, from Eilby, of Period IV). 
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Taking all the factors into consideration, the date of the Ziemitz- 
type necklet or diadem seems to lie in the transitional period V - VI, 
sometime near or slightly after 700 B.C. 
The Irish gold gorgets are presumably related to the 
Northern Halskragen, although the rarity of associated finds renders 
the problem difficult of resolution. About a dozen of these gorgets 
have been found, and most are composed of from three to seven hollow 
corrugations, the effect being similar to the bronze Halskragen. However, 
the terminal discs, elaborately decorated, are not matched in Northern 
Europe except in the style of concentric decoration and boss -work seen 
for example on sunflower pins. The arrangement of these decorative 
motives, especially on the Gorteenreagh and Gleninsheen gorgets, is 
somewhat similar to the less elaborate ornamentation on the Loch Broom 
swan's -neck sunflower pin. The only associated find, Gorteenreagh, 
links a gorget with two triangular- sectioned ornaments, ? hair rings, 
the largest yet found, two Type 3c ornaments with wide cupped terminals, 
and a dress- fastener of large size. The Late Bronze Age dating is thus 
established, and the suggested absolute date is in the seventh century 
or later. 
A further series of necklets must be mentioned as showing 
some similarity to the Gight specimen. These occur in the early 
Hunsriick -Eifel culture of the Middle Rhine area, and a necklet from 
Heimbach (Grave Group 2057 -65), another from Gladbach, Pützkaul, illustrate 
a form which is probably related to the Ziemitz group, and to the later 
devolved necklets or diadems from the Ilünsruck -Eifel area. The Heimbach 
diadem is com osed of a hollow bronze bar, cast on a clay core, with 
ring -holders carrying four or five rings arranged 1 - 3 /ÿ_. The 
similarities with Gight are not quite as close as those from the Ziemitz 
group, for instance, the ring- holders springing from the middle part of 
the diadem, so that the pendants overlap part of the hollau -bar, and in 
addition to this the chronological position of the group does not coin- 
cide with the other members of the Gight hoard (see Trierer Zeitschrift, 
xi, 1936, LJ, xix, 1950, app. 8 -9 for other neck -rings and related 
objects in this Rheinhessen area. 
The Braes of Gight necklet, then, belongs to or is 
related to the Ziemitz group of Northern Europe, dated to late Period V 
or VI, with an initial date of c.700 B.C., in keeping with the proposed 
dating of Type 2 and 2a bracelets. 
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TRáà:k'RAI N LAW and JARLSHOF 
The settlement of Traprain Law, East Lothian, has recently 
been discussed by Burley (1956, metal -work) and P,eachem (1956, fortifi- 
cations): continuing work by Curie, Cree, Cruden and Bersu (Feachem 1956, 
284 with refs.). The site today reveals little évidence of the minor 
excavations, and remains one of the most important evidences of the 
survival of a Late Bronze Age economy into the pre Roman Iron Age of 
Scotland. 
Curie and Cree were unable to distinguish their various 
'levels' or 'floors' throughout their excavations, so that it is difficult 
to relate any of the structures exposed to the Late Bronze Age. The 
fairly consistent recording, however, of Late Bronze Age relics from the 
lowest level, although mixing did occur (Burley, 124), suggests that it 
was only in the mid -first millennium B.C. that the Law was substantially 
occupied. The only known structure that may have been of Late Bronze 
date is a hut (1SÁ5, lvi, 1921, 2 fig. 8), near which several socketed 
ames were found, and which consists of a small circular paved area encircled 
by rough stones, with two entrances and a hearth outside. In view of the 
abundance of Late bonze Age objects (Burley Tl - T58) it is clear that 
some of the amorphous remains noted by the excavators as belonging to 
the 'lowest level' date from this period (e.g. PSAS lv 1920, 21 fig. 4; 
liv 1919, 20, fig. 6). 
As Traprain remains the only settlement site showing a 
Late Bronze Age occupation of any extent on the Scottish mainland, both 
its character and its duration are of the utmost importance not only for 
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this research but for the whole question of the pre-Roman Iron A`.;e. As 
already described, the ph;¡ sical character of the settlement on Traprain 
Law cannot be precisely determined because of the limited and /or non- 
scientific excavation, but the duration of the settlement, of equal 
importance, can be considered here in some detail. 
Burley (op. cit. 124; - ) has discussed the bronze objects 
from the site, but in vie-,Ï of the foregoing typological and distributional 
studies, some revision is needed. While most of the bronzes cannot be 
precisely dated to any particular phase of the Scottish Late Bronze Age 
(e.g. spear -tip, some socketed axes, other objects surest an initial 
date extending back to c. 700. 
Burley compares the Glentrool hoard with Traprain because 
of the similar chisel - punches and hybrid razor, but such a hybrid also 
occurs in the Hallstatt C Adabrock hoard. The shouldered and tanged 
chisels from Traprain also have a parallel at Adabrock. Ribbed socketed 
axes, and collared and faceted axes, are generally considered to be of 
seventh century or later date, and the Type 1 socketed gouge may also 
be of this horizon, with a practically limitless terminus a quo U.C. 
The bronze Type 1 bracelet and bronze triangular- sectioned ornament have 
analogies in the Balmashanner hoard, the latter objects in gold, dated 
from c.700 B.C., and bronze copies of this ornament occur in Fiance with 
Late Urnfield beaten bronze cups (Favret 1923, 16 - 33). 
The hollow ring with edge perforation has analogies in 
.. 
Ireland and iales (Burley, T31) and presumably belongs to this same 
horizon, while the Class III razor hardly dates earlier than the late 
seventh century. The girdle -ring is another matter, and has been dated 
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by Burley to "the last centuries B.C." by comparable objects of the 
(pre -Roman) Iron Age in Jutland (also see Broholm DB IV, 123, fig. 
62a). An e_ act parallel from Lough Gara, a site belonging to the 
i' ocknalappa group, links Traprain with this Irish orannog. The occurrence 
of iron objects in the second Late Bronze Age level at Gara suggests 
that the site, and Traprain, may have an initial date not earlier than 
the fifth century. 
Clay moulds have been found in abundance on Traprain, but 
the types represented are hardly diagnostic of a specific phase in the 
Late Bronze Age. The iron socketed axe, however, has been assigned by 
Burley to "the turn of 1st century B.C. /A.D. ", and Class I ring- headed 
pins may also be of late first century B.C. date. Further objects and 
analogies are listed by Burley, but the problem of continuity remains. 
The ring- headed pin is now connected to La. Tene Ic brooches, at Bonchester 
and the Abernethy forts, and suggest that the earliest Iron Age occupation 
of Traprain dates little earlier than the first century B.C. (Burley 1956, 
129; C.M. Piggott 1950, 129 - 132). The question resolves itself whether 
or not the Late Bronze Age inhabitants of Traprain remained until they 
came into contact with the newcaners, "the builders of t bber -laced wall 
forts ". 
Childe asserted that there was no reason to suggest deser- 
tions and the absence of any radical change in rampart construction 
supports this (Feachera 1956, 284 - ). The evidence of the metal -work 
is not conclusive, as Burley admits, although she seems to favour a 
continuation of occupation possibly from the sixth century to the arrival 
of new influences in the first century B.C. We have seen that the 
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stratigraphy of the site is not yet clear enough to admit of any 
appreciable time -lag between the various 'levels' of Curie and Cree, 
and this leaves only the pottery, "studied most recently by Hogg (1951, 
2i4 -219). 
Because of the mixture of finds from varying horizons, it 
is extremely difficult to distinguish the truly pre -Roman ware from the 
later material. However the first report of the excavations (ESAS, xlix 
1915, 155 ff), wherein three occupation levels were distinguished, 
prompted a description of the pottery recovered from each horizon. The 
lowest level yielded a thick gritty ware, bucket shaped with slightly 
narrower and thinner lip, which was generally rounded though sometimes 
r 
bevelled or flat (fig. 12). The middle and upper levels yielded fewer 
sherds of native ware (tfig. 13, l). In subsequent reports the excavators 
failed to illustrate the native pottery from the lowest level except in 
rare instances (e.g. PSAS 1 fig. 16; PSIS lviii, fig. 13) so it is 
difficult to determine the stratigraphical position of the great bulk of 
ware that seems to be purely native. The only rim forms sho.n were in 
the original report, and it has been found extremely difficult to match 
the form with the actual sherd. The problem is of course whether or not 
the 2`raprain pottery has any connections with Covesea -ware, notwithstanding 
Iron Age or Roman influences from the South. 
The definition of Covesea ?ware requires much more than 
merely a flat -rim and rather coarse fabric, it requires evidence of a 
new technique in pottery fabrication that is difficult to describe. At 
Covesea and other sites some of the pots are merely undecorated bucket- 
urns 
` coarse texture, often with flat rims, and this seems to represent 
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a local degenerate rendering of a type descended from native Bronze Age 
ware, (Sprockhoff's h :nneri,^ramil. is regarded as a parallel and possibly 
connected devolution;:. But a few of the sherds from Covesea and other 
sites are harder- fired, with a considerable amount of small grit, and 
slurried surface, and appear from their texture to be wholly removed 
from the Bronze Age tradition. The problem of this pottery group is 
discussed in another section, but the conclusion drawn is that the evidence, 
based on scarcely sufficient finds, with however the valuable support of 
bronzes, warrants the postulation of a landing in north -east Scotland of 
immigrants from the Continent at a date not far removed from 700 B.C. 
The pottery from Traprain does not appear to fall into 
this family. Upon examination of the mass of material, the general 
impressions are that the native ware falls into two broad groups, one 
with thick -walled pots poorly fired and with large grits, the AIMmerkeramik 
of many sites in the Bronze Age, and one with thin -walled pots hard fired 
but vri th very little grit, this last point suggesting a different tech- 
nique from that of the true Covesea ware. In this finer ware occurs 
most of the sophisticated forms, with everted rims and /or decoration 
(e. J bAS 1, 1916, fig. 16). The rim forms of pottery of both groups, 
from the lowest level again, as seen in the first report (PSAS, xlix, 
1915, fig. 12) show considerable variation and some that are completely 
foreign to the Covesea family where rigid simplicity is the keynote. 
Iiogg (op. cit. 214 - ) distinguishes two fabrics in the 
Traprain native pottery, one with large grits and coarse but slightly 
harder fired than Cinerary Urns, and a smaller group, well fired, and 
with a sandy texture "like that of the Romano -British and earlier 
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native pottery of southern England "; this ware comes mainly from the 
upper layers, and in view of the excavators' early statement probably 
does not belong to this discussion of the lower level pottery of 
undoubted Late Bronze Age date. Hogg agrees with Childe's suggestion 
(1935, 250) that "the mass of the townsmen was formed of makers of 
Cinerary Urns, blended with Hallstatt folk ... from Yorkshire ", but 
feels that this iron Age A element is very slight. 
The absence from the Late Bronze Age of Scotland of any 
pottery, domestic or funerary, save that from half a dozen sites, and 
the general agreement that no immigration or invasion had interrupted 
the Bronze Age until at least c.700 B.C., and this only limited in extent, 
suggests that the native pottery tradition, both domestic and funerary, 
must have continued without interruption, and thus the appearance of 
the Middle Bronze Age Cinerary Urn tradition at Traprain, and other 
sites, is completely in accord with the evidence. Indeed the native 
ware from Traprain, presumably from the upper levels, has been described 
as of Bronze Age fabric and technique, Iron Age form, and of post -Roman 
date (Richmond 19)2). 
The Hallstatt nature of some of the Traprain pottery is 
seen in the shoulder and concave neck, usually debased it is true, but 
nevertheless present (e.g. Hogg 1951, fig. 55, 5, fig. 56, 20). Local 
renderings of imported Roman ware also occur in this general native 
group (ibid fig. 56, 14) and other forms (ibid fig. 55, 8, fig. 56, 18), 
with everted rims recall native 'Iron Age' mare from the West. 
As the Traprain pottery shows no fabric or form that can 
be related back to Covesea ware of c.700 B.C., the ceramic evidence 
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cannot directly contribute to the problem of dating nor of the continuity 
o' settlement on the Law. The finer potters here could be dated back to 
the fourth or even fifth centuries because of their Iron Age A relation, 
but much of this occurs other than in the lowest level where the purely 
native coarse pottery is principally found along with most of the bronze 
objects. Of these bronze objects, none need be dated earlier than the 
fifth century. The absence of any pottery or bronzes of the Covesea 
horizon suggests that the settlement on Traprain commenced later than the 
incursion in north -east Scotland, and the occurrence of some late forms 
of pottery in the lowest level at Traprain also supports this guggestion. 
The Iron ge influence in the Knocknalappa pottery and the associated 
iron and bronze objects at Lough Gara, suggest that the Irish group dates 
little earlier than the fifth century, and the analogous girdle -rings at 
Gara and Traprain support the evidence of an initial date fca the Late 
Bronze Age settlement at Traprain of the fifth century. 
The only other major settlement of the Scottish Late 
Bronze Age is Jarlshof, in the Shetlands, recently discussed by Hamilton 
(1956). Six dwellings dated to the Late Bronze Age have been excavated, 
but presumably only two or three were occupied simultaneously in view 
of the evident rebuilding. House I, II, III and. IVA were oval with a 
central hearth and side chambers, built of dry stone with a small court- 
yard outside (ibid fig. 10). The entire settlement was enclosed by a 
small stone wall of low height. Hamilton suggests that this courtyard 
type of house was descended from the megalith builders in this area. 
At a later date, a new type of dwelling was introduced, 
consisting of large circular huts, of stone, with partitions, a crude 
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wheel -like arrangement with a central hearth. Outside these stone huts 
the newcomers dug and built souterrains probably for food storage. 
After a short time the site was abandoned and drifting sand obscured the 
huts; the rate of deposition is unfortunately not ascertainable, but a 
considerable deposit accurmnulated before the broch - builders arrived, 
probably in the first century A.D. 
Details of the individual dwellings of the Late Bronze Age 
are listed by Hamilton (op. cit. 18 - 36), with individual finds as well, 
and only those of special interest and importance will be considered. 
The earlier groups, Dwellings I - IVA, are linked by their common slate 
knives and saws, and quartz scrapers. Bone socketed chisels occurred 
in Dwellings III and IVA, and clay moulds as well. The pottery from the 
group conforms to the stratigraphical sequence I - IV, without much 
variation; square -sided steatite vessels and those of steatitic clay 
were found in the earlier dwellings (steatite occurs at Cunningsburgh, 
15 miles to the north). The final phase of Dwelling III saw the estab- 
lishment of a bronze smith who used clay moulds for casting swords, 
socketed axes and gouges, and sunflower pins. (Clay moulds were found 
stratigraphically in an earlier phase of this dwelling, as well as in 
Dwelling IVA). A trough quern is presumed to have been employed in the 
preparation of the clay. The copper may have been obtained from near 
Sandvdck, but tin would have to be imported. 
This earlier group of dwellings was apparently occupied 
by a people who used heavy stone tools extensively, possibly for digging, 
quarrying, flensing. Slate is the commonest stone and was presumably 
acquired from a deposit at Grutness, near Jarlshof. The implements 
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represented include bifacially- worked axes or choppers, and large flat 
cleaver -like tools (fig. 12, no. 1 - 4.). 4ma.11er quartz and slate 
objects were employed as saws and knives; bone knives, awls and chisels 
also occur as well as heavier scoops or shovels., Aside from the numerous 
clay moulds, a tanged knife of bronze (fig. 14, no. 6) was found which 
was considered by Childe to be an Irish or British type (1935, 184). 
However, while many tanged double -edged knives occur in hoards from the 
British Isles (e.g. Inv. Arch. GB 16 - GB 18; Burley 1956, T9, ? T8) 
none are of exactly this Jarlshof form which presumably is a local 
rendering. 
In view of the presence of a mould for sunflower pins, 
probably not of swan's -neck type, the Irish - Scandinavian connection 
with Jarlshof becomes apparent, and indeed the general belief is that 
the bronze -smith operated under Irish technical and typological knowledge. 
The tanged knife or blade from Nordhouse, Shetland (NMA D06) is clearly 
a Scandinavian type (e.g. Montelius 1922, fig. 1088, repeating form of 
tanged swords as at Dalduff, Ayrshire also of Period..IV) although a 
version, probably unrelated, occurs in England (e.g. Reach Fen, Cambs, 
Inv. Arbh. GB 17, 3; Elgee 1930, pl. XXIII, 49). 
The pottery from these dwellings of Village I was generally 
hard -fired, with little coarse grit, although the ware must be described 
as rough. Steatite backing was sometimes used. The pots are bucket - 
shaped with a good proportion showing slightly incurved mouths. The 
rims are flat or rounded, occasionally rolled, and one or two thin mouldings 
were sometimes added below the rim (Hamilton op. cit., fig. 15). Square 
vessels occur, and a few sherds have scratched ornament. Hamilton relates 
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this Village I ware to Old Keig and Loanhead of Daviot "where, however, 
only the plain barrel- shaped cooking pot with flattened rim is present ". 
And from this the connections with Heathery Burn, Covesea, Ballindercy 
and south -west Scotland are presumed. But while Jarlshof exhibits 
pottery clearly of local native tradition, with possibly some external 
influence as seen in the cordoned decoration and rolled rims, none of the 
Jarlshof ware belongs to the true Covesea ggroup; the suggested dating of 
this settlement at Jarlshof lies in the years c.400 - 200 B.C., possibly 
extending back to 500, and this is clearly too late to allow any direct 
vital connection with the Covesea incursion c.700 B.C. 
The similarities between the heavy industrial equipment 
plus the coarse pottery of the wheel -house at the Calf of 2day and the 
material from this courtyard phase at Jarlshof suggest that some connection 
existed between Orkney and Shetland, and certainly the dwelling types 
point to sane relationship strengthened by the occurrence of steatite at 
Eday, presumably imported from Shetland (Hamilton op. cit. 31; Childe 
194.6, 55, fig. 11). This surely points to the fact that Jarlshof must 
be totally unrelated to the Covesea group, and that settlement here did 
not occur until well after the initial Covesea incursion. 
The suggested routes linking Covesea and its sites with 
Ireland via Galloway, and then the Shetlands and Orkneys via the Hebrides, 
do not appear to be anything but hypothetical, and cannot be proved by 
the pottery evidence, which indeed denies its validity. 
The second Late Bronze Age group to settle at Jarlshof 
brought new techniques in buildings and pottery, and only arrived after 
the preceding structures had been partially covered over by sand. The 
duration of this non -occupation cannot be determined, but the discovery 
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of a clay mould for a native sv °ord in one of the new dwellings suggests 
that the interval was not long. This is the only fragment of clay mould 
recovered from the new settlement, and presents the possibility that it 
may have arrived in its stratigraphical position by some accident, 
possibly during the clearing of the area by the round -house builders. 
The new dwellings were round -houses with central hearths 
and radial wheel -like partitions. The second such house to be built 
(IVc) yielded a piece of iron slag. The differences in the material 
culture of Village II from that of the earlier Village I is apparent 
not only in the house types but in the associated implements. Few large 
stone tools seem to have been used by Village II, although pounders were 
in some demand, and trough querns continued to be employed. Steatite 
armlets appear in Village II as well as steatite beads (op. cit. fig. 17). 
Bone awls were again in use, and several bronze objects of uncertain use 
(a fragmentary bronze plate with rivet hole at each end is presumably a 
pendant of sorts and recalls the Glentrool specimen of much earlier date). 
In the pottery, a complete change from the earlier types 
show., that the period of non -occupation must be of some significance and 
must separate two distinct groups of settlers. Two types of pottery 
occur in this Village II, one a black polished ware with rounded shoulder 
and concave neck, the other a bucket -urn with wide internally flanged rim. 
Neither of these types has anything of significance in common with 
Covesea -ware. The later occupation in Village II is claimed to show 
some decadence in pottery form (cf fig. 18, 19), but the important fact 
. is this ware's resemblance to Iron Age A forms from Scarborough and All 
Cannings Cross dated to the fifth century. Iamilton admits that this 
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Iron Age influence at Jarlshof "renders dating a difficult process ", 
but suggests that Village II need not date earlier than the last 
centuries B.C. possibly c.200 B.C. - 50 A.D. In view of the distinctly 
different nature of Village II from Village I, and the Iron Age influences 
visible in the pottery, this second main occupation at Jarlshof should 
be termed Iron Age rather than Late Bronze Age. 
The researches of many antiquarians have already 
thrown much darkness on the subject, and it is probable, 
if they continue, that we shall soon know nothing at all. 
kark Twain 
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FLAT -RIM POTTERY (COVESEA WARE) 
The first expression of the Flat -Rim theory, that the pottery 
found in north -east Scotland represents something more than a 
purely native development, was made by hiss Benton in 1931, in 
the report of the excavation of the Sculptor's Cave in Morayshire. 
In this report, the occurrence of exotic bronzes and pottery with 
flattened rims was taken to illustrate the arrival of a group of 
people not otherwise represented in Britain. 
This idea has been examined and accepted by many archaeologists 
since that day, with ever -increasing elaborations, so that today 
the Flat -Rim family is believed to extend from Ireland to the 
east coast of England, and from the Humber to Lewis (Hencken 1942). 
Following Benton, the next discussion of the Flat -Rim family as 
a Highland group was made by Childe (1935); the comparison of the 
ware from the Sculptor's Cave with that from Old Keig and Loanhead 
of Daviot was thought to reveal a positive dating for Recumbent 
Stone Circles, but later work by Childe (1939) illustrated the 
fallacy of this reasoning, although the manner in which the error 
had occurred was never satisfactorily explained. 
Pottery from Jarlshof was also linked to the Flat -Rim family 
but Childe did not accept unreservedly the postulation of an 
invasion that had not reached England. The publication of the 
excavation of Knocknalappa and. Ballinderry 2 crannogs in 1942 
threw the field of Flat -Rim pottery open to all and sundry (Raf- 
tery 1942q,ß Hencken 1942) . 
The Knocknalappa ware was compared with Iron Age A pottery 
from English sites such as Park Brow, Scarborough, and. x.11 
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Cannings Cross, based not so :ouch on the fabric of the pots, 
which. is totally different, as on the shape of the vessels, with 
shoulder and neck. The Knocknalappa crannog waa therefore thought 
to date to the fifth or fourth centuries B.C., and recent work 
on the bronzes and gold objects of the Irish Late Bronze Age 
suggests that this dating may well have been reasonably correct. 
The ware from Ballinderry 2 was considered in the light of 
information from English sites to represent a westward movement 
of an invading culture that had arrived first on the east coast 
of Britain, with a concentration along the Yorkshire stretch; the 
Scarborough people were thought to show a somewhat later landing 
in the same area. Ballinderry then illustrated an expansion to 
the west of the people represented in the east by Old Keig, 
Covesea, and Traprain Law, as well as the numerous north English 
sites. 
Traprain Law entered the field by its similarities to the 
ware from Ballinderry, while also showing some influence from 
Iron Age A pottery from sites such as Scarborough. The chronolog- 
ical difficulties of this position have never been satisfactorily 
explained. Ballinderry ware also showed some resemblance to the 
pottery from Heathery Burn, and the urns from Largs and Knock- 
ahollet were included in this category. It is difficult to 
understand how the comparison with the pottery from Cush and 
Lough Gur failed to demonstrate the extremely psrilous position 
these typological arguments were based upon, but the snowball 
effect continued unchecked. 
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The rediscovery of the pottery from Kildalton, Islay, resulted 
in an attempt to define the Flat -Rim family on the basis of fabric 
as well as shape, and showed that slight variations in rim form 
did not necessarily mean anything of essential import (Stevenson 
1944).The suggestion was made that the ware from Islay and Covesea 
represented just one of the traditions that produced the pottery 
seen at sites such as Traprain and Old Keig, where Iron Age 
fabric and rim forms fused with the native Cinerary Urns. The 
Flat -Rim farnil$ was therefore connected with bucket -urns of non - 
cinerary type, such as those from Knockahollet, Cush and Ronalds- 
way; the theory advanced was that the westerly distribution of the 
pottery under comparison showed a movement of people from west to 
east, the reverse of Henckents idea. 
Childe attempted to resolve the argument in his summary of 
Flat-Rim pottery (1999); he believed that the pottery of this 
type in northern Britain and Ireland was of a different texture 
from that of Cinerary Urns, and again was unconnected with crannog 
ware; yet Knocknalappa seemed to be related in some manner, and 
Iron Age A pottery also appeared to show some relationship. 
Unfortunately the exact connections were never elaborated, and the 
link with degenerate Cinerary Urns continued to be pressed, as 
Tams seemed to be related by virtue of the urns with flat -rims 
found there. 
Cush and the Yorkshire vessels were also deemed to have some 
connection with the family, and the suggestion that all this 
represented a Late Bronze Age invasion, already influenced by 
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some Hallstatt culture on the continent and parallel to the Iron 
Age A invasion farther south, was advanced in some detail. However 
it was difficult to establish the exact nature of this incursion, 
although Hencken's theory of an easterly movement seemed to be 
preferred. 
The Culmore find added to the list of relatives, if not members, 
of the Flat -Rim family (Evans 1945 39 -), and the suggestion made 
was that this site and others such as Largs and Barney's Brae 
were early phases in the evolution of the Flat -Rim family, with 
a.11intoy and Portbradden representing later developments. Knock- 
nalappa and Ballinderry 2 were linked by the Culmore and K_nocka.- 
hollet tottery, and other ware such as that seen at Lyles Hill 
(surface finds), and Kilfeaghan, were also related in some manner 
to the main body of the family, which by this date had grown well 
out of control. 
The pottery from the lower levels at Traprain Law was reassessed 
by Hogg (1951), who related it to the native Cinerary Urn tradition 
with slight influence from Hallstatt or Iron Age A ware of the 
south; comparisons with pottery from a wide range of sites, both 
geographical and chronological, suggested that the family of 
Flat -Rim pottery was probably only the continued development of 
native Late Bronze Age people in areas outside the main invaded 
regions. This of course conflicted with the evidence of ware of 
this type from the Yorkshire coasts. 
biscussmng the Votadinian ware from Ingram Hill, nichmond 
suggested that the members of the Flat -Rim family such as 
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Covesea and Old Keig represented a break in form from the older 
Bronze Age tradition, thereby accepting the idea of some sort of 
influence if not invasion, and that this new pottery type continued 
into the centuries A.U. without much change in form (1942, 121). 
The sherds from Ingram Hill of Iron Age type were believed to be 
related to the pre -Roman native ware, and Richmond linked them to 
the older Covesea, Old Keig and Jarlshof Ultimate Bronze Age. 
Recently the pottery from Jarlshof has come under review, and 
is discussed in detail below, but again the relations with Ball - 
inderry 2 and Heathery Burn are stressed., with however the addition 
of the ware from the Calf of Eday (Hamilton 1956). The suggestion 
is made that the evidence points to the arrival of the earlier 
Bronze Age village settlers from the west, the original Flat -Rim 
people having crossed from the east coast of England and Scotland 
to the west and Ireland, thence back to Jarlshof via the Western 
Isles. Hamilton's Village ii, of round houses with souterrains, 
.: yielded pottery showing some influence from Iron Age sites 
such as All Cannings Cross and Scarborough, but in view of the 
associated objects as well as the pottery, it seems more appropriate 
to consider this settlement as truly Iron Age. 
The latest work on Flat -Rim pottery is the discussion of the 
Itullaghmore barrow affinities (Proudfoot 1956). The large bucket - 
urns of coarse fabric have been connected with pottery from sites 
as far apart chronologically as Lough Gur and Broths or vitrified' 
forts, and the comparisons cited show that the bucket -urn form 
can have a long life, thus demonstrating the necessity for 
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comparisons based on more than the plain bucket or barrel shape. 
The 'tae bucket -urns' are divided in this Ttilullaghmore article 
into those with .a finer and sandier fabric, of the 'Early Iron 
Age', and those with a coarser fabric, of the Cinerary Urn trad- 
ition, and Proudfoot states that the two kinds are often found 
together. This is the point that Stevenson made in his work on 
the Kildalton pottery. 
The sändier nature of pottery does not seem to have any partic- 
ular significance except when it can be shown to be a constant 
feature in the production of the ware, and the Covesea family 
does not appear to possess this distinctive feature in such a 
degree as to render it of any value in the determination of the 
members of the group. The Mullaghmore pottery is directly 
compared with the urn from Duff House and the coarser Covesea 
ware, and with Votadinian pottery, the suggestion being that the 
Votadinian ware represents the latest examples of coarse bucket - 
urns, the other wares being the earliest examples of the type. 
This may be of value in the establishment of the continuity of the 
form of the Flat -Rim pot, but it fails to distinguish the more 
important characteristics of the true Covesea or Flat -Rim ware. 
The coarse pottery from any of these sites can be matched in 
ware from any period, Neolithic to post- Roman, and can represent 
either the persistence of the native Cinerary Urn tradition in 
a later time, or merely the purely local effort to produce a pot 
of simple utulitarian form, with the local materials and work- 
manship determining the final result; these coarse vessels can 
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therefore be of little value in the determination of a distinct 
group of ceramics representing a separate tradition. The pottery 
from Lough Gur is surely sufficient evidence to demonstrate that 
the basic form of the coarser Flat -Rim ware is a tradition of 
long -standing, and that no chronological position can be established 
from form alone (O'Riordain,1954). Pottery from probable Neolithic 
sites at lhitepark Bay, Dundrurn and the Kilgreany Caves all show 
this point (NMIreland 1898.124,1957.259;1933.4633 -4763; see also 
Lauder 1830 app VII,418- flat -rim pot in ?primary position at 
Clava cairn; and Garrol Wood, similar sherds from the 'central 
area of the circle'NMA EP25). 
In north -west Germany, the coarse Kümmerkeramik is believed to 
represent a Neolithic tradition maintained into the Bronze Age by 
the surviving inhabitants (Sprockhoff 1941; see also Montelius 
1922, 1326 and 1441, sun -pin and flat -rim pot in barrow at Ljunga, 
Sweden). Whether or not this continental ware can be connected 
with the British or Irish bucket -urns is difficult to determine; 
ßprockhoff does not admit of a direct connection. However, the 
bucket -urn in Britain and in Ireland certainly seems to represent 
something foreign to the native Bronze Age cord -ornamented ware, 
as most aúthorities have stated. The true Covesea ware, discussed 
below, must however be considered as showing a close relationship 
with pottery from the continent, in the Kümrnerkeramik tradition, 
as shown both by its distinction from native ware in Scotland 
and by its associated exotic bronzes. 
The problem then of the Scottish Flat -Rim pottery group is 
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three -fold. Can a type of ware be distinguished from.the normal 
and ordinary native tradition of long -standing bucket -urns? Can 
this hypothetical pottery group be located in a particular area 
of primary settlement, notwithstanding its later influences? Can 
the ware be assigned a chronological position in Scottish pre- 
history? 
The Questions have been discussed recently in connection with 
the problem of Pictish settlement in north -east Scotland and 
may here be briefly noted (Piggott in Wainwright et al 1955 56 -). 
The centuries bordering on 600 B.C. show evidence of trading 
contacts between Scotland and the north -west European plain as 
detailed elsewhere in this study, while the first wholesale 
immigration into Britain appears to have taken place in the 
fifth century, along the eastern. coasts of England as well as 
farther south. The claim as presented above that the exotic bronzes 
and pottery found in north -east Scotland represent a landing well 
in advance of the incursion in the fifth century is thus of 
considerable importance for connections between Britain and the 
continent in the Bronze Age. 
The previous arguments and comparisons of Flat -Rim pottery 
have all attempted to link various areas in the British Isles , 
without however showing beyond doubt that the pottery tradition 
in the Highland Zone does actually show a foreign element that 
can be reliably placed both chronologically and geographically. 
The joining of sites of varying ages and locations has resulted 
in the growing opinion that the great Flat -Rim family represents 
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nothing more than the native tradition of degenerate Cinerary 
Urns, or Food Vessels, existing in the Late Bronze Age in a form 
recalling the basic type of urn seen in Neolithic times. That there 
is a considerable amount of truth in this will be revealed below, 
and the suggestion may be made that possibly the devolved nature 
of much of this Late Bronze Age or pre -Roman Iron Age ware is 
due to the great increase in bronze tools for the fabrication 
of varying shapes of wooden vessels, with consequent decline in 
the pride of fine pottery- making. 
However, within this family of pottery as found throughout 
the Highland Zone, the recognition of a finer ware has been made, 
and it has been suggested that this finer pottery represents the 
arrival of a new tradition, of new people, rather than traders 
with only exotic bronze ornaments. The recognition of this better 
class of ware at the various sites depends naturally on personal 
inspection of the sherds in question, and the following discussion 
of selected sites is based on the examination of all pottery that 
has been claimed to show some connection with the Flat -Rim family. 
The evidence suggests that a Flat -Rim family does exist, that 
a finer ware can be distinguished from the much commoner coarse 
bucket -urns of purely native tradition, but that this finer ware 
is limited to a distinct position in the Highland Zone and to 
a specific phase in the Late Bronze Age. This pottery will be 
termed Covesea Tare, as the previous nomenclature, Flat -rim, 
is considered to be both confusing in view of previous work and 
not applicable to the ware in question. 
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In addition to this identification; a separate group formerly 
considered as of the Flat -Rim family may be distinguished in 
Ireland, and will be called the Knocknalappa group, based upon 
the pottery from Knocknalappa crannog (Raftery 1942x). Knocknalappa 
crannog appears to have had only one Late Bronze Age occupation, 
and Raftery has expressed doubts whether or not the level yielding 
Late Bronze Age material actually does represent a habitation. 
However, this is of little import in the present connection, as 
the crannog shows a Late Bronze Age phase, bothiin pottery and 
other finds. 
The most distinctive objects from the crannog are a sunflower 
pin and a short Late Ewart sword; the latter was found on the 
foreshore as well as a socketed gouge, but all seem to be objects 
that can be linked with the actual crannog finds. In any case, the 
sun pin points to a period well in the Late Bronze Age of Ireland, 
and the amber from the site also suggests a time when connections 
with Scandinavia were strong. The sun pin appears to be a 
degenerate variety, and is matched in several other Irish hoards, 
including Booleybrien. The lignite bracelet has been stressed as 
showing contact with All Cannings Cross, and the perforated and 
U- sectioned bone objects also seem to point in this direction. 
Raftery suggested a date of 500 -300 B.C. in his report, but has 
changed this, in view of later work, to within a generation or two 
of 600 B.C. 
The crannog Ballinderry 2 seems to be not fax distant in date 
from Knocknalappa in their common finds of bronzes(Hencken 1942). 
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A sunflower pin and amber are duplicated at Knocknalappa, and the 
other objects, including Thorndon knife and shale armlets, are 
consistent. 
The third crannogi'bf this group, 
ks 
Lough Gara, sites fl and 74 
in particular. The finds and stratigraphy from these two sites 
show contemporary occupation, and the pottery and other objects 
will here be considered as an entity. Sunflower pins, disc pin, 
and false ling -money point to contemporaneity with Knocknalappa 
and Ballinderry 2, and the flat lozenge- shaped and perforated 
wooden objects at both Lough Gara and Ballinderry confirm their 
attribution to the same phase of the Irish Late Bronze Age. The 
bronze ring with looped attachment has its only parallel in the 
early level at Traprain Law, considered below. The only other 
crannog that shows affinities with this group is Rathjordan, 
which bas revealed a base of boulders identical to that Been at 
Ballinderry 2 and Lough Gara.. 
Lough Gara yielded two Late Bronze Age occupation levels, but 
there appears to have been only a short interval between these, 
and the finds do not show much difference as far as bronzes and 
gold are concerned, With ring -money and dress- fastener in different 
levels. However the important finds in the upper level include 
iron objects, apparently contemporary with the bronze tools and 
the pottery. Raftery dates Lough Gara and the other two crannog 
sites to the decades around 600 B.C., revising his original 
opinion for ï necknalappa of 500 -300 B.C. 
The pottery from Knocknalappa consists of slightly shouldered 
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and necked urns with plain rounded or'somewhat flattened rims. 
The fabric is composed of a rather fine base with much small 
grit which occasions the rather chalky feel to the sherds. The 
surface is fairly hard with little or no evidence of a finer 
surface having been applied; this surface is not at all like 
the slurried surface seen on sherds of the true Covesea pottery. 
The Knocknalappa ware is uniformly dark, from a true black to a 
dark grey., 
The ware from Ballinderry 2 differs on the whole from this 
Knocknalappa pottery, but several sherds exhibit extremely close 
resemblances and support the evidence of the bronzes that the 
two sites are contemporary to a certain degree. (Ballinderry 
sherd E6.136 is of the Knocknalappa necked type). The general 
form of the Ballinderry ware is of a bucket -urn, some with 
internal bevel of varying degrees of steepness, a few with plain 
rounded or flattened rims. The fabric is on the whole of a coarser 
nature than that from Knocknalappa, with many sherds exhibiting 
a considerable amount of large grits and poor firing; however 
there are several fragments that show smaller grits and better 
firing, and which are thinner- walled. The colour varies from 
buff through grey to dark grey or black. In general, the ware 
may be considered as a part of the Knocknalappa group, supported 
by the few sherds of Knocknalappa type and the bronzes as well as 
the crannog construction. 
Crannog 74 at Lough Gara yielded most of the pottery from the 
sites here, but some similar ware Occurred at crannog 61, this 
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latter site providing most of the bronze and gold objects noted 
above; there appears to be no reason for treating these crannogs 
as of different ages. The pottery is generally thick and coarse, 
with much grit, and the surface is commonly slurried. The ware 
is mostly dark, but some buff and light grey sherds exist. The 
rims are generally internally -bevelled, and resemble Ballinderry 
in this respect, but one or two sherds ,seem to recall the necked 
urns of Knocknalappa type. The pots from Lough Gara are bucket - 
shaped, about 12" in mouth diameter, with a height not far from 
this figure. The firing of this rather coarse ware is on'the 
whole poor, but a certain proportion have been better prepared 
and fired, with thinner walls and finer grit, resembling the 
Knocknalappa type. While the majority of the pottery from both 
Lough Gara and Ballinderry 2 is of poor quality, at both sites 
there occur finer wares that appear to be related by either 
form or fabric to the ware from Knocknalappa. 
These three crannogs can be rightly considered as a group 
because of the occurrence at Ballinderry of sherds showing 
similarities to both the other sites (Ballinderry E6.136,not 
recognized by Hencken,as at Knocknalappa; Ballinderry E6.194 
as at Lough Gara E21.1838). In addition, the distinctive flat 
wooden objects at Lough Gara and Ballinderry 2 link the two 
sites, as do the bronzes at all three crannogs. 
The pottery from Knocknalappa has been considered as showing 
Hallstatt influence in\j.ts form, and comparable shapes are commonly 
se..n in Iron Age A contexts at All Cannings Cross, Scarborough 
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and Park Brow. This influence appears to be of some importance 
although it should be noted that somewhat similar forms occur 
in earlier contexts (e.g. Lyles Hill pottery; and later ones 
as well, Archaeologia lx 263 fig 9). The necked type of ware 
also occurs in the later levels at Jarlshof, but the fabric is 
different. Important associations supporting this Iron Age 
influence theory include the lignite bracelet and perforated 
U- sectioned bone objects at Knocknalappa, paralleled at All 
Cannings Cross, and the iron objects found in the upper level 
at tough Gara with normal Late Bronze Age relics. These iron 
objects may be considered as equivalents to the iron relics 
found at Traprain Law, including an iron socketed axe. 
If then the three Irish crannogs can be assigned to a period 
when they had come under influence from a Hallstatt culture, 
possibly of Iron Age A type from England, then the dating of these 
sites must fall in the centuries after the arrival of the Iron 
Age in Britain, in the years after 500 B.C. But the current 
dating assigned to these three sites places their occupation in 
the generations bordering on 600 B.C., and this is too early for 
British Iron Age influence to be invoked. It is suggested that 
the present dating of the cran :jogs to 600 is unproven by the 
associated objects, and the severance of the connection with 
true Covesea ware will be seen to lend an element of support to 
this theory, which however depends to a great extent upon the 
reported association and contemporaneity of the iron and bronze 
objects at Lough Gara. 
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In addition to the pottery from the three crannog sites, 
several other Irish finds appear to belong to the Knocknalappa 
group. An urn from Culmore, Co.Antrim, is slightly shouldered and 
necked, and contains much large grit (Evans UJA viii 1)45 39). 
It has previously been compared with the Knocknalappa ware, 
although the analogies with Largs, etc., are certainly not valid. 
Another sherd, from Tullyhullion, seems to fall easily into this 
Irish group; in form and fabric it resembles the Knocknalappa 
ware, and was found with a socketed axe (NiIreland 1941:353,354). 
Two urns from Knockahollet, Co.Antrim, have been compared 
with Ballinderry ware, and may belong to this Irish group. An 
urn with a slightly everted rim from this site recalls some of 
the Traprain Law pottery (JRSAI lxiv 1934 264). Another urn, 
with provenance unknown, has the Knocknalappa necked profile, but 
is rather more like Cinerary Urns in fabric, both thick and 
coarse (Belfast Mus 101 -1908). Ballintoy has been noted as 
showing affinities to the Flat -Rim family, but the fabric and 
the profile are unrelated to both Knocknalappa and Covesea, as is 
the pottery from Mullaghmore. 
Beaten bronze buckets and cauldrons have recently been dated 
to the seventh century B.C. and no later, and the suggestion has 
been made that possibly the carinated shouldered outline seen on 
some pottery of the Late Bronze Age reflects the bronze bucket 
form ( Hawkes 1957 160). Bronze cauldrons were imitated in wood 
(Belfast Mus, Hodges 1958 fig 6) and it is possible that pottery 
also duplicated the bronze forms of the seventh century. But the 
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carination seen on the Heathery Burn ware is not matched on the 
pottery from the Knocknalappa group, and shoulders are not seen 
at all in the Covesea group. As stated, the dating of the Irish 
pottery group is uncertain, but in view of the original dating 
(Raftery 1942a) and the Lough Gara iron connections, a date nearer 
the fifth century is suggested, and therefore Hallstatt pottery 
may be invoked as the influence for the ware rather than bronze 
buckets, which are hardly close in firm. In any event, the Irish 
group shows no connection with the Scottish or Covesea group in 
form or fabric, and this is the most important conclusion as 
regards the significance of Late Bronze Age pottery in Scotland. 
The Covesea group is composed of those Scottish sites that 
have yielded ware of comparable form and fabric to the pottery 
found with the distinctive Late Urnfield bronzes at the Sculptor's 
Cave, Covesea, Morayshire. It will be noted that all the ware of 
both this group and the Knocknalappa group is non -cinerary, and 
this serves to point to the elimination of the pottery from the 
cremation cemetery at Large, Ayrshire. This Largs ware is clearly 
a part of the Cinerary -ern tradition, and its frequent mention 
in connection with Covesea has caused much confusion. None of the 
pots exhibit any resemblance to the true non- traditional Covesea 
type, except in the internal bevelling of the rim, and this 
feature is well known from Neolithic sites, such as Lough Gur, 
and from Cinerary -Urns as well. 
All the Scottish pottery that has been included in any lists 
of Flat -Rim pottery has been examined, but it is not intended to 
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discuss any sites other than thosa that have certainly or probably 
yielded true Covesea ware, the latter classification necessary 
because of the small and fragmentary amounts obtained from some 
sites. 
The type site, Covesea, showed two occupation levels, one of 
the Late Bronze Age, the other of later 'Romano- Caledonian' 
nature, and some confusion has always been present as to the 
stratigraphical position of much of the pottery recovered and 
now in the National Museum. However this has to a certain extent 
been resolved, and the ware described can without much doubt be 
ascribed to the Late Bronze Age occupation. The pottery is 
notably of non -cinerary urn tradition in its thinness of wall, 
the use of much grit of a very fine nature, and slurried surface, 
which yields a fabric somewhat slippery and yet sandy as well. 
It is of course difficult to describe pottery of this type, and it 
is mainly by the feel that the type can be distinguished from 
the ordinary native ware which differs as well in its thick 
wall and large grits. 
The criterion of degrees of firing temperature does not appear 
to be of much importance as some authorities have contended, as 
the true Covesea ware varies in colour from buff through pale 
orange -red to grey and darker shades. The firing has always been 
well -executed, and the sherds exhibit a hardness that is not 
matched in the normal Late Bronze Age pottery that must have had 
its origin in the earlier Cinerary and cooking -pot tradition. 
The rim forms have commonly been considered to show only the 
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flatness that has hitherto been the reason for the term Flat -Rim 
pottery, but considerable variation exists. The sherds from the 
type site are in the main internally bevelled, with a smaller 
number showing a plain rounded rim; very few if any exhibit the 
horizontal flat -rim seen to a certain extent at other sites 
of the group. 
The bases are equally divided between those with splayed foot, 
or heeled, and those with plain rounded angle at the foot. 
The pottery from Loanhead of Daviot, Aberdeenshire, cannot 
unfortunately be considered as of primary nature in connection 
with the stone circle at the site, nor can it be definitely 
connected with the Cinerary -Urn cemetery or the bloomery adjoining, 
(PSAS lxix -lxxi 1934 -37). The ware has often been described as 
not of Cinerary -Urn type, but closer to the 'Early Iron Age'. 
In general, the fabric is sandier than that from Covesea or Old 
Keig, but how much this is due to the local materials and how 
much to the tradition of pottery making is difficult to establish; 
probably the former should take precedence. The width of wall 
is like that of Covesea ware, and unlike that of the near -by 
Cinerary Urns, and the use of a fine grit in the Covesea manner 
also shows some relationship. The surfaces of the pots were slurried 
over, and some few show evidence of a coarse slip. In colour the 
ware is generally buff to red, but some darker shades also occur. 
The firing is hard, and unlike that seen in the purely native 
ware, although some poorer pots as at Covesea òelong to the 
same horizon. The possible association of ware of this type with 
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a clay sword -mould should be noted, although the precise nature 
of the relationship is impossible to deduce. 
From Old Keig, Aberdeenshire, sherds were recovered in such 
positions as to suggest to the excavators that they were contemporary 
with the construction of the stone circle, but later discussions 
have rendered this unlikely, and the opinion now seems to be that 
the Old Keig ware represents the latest pottery at the site, later 
than the neighbouring Cinerary -Urns, which themselves are considered 
later in date than the circle. The original excavation report 
which linked the ware, of Covesea type, with the circle, has 
never been satisfactorily explained away (PSAS lxvii -lxviii 1932 -34). 
The pottery from Old Keig includes many sherds that appear to 
have been part of several bucket -shaped urns with horizontal flat 
rims, but internally -bevelled rims also occur, as well as plain 
rounded rims; it is considered likely that these forms may well 
have occurred on the same pot. The sherds again fall into two 
main categories, those that are thick and poorly fired, with much 
large grit, and those that have better firing, thinner walls and 
much fine grit. The ware is less sandy in texture than that from 
LOanhead, but is not far removed from the pottery at Covesea, and 
little evidence of slipped surfaces remain; the pots may however 
have been slurried -over, but generally not as prominently as at 
the type site. On the whole, the pottery from Old Keig shows firing 
as hard as, possibly harder than, the ware from both Loanhead and 
Covesea, and a few sherds seem to be thinner walled than any seen 
at these other sites. However, the overall impression is that the 
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ware from Old Keig belongs to the Covesea group, and it is 
unfortunate that its relationship to the stone circle is so 
indefinite. 
The pottery from Kildalton, Islay, has often been included in 
lists of ware of the Flat -Rim family, but with the breakdown of 
this Highland group, a re- examination of this cave site and its 
relics shows that at best, the ware represented is an atypical 
version of the true Covesea group, and in this paper it is not 
considered to exhibit enough similarities to be included in the 
group. The pottery is hard -fired, and in this is unlike that of 
the Cinerary tradition; however, the absence of numerous small 
grits in the body of the ware, and the slipped surface, tend to 
demonstrate the essential divergencies of the pottery from the 
true Covesea family. The lack of specific Late Bronze Age assoc- 
iations renders this Kildalton material suspect, and it should be 
noted that the original report on the ware did not assign it to 
the Covesea group without question. The rim forms include 
internally -bevelled shapes, as well as plain rounded forms, and the 
occurrence of everted rims suggests either that a mixture of 
Covesea and other ware has occurred, or that the pottery, if 
Late bronze Age at all, is atypical and basically unconnected with 
the Covesea group. 
Some of the sherds are coarsely made and poorly fired, with 
much large grit, but others as noted show a finer technigye, 
generally however lacking much fine grit; the plainer rims tend 
to belong to pots with a sandier texture, and the occurrence of 
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slurried surfaces should also be noted. The overall impression 
is that the ware from Kildalton is composed of several differenjr 
types, a mixture, and that some sherds may illustrate some slight 
connection with the Covesea group, but only in a slackened version. 
The shouldered and necked sherd points to an influence of a 
Hallstattian character, but this cannot be proven by a single 
object. Its similarity to a sherd from Traprain Law suggests some 
connection between the two sites. In addition, the fabric of the 
shouldered sherd from Kildalton is more or less similar to that 
of the ware from Jarlshof, the Iron Age settloment, and this 
points to a date well out of the range of the Covesea group 
(Kildalton HM330, Traprain 1924.341.T3). This suggestion is 
considered the most likely, and is enhanced by the occurrence 
at the three sites of fragments of clay moulds, although one of 
these also occurred at Loanhead of Daviot, not necessarily in 
association with the Covesea -type sherds. 
The decorated pot from Kildalton probably may be explained 
to native 'inerary -Urn influence, and supports the contention 
that the Islay ware does not represent the initial Covesea 
arrival, which is securely assigned to the north -east of Scotland 
and to the early seventh century, as well as suggesting that 
the Kildalton assemblage of pottery is a mixture of several 
elements; this possibility was advanced in the original report. 
A more or less similar ware was found at Rathlin, Co.Antrim, 
and may be connected with this western Scottish form, but again 
the lack of dating evidence prevents any definite conclusions 
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(NMlreland 1937.2218 -2366). The occurrence of a somewhat similar 
form of pottery from Irish crannogs, e.g., Glasmullagh, should be 
noted. Another view to be considered implies that the Kildalton 
ware and the Covesea site ware are Cinerary Urn -like in tradition, 
and that Old:Keig and Loanhead represent a fusion of this tradition 
with an Early Iron Age form and fabric resulting in a bucket -urn 
with harder and better prepared fabric. Traprain Law than might 
be considered as a parallel or similar development, showing this 
fusion of native and Iron Age techniques, but more apparent 
because of the occurrence of shouldered urns. But we have seen 
that the Kildalton decorated pot and the shouldered sherd also 
illustrate this fusion, if not mixture, and to fit the above 
sequence we must invoke three traditions, the native Cinerary -Urn 
fabric, an ?invading bucket -urn shape, and an Early Iron Age 
shouldered form; the decorated pot then represents contact between 
the first and the last named, and this appears to render invalid 
the supposition that Kildalton pottery is only one primary phase 
of the later ware at Old Keig, etc. The comparisons with non - 
Cinerary bucket -urns, at Glenluce, Knockahollet, Cush and 
Ronaldsway are not at all close, and surely several at least of 
these represent nothing more than devolved Cinerary -Urns. 
From the Balmashanner hoard, a few sherds remain of the large 
pot in which the bronzes were found, and it seems a possibility 
that the ware may belong to the Covesea group; however it is 
equally possible that the pot, of definite Late Bronze Age date, 
represents only a crude production of no special significance. 
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Nevertheless, the Balmashanner sherds do exhibit a slurried 
surface, and are fairly hard -fired. Their association with 
bronze objects of the Covesea group shows that some relationship 
is probable. The pottery found with bifid razors at Bowerhouses, 
East Lothian, may also have been of this type, but no trace of 
it remains. 
The pot from Duff House, Banff, is generally accepted as a 
member of the Covesea group, as it exhibits all the necessary 
features, including internally -bevelled rim, slurried surface 
and degree of firing. The use of a considerable amount of coarse 
grit is not wholly in keeping with the Covesea tradition, but 
the general nature of the pot suppotts its inclusion. 
Also to be considered is the ware from various hut- circles 
in Perthshire. The sherds from the site at Dalnaglar are fairly 
thick, and contain much coarse grit, but have slurried surfaces 
and the rim forms too are in keeping with the Covesea tradition. 
The few fragments of pottery from the neighbouring hut- circles 
at Dalrulzion are of similar type, and other sherds may also be 
considered in this regard, such as those from Barbush, Dunblane 
(NMA HR1075 -76; also see PSAS xlv 1910 -11 18 for other hut- circles 
of comparable nature from Sutherland). The sherds from a stone 
circle at Monzie, Perthshire, may be considered as possible members 
of this Late Bronze Age group; they are coarse but well- fired, 
with internally -bevelled rims and much grit, but lack any slip 
(PSAS lxxii 1938 -39 68). This pottery from the Perthshire hut- 
circles may well belong to the Covesea group, but more finds 
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are required before the ware can be definitely assigned to 
this htrizon in the Late Bronze Age. The inclusion in the sherds 
from Dalnaglar of a finger- cordoned pot suggests an earlier trad- 
ition, but exact parallels have not yet been found (see slight 
finger- cordons at Carrowjames, Co.Mayo; Ronaldsway; Portstewart, 
Co.Derry; 3allintoy, Co.Antrim; at NMIreland). If the Perthshire 
hut- circle pottery is of the Covesea group, it appears to be 
somewhat removed from the area of initial occurrence, and its 
non -Covesea features may be thereby explained; possibly it 
represents a fusion of the Covesea tradition and the older 
native Cinerary -Urn or 'cooking-pot' tradition. 
The pottery from Traprain Law is discussed elsewhere in connect- 
ion with the settlement there, but a brief summary will not be out 
of place. Generally the ware is hard -fired, and a considerable 
number of sherds contain much small grit; some of the ware is 
clearly of poorer quality, with coarse grits and flaky texture, 
but this is of less impottance than the rim forms, which show 
enormous variation, only a small proportion with internal bevels, 
most plain, and some everted. These last are totally out of keeping 
with the normal Covesea ware, but again the absence of proper 
stratigraphical levels may mean that all the foreign types belong 
to the later Votadinian ware, and that at Traprain there does 
exist a true level of Bronze Age occupation with Covesea -type 
pottery. 
Numerous sherds are hard- fired_and have much small grit and 
thin walls, and may be akin to the Covesea group, but in the 
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absence of any objects of undoubted Covesea date, the conclusion 
must be that Traprain Law does not exhibit enough evidence to 
permit its inclusion in the Couesea group. Many of the coarser 
pots show internally- bevelled rims, in keeping with the Bronze 
Age form, but most of these are somewhat slackened, less sharp 
than those at Old Keig for example; the occurrence of shouldered 
sherds of coarse fabric may represent a debased version of Iron 
Age ware, and in this again the connections with Jarlshof are 
stressed. 
The Traprain girdle -ring (Burley 1956 T32) has an exact parallel 
at Lough Gara, which is believed to belong to the Knocknalappa 
group with an initial date not earlier than the fifth century. 
The iron objects and influences apparent at Lough Gara and Traprain 
Law support their dating in the later stages of the Late Bronze 
Age. The discussion of Traprain pottery in connection with the 
Ingram Hill and Votadinian ware illustrates the belief that the 
Late Bronze Age pottery continued without interruption into Roman 
and post -Roman times, but the differentiation between the true 
Covesea ware and the ordinary Bronze Age traditional ware is not 
made, and the report then only shows the continuance of the coarser 
pottery of bucket shape through the centuries before and after 
the first century A.D. 
The pottery from the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages at Jarlshof 
has also been discussed in connection with the settlement there, 
dating to the later part of the first millenium B.C., and it has 
been shown that the ware is not believed io illustrate any connect- 
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ions with the Covesea group. The pottery from the Late Bronze Age 
village is generally hard -baked, with considerable grit, and the 
bucket -shape predominates with flat or rounded rims. A few rolled 
rims also occur, and occasionally cordons have been applied just 
below the lip. The succeeding settlements however yield pottery 
of a different form, shouldered with flattened rims as well as 
finger -tip and pricked decoration, and the two levels with this 
intrusive type of ware are thought to be of Iron Age date. 
The shouldered and necked urns from Jarlshof and Traprain, if 
these from the latter site can be connected with the Late Bronze 
Age settlement, thus may represent some influence from Iron Age A 
in the south of Britain, and in this they may be connected with 
the Knocknalappa group of Ireland, although the basic pottery 
form of the two areas is somwwhat different; nevertheless, the 
girdle -rings at Traprain and Lough Gara, and the iron objects as 
well, suggest some measure of contemporaneity. The shouldered pots 
from the settlement at Jarlshof are now believed to date to the 
closing centuries B.C., and as stated they show no connection 
with the earlier occupation there, of truly Late Bronze Age folk, 
so that if Jarlshof Iron Age is considered as parallel to Traprain, 
lower levels, as suggested by the pottery, then the two sites 
post -date the Covesea group by several centuries. This is in 
support of the contention that the Knocknalappa group must also 
be later in date than the Covesea group, and the possible Iron Age 
influence se =n in the pottery from Knocknalappa as from Jarlshof 
and possibly Traprain is not attested at Covesea in the slightest 
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degree. 
It is not proposed to enter into a. detailed discussion of the 
English sites purported to have yielded Flat -Rim pottery. The main 
concentration in the north -east of England is clearly not of the 
Covesea group, nor of the Knocknalappa group, and appears to be 
nothing more than degenerate Food -Vessels and Cordoned Urns, 
dating to the Middle Bronze Age and hardly later. Their form, 
associations and fabric support this conclusion, and the Largs 
urns should also be considered in like manner (Arch lxii 1910 239), 
as well as those from Shalford, Essex (Ant J iv 1924 265). 
The ware from Heathery Burn is different, as it has been 
recently dated to the early seventh century and no earlier. The 
sherds that have survived are not equivalent to Covesea ware in 
any respect, as the carinated sherds, one perforated, and the 
small bowl demonstrate. In addition the fabric is not clearly of 
one type, some few sherds showing coarse grits and thick walls, 
obviously a rough native ware as is found at other sites as noted. 
Other sherds however are of a different nature, and include the 
carinated pot as one of its rare members. This ware is hard, well - 
fired, and has very little grit; the texture is rather closer to 
the Kildalton pottery than to Covesea ware, and it is indeed 
suggestive that at Kildalton two sherds at least showed this 
carination, one of which may be considered as equivalent in fabric 
to this better Heathery pottery. 
However the Kildalton -Traprain comparison already cited is 
better founded than that of Kildalton- Heathery Burn. It is possible 
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of course that all three sites may be related in some way, but 
this can not be proved, and it seems better to connect only the 
first two mentioned. As the ware from Heathery Burn is clearly 
dated to the seventh century, roughly contemporary with the true 
Covesea ware, then some relationship should be demonstrable in 
view of the geographical positions. However, neither in bronzes 
nor pottery can any close links be ascertained, except in the 
valueless common association with bifid razors, at Heathery 
and the Braes of Gight. Furthermore, the Knocknalappa group does 
not appear to have any close resemblance to Heathery Burn, as the 
pottery is totally different and the associated objects constitute 
only Irish types not seen at the Durham site. 
The occurrence of lignite bracelets at Heathery Burn, 01d Keig, 
and Traprain Law, is taken as representing nothing more than the 
chance finds of a relatively common object in Late Bronze and 
Early Iron Age contexts. No stratigraphical positions can be 
established at the two last -named sites. 
Several sites from the south -west of Scotland and adjacent 
areas seem to show some measure of typological similarities to 
Kildalton and Heathery Burn, either by decoration or perforation, 
and may be briefly mentioned here, although none may be dated 
conclusively to a time contemporary with Heathery Burn. The 
pottery from sand sites at Ballevulin, Tiree, may be related 
both by its texture and its form and decoration, this last being 
somewhat similar to the decorated pot from Kildalton. Sherds from 
Prestwick, reputedly found in an Iron Age context, possibly at 
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a site at Monkton Farm, might be considered in this regard, although 
slightly coarser than the majority of pottery from the sites 
mentioned. A site on Coll has yielded two sherds that might belong 
to the Ballevulin and Prestwick type, but the connections with 
Heathery Burn are not considered close. Other perforated sherds, 
from Coalhill, Dairy, Ayrshire, and a shouldered sherd from Loch 
Hasco, Skye, may well be considered as showing some resemblance 
to the Heathery Burn pottery, and this may connect the Kildalton 
bowl with the group. 
Coarser ware from Shewalton Moor, Irvine, Ayrshire, is of the 
same texture as that from eóalhill, as is the ware from Garrochar, 
Creetown, Kirkcudbright, this last however showing perforations 
below the rims, and matched in the pottery from North End, Walney 
Island, and from Ballintoy, Co.Antrim, and Mullaghmore; this ware 
is bucket -shaped, with rounded or flattened rims, and may be coarse 
although the sites noted show harder -fired sherds. The few sherds 
from Kilmoyle, near Ballycastle, Co.Antrim, may also be of this 
type, harder -fired but unrelated to Covesea or Knocknalappa. 
1 
It should be noted that all these Scottish sites are situated 
on the west coast, mostly in the southern part, and it is possible 
that they may form some sort of grouping equivalent to the Covesea 
1 Ballevulin, Hunterian Mus.B1951; Prestwick, Hunterian Mus.Al927.6; 
Coll, NMA BN14,16; Coalhill, NMA HH337A1931 712A -B; Loch Hasco, 
NMA HD1183 1952 762; Shewalton, Hunterian Mus.B1951 330; Garrochar, 
Dumf & Gall Trans xxiii 1940 -44 136; North End, Trans Cumb & Westm 
Ant & Arch Soc lv 1955 I;Ballintoy, NMIrel 1898.135,1905.269; 
Mullaghmore, Proudfoot 1956; Kilmoyle, NMIrel R139 SH21.2. 
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and Knocknalappa groups. This south -western grouping probably is 
related to the north -east Irish sites, and may also be connected 
with similar perforated bucket -urns from Culver Hole, Llangynydd, 
Glamorgan, and Llanarth, Cards (Savory 1958 49). An Irish Sea 
province may then have existed in the later phases of the Late 
Bronze Age in the Highland Zone, possibly contemporary with the 
Knocknalappa group, probably later than Covesea. However, the 
perforated ware from Heathery Burn appears to be related in some 
ways to this Irish Sea grouping, and the occurrence of Yorkshire 
ribbed axes in Wales may be noted in this regard. If Heathery Burn 
is a member of the group, then the latter's partial contemporaneity 
with the north -east Scottish Covesea group is assured. 
Other stray pottery from Scottish sites bears some superficial 
resemblance to the poorer ware from most of the groups, including 
sherds from Tents Muir, Culbin Sands, and Forvie Sands, but this is 
not held to be of any importance. The Bonchester Hill ware, clearly 
not of the (ovesea group, seems to illustrate some connection with 
or mixture of Iron Age forms and native traditional pottery, and 
this may be compared with the probable similar conglomeration at 
Traprain Law. Port Stewart, Co.Derry, may also be included here, 
with some sherds of the finer Traprain type and others much 
thicker and coarser, found with iron slag (Nldlreland 1933.4586- 
4628). 
If this comparison is sound, the dating problem of Traprain, 
and via this of the Knocknalappa group through Lough Gara, may 
be resolved in the last centuries B.C. The Covesea group however, 
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remains separate from this problem, and the lack of any connections 
in pottery or bronzes between this group and the other(s) is suggestive 
that the interpretation here adopted is basically correct, that 
Covesea is of the seventh century, and Knocknalappa and Traprain 
and Jarlshof are later, possibly of the fifth century but extending 
down into the last centuries B.C. 
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ETHIdOLOGICAL CONSIDIM(i.TIONS 
The distribution of objects of the Covesea group suggests 
that there may be some connection with the Pictish problem, as recently 
reviewed by Piggott and Jackson (in Wainnright et al 1955). In brief, 
the position appears to be this. The Pictish language is a P- Celtic 
language, and is generally held to represent a separate speech of Gallo - 
Brittonic origin, allied to both Gaulish and Brittonic and yet distinct 
from both. 
The evidence is divided by Jackson into five groups and 
may be briefly noted here. The Pictish king -list shows many Celtic names 
and some non -Celtic ones, but all the Celtic names are P- Celtic. The 
inscriptions are entirely foreign, not Celtic nor even Indo- European in 
origin. Tribal names of the proto- Pictish period, in the first century 
A.L., are P- Celtic although some are non -Celtic. Place -name elements in 
Flatland, north -east Scotland, are P- Celtic. The evidence of Bede shows 
that the Picts spoke a language distinct from Gaelic and from Brittonic. 
It thus appears that there is no support for the proposition that Pictish 
is Q- Celtic, and any elements of this may be explained as the result of 
contact with the Gaelic Scots from the fifth century A.D. 
Although Celtic words and names are often P- Celtic, there 
is some evidence that the Pictish language was not British, not merely a 
northern form of Brittonic. Pictish Celtic has certain affinities with 
Gaulish that are lacking in Brittonic, although in general it is indis- 
tinguishable from Brittonic, the language spoken south of the Clyde -Forth 
line. Pictish is generally considered to be a third dialect of the P- 
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Celtic family, parallel to Gaulish and Brittonic, closely related to but 
distinct from both, and descended from their Gallo -Brittonic stern. 
This linguistic evidence is interpreted as showing that 
in Scotland before the arrival of the Irish Gaels in the fifth century 
A.D., two languages existed, one a Gallo- Brittonic dialect related to 
but distinct from the Brittonic spoken south of the Forth- Clyde }line, the 
other not Celtic at all, nor even Indo-European, but the speech of an 
early people who had existed undisturbed in Scotland since early second - 
millenium times. The settlers with a Gallo Brittonic language merged 
with the older people, and adopted some of their names and customs that 
today seem distinctly foreign to the Celtic peoples. Now archaeological 
evidence suggests that the early colonizers of Scotland remained undis- 
turbed from their arrival early in the second millenium. Presumably these 
people spoke a non -Indo European language which continued relatively 
unchanged and the sole language of the area until the arrival in the late 
second or early first century B.C. of a people with a Celtic language. 
The present view is that a people with a P- Celtic dialect, 
the builders of the vitrified forts, settled in north -east Scotland in 
the late second or early first century B.C. They are believed to have 
corne from southern Jngland, and mingled on arrival with the older popu- 
lation of Bronze Age economy and culture, borrowing some customs and some 
non -Indo Egrppean names and words. The distribution .of oblong vitrified 
forts, distinct from the vitrified: _forts of the west, suggests that these 
new settlers arrived in the east and spread to the west where their P- 
Celtic language was submerged by Gaelic earlier than in the east. 
If the vitrified fort builders were the speakers of P- 
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Celtic, and if the culture reached Scotland directly from the continent, 
Gaul, then this explains the reason why Pictish Celtic is distinct from 
Brittonic yet still in the Gallo- Brittonic family. However, as stated, 
the present opinion is that the vitrified fort culture reached Scotland 
from the south of 'ngland in the last centuries B.C., as an offshoot of 
the Hallstatt Iron Age there. This leaves the problem of the difference 
between Pictish and Brittonic Celtic unexplained. The Celtic people of 
Britain south of the Forth -Clyde were by the first century A.D. mainly 
La Tene in culture, mixed, of course, with some Hallstatt elements, and 
this seems to have been the culture of the Brittones. If, however, the 
Celtic element of the early proto-Picts in Scotland was of the older unwilred 
Hallstatt origin, then the differences between Pictish and Brittonic is 
explained. As Brittonic in England overlaid the older Hallstatt one, and 
Pictish Celtic is P- Celtic of Hallstatt antecedents, then the arrival in 
Scotland of this Hallstatt Celtic may show a date before the establishment 
of P- Celtic of La Tene antecedents or Brittonic. This is over -stating the 
case, for Pictish Celtic is closely related to Brittonic, but nevertheless 
differences of importance can be distinguished, and these suggest that 
the Celtic speakers who arrived in Pictland were distinct from the Celtic 
speakers in the south. 
Nov, as Pictish Celtic is deemed to show important differ- 
ences from La Tene Celtic, as stated above, then an explanation may be 
that the Pictish dialect arrived in Scotland in pre -La Tene times, in 
southern English terms and dates, or before the mid -third century B.C. 
The English Hallstatt Iron.:ge began in the fifth (or sixth) century, 
and the La:.Tene in the third, but there was no effective settlement north 
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of Yorkshire before the first century B.C. The hitherto hypothetical 
Hallstatt colonists of Pictland, of seventh and sixth century date, thus 
assume some importance, as they presumably spoke some sort of Celtic 
dialect, and the suggestion is here advanced that these people represent 
an element of population that subsequently produced the effective Picts. 
It must be emphasized that the theory is only advanced with reservations, 
and is highly tentative, but nevertheless the evidence seems to fit the 
problem well. 
Map 25 shows those objects that are considered to belong 
to the Covesea group dated to the seventh and /or sixth centuries B.C. 
The importance of this group lies in its distributional similarity to 
various Pictish elements (op. cit. 117) which are limited to the area 
between the Forth and the Moray Firth, with an extension up to the 
Dornoch Firth. Now if these Covesea group objects are merely imports 
in the usual course of trade, then their importance on the Pictish 
problem is negligible. However, the establishment of the group as 
representatives of the arrival of settlers in the area means that a Celtic 
language was spoken in Pictland well before the arrival of the vitrified 
fort builders in the last centuries B.C. 
Turning to these forts, the suggestion is also advanced, 
however, tentatively, that these may be sub -divided into several regional 
groups, one of ,which coincides with the area of the Covesea people. The 
forts in question have three features that characterize and distinguish 
them from the others, in their large size, oblong and roughly parallel 
sides, and well. In the list appended, it -will be seen that this group 
cuts across the Abernethy group defined by Childe (1935, 236 ff; 1946 
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12 .» 15, 129 - 130) and restated by Cotton (1954, 29 - 38). These forts 
have not yielded many dating features, but have nevertheless been assigned 
to a period not much before the first century B.C. (Piggott, 1958, 79), 
considerably later than the arrival of the Covesea group, but more or 
less contemporary with the south Scottish forts (C.1,1. Piggott, 1947 - 50). 
The vitrified forts of the Pictish area have been explained as showing 
their derivation from south English forts in their timber- lacing, but 
they lack the vertical posts as seen at Hollingbury (Ant. J. xiii, 1933, 
162). The analogous finds from the three areas, south England, south 
Scotland and Pictland, (Hollingbury is earlier in date), illustrates that 
the group of vitrified forts in Pictland must be dated to a time con- 
siderably later than the arrival of the Covesea people. But we have seen 
that possibly the Celtic language had been established in the area in the 
mid -first millenium B.C., and it is equally possible that the idea of 
timber -laced forts arrived at the same time. If this can be established, 
then the distinctive nature of the Forth Moray region, so apparent in 
the first millenium A.D., may well have been achieved in the first 
millenium B.C. 
Without involved study of continental material, it can be 
stated that the timber -laced nature of fort construction had been evolved 
by Late Urnfield times, contemporary with or immediately preceding the 
Covesea incursion. Camp du Chateau, Fretin, Salins, Jura, has been 
only partially excavated and the various reports (see list appended) 
hardly link the defences and the occupation levels in any conclusive 
manner; the section suggests that the earlier levels may antedate the 
ramparts, but later notes claim that one of the calcined ramparts is 
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Hallstatt B. Another site, Mont Lassois, Cote d'Or, is dated to the 
eighth century B.C., but the exact nature of the defences is not speci- 
fied. In Belgium the forts do not appear to be earlier than Hallstatt 
D, but several farts in adjacent regions appear to have been conceived 
in earlier periods. 
The Ipf, Bopfingen, Wurttemberg, shows .probable La Tène 
timber- lacing, with vertical posts, and an inner rampart is dated to 
"Early and Late Hallstatt "; however, the nature of this bank is again 
not specified. The Goldberg, in the same area, may have had timber -laced 
rampart prior to its late Hallstatt lacing with vertical posts. Die 
Heuneburg has been dated to early Hallstatt D for its timber -laced 
defences. The Lehnensburg however shows a similar structure dated to 
"die drittestufe der Hallstattzeit, in die Zeit der polychromen Keramik ... 
in der zeit der Kochsten Bl'üte der Hallstattkultur ", and thus seems to 
show the existence of the timber -laced rampart idea in Germany in the 
early Hallstatt period. This is substantiated in the fort at Wittnau, 
near Homberg, where the first timber -laced defences are of Hallstatt B, 
with a more or less similar reconstruction in the late Hallstatt (D). 
The wall appears to have a vertical stone face with horizontal timbers in 
layers behind, and lateral timbering as well. It is from this area, the 
I;iddle Rhine and points north, that the distinctive Covesea objects 
appear to have arrived in Scotland. 
The suggestion then is that, in the seventh and sixth 
centuries B.C., immigration to eastern Scotland probably brought the 
Celtic language and may have brought the idea of timber -laced forts, and 
these people should be considered as the possible ancestors of the later 
people called Picts. 
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Vitrified Forts with parallel sides, wells, and of large size. 
Knock i'arril, Ross. NH505585 
Ord Hill, Kessock, Ross. NH663491 
Craig Phadrig, Inverness. NH640453 
:Dun Levan, Nairn. NH827475 
Burghead, Morayshire. NJi08690 (Gallic) 
Dunnideer,- Aberdeenshire. NJ613281 
Tap o'Noth,erdeenshire. NJ485293 
Green Cairn, Kincardineshire. N0633723 
White Caterthun, Angus. N054 66 
Denoon Law, Angus. N0355Wi 
Dundee Law, Angus. NO391313 
Finavon, Angus. N0506556 
The Laws, Drumsturdy, Monifieth, Angus. N04+93349 
Forgandenny, Perthshire. NO10 15 
hachany, Perthshire. NN9O 15 
Castlelaw, Abernethy, Perthshire. N0183153 
Barryhill, ,.1yth, Perthshire. N0263504 
F«.c4.c,K 
Continental forts with timber -laced ramparts (selected,. 
`amp du Chateau, Pretin, salins, Jura - Déchelette ii, 1913, 696 -7, fig. 265; 
Piroutet and D6chelette R.A. xiii, 4th ser 1909, 193-212; 
Lantier Gallia xii, 1954, 473 -4; Gallia xv 1957, 289; 
Piroutet Bull de Revue des Musees 1931, 31 -32. 
Mont Lassois, Cote d'Or - Lantier Gallia xv, 1957, 288. 
Belgium - de Laet, The Low Countries, 166. 
The Ipf, Bopfingen, Wurttemberg - Hertlein Fundberichte aus Schwaven xv, 
1907 368, xvi 1908, 28 -33. 
The Goldberg, Wurttemburg - ibid xx, 1912, 25 -29. 
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Die Heuneburg - Germania xxxii, 1954, 22Fî. 
The Lehnensburg - F. aus S. xxi 32; xxii, 63n. 
Wittnau, Homberg - Bersu Das Wittnauer Horn, 1945, 27 -35. 
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PHASES IN THE LATE BRONZE AGE OF SCo`ll.,iti:D 
LBt - Glentrool: 
The earliest phase of the Scottish Late Bronze Age might 
equally as well be attributed to the end of the Middle Bronze Age, but 
as both Hodges (1956, 75) and Savory (1958, 22 )i have considered the period 
to be early IBA 'A' and IBA1 of Ireland and Males respectively, it seems 
Tore convenient to accept this nomenclature and to consider the Glentrool 
horizon as of the Late Bronze Age? 
The recognition that certain types of bronze objects in 
Britain pre -dated the Wilbur ton phase, formerly British LBA,j, was first 
made by J. Butler (unpublished thesis for Institute of Archaeology), and 
has since been elaborated and published by Hodges (1956, 29- ) and 
Savory (1958, 16- ). This early phase is better called the Taunton- 
Barton Bendish phase, or TBB, to avoid confusion over the old and new 
uses of LBA1. 
The TBB period resulted fran the arrival in southern 
England, particularly in the Somerset region, of strong influences from 
Northern Europe. In general the objects typical of this period have a 
distribution limited to southern England, dales and Ireland (Hodges, OD. 
cit. map fig. 2; Savory op. cit. map fig. 8), but Scotland too has 
distinctive bronzes. 
The Taunton -type socketed axe is closely related to 
Sprockhoff's Hademarachen type which has a distribution limited to Germany 
between the Elbe and Oder (Sprockhoff, 1941, 112, abb 86), and is 
characterized by a single flat moulding and small loo-; as well as by its 
square section and straight sides. In Germany the axe is dated to 
See Addc.dk..-. doll. y ? ' 351 
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IVtontelius III - IV at Hademarschen, iParbezin and Menzlin (ibid taf. 
59 -61). l'he similar Taunton -type of the British Isles is mainly found 
in southern England (Hodges 1956, list 50 to which additions may be 
made), including one in the Taunton Workhouse hoard (Arch. J. XXXVII, 
1880, 94), but several are known from iì:eland, the most important being 
a slightly atypical one in the Bishopsland hoard (Savory 1958, 17, n7; 
also unprovenanced example in N.M. Ireland). Savory has listed a similar 
axe from Merioneth, Wales, although its heavy collar is unlike that of 
the average Taunton axe. 
The Kingoldrum, Angus, specimen is more closely related to 
the .dnglish Taunton -type (î I, 1 DE 12 ),, and the Irish axes also are probably 
the result of influence from Somerset, but a second Scottish axe, from 
Annan, Dumfries, appears to be of.,the true Hademarschen type (RUDE 80). 
A faller axe from North Berwick Law may be a copy of the Taunton type 
(NMA DE 91). 
In this connection, the socketed axes of the succeeding 
Wilburton phase, LB 2, may be related to this early British type. It is 
not difficult to see a relationship between the Taunton type and an axe 
in the Wilburton hoard (Fox 1923, pl X, 3), and between this latter and 
the east English. type (e.g. Inv. Arch. GB18, 19; GB 13, 28). 
A:_bronze shaft -hole battleaxe found at Bannockburn has 
long been considered as of mediaeval date, but as it is apparently an 
unique object if of this period, its close analogies in Scandinavian 
ï._ontelius II contexts should be considered as suggesting that it belongs 
to the Glentrool phase of the Late Bronze age, if not slightly earlier. 
The shaft -hole, wide recurved blade, and conical projections all combine 
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to relate this axe to Scandinavian objects (e.g. Broholm DO iii fig. 113; 
Mb telius 1922, fig. 883), and the rope moulding, while not seen on 
these Northern axes, is nevertheless a Bronze 1ge decorative motif (e.g. 
Hodges 1954, fig. 2, 6). rJh;i.le exact parallels for the Bannockburn 
axe are not known, according to Prof. C. Becker, the evidence of Scandin- 
avia- Scotland contact in Miontelius II - III supports the suggestion that 
this axe is a Northern type. 
A single -edged tanged knife, formerly in the Clerk of 
Fenicuik collection, if of Scottish provenance, illustrates the same 
contact as is seen in the Pfynhannau, Brecon, hoard (Munro 1899, fig. 89; 
Savory 1958, fig. 3). The type is dated to Hallstatt A on the continent, 
and possibly falls within this early phase of the Scottish Tate Bronze 
Age. The single -edged socketed knife from Crossraguel, Ayrshire, is 
probably somewhat later in date (Munro op. cit. fig. 89; Ghilde 1935, 
154 with reference). 
T i.sted bar neckrings and bracelets are another distinctive 
feature of the TBB phase. Twisted ornaments occur in Central Europe 
in Tumulus Bronze (e.g. Germania, XX, 1938, 7- abb 1), but only in 
Urn'ield times did twisted neckrings become common in this area. In 
Northern Europe, however, twisted metalwork developed from Mcntelius 
II onwards, and it is in this region that the British objects of the 
TBB phase have their closest analogies. 
Twisted bar neckrings with hooked tenseinals, such as 
occur in the Glentrool hoard, belong to Kersten's form 2, and are 
commonly found in Montelius III contexts in Lenrark and Schleswig-Holstein 
(Kersten 1936, 36- ). The neckrings are made by twisting a sa re- 
sectioned bar, with the teiminals untwisted and left square or rounded 
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off. Variants occur in this northern area, but most of the British 
neckrings, generally cast, are unrelated to these possibly later types. 
In Britain the form 2 neckrings are mainly found in the 
south,especially Somerset, and are commonly associated with other 
objects of the TBB phase, as at:lgonkswood (Arch. lxxi, 1921, 138) and 
Edington Burble (PSAMiS, V 1854, 91). At the latter site and at iedmore, 
these cast, bronze neckrings were found with bronze ribbon torts, which 
as previously detailed, need not be dated as early as the Middle Bronze 
Age. The ';ïinterhay, Somerset, hoard suggests that some gold ribbon torts 
belong to this TBB phase. Both bronze and gold ribbon torts occur in 
the Law Farm hoard, and it is thus possible that some at least of the 
Scottish ribbon torts are of this early LBA phase. 
In addition, the square- sectioned Sussex or Brighton 
loops may also be considered as contemporary with the TBB phase, in view 
of their associations With a neckring at Hollingbury (Arch J. V. 184-8, 
323), and their crude resemblance to the Barton Bendish type (Inv. -arch. 
GB 7, 5). This twisted and looped bracelet may be compared with 
Northern bracelets which lack hooks (Sprockhoff 1937; von Brune. 1954a 
53), dated to Montelius IV, and larger bracelets with hooks from 
Branden'berg (Bohm 1935, 135 no. 4-3, taf. 23, 2), of Montelius III date. 
A late copy occurs in the Venat hoard (C. Piggott 1949, 114-), and 
unttii-ted forms, also of later date, come from Heathery Burn (Arch. liv 
1892, 88- ). 
The ribbed bracelets, as at Ramsgate, Kent (C. Piggott, 
194-9, 118- , list 120), with close -set narrow ribs and straight pain 
terminals, are also linked to this horizon at West Buckland (Arch. J. 
Xxxvii 1880, 107) and i:_Onkswood; the form appears in the north of Europe 
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in Montelius II, but the British- Northern connections are of the 
following period (Kersten 1936, 13- j;. 
Also absent from Scotland are other decorative objects 
such as loop -headed pins which occur in hoards as at Taunton Workhouse 
(map 3, Savory 1958) and the Blaekrock ring now dated to Montelius III 
(C. Piggott op. cit. 108- ; airmen 195/, 202-3). 
Gold bracelets and neckrings, commonly found in Ireland, 
are mostly of purely local type, but a few -may be related to Northern forms. 
Those from St. John's, Co. Carlow, appear to be of 1>ersten's form E9, 
penannular with short plain terminals, and are therefore dated to Montelius 
III (Aiinstrong 1933, no. 82 -83, pl. xiii, 105 and 110); gold copies of 
form 2 also exist (ibid pl. xii, 84 and 86). The lozenge- sectioned gold 
bracelet from 3tonehill, Lanarkshire, found with two Type 1 armlets, 
occurs in bronze in the Somerset hoards and may link Iberia with Britain 
in this TBB phase, as previously noted, but the gold examples appear to 
be of later date; Savory lists other objects common to both areas (1958 
20; Proudfoot 1955, 23). 
The Glentrool pin is unrepresented in the south of 
England, but pins with plain disc head, straight stem and low side loop, 
exactly similar, are known from northern Europe where they are dated to 
Idiontelius II - III (Janssen 1935, abb 5 and 7; Bohp, 1935, taf 10, 19; 
$ ndaler Beitrage iii, 1910 -14, 78). Two pins of this type were found 
in Ireland (B.?:i. 51.4- -20.5; Ashmolean 1927/2853). 
The disc- headed side -looped pins from southern England 
and northern France are not at all similar to these Northern pins, and 
an be related more closely to Central Europe; they appear to be a 
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late Tumulus type with some Urnfield it flaence ( Hawkes 1942, 34- ; 
C. Piggott 1949, 112, fig. 3). 
Other objects that have been assigned to this TBB phase, 
but not found in Scotland, include trunnion chisels or axes, ridge button 
sickles, and bronze sass, all of which Occur in the Bishopsland hoard 
(PPS xii 1946, pl. xiii); a trunnion chisel of British form was found 
with several palstaves at Voorhout, South Holland (Sprockhoff, 1941, 
taf. 30), and the limited occurrence of saws is noted by Savory (op. cit. 
17; Monkton, Pembrokeshire). Ridge button sickles were found at 171Onkswood 
and Edington Burtle, and at Bishopsland, and have Scandinavian parallels 
in Montelius II- III. Savory notes a ring- socketed sickle, of Pox's 
earlier stages, from Portugal, found with a type of palstave that 
or,,fl : in InilanA 
find links with the distribution of Class II razors and double -looped 
palstaves (op. cit. 19 -20). 
Sprockhoff includes the Cothill, Berkshire, razor -knife 
in his northern group of this period (1941, abb 69, 2). The slender 
socketed hammer from the Inshoch 'Wood hoard is related to the Bishopsland 
example and to one from Tauunton 'Workhouse, and shows that the associated 
Class N spearhead may be assigned to LBA1; the comparison with the 
Burgesses' Meadow, Oxford, hoard is important (Inv. .'Arch. GB 6).. The 
anvil from Insshoch also has parallels in Scandinavian Montelius III 
(Broholm DOiv, no. 425). 
The Ballintober sword type appears by distribution and 
association to belong to this early period, although its Northern connec- 
tions are not apparent and it must be a local development based on the 
first appearance of the leaf- bladed wworq although Savory suggests the 
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eighth century. Other purely local t;; pes include the Eriswell rapier- 
sword (Ant. J. XXXV, 1955, 213- y)4and the Sollas Moss sword (Carlisle 
iiuseum). 
Hodges assigns his Stages I and II shields to his IBA 'A' 
but the evidence at this time does not warrant their inclusion here. 
The Glentrool hoard, in addition to its Somerset and Northern analogies 
already cited, also contains a tanged and perforated knife matched in the 
Monks-wood hoard. 
Some Class II razors also belong to this early period, as 
is shown by their distribution (Savory 1958 20, the ninth century Sicilian 
example, Hencken 1955, 160) and their occurrence in the Glentrool hoard, 
although they are somewhat atypical. Other objects at Glentrool include 
amber, which\ s not out of place in a Scandinavian context, and a Class 
IIIA spearhead. 
This spearhead is typologically extremely close to one 
from New Downie, Angus MA DG 61), but the other Scottish examples are 
presumably of the same horizon. A specialized class, those with mere 
perforations in the blade base, are mainly seen in the Border area, and 
may be somewhat later. The occurrence of many Class IIIA spearheads in 
Northern Europe, (e.g. Liesbuttel, Holstein; early Montelius II; Diesloch, 
Baden, early Urnfield), can be nothing other than a reflection of the 
trade between Britain and the North at this early time. 
The distribution of these basal -looped spearheads is 
clearly south English, and they occur in the Somerset hoards as well as 
in the Thames area and East Anglis (Evans 1933, 191+, fig. 1). The 
comparative rarity of the type in Scotland and ';ales supports the 
argument for the development of a considerable bronze industry in 
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the south in LBAl, notwithstanding Hodges (1956, 47; few Irish stone 
moulds are for Class IIIA spearheads ). Class IV spearheads appear to 
belong partly at least to this period, in view of the Inshoch wood hoard, 
and the ?association of this type with rapiers at Callander. Perfora;ed- 
loop spearheads may also be included here. 
As most of the objects in the Somerset hoards are clearly 
British in type, in other words that the hoards are not wholesale impor- 
tations, the existence of a fully- developed bronze industry in Lritain 
at this early date is established. The types of palstave found throughout 
the areas of contact and dated to this early period are primarily western, 
and may be plain or with midrib, more rarely with shield or trident 
pattern. As they are assigned to Montelius II in the North, they clearly 
must be of the British riddle Bronze Age, but appear to extend into 
LBA1 , or IBA 'A'. 
Voorhout has trunnion chisels and unlooped palstaves of 
these types (BRGii 1941, pl. 26), and Savory lists a hoard from Pennavern, 
Finistere, which contains looped midrib palstaves, Class II razor, 
rapiers, and a slender socketed hammer (1950, 19, n2). 
In addition to a form of double -looped palstave with its 
suggestions for Iberian finds (but see Savor,, op. cit. 20, n5), the 'lest 
Buckland hoard contained a single- looped palstave with midrib. N.= it 
is this type of palstave, with stout midrib and loop, that is seen in 
several of the Scottish palstave hoards, and these may therefore be con- 
sidered in our earliest phase of the Late Bronze Age, as their distri- 
bution has suggested in a tentative way. 
Childe made a statistical study of geographical groups 
of bronze types, and suggested that the evidence pointed to a survival 
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of Middle Bronze Age, and even Early Bronze Age, objects into the 
Scottish Late Bronze . ge (Childe 1935, 12413 ff). He based this on figures 
from southern England, as listed by Fox (1 523, id), which showed that 
from each successive-period of the Bronze Age, greater numbers of objects 
should have survived. This of course depends upon two factors, that 
the successive periods were of approximately equal length, and that 
proportionate numbers have been found. In Scotland it is uncertain that 
the latter point has been established, more uncertain than in more 
southerly regions, where agriculture has been more intensive and extensive, 
and the former point also is in some doubt because of the evidence that 
the Late Bronze Age ended only in the late second century B.C. , and is 
thus considerably longer in duration than the earlier periods of the 
Nevertheless, disregarding these theoretical arguments, 
the figures as published by Childe suggested that earlier bronze types 
persisted in the North into the Late Bronze Age, with the Far North 
figures showing 11* EBA axes, 7 1U3A axes, 17 LBA axes, showing a survival 
of EBA types into the EBA, and possibly both into the TBA. Childe also 
argued that MBA types outnumbered (proportionately as compared with the 
south -1ngli sh control) i A types in the south -west and north -east, and 
therefore assumed that the earlier types existed into t},e L A. The control 
of course is clearly rendered suspect by the distinction between types 
of hoards in Lowland and Highland Zones, large founders' hoards in the 
former, smaller personal or traders' hoards in the latter (see Hodges, 
1557) . 
This idea of retardation in the Highland Zone was supported, 
Childe thought, by Glentrool, where the early types were associated with 
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a palstave recalling the late winged axes of southern England.. As we 
have seen, Glentrool cannot be later than c.1000 B.C., and so this 
argument may 1)e dismissed. Further, the numbers of Lfl3A and IBA objects 
listed by Childe, especially in the north -east, require revision, 
partly in view of recent finds. Instead of palstaves 33, and socketed 
axes 44, the numbers should be c.40 and c.80 respectifiaely, showing that 
in this region, at least, the displacement of lai industries by LEA 
industries seems to have taken place in accordance with the regions 
compared, and a survival or retarded arrival need not be invoked. The 
rarity in this area of late forms of palstave is also conclusive. 
However, different conclusions must be dra;rn in the 
south -west, where the socketed axe does not outnumber the palstave at all, 
and where late forms of palstave are concentrated (c.30 socketed axes and 
c.30 palstaves, late forms over 15). The lack of associated finds in 
this area creates a problem, but the conclusion is that this south-west 
area contime d to use the earlier types well into the Late Bronze Age, 
probably along with the later types, as occurs in southern England (also 
at Gospertie, rife; late form of palstave with faceted axe and Class V 
spearhead). 
The palstave hoards from Scotland are four in nuriber,two 
from 'Tinto; *rnshire and two from north :utherland, all of which, it will 
be noted, lie on the Irish Sea - Scandinavia sea route. Palstaves of the 
earliest Late Bronze Age phase have recently been described by Savory 
(1958, 22ff, fir;. 1). Shield pattern palstaves, without loop, are absent 
from the Scottish hoards, but several stray finds have been noted (e.g. 
near Perth, NMI. DC 113, Tilliery Hill T'T;A DC 103) which may be of the 
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Middle Bronze Age or of the Glentrool phase of the Late Bronze Age. 
However, palstaves with midrib decoration, and with 
flanged sides extending below the stop, are considered somewhat later 
and, in looped form, belong to the TBB phase. They are commonly found 
in eastern England and also occur in several of the Somerset hoards. 
The type is rare in Scotland, but a somewhat similar palstave occurred 
in the Balcarry, Wigtownshire, hoard, without loop however (B , 75.11- 
13.1). 
The other two palstaves here are without loop and decoration, 
and recall one of the Caldonshill palstaves found not far away (BM 75.11 - 
13. 2 and 3, Balcarry; NMA DQ 209, Caldonshill). The other Caldonshill 
palstaves resemble the looped examples with stout midrib and no flange 
extension that occur in the Somerset hoards and Ireland. A. similar 
palstave belongs to the Eirtomy, Sutherland, hoard associated with a 
midrib -and -#trident decorated palstave, with loop (Dunrobin. Castle Museum). 
This latter form is matched in the Craig -a- Bhodaich hoard in the same 
parish (NEA DQ 91). 
The other member of this hoard has a stout midrib as seen 
at lirtomy and Caldonshill. These three associated finds may thus be 
linked typologically, and presumably chronologically as well. The 
trident pattern palstave is always looped and is generally assigned to 
the Late Bronze Age by -both typological (Hawkes' scheme) considerations 
and by associations (Cemmaes Mont, Savory 1958, 24; Grimes 1951, fig. 64; 
see also Grunty Pen CAS xii, pl. 111). 
In addition, the plain looped palstave in the Caldonshill 
hoard (NMA DQ 207) is comparable to the Bishopsland palstave (Pie XII, 
1946, pl. xiii) although the faint pattern on this latter specimen may 
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also be connected with a palstave Pram Craig- a- Bhodaich. In any event, 
the conclusion is the same, that these three hoards, two from Sutherland, 
one from .°oigto;nshire, belong to the Glentrool horizon of the Scottish 
Late Bronze Age. The plain type of palstave, with loop, apparently 
survived into a later period, as at Guilsfield (Grimes 1951, fig. 70), 
but associations in Scotland do not suggest that this was anything but 
a local event. (see p. is5) , 
The fourth palstave hoard, from Balcarry, is not as 
clearly assignable to the Glentrool horizon. None of the three palstaves 
are looped, and although one, as stated, recalls the midrib and flanged 
palstaves of more southern areas, the others can be connected only in a 
general may with the Caldonshill hoard. The Glentrool palstave (NMA DQ 
240), is somewhat more elaborate, and suggests that the Balcarry hoard 
is slightly in advance of this Glentrool phase. 
Some of the bronze two -piece moulds from England (Hodges 
1954, list p. 80), for early palstave forms, mgy also be assigned to 
this early period. The occurrence of camnon forms of palstave throughout 
north Germany, southern England and coastal France, has led Sprockhoff to 
suggest that the mobility of bronze workers was considerable at this time. 
The 3amerset hoards contain, in addition to these plain and midrib types, 
chevron or chevron- and -rib forms of decorated palstaves; these are 
often seen in northern Germany (BRGK 194x1, pl. 24, 25, 30), occasionally 
in southern England but more cannon in north France (Savory 1958, 22), 
and show the development of specialized forms of palstaves, hardly 
represented in more northern Britain, in areas that witnessed the major 
contacts in this early period. 
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The distributions of ornaments also show.., this, cf course, 
and it would be interesting to see any differences existing between 
palstave forms of the Somerset and south -eastern England finds, in 
relation to the more Northern contacts of the former area, the more local 
developments of the latter area. These local developments clearly 
require some change in the statement that southern England did not 
possess a .separate bronze industry until LF3A2 (Hodges 1956, ¿.7). 
The distribution of the other main 2.!d.ddle Bronze Age type, 
the rapier, shows a similar position in Galloway. Here, finds of leaf - 
bladed swords are extremely rare, under ten in number, while the number 
of rapiers exceeds this figure (six finds including Drumcoltran with 
about ten rapiers), The rapier is not at all conunèn in Scotland, and 
the numbers of swords and rapiers in Galloway surely point to the 
persistence of the earlier type into a time during which swords were in 
use elsewhere, and this must be LBi2. The Glentrool rapier appears to 
be earlier in date than those in the Callander find, but Drumcoltran 
need not be faz removed either way. Rapiers occurred in the +,ri swell, 
Cailbs., hoard, and in sane of the Somerset finds, with a Class IIIL 
spearhead at :.iaentwrog (Inv. Arch. GB 10) and ribbed palstaves at 
Crediton (op. cit. GB 4), most or all of -which may be assigned to the 
TBB or LBAt phase. 
The Glentrool hoard can hardly be younger than the 
eleventh century, in view of its Montelius II and III parallels, and 
its close connection with the Somerset hoards, and a suggested absolute 
date for the beginning of this Glentrool or LB[1 phase is thus c.1100 
B.C. The palaeobotanical evidence, mainly based on the Irish Recurrence 
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Surface C, generally with LEA objects above and EBA objects below, is 
now in a state of uncertainty, but the present suggestion is that this 
RS equates mrith Granlund's RS IV in Scandinavia, which roughly divides 
objects of Montelius III and IV. (Hencken 1951, 9; Savory 1958, 27). 
The absolute dating of these periods is again in dispute, but the 
suggested date for the transition III - IV is 0.1100, although Hodges 
and savory suggest c.900. 
The terminal date for this Glentrool phase is more difficult 
to determine, but as will be shown, the succeeding Wilbur t on or LBA2 
phase received contacts and influence, faint though they were, from 
Scandinavian objects of Montelius IV, dated from c. 1100 - 900 B.C. These 
contacts are rare in Scotland but do occur, and suggest an initial date 
for LBA2 somewhere c.900 B.C. In addition, the appearance of a U- sword, 
probably of the tenth century, and a late form of V -type sword as well, 
point to a fairly early penetration from the south, where these types 
developed from the late Hallstatt A hbenheim and Hemigkofen types. 
A Wilburton- related sword at Corsbie Moss, Berwickshire, 
was found with a Class III spearhead, a normal Middle Bronze Age type, 
and this in itself suggests that the initial date of 900 B.C. for the 
Wilburton phase may not be too early. It is believed that the native 
sword, the Ewart :'ark type, developed 0.800 B.C., before the arrival in 
the early seventh century of the Covesea -phase objects in the north -east 
(linked with Late Ewart Swards), and as a direct relationship between 
the 'ilburton and Ewart swords is suspected (Cowen 1933), then these 
suggested timings, based purely on typological groups, may well be 
reasonably accurate. The evidence then suggests that the Glen';,rool 
phase, LBAl, ended with the arrival of purely Late Bronze .fie objects 
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c.900 B.C., although the earlier types may have survived in the south- 
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LBA2 - Wilburton: 
The Glentrool phase saw the introduction into Scotland of 
north European objects and the gradual appearance of types normally 
considered to be of the Late Bronze Age, but basically this early phase 
was Middle Bronze Age in character. With the progressive infiltration 
of Scotland by southern types, clearly of Late Bronze Age character the 
country received its first overall impetus that led eventually to the 
establishment of a Late Bronze industry, (the term culture may hardly 
be applied to a record consisting mainly of artefacts) and so We may 
consider that this phase marks the true beginning of the Scottish Late 
Bronze Age. Nevertheless, in view of nomenclature (Hodges 1956, Savory 
1958) it seems preferable to label this L3Á2, reserving I L1 for the 
first signs of contact with ::orthern industries containing Late Bronze 
Age types. 
As the Glentrool or TBB phase depends upon Northern 
influence dated to I +íontelius II and III, so the Wilburton phase, Scottish 
LBA2, may be dated by its Northern contacts of Iriontelius IV. In the 
south of England the carp's tongue phase is dated to a time contemporary 
with Montelius V or late Hallstatt B; no object. of Montelius IV can be 
as late as late Hallstatt B, and therefore any imports of this Period 
IV must be pre -carp's tongue. 
Although objects typical of the Wilburton complex of 
southern England are not common in Scotland, nevertheless contact 
between the areas was present and there seems little reason to allow 
any appreciable time lag before the members of the Wilburton complex 
arrived in the north. In England, the commencement of the Wilburton 
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Phase appears to lie in the tenth century. 
This is based partially upon the suggestion that the 
native Ewart sword developed from the Wilburton type to a certain extent 
(Cowen, 1933), and in this regard. the I-lover, Hanover, sword is of 
considerable importance. The sword appears to be of A7art type with some 
Wilburton influence seen in the butt, and has been dated to late 
Montelius IV or early V by virtue of its association with a sword of 
Sprockhoff's Class IIIA (Cowen 1952, 136, pl. xv, 3). 
As the prototype continental sword, the Hermgkofen type, 
is reliably dated to late Hallstatt A, the true Wilburton type can be 
fairly precisely assigned to the tenth and ninth centuries, hardly later, 
although Savory doubts whether the Wilburton sword had enier- ed before 
c.800 B.C. (1958, 30). 
If then the 7ilburton s word is dated to the years 1000 - 
800 B.C., more probably early in this period, and the hover sword, of 
wart type -.rith Wilburton influence is probably of the ninth century, 
then the Ewart sword must have emerged before the end of the ?ilburton 
Phase c,700 B. C. 
A Late Ewart sword from Denhead, Angus, was found with a 
lunate spearhead, this latter object generally considered to belong to 
the Wilburton phase in south England. However, in Scotland the lunate 
spearhead more properly belongs to the succeeding period, from 700 B.C., 
and so the Late Ewart sword may with confidence be assigned to this 
later phase, leaving the Wilburton and Ewart development to LBA2, 
c.900 - 700 B.C. 
Another link between Britain and the North at this time 
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is the Sorup Nose shield find. One of these shields is related as 
detailed, to the British YethoLu- type, the other is dated to Liontelius 
IV by its boss -work, as at Pfeflingen, Wurttemberg (Behrens 1916, 32- 
abb 10'; where this Punktbuckel style connects late Hallstatt A and 
Montelius IV. 
Closet to Scotland, the FTynhonnau, Jales, hoard has 
pointed ferrules of Central German type (but see Savory, 1958, 28) dated 
to Liontelius IV (von Brunn 1954a, 7, taf. 2, 2-3) with a late Hallstatt 
A knife and midrib palstaves which may be considered as belonging 
generally to the TBB phase. The hoard may lie at about the transition 
point between I Aj and LBA22; Savory suggests the earlier. The ? 3cottish 
knife of this type has previously been noted. 
The tililburton complex clearly had its central point in. 
eastern England, but spread its influence to the far north, Caithness, 
and into Ireland, as well as to the coastal areas of the continent 
(17PS, 1942, 38ff). Savory notes the occurrence of Wilburton- related 
swords and tongue chapes in the Gironde and the latter type with lunate 
spearheads in Iberia, and the indented socketed axe is also found in the 
south (Savory, 1958, 31). But the lunate spearhead may occur in later 
contexts, as at Huelva, and the indented socketed axe as well, (e.g. 
Nettlehpm, Lincs. , with Clark's ribbed palstave grow_), Clark, 194.0, 52- ) 
The type site for LBA2 is Wilburton, Cambs. (Pox, 1923, 
pl. X); the principal objects in this hoard are the distinctive 
Wilbu ton -type sword, tongue chape, tubular ferrule, and indented socketed 
axes. Of these, only the last -named is absent from Scotland. 'Jilburton 
and related swords have an easterly distribution, as befits their 
derivation from south -east England, and have been found once in 
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association in Scotland. The Corsbie hbss, Berwickshire, hoard 
contained one of these related swords with a chape, and a spearhead 
of Class III. This type of spearhead is generally considered as of 
,fiddle Bronze Age, but clearly survived in the North into LBA2, and its 
dominance in LBA -1, may thereby be assumed. 
A sword fran the Tay apoears to be a ;ilburton type but 
with some slight Ewart influence, and presumably falls somewhere midway 
in LBA2, possibly in the eighth century. 
In addition to these truly Late Bronze Age types, palstaves 
and rapiers seem to have persisted in the south -west in the early stage 
of T BA2. 
The Wilburton hoard also contained spearheads with lunate 
openings, and with hollow heads (Class VB). As previously detailed, the 
Scottish lunate spearheads are generally associated with objects typo- 
logically later than those of the Wilburton complex, such as Late Ewart 
swords at Lenhead and Glen Clova, . igus, and Ballimore, :. rgyll, and 
seventh century bucket staple at Enddingston Loch, and so probably the 
type should be assigned to the succeeding IBA3. 
An important hoard in this regard is that from Highfield, 
Ross and Cromarty, where a lunate spearhead was associated with a Class 
V spearhead and socketed axes of varying types, both Irish and English. 
Possibly the hoard belongs to I13Á2, but in view of other Scottish assoc- 
iations for lunate spearheads, a later date is preferable. Nevertheless, 
the English axes in this hoard are not far removed from some in the 
Wilburton hoard itself, which themselves recall the Taunton axe of LBAl. 
The Highfield bag -shaped axe suggests a late dating for 
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the hoard, but the occurrence of a squat axe, probably of Scandinavian 
influence, at Callander, ?dated to the Glentrool phase, shows that the 
bar, axe need not be assigned a terminus a quo of c.600 B.C. 
The tongue- shaped chape too cannot be unquestionably 
assigned, to LBA2 in view of its later associations with swan's -neck 
sunflower pins at Tarves and Grosvenor Crescent (fifth century), and Late 
Ewart swords at Cauldhame, although it clearly makes its-appearance in 
this phase. The tubular ferrule is probably a long-lived type as well; 
one With splayed foot was found on the jest of Scotland with fragments of 
two Class V spearheads, and may be as early as this LBA2. The Thenford 
Fi11, Cai_bs. , hoard contains a aimilar splay -footed ferrule with Class V 
searheads, and Ewart swords, but need not be as late in date as "from 
c.800 B.C." (Inv. Arch. GB 12). The possibility of some relationship 
between these splayed ferrules and flesh -forks should be noted again. 
The hollow -head spears, Class VB, cannot be decisively 
assigned to LBA2 in Scotland, as the associations recorded are suggestive 
of a later dating. The partially hollow- headed spear from Sleat, Skye, 
is dated to the seventh century, as are those from the Duddingston Loch 
hoard. Similar associations are recorded in Viales, where the hollow - 
bladed spearheads in the Guilsfield hoard are duplicated in the later 
hoard of Pant- y- I°;aen. The occurrence of Class VB spearheads in Scandinavia, 
dated to Montelius IV, should be noted (Broholm, 1949, 37; Sprockhoff, 
1937, 24 -25). 
Some Class V spearheads clearly belong to Scottish 1BA2, 
but the lack of distinctive associations clearly dated to this phase does 
not permit any specific examples to be listed. The Murrayf ield hoard 
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contained a Class V and a VB spearhead, but this may more reasonably 
be assigned to a time contemporary with the Sleat find. However, the 
point made that i^wart swords must be dated to this LBA2 in Scotland, 
possibly the eighth century, enables a few objects to be specifically 
placed in this phase. The E lcunan, 1':intyre, hoard contained Urart swords 
as well as a large Class V spearhead and other swords which may show some 
very slight -ß`1-i lburton influence in the butt, but which may equally as well 
be considered as a Late :Swart type, and a tongue chape. A. similar 
association of chape and .i'waart sword occurred at Gogarburn, Midlothian, 
and these two finds confirm that the tongue chape lies principally in 
LBA2. 
Other finds with Ewa.rt swords include Iochdar, South Uist, 
and elton, Kirkcudbright, the latter with a bronze ring such as commonly 
occurs with swords and must be connected with their mounting. Arthur's 
Seat, Edinburgh, also yielded two Evart swords, and both Grosvenor Crescent 
and Duddingston Loch hoards contained the type, but with other later 
Objects. 
Beaten bronze shields have been discussed in detail in 
an earlier section, and the British evidence, based on the Langwood Fen 
find and upon the distributional contrast between shields and other 
beaten bronze wort:, namely buckets and cauldrons, suggests that the 
British types predate the seventh century, and therefore belong to this 
LBA2. The continental evidence, based upon the Nipperwiese type and the 
boss -work style as seen on one of the Sorup shields, supports this con- 
clusion; there is no evidence that points conclusively to a later dating 
for the British shields, and the tentative conclusion must be that these 
date to possibly the eighth or ninth centuries B.C. at Beith, Yetholm 
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and Achmaleddie. 
Imports fran the continent, or close copies thereof, 
found in Scotland, include the Carse Loch, iirkcudbright, axe (Nl, P DE 5) 
which is dated in Scandinavia to Montelius IV, and therefore falls 
within this LBA2 (Broholm 1949, pl. 5, 4; Broholm DO IV, fig. 22). This 
type may have been the inspiration for the Welsh ribbed axe, and, more in- 
directly, ,for the other British and Irish ribbed axes, which mainly fall 
within later periods, from c.700 B.C. However, some of these may have 
emerged before the end of LBA2, as is suggested by the Grassieslack, 
Aberdeenshire, find, with a Ewart sword and faintly ribbed axe. 
The ribbed.unlooped palstave from Cairnleith, Angus, 
also suggests that the ribbing idea may have become widespread before the 
end of LBA2. This ribbed type recalls the Nettleham palstaves, and with 
them tha carp's tongue complex as defined by Clark (194.0, 52- ). But 
Nettleham is connected with Wilburton by their indented socketed axes, 
and so this Cairnleith palstave need not be considered as late as the 
seventh century B.C. The plain palstaves in the Guilsfield hoard are 
matched by one at Bishopsland, and at Wilburton itself, so that the 
persistence of palstaves well into LBA2 of Scotland need cause no surprise. 
A faceted socketed axe from hlsh, Co. Wicklow (JRSAI, 
lxx, 1940, 94) was found with a Class IIIA spearhead and other - objects. 
This as-sociation suggests that the faceted axe may have arrived in 
Britain and Ireland during this Wilburton phase, for although the spear- 
head is of the typologically late perforated base form, its survival into 
the t,earlyseventh century is somewhat doubtful. Other British and Irish 
associations and typology suggest that this socketed axe probably 
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succeeded the Taunton type, and its Continental analogies, as described 
previously, (e.g. Sprockhoff 1937, tai. 5, 17, p. 30) point to a date 
conta_:porsxy with i:Tontelius IV, i.e., in THA2 of Scotland. Its persis- 
tence and influence in later times is not disputed (e.g. Castlehill, 
Angus, fifth century). 
In Scotland, it is difficult to distinguish associated 
finds containing faceted socketed axes that may with confidence be assigned 
to LBA2, as most hoards contain objects that point to a later time. 
Ballimore, Argyll, may fall within LBA2, probably late within this phase, 
c.700, because of its faceted axe and lunate spearhead. However, the 
associations of bag axes and Late Evart swords render this chronological 
placing somewhat doubtful, and it is probably better to consider the 
hoard as typical of LBA3. 
The probable founder's hoard from Islay may, however, be 
assigned to the earlier period with confidence. Here a faceted axe was 
found with an oval- sectioned axe of crude form, a Class IV spearhead 
more often seen in earlier contexts, a flanged adze and a halberd., all 
presumably collected as scrap. The faceted axe from Bowerhouses, East 
Lothian, was associated with three bifid razors which appear to have 
persisted throughout the LBA, so the hoard's assignation to LBA2 is 
doubtful. The pottery from the find would probably solve the problem. 
The great Gospertie, Fife, hoard contained a faceted axe, 
along with a looped palstave, and this suggests that the find may belong 
to LBA2, although the possible association with an axe of English type 
tends to place this hoard in a slightly later chronological position, 
as does the Husaboat House, Skye, find, while Gillespie, Wigtownshire, 
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with three faceted axes, may belong to this or later phases. 
smother socketed axe, from Forest of Birse, Aberdeenshire, 
(NM DE 13 ), appears to be a copy of another of Scandinavian type, 
siniilarily dated to Montelius IV (Montelius 1922, 10510, although it 
persisted in a slightly changed form into later periods (e.g. Broholm, 
DO iv, fig. 217), and an axe from Perthshire (NCí1A DE 89) represents a 
local copying of this multiple moulding type. From Arthur's Seat, 
Edinburgh, (IJ,ïA DQ 89) a socketed axe with a different arrangement of 
multiple mouldings recalls a North German type ( Sprockhoff 1911, taf. 
38, 10) but its other British examples suggest a date later than LBA2. 
(details listed in previous section). 
A direct import from Scandinavia appears in the Dalduff, 
Ayrshire, hoard; this is a tanged sword which is commonly seen in 
hoards of Montelius IV in Northern Europe (Broholm, 1949, pl. 1, 3 and 
3a; Sprockhoff, 1952a, map 3), although it does apparently extend into 
Hontelius V. However the narrow rectangular -sectioned tang of Dalduff 
is only seen on the earlier form in Denmark. The associations at Dalduff 
include socketed axes and the staples of a Class A2 cauldron which dates 
the hoard to the mid- seventh century; the recent discovery of objects 
possibly part of this hoard, including axes with bronze dripping and a 
third large ring, as of a cauldron, supports the evidence that this is 
a founder's hoard, and so the tanged sword fragments must be considered 
as scrap, and the hoard does not belong to LBA2. A similarly- shaped 
blade, but smaller, from Nordhouse, Shetland (NEA DO 6), presumably dates 
to II3A2 because of its Montelius IV connections. 
The Wilburton phase, LBA2 in Scotland, is basically 
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important because it witnessed the arrival of truly Late Bronze Age 
influences, from the south and from the north -east. There is little 
evidence of contact from Ireland, unless the ribbon torts be assigned 
to this period. 
This situation agrees precisely with the suggested direc- 
tion of Irish trade in the early part of the Late Bronze Age, mainly to 
the south of England (Hodges, 1956, 46- ). Only in the seventh century 
did the Irish market shift from south to north, and so the evidence of 
Irish -Scottish connections in Scottish LBA1 and 2 should be sparse. 
South -east England probably played a considerable part in 
the diffusion of ideas throughout the country, primarily along the east 
coasts, in the early stage, while the later development of more northern 
types, e.g. Swart swords, and shields, probably took place in north- 
eastern 4ngland if not a purely local process. Throughout this period, 
penetration of the country was not great, and probably many areas, 
particularly in the north and west, scarcely obtained any knowledge of 
the new types and techniques now available. Contact with northern 
Europe was limited, with only those direct imports described, but the 
arrival of these objects, few though they may have been, brought about 
the development of many of the types seen in abundance in the succeeding 
centuries. The Irish Sea may have been a collecting point for these 
Scandinavian contacts (Carle Loch axe, proto- Welsh ribbed axes), but 
the north -east Scottish finds point to some other contacts, foreshadowing 
the major incursion in the succeeding period. 
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LBA3_ - Covesea: 
The commencement of this third phase in the Scottish Late 
Bronze Age can be dated reliably to the decades around 700 B.C., but, as 
stated, the Wilburton or LBÀ2 phase with its developed native types 
continued alongside the Covesea objects in the north -east, and continued 
more or less undisturbed in other parts of the country. 
In the south of England, the carp's tongue complex 
dominates finds of the seventh or sixth centuries B.C., with typical 
objects as carp's tongue swords, bag chapes, wing decorated socketed axes, 
end winged axes and bugle- shaped mounts. None of these types have been 
found in Jcotland. On the fringe of this area, ribbed palstaves, and 
bronze moulds for these, have been isolated by Clark (1940, 52- ) and 
adjudged contemporary with the carp's tongue group. However, the Nettleham 
Lincs. hoard seems to contain objects from both Wilburton and carp's tongue 
contexts, and may be considered in two lights, demonstrating the survival 
of specialized Wilburton objects, such as indented axes, into the later 
phase, or demonstrating the appearance of the ribbed palstave earlier 
than generally considered. 
If an origin for ribbed axes or palstaves is sought in 
Scandinavian Yontelius TV ribbed axes, then this earlier dating for the 
type may well apply. Nevertheless, the majority of these ribbed palstaves, 
and their contemporary ribbed socketed axes, are dated to the carp's 
tongue period, mainly the seventh and sixth centuries B.C. The socketed 
axes occurring in carp's tongue hoards are of English type, that is, 
with rectangular section, slender, and with double moulding (e.g. Inv. 
Arch. GB 37, no. 23 -31); these have been found in Montelius IV abd V 
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contexts in Northern Europe (Broholm, 1946, M84; Sprockhoff, 194, 
taf. )ig, 10; La Baume, 1930 -1, abb 26) and in Late Urnfields in 
Central Europe (MUller- Karpe, 1948, taf. 34, t,.). In view of these 
associations, the type probably appeared in south -east England (Tackenberg, 
1951, not north German) in the eighth century, although the carp's tongue 
complex is generally dated to the seventh and sixth centuries. Possibly 
the rectangular- sectioned axes in the Wilburton hoard, and elsewhere, 
occasioned the development of this type at a slightly earlier date. 
Scottish hoards containing axes of this type are not 
particularly valuable. The associations include faceted axes at Arthur's 
Seat, Dalduff, Castlehill and Gospertie, and bag- shaped axes at Citadel 
Leith, lighfield, Dalduff and Castlehill. Dalduff is dated to the 
seventh century by its cauldron staples, but Castlehill is adjudged to 
be fifth century by its analogy with Traprain Law. The Highfield hoard 
contained a lunate spearhead which may belong to the '7ilburton phase, 
more probably to LBA3 in Scotland. A socketed axe of this type from 
Auchtertyre assures its dating to c.700 B.C., found with Type 2 and 2a 
armlets such as occurred at Gight. As these axes are concentrated in 
in the south -east, their main life appears to lie in the seventh and 
sixth centuries, with the carp's tongue complex, but in the north they 
persisted well_ into the last stages of the Late Bronze Age. 
The major components of Scottish LBA3 are those decorative 
objects which are restricted to the north -east, (map 25), and these, and 
their associations, form the Covesea phase which must be considered 
distinct from the gradual and general evolution of native bronzes which 
continued throughout the Late Bronze ft an their appearance in LBA2. 
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The objects distinctive of the Covesea phase are found in a group of 
hoards distributed in north -east Scotland from the Dornoch Birth to 
the Tay. Their ethnological significance is discussed elsewhere. 
The most important hoard in a chronological sense is that 
from the Braes of Gight, dated by its necklets to the decades about 700 
B. C. The recognition of the specialized Type 2a armlets in this hoard 
decisively links Gight with the Covesea and Auchtertyre finds, and the 
distinctive Type 2 armlets at all these sites connect with hoards from 
Rehill, Balmashanner, Wester Ord, and three less important finds of gold 
armlets at iarkhill, Crmidale and Alloa. The Wester Ord hoard contains 
Type 2 armlets and fragments of a necklet of Gight type. s previously 
stated, the necklets are dated c.700 B.C., and the armlets fall readily 
at this horizon. 
The pottery from the Sculptor's Cave, Covesea, and from 
other sites in this north -eastern area has been discussed previously, 
and remains the most important element in the significant aspect of the 
Covesea invasion. 
The Balmashanner hoard, with Type 2 armlets, also contains 
a cast bronze bowl (matched at Ardoe, Aberdeenshire) reliably dated to 
the Late Urnfield, by its analogies in the Middle Rhine area, and the 
iron ring from this hoard fits satisfactorily with the dating of the 
Covesea phase to the end of Hallstatt B or early in Hallstatt C, c.700 
B.C. The incursion of the Covesea folk may best be explained as the 
result of the pressure imposed on the bronze economy of Late Urnfield 
times by the iron -users of Hallstatt C and the placing of the landings 
at Covesea c.700 B.C. lies at or near this point on the continent. 
While not essentially of this Covesea phase, as it is 
believed to be a native production, the curved socketed knife from 
Wester Ord provides a valuable chronological link with two native hoards, 
from Sleat and Cullerne, and these bring Late .Evart swords and hollow - 
headed spears at Sleat, and a Class II razor at Cullerne, into Scottish 
LBA3. In addition, a valuable cross -reference is provided by the cup - 
headed pin at Sleat which thereby links LBA3 with Montelius V and with 
Late Urnfield - Hallstatt C, suggesting a date not far from 700 B.C. 
Presnmably the sunflower pins from Ireland fall into this chronological 
horizon, based on Montelius V analogies and associated Irish finds. 
It should be noted that the Covesea phase, as evidenced 
by its exotic character, is a part of, yet distinct within, Scottish LBA3. 
A second chronological horizon within LBA3 is provided 
by the rare buckets and cauldrons found in Scotland. Only two have 
occurred with other objects, but the associations are valuable. A bucket 
staple and ring from Duddingston Loch, a founder's hoard (but see Hawkes, 
1957, 12+9) serves to date the hollow- headed spears, lunate and barbed 
lunate spears, as well as wart and Late Ewart swords, to the mid seventh 
century. The fragments of a Class A2 cauldron from Dalduff, another 
founder's hoard, were associated with various socketed axes and a 
Scandinavian sword of Montelius IV which must be an antique. 
Turning again to the Covesea phase, various bronze and 
gold types may be dated to LBA3 by their association with distinctive 
bracelets or necklets. These include bifid razors, as at Gight, Thorndon 
Dives from Wester Ord (and seen in Iriontelius V context at gdck) Type 2 
gouges at the same site, socketed axes both faceted and bag -shaped as well 
as rectangular- sectioned from Rehill, Balmashanner, Auchtertyre and 
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Wester 6rd, curved knives as stated, and varying gold objects which 
allow connections with Ireland to be ascertained. Covesea and Balma- 
shanner both show false ring money which is acce:Aed as of Irish influence 
if not direct exportation, and the latter hoard also contains gold 
triangular- sectioned ornaments, such as occur at Heathery Burn and in 
several Scottish hoards, all of which may be fairly confidently dated to 
the seventh or sixth centuries. 
Gold dress fasteners and Type 3c ornaments are also linked 
to this period because of Scottish associations at Torloisk and Monzie, 
and at ' +lhitefarland, with the triangular objects. nòther cross -link is 
provided by the type at Dunbarts, where it occurred with a penannular 
bracelet of Type 1, other examples of which were found with Type 2 armlets 
at Al.loa and other sites; this links the seventh century Covesea types 
with Irish-derived triangular ornaments and Type 1 armlets, although the 
last -named persisted into later periods, as at Traprain in bronze. All 
these gold ornaments are assigned to LBA3 or later, as most have been 
found associated with each other, and with objects characteristic of 
this phase; Types 1 and 3c at Glen âray, Types 1 and 2 at Alloa, Type 
1 and triangular ornament at Dunbartonshire, the latter objecte and Type 
3c at Whitef arland, with dress fastener at Torloisk and ifonzie, and with 
false ring money at Balmashanner. Bronze Type 2 armlets occurred with 
triangular ornaments at Balmashanner, and with falst ring money at Covesea, 
and bronze Type 1 armlets with false ring money at the former site. 
There seems no reason to date these gold objects any earlier than the 
seventh century, but some may continue on well into the succeeding 
centuries, as Traprain Law and Lough Gara illustrate. 
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Probably most Thorndon and Dung given knives belong to this 
LBA3, as the Wester Ord find suggests, and indeed the close resemblance 
between these and the curved knives bears this out. Bifid razors pre- 
sumably persisted throughout the Late Bronze age, and are represented 
in this phase by Gight, Cullerne and Quoykea. jost of the socketed gouges 
may be assigned to LBA3 as well, although later associations are recorded. 
One from Ba.inoon and another from Monmore clearly belong to this phase, 
as does the gouge from '.+ester Ord. 4i, bag axe at Tynehead may date its 
associated gouge to this phase if not later, and the :=chnahanaid hoard 
probably belongs here as well as that from Torran. But iidabrock and 
Traprain show later datings, and illustrate that the gouge continued in 
use until the end of the Bronze Age in Scotland. 
The ribbed socketed axe, or Yorkshire axe, is probably 
contemporary with this horizon; its association with a Tract sword at 
Cra,sieslack might suggest an earlier date, but at rlorsehope however the 
axe is clearly Hallstatt C in date, possibly late seventh or sixth 
centuries B.C., and Traprain suggests an even later date for the type. 
At Lalduff the axe is seventh century, and the Poolewe hoard links an 
elaborate version of the type with a bronze Type 3c ornament, also of 
the seventh or sixth century, probably. 
The ribbed palstave.., considered contemporary with the 
Yorkshire and Welsh axes, is represented in Jcotland only by a stray 
find, but some relationship exists between the l ottingham hoard, with a 
Class IV palstave, and the Monmore, Perthshire find. Both contained 
ribbed fanged knives and semi- tubular rings. Heathery Burn and Berryha.le, 
Co. . rmagh, link these knives with seventh century objects. 2he mount 
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is duplicated in the Balnoon and Inshoch hoards , the former with a 
socketed gouge and button of Reach Fen type, the latter limited to 
socketed axes and leaf -blade spearheads. 
The Inshoch socketed axes include a bag axe, commonly 
believed to be Irish in inspiration, and to date only from the mid- seventh 
century. These axes are rare in the carp's tongue area, and suggest 
some contemporaneity with that complex. As described, they appear to 
be a native development of a Northern type, mainly dated to Montelius 
V - VI, but consideration must also be given to the general Irish tendency 
to reduction in reproduction, the overall smallness of most bronze forms 
in the Late..Bronze .age, seen in axes, spearheads and swords. Association 
with lunate spearheads at Ilighfield and Ballimore suggests a date early 
in LBA3 in Scotland for the bag axe appearance, and this fits in well 
with the proposed dating of Irish bag axes, in the seventh century. The 
English rectangular-sectioned axes at Hi ghfield and the Citadel Leith 
suggest partial contemporaneity with the seventh and sixth century carp's 
tongue complex of the south. The semi tubular mount at Inshoch confirms 
this dating, as described above, as do the cauldron staples from Dalduff. 
Abag axe at Castlehill however appears to lie closer to 500 B.C., as 
this hoard is linked typologically with Traprain Law. The atypical small 
squat axe from Callander ?dates to LBA1, and possibly may be an early 
attempt at reproduction of small Scandinavian axes of Iti¡Iontelius IV. 
Other native.cbjects that may be assigned to this LBA3 
include lunate spearheads, as seen in the Duddingston Loch hoard, and 
their associated Late Ewart swords. While the former type is considered 
to have originated in the Wilburton phase, no evidence in Scotland suggests 
that it occurred here before TB44,3. However, in the c ase of Late Ewart 
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swords, it is possible that these had descended from the Evart type 
be ::'are 700 B.C. , but as the distinctions between the two tyres are often 
faintly marked, it is impossible to assign the transformation to a fixed 
point. Nevertheless, associations for the Late Ewart sword generally 
are of IBA3, and it is a convenient point to use as a rough guide. 
Ewart s.:ords continued into Iai3, but Late Ewarts hardly appear before 
this period. It depends to a considerable extent upon the native workman- 
ship, and the fact that true Ewart swords appear in the Grosvenor Crescent 
hoard, with its san's-neck pin of c.500 B.C. , illustrates this well. 
Late Ewart swords appear in both the Tarves and Cr osvenor Crescent hoards, 
c.500 B.C., but occur in seventh century contexts at Duddingston Loch 
and Sleat. The occurrence of lunate spearheads with these swords at 
Balliraore and Denhead points more to the survival of the spear forni 
to the early dáting of the swords. 
This lunate spear evidence, however, taken with the 
association of Late - -.part sword and tongue chape at jü.lconan and Cauldharae, 
would point strongly to the assign :tion of the sword type to LBA2, except 
for the 'i'arves find, whore the tongue chape is dated securely to c.500 L.C. 
Late :wart and Ewart swords have several times occurred together, at 
Rir.;g, Junsinanc and Jackobank, and probably these hoards may be assigned 
to an early part of LBA3. 
Connections with Scandinavia are not particularly strong 
at this time, as many of the exotic objects arrive from more southerly 
Points. Of exceptional interest is the fact that, while the amber trade 
appears to have continued, the Irish -Scandinavian pin types scarcely 
appear in Scotland. B.a]aashanner has yielded amber beads with other 
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objects suggestive of both Irish and North European connections, but as 
amber occurs in LBAI at Glentrool and LBA4 at Adabi ock and Crrock::, no 
new contact can be argued. The close resemblance and obvious connection 
between Ireland and Scandinavia, seen in sunflower pins, emphasizes the 
absence of these pins from Scotland. Possibly the east coast was 
already in receipt of influence, of Covesea type, from points south of 
Scandinavia, and this discoura ed the Northern contacts, or perhaps the 
lure of Irish gold caused the Northern people to ignore Scotland 
completely in this :.:. trade and influence. It is perhaps significant in 
this regard that the only Irish- Scandinavian pin, a cup -headed tupe, 
found in Scotland is that from Sleat, Skye, possibly lying on the Ireland - 
North European route, although the identical spearheads at this site and 
at Cullerne, Morayshire, related to an Irish type, suggest that the Sleat 
hoard represents the products of an Irish smith, and is unconnected with 
the Scandinavian trade route. The curved knives and pin appear in Irish 
contexts, the former not known in Northern Europe. 
A socketed axe from Arthur's Seat (NEA DQ 89) may be an 
import or a copy of a Scandinavian fhrm dated to Iiontelius V, and 
possibly may be included here instead of in LBA2 as described. The type 
occurs in Ireland as well. Of less importance to Scotland are wood and 
leather shields of lerzsprung style which may date to this period, found 
in Ireland, and also trumpets, whose connection with Scandinavia is 
disputed. Nevertheless the conical studs appear to be of Montelius V 
derivation, and possibly the ligtownshire fragtmentary trumpet belongs 
here. 
Many objects, of bronze or gold, illustrate the close 
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relationship that must have existed between Ireland and Scotland at this 
time. These include bag axes, short swords, Type 1 and 3c gold objects 
as well as triangular- sectioned ornaments and dress fasteners, and 
illustrate the recent argument that in the middle of the Irish Late Bronze 
Age the emphasis shifted from trade with the Lowland Zone to trade with 
the highland Zone (Hodges, 1956, 48; Savory, 1958, 36). The carp's 
tongue hoards from southern "England are considered to represent scrap 
collections from coastal France, and the Irish market of necessity had 
to look elsewhere. The great expansion in bronze -working appears to have 
led to the establishment of provincial industries or more probably areas 
of preference wherein certain types were favoured. Examples of this, on 
a larger scale, include the south -eastern English Wilburton area of LBd2, 
the carp's tongue complex even more rigidly restricted to the south -east 
in LBA3 (production centre probably in coastal France), and the south 
Welsh and Yorkshire schools df ribbed axes in L3Á3. 
In Scotland, several industrial provinces may bediscerned 
in TBA3, (by this we mean either local production or local preference 
for exotic types) the most important being the Covesea area of course. 
This is restricted to the north -east, from the Dornoch Firth to the Tay. 
Copies of the distinctive bracelets occur in gold in the south, as befits 
the area of influence of Irish gold. Other gold forms, such as Type 3c 
and triangular-sectioned ornaments, are also limited to a great degree 
to this southern area. The limit beyond which Irish gold rarely pene- 
trated lies somewhere near the Tay, north of which bronze copies were 
produced. This is shown well by Type 1 bracelets, copies of which in 
both gold and bronze are common in Scotland; the gold objects are 
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found principa.Lly in the -.est and south of the country, some in the 
central area, while bronze representations are distributed mainly in 
the north and east, none in the south - ,rest. 
Socketed axes are more readily divisible into separate 
types, and Savory has shown a specialized production in west Males 
(1958, 40, fig. 2, no. 7). In Scotland, a form ultimately derived from 
a North 4uropean type can be isolated in the south --rest, and clearly 
must have its origin in Irish axes as close to the prototype (Sprockhoff, 
1941, taf. 38, 10, map abb 67). The Irish axes are restricted to the 
north -east, from Dungiveri to Derry (ibid abb 6C ), Cromaghs, Co. Antrim 
(FRIA, 26c, 1916, 119- ), Belfast (Arch. 61, l908, 153- ), with a 
further example from Ballinderry, Co. Westmeath (J:'.SAI, 63, 1953, 103 - 
and provide associations with sunflower pins and dress fasteners. The 
Scottish axes of this type from lieu? rhead and Low Ü`vermoor, , t{;'rsh:.! re, 
(hl :A DE 113 and Kilmarnock  Museum), from Islay Mai DE 119), and an 
atypical specimen from Old ï:onkland, Lanarkshire (lila DE 87) all show 
the multiple mouldings of unequal width that characterize the Irish 
adoption of the Northern form. An axe from Roskhill, Skye (í;15A DE 99), 
may belong to this group, although it is somewhat atypical. 
A second provincial group of socketed axes lies in the 
north-east of Scotland and may be related to or influenced by Scandin- 
avian multi - moulded axes which date from í,iontclius IV to VI (LIontelius, 
1922, 1054; Broholm, DO iv, fig. 217; Broholm, 1949, 249), copies of 
which appear in Scotland at Birse, Aberdeenshire (I ,Ä DE 13), and from 
Perthshire Mil. DE 89. The group of socketed axes considered here are 
not conclusively derived from this type, but by their multiple mouldings, 
)o 
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of equal width, they appear to have some connection. Five axes in this 
style have been found in erdeensliire, (OldHeldrum., Aberdeen Museum, 
52.10.1; Alford 1 A DE 58; Aberdeenshire, I,Iarischal College, 247.5; 
Aberdeenshire, Larischal College, 247.2; prob. erdesnshire : ari schal 
College 255), one in Nairn at Inshoch OVA DQ 76) dated to LEA3 by 
associations, and two from eastern Ross and Oromai ty ( Conon Mains, Nla. 
DE 62 and,abypical hIghfield, Mtk DQ 84). south of the Aberdeenshire 
centre, an axe from i,Ionikie, -;us (BLITZ 1980) and two from Perthshire 
(Doane Hunterian hus eum, B1914. 287, Murray Asylum, Perth Museum, 131) 
appear to be of this type; two axes from Lanarkshire (Carnwath, 
ï elvir ;rove 141seum, 19733, and NMA DE 30) are the only finds of this form 
out of the main area of concentration. pother axe from Perthshire (Perth 
ï.useum 130) may be considered as showing some typological relationship 
with this group. 
Spearheads exhibit the same local specialization, but it 
is only in the more elaborate types that this is discernible. A Class 
VA spearhead from Auchtertyre, Morayshire (N MA DQ 106) is closely matched 
by the Gathercauld, Fife, find tTZ.I.A DA 94), rind less closely by one from 
Perthshire (ïielvingrove,Museuïn, 96). Lunate spearheads, found mainly 
in central Scotland, exhibit a local type as seen in the Glen Clova 
find (I 3A), one with perforations and one without, and at Crieff, Perth- 
shire (Perth Museum), two others probably from Perthshire and Stirling- 
shire (MIA and Smith Institute), and one from the Teith (Smith 
Institute). Of Class V spearheads, that some common source of supply 
existed over wide areas is proved by the Sleat and Cullerne hoards; 
these are linked by their identical spearheads, and very similar curved 
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knives. The occurrence of similar spearheads in Ireland has been noted 
previously and the appearance of a cup -headed pin, unique in Scotland, 
in the Sleat hoard shows the Irish nature of these hoards. None of the 
objects in the Sleat hoard have been used, and remain practically as they 
have emerged fran the mould, so that it remains a possibility that an 
Irish smith produced these locally on the island. The suggestion of an 
Irish home for these objects is however more strongly advanced. 
The other spearhead from Cullerne is of the same general 
style, with narrow blade and large socket, and resembles to a certain 
e::tent a spearhead from the Highfield hoard, fran the same northern area. 
The two spearheads from Sleat, one of Class V and one of VB, are matched 
at Nurrayfield. with larger spears yet one of each type. Farther 
relations between north and central Scotland appear in the similar spear- 
heads from Inshoch, Nairn, and :Kenmore, Perthshire. These two hoards 
are already connected by their common semi-tubular mounts, dated to the 
seventh century or slightly later, and their spearheads repeat this 
similarity. (IIA DQ 74 and DQ 50). The blade farm of these spears 
differ:; from that seen on a spearhead fran Heathery Haugh, Kincardineshire, 
and from Torran, Argyll (Montrose Museum and ILA DQ 116) which e :pared 
rapidly from blade base, and this slight evidence of east -west influence 
is repeated in the composition of the hoards from Cauldhame, - =ngus, and 
1 _lconan, Argyll; each of these hoards contained one large Class V 
spearhead, one tongue chape, and several swords of native type, and 
suggest common ideas in the make -up of presumably a trader's hoard. As 
the types appear to be practically identical, it is possible that they 
originated in a common source. 
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Imo,, -. Hallstatt: 
Following the arrival of the Covesea folk in the years 
around 700 B.C., with their distinctive objects of late Urnfield type, 
a further period in the Late Bronze Age of Scotland may be distinguished 
by the appearance in varying contexts of Hallstatt C objects. These, 
however, nowhere resemble in importance the Covesea types, which are 
taken to represent the incursion of a group of settlers as previously 
detailed. In all probability, the examples of Hallstatt-derived types 
merely represent occasional trading expeditions or individual settlers, 
although the evidence from Horsehope suggests that something of more 
substance than trade alone appeared in parts of Scotland. Throughout 
this period, LBA14., the native types of implements and weapons continued 
to be manufactured and employed, and little change is perceptible in 
the evolution of the common types. 
On the Continent, the beginning of Hallstatt C in western 
Europe is placed c.700 B.C., that of Northern Montelius VI shortly after, 
but it is generally accepted that the influence of Hallstatt C hardly 
penetrated to the British Isles before the mid- seventh century. The 
commencement of LBA4 in Scotland is taken to lie in the decades before 
600 B.C. 
The distribution of those objects known to belong to 
LBA . is distinctly eastern (Map 26), centred around the Forth and Tay. 
In this no influence from Ireland is apparent, and clearly eastern England 
must have played a considerable part in the diffusion of some of the 
objects to Scotland. Others, however, are unrepresented in the south 
and must have arrived direct from the Continent, either the objects them- 
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selves or sufficient influence to allow loc11 reproduction. 
The sword types represented in LPA4 inclyde native Late 
warts, swords with bronze pommels, and Hallstatt bronze swords. The 
native type continued to be produced, and clay moulds for their manu- 
facture have been recovered from both Traprain Law and Jarlshof. Finer 
examples of the type, as at Grosvenor Crescent, show that the general 
process of devolution had its exceptions. Native swords occur at Tarves 
and Grosvenor Crescent, and tongue chape at .the former, showing its 
survival from the ëtilburton phase or LBA2. At both these Cites, swords 
with bronze pommels were found, and their association with swan's -neck 
sunf,loWer pins point to a date probably in the fifth century for their 
production. 
Other swords of this type have not been found in 
association, but the only two LBA finds from Loch Broom are a pin and a 
sword of these types, and while no association can be adduced, the 
suggestion must be that some chronological connection exists, and it 
seems correct to place all the Scottish swords with bronze pommels in 
T BÀJ1.. The occurrence of a number of swords of this type from north -east 
England has been noted. Savory suggests that the true Hallstatt C 
bronze swords may have contributed to the development of the Ewart type, 
but associations illustrate that the Ewart and Late Ewart swords had 
more or less completed their evolutionary processes by the time the 
British Hallstatt sword had developed. 
A British s word of late type was found at Kirksoby, 
Denmark, in a Montelius V context, and reflects Hallstatt C influence 
on a Late Ewart form (Cowen, 1952, 129 ff). However, while this 
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illustrates the overlap of Hallstatt C and Montelius V, the associated 
spearhead has been considered as of Hallstatt B type (Vogt, 1942), and 
this presents the problem that Hallstatt B and C overlap, not generally 
accepted. F. obably the attribution of the spearhead to Hallstatt B 
is erroneous. Two Late Ewart swords from the east coast, however, show 
some influence of Hallstatt character in their butts. 
Socketed axes and Class V spearheads continued in use 
during LBA4, with little change in their form. The bag -shaped axe 
possibly was the most common form, although ribbed and faceted axes are 
known from Traprain, and rectangular -sectioned axes from Castlehill, 
Angus. A multi- faceted axe at Traprain (1922.231, Hat: T i 2,) is more 
or less duplicated at Castlehill (NI,.9 Dg 79) and suggests contemporaneity 
of these sites, and another from Traprain (1922.232 Hat T 2 ) matches 
one from Orkney (Hunterian Museum, A9!.). Ribbed axes of Yorkshire type 
are known from Horsehope as well as Traprain, and faceted axes, which 
appeared at an early stage in the Scottish Late Bronze Age, occur at 
these two sites and Adabrock. A socketed loopless axe probably from 
Angus (Montrose Museum) appears to represent an import from the North, 
of Montelius VI date (Aberg, 1936, taf x, 115; Sprockhoff, 1931, taf. 
23, 4). 
The occurrence of Class III razors at Traprain and 
Kinleith, both in the Lothians, should also be noted (C.M. Piggott, 1946, 
128). The latter form seems to be unrepresented on the Continent, but 
its, evolved openwork suggests relationship with Continental Hallstatt 
types. The Traprain razor is matched by one from the Thames (Bw:-, 1953, 
fi;. 11, no. 13) and from Old England, Brentford (Wheeler, 192,, pl. 1, 
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fig. 2, no. 3 and 7). Scandinavian examples are known (Ivlontelius, 1912, 
fig. 637), as well as ]tench ( Breuil, 1901, 289, fig. 3, no. 31; Henry, 
1933, 52, fig. 16, no. 3). 
As stated, Scottish LBA14. dates from the late seventh 
century, and two important hoards probably belong to a time not far 
removed from 600 B.C. The hoard from Adabrock, Lewi, is dated by its 
fragmentary cross-handled bronze bowl of type B2b to Hallstatt C (von 
lvierhart, 1952, and as previously described). The other members of this 
hoard include faceted and rectangular- sectioned axes and a small Class V 
spearhead, and various craftsman's tools such as shouldered chisel, 
socketed hammer and gouge, and whetstones. Of different function are 
three bifid razors and several decorative objects. 
The amber beads are probably of North European derivation 
(Luac'ahite, 19)1)1'4), as the beaten bowl has previously suggested. The glass 
bead is not blue- and - white, as Hawkes maintains (1957, 190, based on 
Childe, 1935) but is blue with a surface mottled by irregularly spaced 
whitish spots caused by bruising, the whiteness due to the many fissures 
containing occluded air. (Stone, 1952). Similar blue glass beads are 
known in continental contexts at an early date in the Bronze Age, and 
the Adabrock bead must date by its associations. (e.g. pZ xxv, 1934: 
11)+; Brondsted, 1939, 118). 
The double conical gold bead is not commonly seen, but 
presumably may show some connection with Irish gold, as identical beads 
are known from Ireland (Dublin Museum, 1885.175- 184), but also from 
Chesterhope Common, i.orthumberland (Cat. Ant. Alnwick, 1880, 3). 
The faceted axe from .,idabrock is matched in the Horsehope 
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Peebles, hoard, which has been fully discussed by Piggott (1953) and 
dated to Hallstatt C on the basis of comparisons with Central European 
cart burials of Hallstatt age. The ribbed axe in this hoard is clearly 
of Yorkshire type, and the faceted axe is probably also of east English 
type. Thus the associations suggest that the Horsehope gear may be 
derived from eastern England, and this appears to be the case, as com- 
parisons with other hoards show. Cast bronze nave bands from a cart, 
and perforated and looped discs of horse harness were found at Heathery 
Burn with ribbed axes, ( Hawkes, 1957, 153- ), and these discs also 
occurred at Parc y- Meirch, Denbigh (Arch. (Jamb. XEJVI, i, 1911) along 
with jangles of Scandinavian inspiration in Montelius V (.'PS, 1958, 
221 ff), possibly late enough to be contemporary with Hallstatt C. 
The IIorsehope gear clearly is of Hallstatt C date, although 
Har {es states that it need not be as late as this (1957, 154, 159). 
Welby, Leicester (Powell, 1950; Inv. Arch. GB 22+) also belongs to this 
group of horse and cart objects, with similar discs and a probably late 
Urnfield cross -handled bowl. 
The single- looped "buttong at Heathery Burn, and at 
Reach ''en (Inv. .larch. GB 174 Llangwyllog, Anglesea (Savory, 1958, ¿i1) 
and Kensington (ESA, 2nd series, iii, 232) are considered as possible 
components of harness gear, as several occurred in the Parc- y- Yeirch 
hoard.' A corrugated bronze disc with two loops from Fortde, Banffshire 
(NirA DQ 99) may also be regarded in this connection, and the double - 
looped "mount" from the Grosvenor Crescent hoard shoOld not be ignored, 
although this latter object lacks close analogies in these hoards. The 
associations at Fortrie include a semi -tubular ring of the same type as 
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oc- :urs in the Monmore and Nottinghamshire hoards, where a seventh 
century date, LBA3, is suggested. The Fortrie ring is smaller but may 
be dated to a time contemporary with Heathery Burn, Parc -y Meirch and 
Horsehope, ranging from mid- seventh to early sixth century. Heathery 
Burn and welby contain no Objects clearly Hallstatt C, but Horsehope 
and Llyn Fawr, and possibly Parc y-- ìeirch are of this period (Hawkes, 
While dabrock and Horsehaoe hoards, and individúal finds 
of Hallstatt C objects, probably'fall within the late seventh or sixth 
centuries, the group of swan's -neck sunflower pins previously described 
can hardly be earlier than the mid -sixth century, and probably date from 
c.500 B.C. Their distribution is eastern, in the main, and provide 
evidence of further influences froM north -west E rope in Hallstatt times. 
Associated finds at Tarves, Grosvenor Crescent and Orrock illustrate the 
persistence cer,k native traditions in Scotland. Ewart and Late Ewart 
swords show little change fram their predecessors of LBA2 and 3, and the 
tongue chape at Tarves is a further example of survival without modi- 
fication. The bronze pommel swords have previously been mentioned. At 
Grosvenor C ascent, the looped mount is presumably a belt mounting, as 
its connections with horse gear are not documented. The Grosvenor hoard 
is clearly a merchant's hoard, with the mount and pin as personal objects, 
also the socketed axe (if a part of the hoard), while all, or most, of 
the swords are stock. The large size and fine quality of these swords 
illustrate that individual variations in bronze - working must have been 
great. 
At Orrock, Fife, the important objects of the hoard or 
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grave group (C.M. Piggott, 1948), in addition to the swan's -neck pin, 
are penannular armlets of Type 1 and perforated rings. The former are 
thus shown to exhibit a life of considerable length in Late Bronze Age 
Scotland, and the latter connect remotely with a ring in the Poolewe 
hoard in Ross and Cromarty. The perforations in all instances are 
rectangular, and placed on the side of the ring, not the outer edge. 
The differences in size of these rings, smaller at Orrock, may however 
render this comparison valueless. All the three armlets were broken 
when found, as was an amber bead. 
The Late Bronze Age settlements of Traprain Law and 
Jarlshof have previously been described, and evidence advanced to show 
that they date probably no earlier than 500 B.C. At Traprain, the LBA 
settlement is considered to have survived until the late second or first 
century B.C., when the pre -Raman "Iron Age" replaced or added to the 
existing purely Late, Bronze Age industry. Some of these iron objects, 
such as the shaft -hole axehead, are matched by the objects appearing 
in the second LBrA level at Lough Gara, but are somewhat peculiar in form 
and otherwise unduplicated. 
The girdle -rings at Traprain and Lough Gara, in bronze, 
are seen only at these two sites. The pottery from both sites has been 
discussed elsewhere, but is clearly not related to Covesea -ware, and 
little connection between the two sites can be ascertained. Not far 
south of Tiaprain, however, the recently- excavated camp of Staple Howe, 
Yorkshire, has yielded pottery similar to that from Fengate, Peterborough, 
clearly Iron Age and distinctly not Late Bronze Age in form, rather 
connecting with the All Carinings Cross group, with comparatively fine 
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ware with carinated shoulders. Associated objects at Staple Havie are 
I-Tallstatt C razors and a shouldered and tanged chisel. Now Traprain 
also yielded a razor of thia Class III, although of different form, and 
the Lough Gara finds included a similar chisel. At Fen;ate an important 
association was a swan's -neck sunflower pin dated probably to the years 
c.500 B.C. 
Staple Howe probably dates to c.600 B.C., which is only 
slightly after the arrival of Hallstatt C influence in Britain and the 
true Iron Age A. At Lough Gara, the two LBA levels are not believed 
to be separated by any appreciable length of time, and the comparable 
objects in the levels support this statigraphical conclusion. The bronze 
and gold work in both levels would normally be dated from c.700 B.C., and 
Raftery suggests c.600 B.C. as most likely. But we have seen that the 
pottery from here is closely linked with that from Rhocknalappa and 
Ballinderry; Knocknalappa was dated to c. fifth century in the original 
report, and there seems to be little evidence to redate this any earlier. 
And now the iron objects from Lough Gara support this 
late date, if as believed, they are truly associated with the second 
Late Bronze Age occupation level. The precise manner in which these 
iron objects occurred at Lough Gara is unknown, but it is surely much 
more plausible to consider them as of a date somewhat later than the 
arrival of the true Iron Age in Britain, in the sixth century B.C. It 
seems unlikely that Lough Gara, and therefore Traprain, are earlier than 
the fifth century in view of pottery and associated bronze and iron 
objects. 
The settlement at Jarlshof, Shetland, has been fully 
described in a previous section, based on Hamilton (1956), and there 
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dated from c.500 L.C., although a slightly earlier date is equally 
tenable. The occurrence of clay moulds for Evart swords, and sunflower 
gins, suggests a date tithin Scottish LBA3 or later; this would fit 
well with the diversion of Irish influence and trade to the north during 
Scandinavian Yontelius V. The amount of time -lag, if any, is difficult 
to determine, and the pottery of Village I is scarcely of value in this 
connection. 
The constructional features of the village, and the 
heavy industrial equipment, have, as stated, shown some similarities 
with the Cal-_' of Eday wheel- house, and suggest that darishof Village I 
should be dated somewhat later than LLA,3; a date in the fifth century 
L.C. is suggested, in view of the clay mould forms, although a later 
date is equally tenable. 
The second village reveals pottery that clearly shows 
Iron Age influence, and the fragment of clay mould found here is 
believed to have found its way into this deposit through the levelling 
of Village I by these settlers. The differences in material culture, 
both implements and house forms, supports the suggestion advanced by 
the pottery, that little connection between the inhabitants of Villages 
I and II existed. The pottery from the second village shows Iron Age 
influences, and a fragment of iron slag also suggests that Village II 
is better considered as Iron Age. Its date is believed to lie in the 
closing centuries L.C. 
ADDENDUM 
Since this study was completed, the first information 
(as yet unpublished) of the results of metallurgical analyses 
of Middle and Late Bronze Age bronzes has been obtained. This 
shows in detail that bronzes of the Somerset hoards, the Ornament 
horizon of M. Smith, the TBB group of J. Butler, belong to Group 
I which is otherwise made up of objects generally assigned to 
the Middle Bronze Age (see p.182). The Scottish Glentrool phase 
presumably also belongs to Group I and is therefore technically 
Middle Bronze Age. The evidence assembled in this study shows 
that objects like rapiers, some palstaves and some forms of 
looped spearheads, such as occur in the Glentrool hoard, appear 
to have persisted well into the Late Bronze Age in some local 
areas. In addition to this, the recent discussiohs of Welsh and 
Trish material has prompted some authorities to assign their 
equivalent phases to the Late Bronze Age (Welsh LBA1, Savory 
1958 16, 22; Irish LBA A(I), Hodges 1956 45 -46). In view of this, 
the Glentrool phase in Scotland has here been termed LBA1 (p.306) 
although this has ignored the technological evidence, not avail- 
able at the time of writing. However, the absolute dating of 
Glentrool is not in doubt, and this question of numbering is 
not unduly important. The phase names are much to be preferred. 
The chronological table does not distinguish by numbers the 
phases of the Scottish Late Bronze Age, although in view of the 
continued existence of some 'early` objects well into the first 
millenium, possibly the decision to call the Glentrool phase 
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Pitcaple, Abords 16 PSAS lix 1925 210 ?Pitcaple Cas. 
Premnay, Aberds 19 PSAS lxxii 1938 69 NMA DE111 
Airlie, Angus 1 PSAS lxxii 1938 69 NMA DE 108 
prob. Angus 16 Meffan Inst 
Dald.uff, Ayr 10 Ferguson h 
Dalduff, Ayr 4 PSAS xix 1b85 315 NMA DQ98A h 
nr Maybole, Ayr 6 PSAS xiv 1880 97 NMiA DE122 
Croy, Dunbarts 1 PSAS xxv 1891 8 NMA DE57 
Traprain Law, E.Loth 6 PSAS lxxxix 1956 145 NMA 
Traprain Law, E.Loth 10 Psas lxxxix 1956 145 NjA 
Traprain Law, E.Loth 11 PSAS lxxxix 1956 145 NMA 
Eigg, Inverness 5 PEAS lxxii 1938 165 NMA BN50 
Skye,4nverness 12 NMA Cat 1892 134 P'v1ULA DE39 
uallhill, Kinc 2 PSAS ii 1857 63 NMA DE6 
prob. Raemoir, Kinc 5 PEAS lvi 1922 17 NMA DE85 
Kilnotrie, Kirkcud 2 NM1A Cat 1892 132 NMA DE3 
nr Glasgow, Lanark 2 Kelvingrove 
?Lanarks 13 PSAS xvi 1882 145 NMA DE31 
Bells Mill, Edinburgh 3 PSAS vi 1866 275 NMA DE17 h 
nr Citadel, Leith, Midl 8 PSAS xii 1878 209 NMA DE9 
Aikbrae, Peebles 1 PEAS xvi 1882 145 NNiA DE25 
Darnel Moss, Peebles 2 NMA Cat 1892 132 NIvA DEl 
Horsehope, Peebles 4 PSAS lxxxvii 1953 175 Chambers Inst h 
Peeblesshire 10 RIA Cat 1892 133 NMA DE4 
Lundie Farm, Perth 11 Smith Inst Cat Smith Inst AK1 ?h 
Teith, Callander, Perth 19 PSAS lxviii 1934 191 NNiA DE101 
Cauldshiels Loch, Roxb 1 PSAS li 1917 198 NMA DE76 
Eildon Hills, Roxb 4 PSAS lix 1925 14 NMA DQ273 h 
Eildon Hills, Roxb 5 PSAS lix 1925 14 NMA D274 h 




PEAS lxvi 1932 422 
111 
NMA DQ286 h 
NMA DQ287 h 















more than three ribs 
Inverurie, Aberds 
St Fergus, Aberds 





Els'uh Wester, Lanarks 
Hangingshaw, Lanarks 
2 







28 PSAS xxii 1888 381 
8 
11 Berw N.C.x 1882-84 593-6 
4 
2 PSAS xxxv 1901 12 
9 PSAS xvi 1882 11 
11 PSAS xxxv 1901 12 
5 PSAS lxix 1935 439 





13 PSAS xxii 1888 366 
16 PSAS lxxxiv 1950 228 
20 PSAS iv 1862 396 
6 PSAS xxii 1888 376 
5 PSAS xvi 1882 476 
6 NMA Cat 1892 133 
23 
5 PSAS iv 1862 396 
Water of Leith, Midloth 18 PSAS lxxviii 1944 141 
?Perthshire 24 
Scotland NMA Cat 1892 134 
with bar /pellet /ring decoration 
Aberdeenshire 32 Sibbald 
Criche, Angus 9 
Corsbie, Berwicks 1 PSAS lv 1921 17 
nr Tillicoultry, Clack 2 PSAS iv 1862 382 
Annan, Lumfries 1 
Coulter, Lanarks 20 
NMA DQ288 h 
NMA DQ289 h 
NMA DQ290 h 
NIvA DQ291 h 
NNA DQ297 h 
NMA DQ298 cast h 
NNiA DQ299 cast h 
formerly Jedburgh 
formerly Pratt h 




















Dumfries Mus 53 
R. Scot.Mus 
nr Glasgow, Lanarks 
1H1olytown, 
Lanarks 












collared and faceted 
Loch Drum, Aberds 























PSAS xvi 1882 145 
PSAS xxii 1888 337 
PSAS xxii 1888 338 
Dixon 1886 103 
PSAS xxxii 1898 7 
PSAS xiv 1880 112,135 
PSAS lxix 1935 439 
NMA Cat 1892 134 
PSAS i 1854 138 
PSAS xliv 1910 331 
PSAS lxxvii 1943 184 
Barr. Mor, Lismore, Arg. 10 PSAS lxxxvi 1952 210 
nr Tomintoul, Banffs 3 
nr Annan, Dumfries 3 PSAS lv 1921 11 
Bowerhouses, E.Loth 1 PSAS vi 1866 357. 
North Berwick Law, E.Loth 3 PSAS xxii 1888 33 
Traprain Law, E.Loth 
Craighead Farm, Fife 
Gospertie, Fife 
prob. Fife 
12 PSAS lxxxviii 1956 238 
1 PSAS lxv 1)31 257 
2 Small 1823 
16 PSAS xxii 1888 346 
Achnahanaid, Skye, Inv. 1 
?Lanarks 19 
Grahams Mount, Midloth 15 
Cullerne, Morays 
'Torsehope, Peebles 
Sta artins, Perth 
Monmore, =erths 
Ant.J.xxxl 1951 72 
PSAS xvi 1882 145 
Arch.Scot iii iii ii 97 
4 PSAS liv 1920 124 
3 ESAS lxxxvii 1953 175 
13 PSAS x 1874 401 







NMA DE 121 
NMA loan 
Perth Mus 133 
Kirkcud.Mus 2390 
NMA loan h 
NMA DE61 
Earl of Stair 
NMA DE104 
NMA DE37 














N MA DE26 
NMA DE10 
NMA DQ234 h 
N11'.A DE60 h 
ND%A DE34 
N1tLA DQ51 h 
4 
Monmore, Perths 
Tay at Delvine, Perths 
Thistle Bridge, Perths 
Abbotsford, Roxb 















































PSAS xvi 1882 27 
PSAS lxxii 1938 167 
PSAS lxix 1935 439 





Berw N.C.xi 1885-86 492 
PSAS xlv 1911 418 
tt 
tt 
PSAS xxiii 1889 150 
Glasgow Cat 1)11 857 
PSAS ii 1857 65 
PSAS xxiii 1889 15 
PSAS x 1874 83,458 
PSAS xvi 1882 409 
PSAS lxii 1928 18 
Ayr 4,. Wigt Coll iv 50 
PSAS lxxxix 1956 145 
tt 
PSAS lxvii 1933 312 
PSAS vi 1866 275 
t 
PSAS xvi 1882 31 
PSAS lxxxviii 1956 241 
PSAS xliv 1910 331 
NNA DQ52 h 
Perth Mus 132 
Perth Mus 129 
NMA DE102 
NIIA DQ292 h 
NMA DQ293 h 
NMA DtV,294 h 
NI;_A DQ295 h 




hMA DQ228 h 
N MA DG;229 h 
NIA DQ230 h 
NMA DE 47 
Mari schal 247 
Nr,A DO9 h 
N114A DQ129 h 
BM ?RTG1980 
NMA DEll 
NIVIA DQ47 h 
NMA DE97 




NMA DQ301 h 
NMA DE18 h 
NIVIA DE19 h 







] lonikie, Angus 
Achnacree, Argyll 
Islay, Argyll 
Loch Arachaid, Argyll 
Dalduff, Ayr 
Traprain Law, E.Loth 
tt 
t 
nr Husabost, Skye, Inv 








prob. Perthshire 29 Psas xxii 1888 338 
Adabrock, Lewis, Ross 1 PSAS xlv 1911 27 
Wester Ord, Ross 15 PSAS viii 1870 309 
Goispie, Sutherland 2 Glasgow Cat 1911 857 
Penninghame, Wigt 14 Ayr & Gall Coll vii 27 
nr Stranraer, Wigt 15 Ayr & Wigt Coll ii 10 











Ayrshire 9 PSAS xxii 1888 376 
prob. Dumfries 9 
Gospertie, Fife 3 Small 1823 
!ester Golcantry, Inv 14 PSAS lxxiv 1940 149 
Arthurs Seat, Edinburgh 2 PSAS v 1864 126 


















2 PSAS ix 1872 435 
34 PSAS lxxii 1938 1ö7 
10 
4 PSAS ii 1857 153 
1 PSAS xxiii 1889 150 
4 PSAS lxix 1935 439 
8 
9 PSAS xxiv 1890 14 
10 
33 
34 Glasgow Cat 1911 857 
8 PSAS ii 1857 65 
12 PSAS lxi 1927 107 
18 PSA 2 vii 1878 196 
1 
4 Smith Inst Cat 1934 62 
Perth Mus 
NMA DQ211 h 








Thornhill Mus 5 
Annan Mus 
NMA DE33 h 
NMA DE115 h 
NMA DE16 h 
NMA DE35 h 
NMA DQ,108 h 
NMA L1926.12 
Marischal 247.4 








NMA DQ82 h 
NMA DE94 h 
NMA HP019 
Banff Mus 
Smith Inst AK7 
nr Alloa, Clack. 1 
Annan, Dumfries 4 
nr Annan, Dumfries 2 
nr Torthorwald, Dumfries 7 
nr Struthers, Fife 15 
nr Balliefeary, Invern 2 
nr Husabost, Invern 
Kilmuir, Skye, Invern 
Skye, Invern 
Wester Golcantry, Inv 
Bagindalen, Kinc 
Carnwath, Lanarks 






Lundie Farm, Perths 
Strathgray, Perths 
Adabrock, Lewis, Ross 






Wester Ord, Ross 
nr Hawick, Roxb 
Langraw, Roxb 
Sourhope Farm, Roxb 
Essenside, Selkirks 
Kildonan Strath, Suth 
Palmallet Farm, Wigt 
Borders 
6 
PSAS xxii 1888 355 
PSAS lv 1921 11 
PSAS lv 1921 11 
NMA Cat 1892 133 
7 PSAS lxvii 1933 312 
8 PSAS i 1854 180 
11 NMA Cat 1892 134 






5 PSAS xliii 1909 9 
4 
5 PSAS xxiii 1889 150 
12 
21 
2 PSAS xlv 1911 27 
3 PSAS lxxii 1938 164 
5 PSAS ii 1357 153 
6 
8 PSAS xiv 1880 45 
11 
12 
14 PSAS viii 1870 309 
7 Berw N.O.xi 1885-86 388 
23 NMA Cat 1892 133 
27 PSAS xxii 1888 390 
5 PSAS xxviii 1894 327 
3 PSAS lxxii 1938 164 
12 PSAS lxiv 1930 297 
3 PSAS lxix 1935 439 
PSAS xxii 1888 403 
PSAS lvii 1923 14 








NMA DQ300 h 
NMA DE41 
NMA DE 40 









Smith Inst AK2 
Blair Castle 
NMA DQ212 h 
NIA DE62 
?'TIMA DQ84 h 
NMA DQ85 h 
NEA. loan h 
NIA loan h 
IdYMA loan h 














nr Duns, Berws 




nr Elgin, Moray 







High Knockglass , Wigt 
Kevans Farm, Wigt 
West of Scotland 
Scotland 
6 
3 PSAS lx 1926 98 
29 
3 PSAS xliv 1910 331 
15 PSAS lxxii 1936 166 
q PSAS lxxvii 1943 184 
11 
2 PSAS lxi 1927 167 
3 
15 PSAS xvi 1882 145 
16 
12 
6 PSAS lxxii 1938 165 
8 PSAS lxxii 1936 165 
1 
2 PSAS 1 1916 242 
26 PSAS lix 1925 234 
7 PSAS ii 1857 153 
1 
2 
6 Ayr & Wigt Coll i i 10 
8 PSAS lxiv 1930 297 
1 PSAS xxiv 1890 445 
PSAS lxi 1927 168 
bag- shaped with faceted section 
Benachie Hill, Aberds 
Craigieford, Aberds 





4 PSAS lx 1926 17 
5 
42 NMA Cat 1892 134 
36 
37 
7 PSAS ii 1857 65 
















NT2A DQ76 h 
NMA DE88 
NMA DQ86 h 
Falkirk Mus 
Smith Inst AK3 











NI.íA DQ81 h 
BM WG1981 
8 
Strath, Skye, Invern 13 PSAS xix 1885 78 NI;î_A DE2 
nr Citadel, Leith, Midl 10 PSAS vi 1866 313 NMA DE36 
nr Edinburgh 11 PSAS li 1917 236 NMA DE7 
Tynehead, Midloth 17 PSAS xliii 1909 294 NiVIA DE68 h 
nr Darnaway, Moray 5 PSr.S xxxvi 1902 29 NMA DE66 
nr Forres, Moray 7 PSAS lxxxi 1947 196 NMA DE117 
Artloch, Perths 1 PSAS xxxii 1898 55,460 NMA FQ294 
Craighall, Perths 6 PSAS xx 1886 319 NMA DE44 
Doune, Perths 8 PSAS lxxii 1938 167 Hunterian 
South Friarton, Perths 20 PSAS xlviii 1914 371 NTA DE75 
Haliburton Mains, Renf 
oval-sectioned 
2' Hunterian 
Alford, Aberds 1 PSAS xxvii 1893 12 NMA DE58 
nr Pitcaple, Aberds 17 PSAS xxvii 1893 12 NMA DE59 
Aberdeenshire 30 Marischal 247.2 
prob Aberds 39 Marischal 255 
Balmashanner, Angus 2 PSAS xxvi 1892 183 NMA DQ131 h 






Islay, Argyll 14 PSAS xvi 1882 409 NMA DQ48 h 
prob Islay, Argyll 15 PSAS lxxxiv 1950 228 NMA DE119 
Dalduff, Ayrshire 1 PSAS xix 1885 315 NIViA DQ92 h 
2 NMA DQ93 h 
Low Overmoor, Ayr 5 Dick Inst 
n;uirhead, Ayrshire 7 PSAS lxxiii 1939 331 NMA DE113 
Ayrshire 8 Smith Inst AK4 
nr Gullane, E.Lothian 2 PSAS lxii 128 229 N1_tA DE126 
Lochaber, Inverness 9 Ft.William 122 
Roskhill, Skye, Invern 10 PSAS lxvii 1933 17 NMA DE99 
Muirfad, Kirkcud 3 PSAS xxiii 1889 150 NIvïA DE53 
Grosvenor Cres, Edinb 16 PSAS lxi 1927 45 ?h 
9 
Alves, Moray 
Murray Asylum, Perth 
Caverton, Roxb 
nr Melrose, Roxb 
Essenside, Selk 







PSAS lxxii 1938 165 
PSAS xxii 1888 390 
PSAS xxxvi 1902 67 
PSAS xxviii 1894 327 
PSAS 1 1916 306 
BM WG1983 





Innermessan, Wigt 7 PSAS xiv 1880 135 formerly Newton- 
Stewart 
Penninghame, Wigt 13 Ayr & Gall Coll v 42 NMA DE48 
Borders 
small squat 
1 PSAS lxix 1935 439 NMA DE103 
Leslie, Aberds 12 Glasgow Cat 1911 856 Hunterian 
Old Tveldrum, Aberds 15 Aberdeen 52.10.1 
Premnay, Aberds 18 PSAS lxxii 1938 69 NMA DE110 
Aberdeenshire 31 NMA DE112 
prob Aberds 38 Marischal 254 
prob Dumfries 8 Wilson, Thornhill 
The Forepark, Kinross 2 Kinross Mus 
prob Holytown, Lanarks 7 Smith Inst AK5 
?Lanarkshire 17 PSAS xvi 1882 145 NMA DE32 
nr Callander, Perthshire 3 PSAS lxxxix 1956 463 NMA D021 h 
River Tay, Perthshire 17 PSAS lxxxiv 1950 229 NMA DE118 
Bowerhope, Selkirks 2 Hunterian 
Douglas Burn, Selkirks 3 PSAS xliv 1910 10 NMA DE69 
Bonar Bridge, Suth 1 PSAS lv 1921 275 NMA DE84 
West of Scotland 2 PSAS xxiv 1890 445 NMA DE56 
Scotland NMA Cat 1892 133 NMA DE14 
Scotland NMA Cat 1892 134 
- 
NMA DE43 
Scotland. PSAS lix 1925 235 M`MNMA DE90 
importsor copies thereof 
Forest of Birse, Aberds 7 PSAS ii 1857 153 NMA DE13 
Kingold.rum, Angus 12 PEAS xiv 1880 171 NMA DE12 
prob Angus 17 PEAS xxii 1888 402 Montrose Mus 
Annan, Dumfries 5 PEAS lv 1921 11 NMA DE80 
Carse Loch, Kirkcud 1 NI:iA DE5 






Perthshire 23 PSAS lix. 1925 234. 
Arthur's Seat, M.idloth 1 PSAS v 1864 126 
North Berwick Law, E.L. 4 PSAS lx 192.6 17 
unknown types 
prob Aberds 40 
Monikie, Angus 14 PSAS lxx.ii 1936 166 
Crosshil.l, K_int,; re, Arg 11 
Southend, Kintyre, Arg 19 
Enzie, Banffs 2 
Greenknowe, Gordon, Berw 3 
Lochore, Fife 
PSAS xxxiii 1899 56 
PSAS lv 1921 17 
14 Small 1823 30 
Cantray- Clava, Invern 3 
1D1evonshaw, 
Kinross 1 
LeSmai,o-'ew , t.ay.urrCS el 




?T :,nl'erness, Orkney 









Flight h'arm, Roxb 


















PSAS xxii 1888 369 
PSAS 1 1916 207 
PSAS xxii 1838 342 
PSAS xxi 1887 342 
Arch Scot iii iii_ ii 124 





PSAS xiv 1880 45 
PSAS xxii 1888 381 
Jeffrey i 191 
Berw N.C.1879-81 275 



















Smith Inst AK8 
formerly Perth 





Ettrick Forest, Selk 
?Borders 
11 
4 PSAS xliv 1910 10 
lo PSAS xiii 1879 310 
Berw INC. xii 185 
SPEARHEADS 
class I 
!«hitehaugh Moss, Ayr 2 PSAS xxviii 1894 219 
Walton, Crawford, Fife 10 PSAS xxviii 1894 219 
class II 
Greyfriars, Dumfries 9 PSAS lx 1926 27 
class III 
Dunnideer, Aberds 
Ellon Moss, Aberds 
Nethermuir, Aberds 
prob Aberds 
Dean Water, Angus 
nr Campbeltown, Argyll 
Islay, Argyll 
Birkeyden, Berws 
Corsbie Moss, Berws 
Canisbay, Caithness 
nr Annan, Dumfries 
nr Annan, Dumfries 
nr Annan, Dumfries 
Cardross, Dunbarts 
Old Kilpatrick, Dunb 




nr Doune, Perths 
Perthshire 
Craigsfordmains, Roxb 
Ettrick Forest, Selk 
23 
5 PH.;AS xxvii 1893 12 
15 PSAS xxxiii 1899 412 
22 
3 PSAS xvii 1883 97 
9 
18 
1 PSAS lv 1921 17 
2 PSAS xiii 1879 333 
1 PSAS lxvii 1933 241 
3 PSAS lv 1921 11 
2 PSAS lv 1921 11 
1 PSAS lv 1931 12 
1 NMA Cat 1892 137 
3 Evans 1881 324 
5 
3 PSAS xvi 1882 147 
1 PSAS xxv 1891 494 
5 PSAS xxiv 1890 14 
7 PSAS lxiii 1929 362 
18 PSAS lix 1925 234 












NMA Li55 ?h 
NMA DG84 













-Lunnasting, Shetland 1 PSAS xix 1885 139 















Cruden, Aberds 4 PSAS liv 1920 149 Nn A DG79 
Glentanner, Aberds 9 PSAS xxiv 1890 14 NMA DG58 
Lickleyhead, Aberds 11 NMA DG98 
Little Kinnord, Aberds 12 PEAS xxvii 1893 12 NMA DG63 
Pitsligo, Aberds 16 PSAS xxii 1888 346 Hunterian 
Aberdeenshire 18 NMA DG99 
prob Aberds 21 IaTarischal C24 
prob Aberds 20 Aberdeen 48.7.3 
Pitscandley, Angus 10 NMA Cat 1892 138 NMA DG42 
prob Angus 11 Dundee Mus 
nr Campbeltown, Argyll 8 Wilson 1863 390 
Islay, Argyll 12 PSAS xvi 1882 409 NMA DQ46 h 
Ochiltree Moat, Ayr 1 Smith 1895 142 Hunterian 
Avon nr Inverlochy, Banff 
Carlusk, Boharm, Banff 3 
1 PSAS lxxiii 1939 333 
PSAS xvi 1882 409 
NMATDG103 
NA DG31 
Newmills,Lauder, Berw 4 .PSAS lxx 1936 399 NMA DG96 
Clayyard, Arran, Butes 1 PSAS xxiv 1890 143 NMA DG54 
nr Freswick, Caithness 2 PSAS xlv 1911 15 
Caerlaverlock, Dumfries 4 PSAS xxii 1888 376 Thornhill 9 
Fairholme, Lockerbie, " 8 Evans 1881 322 BM 71.12 -19.1 
Greyfriars, Dumfries 10 





PSAS lx 1926 27 
PSAS i 1854 144 
PSAS lxxiii 1939 332 
4 PSAS xl 1906 10 
11 
12 















hr. Caen watl. l.a..o.rk5 
Strathaven, Lanarks 
Inshoch Wood, Nairn 
Nether, Firth, Orkney 
Broughton, Peebles 
Castlecraig, Peebles 
West Linton, Peebles 
13 
2 PSAS lxiii 1929 152 
1 PSAS xi 1876 168 
1 PSAS xxiv 1890 14 
2 PSAS xxii 1888 399 
4 Arch x 1792 480 
6 PSAS xxii 1888 399 
PSAS xxii 1888 399 





PSAS xxii 1888 9 
3 PSAS lxxx 1946 8 
3 PSAS Lxxxiii 1949 239 
1 PSAS lxvi 1932 15 
2 SAS xiviii 1914 16 
3 PSAS lxxxviii 1956 241 
Blacklaw, Bendochy, Perth 1 NMA Cat 1892 138 
nr Callander, Perths 4 
Perthshire 17 
Linwood Moss, Renfrew 1 PSAS xxii 1888 407 
Rutherfotd Farm, Roxb 8 Berw N.C.xvii 1899 126 
nr Inverewe House, Ross 6 PSAS xiv 1880 48 
nr. Galashiels, Selk 2 PSAS lxi 1927 17 
$ynton,Ashkirk, Selk 3 
Rosel.o,ll . 3 
Linlithgow Loch, W. Loth 1 
Balgown fiioss, '?igt 1 PSAS xvii 1883 283 











Kirkcud Mus 845 
Kirkcud Mus 510 
Thornhill Mus 8 
Kelvingrove 
N1VIA ÿG51 
Inverness thus h 
Aitken Coll 




















Freefield, Aberds 8 
Lesmoir, Rhynie, Aberd 10 
Premnay, Aberds 







?nr Burghcad, Moray 
nr Eildon, Roxb 









1 NMA Cat 1892 137 
2 PSAS xvii 1883 94 
5 PSAS lv 1921 29 
1 PSAS xvi 1882 147 
11 PSAS liv 1920 149 
3 
5 PSAS lxix 1935 439 
6 INA Cat 1892 137 
7 PSAS xvii 1883 96 
2 NMA Cat 1892 137 
2 PSAS xiv 1880 113,137 
14 
PSAS xxvi 1892 262 
PS::_S xxxvi 1902 67 
PSAS xxii 1888 376 
Merton, Penninghame, Wigt 3 PS- -S xiv 1880 137 




?nr Ard.millan, Ayr 3 NMA Cat 1892 137 
nr Lordscarnie, Fife 9 PSAS xx 1886 318 
Roseisle, Morayshire 9 PSAS xxii 1888 342 
class V 
Black Midden, Rhynie,Ab.l 
Bonnykelly, Aberds 2 
prob Fingask, Aberds 23 PSAS xxvii 1893 367 
Loch Kinnord, Aberds 13 PSAS lxxxii 1948 297 
Lochlundie Moss, Aberds 14 PSAS xxiii 1889 89 
prob Aberdeenshire 19 





Thornhill 10 h 
NMA DG3 
NNA DG4 
























Ballimore, Argyll 1 PSAS lxxvii 1943 184 
3 11 
nr Campbeltown, Argyll 10 
Fort, Craignish, Argyll 11 PSAS lxi 1927 107 
Kilconan, Argyll 13 PSAS xix 1885 12 
prob Poltalloah, Argyll 14 
Torran, Ford, Argyll 15 PSAS xviii 1884 179,207 
Argyll 17 
Castlehill,F'orfar,Angus 1 PSAS xix 1885 78 






2 PSAS xxii 1888 369 
3 PSAS 1v 1921 17 
6 PSAS lix 1925 11 
7 PSAS xxii 1888 376 
12 
Brownrigg,N.Berwick,E.L.3 
Traprain Law, E.Loth 
Gospertie, Fife 
Galloway 
Sleat, Skye, Invern 
Skye, Invern 
Kinneff Bastle, Kincs 
Heathery Haugh, Kincs 
Balmaclellan, Kirkcud 
6 PSAS lvi 1922 212 
2 -7 Small 1823 
1 Wilson 1863 389 
3 PSAS iii 1860 101 
5 NMA Cat 1892 138 
3 PSAS iii 1860 102 
4 
5 
1 PSAS iv 1862 417 
Buchan,Glentrool,K:irkc. 3 PSAS ix 1872 357 
Keils, Kirkcud 7 PSAS xxii 1888 399 
Lanark Parish, Lanarks 5 PSAS xvi 1882 147 
?Lanarkshire 
Lanarkshire 
2 PSAS xvi 1882 147 
7 
?Lanarkshire 8 PSAS xvi 1882 147 
Duddingston Loch,Mid.loth 5- PSAS lvi 1922 360 




TS14!i..z DG90 h 
Inveraray h 
NMA HP020 
NMA D;;116 h 
Inveraray 










NMA L1954.4 h 
NMA DG34 
NMA DG60 
Montrose Mus h 



















1 PSAS li 1917 236 
4 PSAS xxvii 1893 7 
3 PSAS ix 1872 435 
5 PSAS xxiv 1890 146,379 
8 PSAS liv 1920 124 
7 
Inshoch, Nairn 1 NMA Cat 1892 153 
Borland, Perths 2 PSAS xxxvi 1902 66 
nr Callander, Perths 3 
Drumlanrig, Perths 8 





23 PSAS xxii 1868 338 
24 
Adabrock,Lewis,Ross 1 
Highfield, Ross 3 
nr Talladale, Ross 7 
Easter Wooden, Roxb 2 PSAS xxviii 1894 334 
nr Hawick, Roxb 12 
Teviot,Weensland,Roxb 11 
' ?!arrior's Grave,Southfield 
Roxb 9 PSAS xxii 1888 395 
Bannockburn, Stirling 1 Evans 1881 314 
nr Stirling 3 PSAS xiv 1830 96 
nr Stranraer, Wigt 4 PSAS xxx 1896 7 
Wigtownshire 5 PSAS xxx 1896 7 
prob Wigt 6 NMA Cat 1892 137 
West of Scotland 1 PS :'S xxviii 1894 237 
PSAS xlv 1911 27 
PSAS ii 1857 153 






NIJiA DG728,N194 h 
NhA N107 h 
NMA DG59 
NMA DC¿231 h 
N úA D(;232 h 









NMA N215 h 









N Hli DG 65 
ITMA DG15 
NMA N196 h 
















Torran, ï+' ord , Arg,yl 1 
17 
PSAS xxviii 1894 237 





I'M?A Cat 1892 140 
PSAS xxviii 1894 239 
PSAS lxxvii 1943 184 
t 
16 PSAS xviii 1884 179,207 








Sleat, Skye, Invern 
2 PSAS ix 1872 435 
2 NMA Cat 1692 153 
19 
2 PSAS xxiii 1889 9 
8 PSAS 1864 127 
4 PSAS iii 1860 101 
Dudingston Loch, Midloth PSAS lvi 1922 360 
lxix 1935 440 
If 
I_urrayfield, Edinburgh 3 PSAS xxvii 1893 7 
1`'NA D'-J97 h 
















Nf;ïA Dw;106 h 
NMA Dw7 5 h 
Kelvingrove 
NMA DG53 
Smith Inst AL4 
ENA DG5 
YT,A L1954.5 h 





NMA DG71&D`;,195 h 
18 
Badintinan, Moray 4 PSAS xxxii 1898 6 NMA DG70 
prob Perthshire 15 NMA loan 
prob Perthshire 20 NMA L1957e4 
Scotland Smith Inst AL1 
with lunate openings 
Denhead, Angus 4 PSAS xvii 1883 94 NMA DG1 h 
Glen Clova, Angus 5 NMA h 
Glen Clova, Angus 6 NMA h 
Ballimore, Argyll 6 PSAS lxxvii 1943 184 MacRae h 
Ardersier Point, Invern 1 Wilson 1863 392 
Duddingston Loch, Edin PSAS lvi 1922 360 NMA DQ9 h 
NMA DQ14 h 
Crieff, Perthshire 6 PSAS xy.ii 1888 338 Perth Mus 
prob Perthshire 16 NMA loan 
prob Perthshire 25 PSAS xxii 1868 338 formerly Perth 
River. Ewe, Ross 2 PSAS xiv 1880 48 
Highfield, Ross 4 PSAS ii 1857 153 'AMA Dí487 h 
Teith -Forth, Stirling 4 Smith Inst AL8 
Stirlingshire 5 PSAS ii 1857 153 1'v'A DG29 
Scotland Smith Inst AL6 
barbed class VI with lunate openings 
Duddingston Loch, Edin PSAS lvi 1922 360 ??:iA D+Q12 h 
unknown types 
Corgarff, Aberds 3 PSAS xxii 1888 369 formerly Banff 
Drumbeg, Maybole, Ayr 6 Smith 1895 181 
Ochiltree Moat, Ayr 4 -5 " h 
Enzie, Banff 4 PSAS xxxiii 1899 56 Preshome Coll 
Castlemain, Dumfries 5 PSAS i 1854 139 
Hulyhill, Midloth 2 PSAS x 1874 151 
Culbin Sands, Moray 6 PSAS vii 1868 396 
Knowe of Saverough, Orkney 1 -2 PSAS xxi 1887 339 
Runtingtower, Perth 9 
prob Perthshire 21 PSAS xxii 1888 338 
prob Perthshire 22 " 








Craggan Soiller, Suth 1 PSAS xliii 1909 242 formerly Dunrobin 
Drangower Farm, Wigt 7 Ayr & Wigt Coll ii 13 
SWORDS 
U -type 
Tay nr Mugdrum, Perth 
related V -type 
15 PSAS xxivl890 16 NMA DL41 
Clyde nr Renfrew 1 Glasgow Cat 1911 880 Kelvingrove 
Wilburton 
Poldar Moss, Stirling 
three -slot Wilburton 
4 PSAS xxiii 1889 9 NMA, DL40 
Montrose, Angus 11 PSAS xxii 1888 337 Peebles Mus 
Corsbie Moss, Berws 1 PSAS xiii 1879 333 NMA D0252 h 
Forse, Caithness 1 PSAS ii 1857 33 NMA DL2 
near Peebles 3 Evans 1881 289 
Wilburton -Evart 
Tay nr Elcho, Perth 12 PSAS xxii 1888 337 Perth 
Hallstatt 
?Haddo House, Aberds 6 PSAS xxii 1888 362 
Leuchland, Angus 9 PSA 2 1873 427 BM WG1237 h 
It 10 BM WG1238 h 
Tay nr Elcho, Perth 14 PSAS vi 1866 271 NNiA DL4 
Tay nr Mugdrum, Perth 16 PSAS xxxiii 1899 78 ?Newburgh Mus 
Tay nr Perth 19 PSAS xxxii 1898 316 NMA DL5 
Clyde nr Renfrew 2 Glasgow Cat 1911 880 Kelvingrove 
Borders Evans 1881 289 
Scotland NMA Cat 1892 148 NMA DL28 
Late Ewart -Hallstatt 
Schivas House, Aberds 8 PSAS xiii 1879 320 NPÜA DL24 
nr Arbroath, Angus 
bronze pommel 
1 PSAS lv 1921 24 NMA DL51 
Tarves, Aberds 11 PSAS vi 1866 312 BM 58.11-15.2 h 
Skye, Inverness 8 PSAS xiii 1879 326 







Ewart and Late Ewart 
Brawlands, Aberds 
Grassieslack, Aberds 
Haddo House, Aberds 
Memsie, Aberds 
Towie, Aberds 









prob Craigo, Angus 
Easterton, Angus 









2 PSAS xxv 1891 6 
5 PSAS xxx 1896 352 
3 PSAS xiii 1879 332 
1 
1 PSAS lxxii 1938 69 
2 PSAS xli 1907 128 
3-5 PSAS xxii 1888 362 
7 Wilson 1863 394,426 
9 
10 PSAS iv 1862 386 
12 PSAS vi 1866 312 
13 ' 
14 PAS lx 1926 19 
15 PSAS lx 1926 19 
16 
17 




6 PSAS xxii 1888 403 
7 PSAS xiii 1879 328 
8 
12 PSAS xxii 1888 403 
NMA DL42 
NMA DL45 cast 
Aberdeen Mus 
NMA D0095 -96 h 
NIViA 
NIA DL59 h 
h 
larischal 253.2 h 
Hunterian 
BM 58.11 -15.1 h 
NINA DL53 
NMA DL54 cast 
Marischal 256 
Aberdeen Mus 
ILIA DL10 h 





13 Arch Scot v 1890 appl9 h 
1 rSAS lxxvii 1943 184 MacRae h 
2 " MacRae h 
3 Campbeltown D^us 
4 PS±S xvii 1883 285 
5 PS AS xii 1878 686 
6-12 PSAS xix 1885 12:328 Inveraray Castle 
Leannan Buidhu, Islay, Arg 13 PSAS xx 1886 102 
21 




nr Irvine, Ayr 
Carlochan, Ayr 
nr Blairshinnoch, Banff 











Lyndale Moss, Skye 
Sleat, Skye, Invern 





1 Glasgow Cat 1911 881 
2 Evans 1881 289 
4 Wilson 1863 394 




2 PSAS xliii 1909 20 
1 -2 PSAS lvii 1923 146 
3 PSAS vi 1866 112 
1 PSAS xxii 1883 70 
2 PSAS xxiv 1880 277 
1 Evans 1881 289 
1 PSAS lxxxviii 1956 238 NMA DL61 
2 PSAS lxxii 1938 150 
3 Arch Scot iv 1832 365 Soc Ant Lond 
4 PSAS iii 1860 101 
5 PSAS xxi 1887 9,221 
6 















7 PSAS xiv 1880 96 
Iochdar, S.Uist,lnvern 9 
10 
PSAS vi 1866 252,271 
tt 
Waternish, Skye, Invern 11 PSAS xliii 1889 258 
Balnagubs, Kinc 
Jacksbank Fm, Kinc 
Cowie Moss, Kinc 
Netherley, Kinc 
Netherley, Kinc 
Heathery Haugh, Kinc 
1 
2 PSAS xiv 1880 316 
3 
4 PSAS xiii 1879 328 
5 




INA L1954.2 h 
NMA DL37 h 
NMA DL38 h 
NMA DL36 
NMA DL3 h 
Marischal 253 
NMA DL18 h 




Montrose Mus h 
Montrose Mus h 
22 
Carlinwark Loch,Kirkcud 1 PSAS x 1874 261 NMA DL26 
Kelton, Kirkcud 2 PSAS xix 1885 327 NMA DQ118 h 
pob New Abbey, Kirkcud 3 Dumfries Mus 
Cowgill, Lanatks 1 PSAS xxxii 1898 8 NMA DL22 
Millbank,Douglas,Lanark 2 PSAS forthcoming Earl of Home 
?Lanarkshire 3 Arch.Ass.J.xvii 1861 210 NMA DL13 
?Lanarkshire 4 " NMA DL14 
Arthur's Seat, Edinburgh 1 Wilson 1863 352 NMA DQ90 h 
2 " NMA DQ91 h 
Cragleith, Midloth 3 Hunterian 
Edinburgh 4 PSAS xliii 1909 178 NMA DL49 
prob Edinburgh 5 PSAS lxiii 1929 12 NMA DL55 
Gogar House, Midloth 6 PSAS vi 1866 311 NMA DL6 h 
Midlothian 7 PSAS xxxvii 1903 348 NMA DL47 
Midlothian 8 PSAS xxxvii 1903 348 NMA DL48 














Sweethillock, Moray 1 NMA DL58 
Auchencorth, Peebles 1 PSAS xxxiv 1900 435 NMA DL46 
Bailielands, Perths 1 PSAS xxxii 1898 314 NMA DL23 
Blairgowrie, Perths 2 Kelvingrove 
nr Br.of Allan, Perths 3 Smith Inst AL7 
Crieff, Perthshire 4 Irth Mus 135 
23 
Druidstone Pk, Perths 5 PSAS lvii 1923 146 
6 
nr Dunsinane Hill, Perths 7 PSAS lvii 1923 146 
It 8 to 
Huntingtower, Perths 9 
Keir, Perths 10 
prob Perthshire 11 PSAS xxii 1888 337 
Tay at Elcho, Perths 13 PSAS xxii 1888 337 
Tay nr Newburgh, Perths 17 Anderson 1886 173 
prob Perthshire 18 DSAS xxii 1888 337 
prob Perthshire 20 PSAS xxii 1888 337 
Perthshire 21 
Aird, Lewis, Ross 1 PSAS xxvii 1893 38 
2 
Ardintoul, Ross 3 
Fendom, Tain, Ross 4 
Flight,Castleton,Roxb 1 
Ballagan, Stirlings 1 
Cambuskenneth, Stirl 2 
Graham's Dyke, Carriden, 
Stirlings 3 
Cairnside, Kirkcolm,Wigt 1 





PSAS lxxxii 1948 317 
PSAS lix 1925 14 
R.C.Roxb 1956 13-14 
PSAS xi 1876 169 
PSAS xviii 1884 179 
Gordon 1726 118 p1 li 
Ayr & Gall Coll v 42 
2 PSAS xiv 1880 139 
3 Glasgow Cat 1911 881 
4 PSAS lxiii 1929 20 
PSAS lxix 1935 440 
h1NiA Cat 1892 145 
Marischal 253.2 h 
Hunterian 
NMA L1957.2 h 
NMA L1957.3 h 
Dundee Mus 





i,i[ari schal 253.1 
NMA DL43 h 















?NhÀ DL32 & DL33 








Corsbie Moss, Berws 
Gogar House, Midloth 





Torrs, Glenluce, Wigt 













Wester Ord, Ross 
Scotland 
?Scotland 
CURVED SOCKETED KNIVES 
Sleat, Skye, Inverness 
Cullerne, Findhorn, Moray 
Wester. Ord, Ross 
PSAS vi 1866 312 
PSAS xxvii 1893 351n 
PSAS i 1854 181 
PSAS xix 1885 12 
PSAS xiii 1879 333 
PSAS vi 1866 311 
BM 58.11-15.5 h 
Marischal 254 
NMA, DL9 h 
Inveraray h 
h 
NMA DL7 h 
Kelvingrove h 
PSAS xxiv 1890 16 NMA DG55 
PSAS xvi 1882 228 
PSAS li 1917 234 NMA D05 
PSAS xv 1881 273 
PSAS xxviii 1894 237 NMA DQ198 h 
NMA DG69 
PSAS xxvii 1893 12 
PSAS xxiii 1889 15 
Wilson 1863 390 
Burley 1957:T7 
T8 
PSAS xxix 1895 9 
PSAS liv 1920 149 
PSAS xxi 1887 339 
PSAS lvi 1922 356 
PSAS lvi 1922 357 
PSAS lxv 1931 10 
PSAS lix 1925 113 
PSAS xxviii 1894 239 
Glasgow Cat 1911 847 
NMA D031 






NMA DQ262 h 
BM WG2020 
NMA D040 
NMA DQ268 h 
NMA D037 
PSS iii 1860 101 NMA D09 h 
PSAS liv 1920 13,124 NMA DQ233 h 
PSAS lix 1925 113 NMA DQ270 h 
25 
SOCKETED KNIFE, SINGLEEDGED 
nr Crossraguel Abbey, Ayrshire Munro,Preh.Scot. fig 89 
TANGED KNIVES 
Traprain Law, E.Lothian Burley 1956 T9 
Glentrool, Kirkcud PSAS lv 1921 29 
Monmore, Perthshire PSAS xvi 1882 27 
Jarlshof, Shetland Hamilton 1956 29 
Nordhouse, Shetland PSAS xi 1876 471 
SOCKETED GOUGES 
Torran, Ford, Argyll 
Ardeer, Ayrshire 
Fortrie, Banffshire 
Traprain Law, E.Lothian 
Achnahanaid, Skye 
prob Lanarkshire 
nr Tynehead, Midloth 
Iionmore, Perthshire 
River Tay, Perthshire 
Adabrock, Lewis, Ross 
Wester Ord, Ross 
Essenside, Selkirk 
CHISELS 
probable Irish type 
Traprain Law, E.Lothian 




Traprain Law, E.Lothian 
Scotland 
plain -bar type 
Dumfries 
Traprain Law, E.Lothian 
Glentrool, Kirkcud 
NMA 




PSAS xviii 1884 179,207 N1trtA DQ117 h 
PSAS lxvii 1933 27 
PSAS i 1854 138 NMA DC/100 h 
Burley 1956 T13 NIv1.A. 
Cambridge Mus h 
NIvr1A DP9 
NMA D036 h 
NMA DQ54 h 
NMA D03 
Niv.A DQ213 h 
NMA DQ269 h 
?h 
PSAS xliii 1909 294 
PSAS xvi 1882 27 
PSAS v 1864 127 
PSAS xlv 1911 27 
PSAS lix 1925 113 
PSAS xxviii 1894 327 
Burley 1956 T11 
PSAS xlv 1911 27 
PSAS xxi 1887 193 
Wilson 1863 381 
Burley 1956 T12 
PSAS xii 1878 613 
NIu1A 





PSAS xxviii 1894 180 
Burley 1956T14-T26 NMA 
PSAS lv 1921 29 NMA DQ 244 h 
NIv1A DQ 245 h it 
Loch Laoghal, Sutherland 










flat -axe type 
?Eskdalemuir, Dumfries 
Killin, Perthshire 


















Inshoch Wood, Nairn 
Adabrock, Lewis, Ross 
26 
PSAS xxviii 1894 180 
PSAS xv 1881 272 
PSAS xxiii 1889 221 
PSAS xxii 1888 338 
Glasgow Cat 1911 858 
PSAS lxii 1928 150 
PSAS lxii 1928 151 








Smith Inst ÁJ13 
NMA D039 
Aberdeen Mus 
NIAA DQ49 h 
NMA DC41 
Trans Dumf & Gall..1897 29 
Glasgow Cat 1911 858 
857 
PSAS vii 1868 361,376 NMA D02 
PSAS xxiv 1890 447 NMA D029 
PSAS vii 1868 376 Perth Mus 
Sinclair 1745 xvi 206 
PSAS xxii 1888 350 Hunterian 
PSAS lxxix 1945 180 
PSAS xlv 1911 27 
Inverness Mus h 
NMA DQ216 h 
27 
ANVILS 
Inshoch Wood, Nairn PSAS lxxix 1945 180 Inverness Mus 
Kyle of Oykel, Sutherland PSAS xvi 1882 23 NMA D030 
FLESH FORKS 
type 1 
1 -2 Ballinderry Crannog, Co.Westmeath Hencken 1942 12 fig.3 
3 Lurgy, Dungannon, Co.Tyrone Armstrong 1924 117 fig.12 
4 Bishopsland, Co.Kildare O'Riordain 1946 pl.xiii,15 
5 Little Thetford, Cambs BM 1953 pl.iv,3 
type 2' 
6 Eaton, Norwich, Norfolk PSA 2 xi 1885 48 fig.v 
7 Lulworth, Dorset Ant J xv 1935 449 fig.l 
8 Argyll, Scotland Glasgow Cat 1911 862 no.7 
9 Dunaverney 3og, Ballymoney, Co.Antrim Armstrong 1924 116 fig.11 
unknown type 
10 Toome Bridge, R.Bann Belfast Museum 201 -1955 
11 Arran PSAS xxxii 1898 18 
12 Eriswell, Suffolk Ant J xxxv 1955 218 
13 Lough Gara Dublin Museum 
RAZORS 
Braes of Gight, Aberds PSAS xxv 1891 135 
Bowerhouses, E.Lothian PSAS vi 1866 357 
Traprain Law, E.Lothian 
Cullerne, Morayshire 
Glentrool, Kirkcud 
Quoykea Moss, Orkney 
Adabrock, Lewis, Ross 
class III 
Traprain Law, E.Lothian 
Kinleith, Midlothian 
Burley 1956 T28 
PSAS liv 1920 124 
PSAS lv 1921 29 
PSAS lvi 1922 356 
PSAS xlv 1911 27 
Burley 1956 T27 
PSAS v 1864 86 
TTHA DQ285 h 
NMA DQ66 h 
NMA DQ67 h 
NMA DQ68 h 
NMA 
NMA DQ235 h 
NIdiA DQ242 h 
NMA DQ250 h 
NMA DQ263 h 
NMA DQ217 h 
NMA DQ218 h 




BUCKETS AND CAULDRONS 
Dalduff, Kilkerran, Ayr PSAS xiii 1879 332 
Flanders Moss, Cardross, Junb PSAS xxii 1388 36 
Duddingston Loch, Midloth PSA : xix 1885 315 
Darnhall, Eddleston, Peeb PSAS xxxix 1905 14 




Achmaleddie, New Deer, Aberds PSAS xxxii 1898 8 
Luggtonridge, Beith, Ayrshire PSAS v 1864 165 
Yetholm, nr Kelso, Roxb PSAS v 1864 165 
viii 1870 393 
D07-9$ (A2) 
NMA DUll (bucket) 
NMA DU (bucket) 
NP-.2A DU8 (Al) 
NMA DU2 01) 
NMA DU4 (A2) 
NMA DN4 




?Craigdarroch, Ross Wilson 1863 399 
Coveney type 
Achmaleddie, New Deer, Aberds PSAS xxxii 1898 8 NKA DN5 
PINS 
swan's -neck sunflower 
Ythsie, Tarves, Aberds PSAS xxvii 1893 349 BM 58.11 -15.5 h 
? n 
nr Campbeltown, Argyll 
nr Campbeltown, Argyll 
Orrock, Burntisland, Fife 
?Tentsmuir, Fife 
Cramond, Midlothian 
Grosvenor Ores, Edinburgh 
?nr Perth 
Loch Broom, Ross 
sunflower Rin mould 
Jarlshof, Shetland 
cup -headed pin 
Sleat, Skye, Inverness 
stem- looped disc -headed pin 
Glentrool, Kirkcud PSAS lv 1921 29 
Invera.ra.y 
Inve.raray 
PS A;; lxxxii 1948 306 
PSAS liv 1920 149 T?7!fA FT76 
PSAS xiii 1879 320 NP'iA DQ202 h 
PSAS lv 1921 35 Perth Nus 
PSAS lxxxii.i 1949 243 NMA D050 
Hamilton 1956 28 
PSAS iii 1860 101 
NIViA 
NMA L1954.3 h 
N1V'iA D,'z243 h 
PENANNULAR tRYLETS 
Braes of Gight,Aberds PSAS xxv 1891 133 NMA DQ278 -283 h 
bronze, 4 type 2, 2 type 2a 
Rehill, Aberds PSAS i 1854 138 NMA DQ70 -71 h 
bronze, type 1, type 2 
Balmashanner, Angus PSAS xxvi 1092 182 FHA DC134 -144 h 
bronze, three type 2, eight type 1 
Carmylie Hill, Angus Wilson 1863 454 
bronze, 
Gallow Hill, Angus Anderson 1886 211 
gold, five type 1 
Coul, Islay, Argyll Anderson 1886 213 
gold, three dozen type 1 
Glenaray, Argyll Inveraray Castle h 
gold, type 1 
Tangy, Kintyre, Argyll 
gold, type 1 
prob nr Banff PSAS xxii 1888 369 Banff Mus 
type 
Duff House, Banff NAA EQ120 -121 h 
gold, two type 1 
Kirk Hill, St.Abbs, Berw PSAS lxvi 1932 26 NMA FE78 -79 h 
gold, type 1, ?type 2 
Orrnidale , Arran PSAS v 1864 214 NMA FE10 -13 h 
gold, two type 1, two ?type 2 
South Kascadale, Arran Wilson 1863 458 
gold, type 1 
Hillhead Farm, Caithness PSAS xlvii 1913 433 NMA FE69 -70 h 
gold, two type 1 
Alloa, Clackman PSAS x_vii 1883 447 NHA Eß;118 -119 
gold, type 1, type 2 
prob nr Dumbarton PSAS iii 1860 24 NMA FE4 -5 h 
gold, two type 1 
Galla Law, E.Lothian Anderson 1886 213 
gold, type 1 
30 
nr Preston Tower, E.Loth Evans 1881 382 
bronze, type i 
Traprain Law, E.Lothian Burley 1956 T29 NMA 
bronze, type 1 
Orrock, fife PSAS lxxxii 1948 306 
bronze, three type 1 
Wilson 1863 456 
gold, type 2 
PSAS ix 1872 436 
bronze, type 2 
Kilmallie, Invern Anderson 1886 213 
gold, two type 1 
Briglands, Kinross PSAS xxxi 1897 234 NMA AE62 
gold, type 1 
Stonehill Wood, Lanarks PSAS ii 1864 401 Earl of Home 
gold, two type 1, one type 4 
?Lanarks NMA D022 
bronze, type 1 
PSAS ix 1872 435 NMA D.:.110 -115 
bronze, type 1, two type 2à, four type 2 
PSAS lxv 1931 177 NMA 
bronze, type 1, two type 2, two type 2a 
PSAS xl 1906 194 
gold, type 1 
Chambers, Hist of Peeb, 22,37 
bronze, several type 1 
NM.A D017 
Galloway 
Conage, Pettie, Inv*rn NMA D016 
Auchtertyre, Moray 
Covesea, Moray 
Upper Dal laehy, Moray 
Caerlee,Innerleithen 
Peeblesshire 
prob nr Fingask, Perths PSAS xxvii 1893 
gold, type 1 
Monmore, Perths PSAS xvi 1882 27 
bronze, type 1 
Anderson 1886 213 
gold, two type 1 
Shieldhill, Perths 
prob Perthshire 




Wester Ord, Ross PSAS viii 1870 309 N1VIA. DQ272 h 
bronze, type 2 
Essenside, Selkirk PSAS xxviii 1894 327 
bronze, type 1 
Bonnyside, Stirling Anderson 1886 210 NMA FE8 
gold, type 1 
Boreland, Wigt Ayr & Wigt Coll v 38 
gold, type 1 
Kirkmaiden, Wigt PSAS lxxxii 1948 293 
gold, type 1 
Penninghame, Wigt PSAS xxv 1891 417 NMA FE57 
gold, two type 1 
Western Isles PSAS xvii 1883 381 NMA FE52 
gold, type 1 
North of Scotland Anderson 1886 64 
gold 
Gotland Kelvingrove 
gold, type 1 
Scotland NIA D033 
bronze, type 1 
Scotland N1VIA D034 
bronze, type 1 
TYPE 3 GOLD ORNAMENTS- all type 3c unless otherwise noted. 
Glenaray, Argyll Glasgow Cat 1911 826 Inveraray Castle (two) 
Islay PSAS lvii 1923 319 BM 1920.3 -16.1 
Sunderland, Islay Wilson 1863 461 
Ayrshire Wilson 1863 462 
PSµS lvii 1923 319 
Berwickshire PSAS lxix 1935 20 NMA FE84 type 3a 
Arran PSAS lvii 1923 319 
'Nhitefarland, Arran PSAS lvii 1923 314 Kelvingrove 
nr Alloa, Clackman PSAS lxi 1927 192 type 3a 
Galloway Wilson 1863 461 (two) 
Cromdale, Moray Wilson 1863 460 
Poolewe, Ross PSAS xiv 1880 45 NMA D020 (bronze) 





PSAS xxix '1895 8 N1VrA FE72 
Wilson 1863 460-1 
PSAS xxxii 1898 240 NMA FE64 type 3a. 
Wilson 1863 461 (bronze) 
TRIANGULAR -SECTIONED GOLD ORNAMENTS 
Balmashanner, Angus PSAS xxvi 1892 182 NMA Dß0.58 -161 
prob Torloisk, Mull 
Whitefarland, Arran 
prob nr Dumbarton 
Tragrain Law, E.Loth 
nr Biggar, Lanarks 














prob Torloisk, Mull 
Monzie, Perths 
RIBBON TORCS 
Cothill, Belhelvie, Aberds PSAS xxxviii 1904 11 NTviA FE66 
Cothill, Belhelvie, Aberds PSAS lxiii 1929 22 NMA. FE73 
Overshill, Belhelvie, Ab PSAS i 1854 13 NMA FE33 
Overshill, Belhelvie, Ab PSAS xxvii 1893 371 NMA FE59 
Belhelvie, Aberds Callander 1923 165 
Tiree, Argyll Wilson 1863 455 
PSAS lxviii 1934 191 NEU FE80 
PSAS lvii 1923 314 Kelvingrove 
PSAS iii 1860 24 NMA FE6 
Burley 1956 T30 NMA (bronze) 
PSAS lxxxi 1947 191 NMA FE85 
PSAS vi 1866 311 
PSAS lvii 1923 316 
PSAS xxvi 1892 182 
PSAS lvi 1922 17 
Childe,1935 163 
PSAS xxvi 1892 213 
Wilson 1863 455-6 













PSAS lxviii 1934 191 NIviA FE81 
N1VIA loan 
Argyll 
nr Dunfermline, Fife 
Lower Largo, Fife 
Galloway 
Leys, Culloden, Invern 
Coulter, Lanarks 
nr Douglas Water, Lanarks 
The Law Farm, Morayshire 
?Crieff, Perthshire 
Rannoch Moor, Perths 







Braes of Gight, Aberds 
',Jester Ord, Ross 








Horsehope Craig, Peebles 
33 
Vlilson 1663 466 
Wilson 1863 455 
PSAS xviii 1884 233 
Wilson 1863 465 -6 
Wilson 1863 163 
PSAS 1 1)16 16 
Wilson 1863 466 
I'Th1A FE53 -56 
probably two 
?ribbon tore 
q FR 75 
two 
PSAS ii 1857 530 NMA FE35,36,37,38, 
38A (bronze),67,68,77,plus two recent 
acquisitions; BM 57.7- 25.1,58.3- 20.1 -3, 
WG12 -14; Elgin Mus 1888.10; ?Hunterian; 
?Kelvingrove; others private collections. 
private coll, Bear's Den 
PSAS xviii 1884 233 NMA FE32 cast 
PSAS iii 1860 363 NMA FE34 
Ayr Wigt Coll v 1885 38 
PSAS lv 1921 29 
PSAS xxv 1891 133 
PSAS lix 1925 113 
rod) 
NMA cast (Tara type) 
NMA Dí¿248 (bronze) 
NlvïA DQ275-277 (three) 
NMA DQ271 
Abercromby ii 1912 21 
PSAS xxvi 1892 182 NEA DQ132 
PSAS xlv 1911 27 NMA DQ220-221 
PSAS xxiii 1889 224 NP'iA D027 




?Cromar, Aberds - IV spearhead 
NMA CM22 cast 
Cuiter, Aberds sandstone IV spearhead 
Ashmolean 1927/27 
Loanhead of Daviot, Ab clay sword 
PSAS lxx 1936 300 NMA 
Aberds steatite IV & V spearheads 
PSAS lx 1926 19 NMA Cßí31 
Campbeltown, Argyll steatitè IV spearhead, leaf blade 
PSAS lxxxi 1947 171 NMA CM2 -6 
Kildalton, Islay clay fragments 
Ardrossan, Ayr mica schist sock.axe 
Ashmolean 1927/2725 
Traprain Law, E.Loth clay spear, sword, lunate spear 
PSAS liv 1920 80,1vi 1922 213 NMA 
Orkney steatite palstave 
PSAS xliii 1909 10 NMA CM25 
Rosskeen, Ross - sock.axes 
PSAS lxxxi 1938 157 NMA casts 
Eildon Hills, Roxb - palstave 
PSAS lvii 1923 142 
Jarlshof, Shetland clay axe,gouge,sword,pin 
Hamilton 1956 NMA 
Strathnaver, Sutherland steatite V spearhead 
PSAS xl 1906 129 NMA CM139 
Glengyre, Wigt sandstone palstave or anvil 
Lìi-fle Uuvl4,qoi , Bu.fC. 
PSAS lvii 1923 105 A CM29 
- c I ay Ob ov,d peUet axe 
APPENDIX ii - HOARDS 
Moss of Achmaleddie, New Deer, Aberdeenshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) FBAS xxxii (1897 -98) 8 - 10. 
(b PSA London 2nd series xxxi (1918 -19) 150. 
c YU'S lvii (1922 -23) 146, (IV, 49). 
(d V.G. Childe, The Prehistory of Scotland (1935) 158. 
(e E. Sproelchoff, Zur Handelsgeschichte der germanischen Bronzezeit 
(1930) 5, 12, 20, 25. 
2. Site: 
The moss of Achmaleddie (Auchmaleddie;, in the parish of New Deer, at 
the east end of the hill of Achmaleddie. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in May 1897 by George Littlejohn, Esq., son of the farmer of 
i,itchelhill Farm, Achmaleddie, when casting peats; acquired by the 
Nat. Mus. Ant. of Scotland in 1897. Treasure Trove. 
4. Description of the Site: 
The shields were found near the central part of a circular cup -shaped 
hollow of about 4-50 yards diameter, embedded in peat moss, about 4 feet 
below the present surface and about 5 feet above the blue clay at the 
base of the peat. A farmer cutting peat had removed 5 feet from the 
surface of the hollow in a previous year. Shield (2) lay upon shield (1). 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Shield; 272" diameter; central boss 44" diameter surrounded by 
25 concentric embossed ribs alternating with 25 rows of a all bosses; 
sheet bronze handle attached by rivets; rivets or holes on shield for 
attachments; central boss and part of shield damaged. 
M à DNL}. 
(2) Shield; 184" diameter; central boss 4e" diameter; repousse rib 
circles the boss, second rib runs near the outer edge of the shield; 
between these mouldings are four meander patterns, in repousse, two 
continuous and two ending in points; sheet bronze handle; rivets and 
holes for attachments. 
PEA Dr15 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Scotland - Yetholu, Roxbu ghshire; Beith, Ayrshire. 
England - Langwood, Cambs., Fox 1923, pl.viii; Thames, 
Spr ockhof f 1930, taf. 2f. 
Tales - i:loel Siabod, Caernarvon, Grimes, 1951, 184. pl. VI. 
Denmark - Sorup hose, Bro'holm DBiii 181, N214 -. 
(2) England - Coveney Fen, Cambs., Evans 1681, 346. 
7. Dating: 
The dating proposed for Yetho]m- type shields is based upon their 
association (a) at Langwood Fen, Cambs., win an early form of spearhead, 
and (b) at Sorup Pose, Denmark, with a Punktbuckel -style shield dated 
to Montelius IV. The chronological horizon for Yetholm shields in 
north Britain may lie as late as the early eighth century B.C., but 
a date in the ninth century is preferred. The Coveney -tye shield does 
not contradict this dating. 
8. úbuervations: 
9. Remarks: 
Smith in (1bß, lists only one shield from L.tczelhill. 
Sprockhoff in (e) lists two shields from Achxnaleddie and Smith's 
from i.e. three in the hoard. 
Braes of Gight, Aberdeenshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
Ca) PSAS xxv (1890 -91), 133, 135 -8. 
(b) ESA3 lix (1924 -25) 155 -7. 
(c) V.G. Childe, The Prehistory of Scotland, 1935, 163 -5. 
(d) Callander, PSIS' lvii (1922 -23) 146. (IV, 46). 
2. Site: 
Ìßt the foot of a precipice at the Braes of Gight, which overlook a valley 
of the River Ythan, on the march between the parishes of Methlick and 
Fyvie, Aberdeenshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
2 oúnd by some workmen who were engaged in the construction of a private 
road from Iladdo flouse to the Braes of Gi ght in 1866. An observer stated 
that the objects were found during the removal of some large fragments 
of rock. Exhibited to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland on 9th 
February 1691 by.the -Earl of Aberdeen, and donated to the Museum by 
John Hamilton on 9th March, 1925. 
4. Description of Site: 
Beneath some large rocks at the foot of a precipice. 
5. Description of the .Objects, all of bronze. 
(1) Penannular armlet, oval- sectioned body, terminals expanded outwards, 
maximum diameter 3-i ". 
NMA DQ 278 
(2) Armlet like (1), maximum diameter 2s ". 
IW. DQ 279 
(3) Armlet like (1), but terminals only slightly expanded outwards, 
three grooves producing ribbed effect near terminals, maximum diameter 
28" 
NHL DQ 280. 
(4) Armlet like (3) with grooving, maximum diameter 28 ". 
NMA DQ 281. 
(5) Armlet like (1), maximum diameter 24 ". 
(6) Armlet like (1), maximum diameter 24 ", broken. 
NMA DQ 282. 
NMA DQ 283. 
(7) Annular rin:rs, three in number, two joined by a thin band of bronze, 
diameter of rings 2 ". Original report (a) shows two bands joining the 
rings, only one band now survives (b). 
rT;A DQ 284. 
(8) Raxor, bifid type, length viz 32 ", no perforation. 
I'IIA DQ 285. 
(9) Necklet, penannular, maximum diameter 64 ", rings in holders at 
swollen terminals, 18 holders lie around the circular rod each with 
ring (one now missing) of 4" diameter. 
NMA DQ 275. 
(10) Necklet, penannular, maximum diameter 78 ", rings in holders at 
swollen terminals. 
NMA DQ 276. 
(11) Necklet, like (10), maximum diameter 64", terminals slightly 
different. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2, 5-6) Rehill, Aberdeenshire; Balmashanner, Angus; Auchtertyre, 
Morayshire; Covesea, Morayshire; ìáester Ord, Ross; Proudfoot's 
Type 2 (1955). 
(3 -2 +) Auchtertyre and Covesea, Morayshire. 
(7) Danzig, Sprockhdff 1956, 17, taf 71, 1; also see Childe 1935, 
165, 1929 3)), fig. 203; Gallia XV iii 1957, 76, fig. 13 ? Ribiers. 
(8) Isle of Harty, Kent. Inv. Arch. GB 18, 28; 
Feltwell Fen, Norfolk, GB 35, 13; PPS xii, 1946, 127. 
(9 -11) Ziemitz group, Sprockhoff 1930, taf. 3L, 1956 taf. 25, abb 38. 
7. Dating: 
The Ziemitz -type necklets are dated by prockhoff to late Montelius V 
or early VI, probably c.700 B.C., and the Tyne 2 and 2a bracelets, of 





a PSAs lxxii (1937-36) 69. 
2. Site: 
Brawland, Aberdeenshire. 
3. Circumstances of rind: 
Unknown. Donated to Museum by Capt. H.P. Lumsden of Auchindoir, 
Clova, Aberdeenshire, 1938. 
Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Descri tion of the Objects: 
1) oword, leaf -shaped blade, length 22 ", blades width 12 ", one 
rivet hole in each shoulder, two in t cast ribs on tang. ang, 
DL 59 
(2) "Several more" swords. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Arch. Ael. t,. X 1933 185 Ewart Park type; Stoke Ferry, Norfolk, 
GB 8, 2; Thenford Bill, l ortha}rts. , GB 12, 2; Meldreth, Cambs. 
GB 13, 1; Grassieslack, Aberdeenshire; Shuna, Argyll. 
7. Dating: 
Probably not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Grassieslack Farm, Daviot, Aberdeenshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) FSAS xli (1906-07) 128. 
(b) 1SAS xlvii (1912-13) 450-2. 
(c) ESAS lvii (1922-23) 142].. (IV, 22). 
2. Site: 
The farm of Grassieslack, in the parish of Daviot, Aberdeenshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
(1) Found in the autumn of 1906 by the farmer's son while cutting roads 
for the reaping machine, the scythe contacting a part of the Sword that 
projected from the ground. 
(2). Found in March 1913, by the same worker while engaged in sowing 
operations, the plough having turned it up out of the soil within a few 
feet of the spot where the sword was found. 
4... Description of the Site: 
A field on the farm of Grassieslack. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Sword, leaf -shaped blade, 
hilt missing. 
(2) Socketed axe, length 3$ ", 
thinner moulding below, three 
length 201 ", maximum blade width lam_ ", 
sub -rectangular body, moulding at mouth, 
ribs on faces. 
6. Coil risons : 
(1) Arch. Ael 4.X 1933, 185 4 Stoke Ferry, Norfolk, Inv. Arch. GB 8 1; 
Shuna, Argyll. 
(2) Bell's Mills, Edinburgh; Bagmoor, Linos., Inv. Arch. GB 23 11. 
7.. Dating: 
In ..:icottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Haddo House, Methlick, Aberdeenshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PSAS xxii (1887 -88) 362. 
(b) PSAS lvii (1922 -23) 144; (Iv, 27). 
2. Site: 
A peat moss near Iiaddo House, Methlick, Aberdeenshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in 1850; the one remaining sword was presented to Alexander 
Thomson of Banohory by the Earl of Aberdeen in 1858, and has an engraved 
inscription to this effect. In 1088 one sword reposed in the Museum in 
the Library of the Free Church College, Aberdeen, founded by Thomson. 
4.. Description of Site: 
A peat moss. 
5. Descri tion of the Objects - of bronze. 
1 ord, leaf- shaped, 25" long, with one rivet hole in each shoulder 
and two in the hilt. 
(2) Three other swords, now untraceable. 
Comparisons: 
Arch. ße1 1- X 1933, 185. 
7. Dating: 
Probably in Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Uvcrsh.i:11, Belhelvie, .Lberdeenshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
571-SAS lvii (192223)I65. 
2. Site: 
Overshill and Cothill Farms, Belhelvie Pari ch, berdeenshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in the 19th century, at different times; the two farms are 
adjoining, and it is possible, but not certain, that all the tares 
came from a single hoard. Pour tores acquired by the National hUseum. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Gold tort, twisted ribbon type, 2 ¿" diameter, 
sectioned hook, found 1871, NMA 1893, Overshill. 
(2) Gold tore, like (1). NMA. 1851, Overshill 
(3) Gold tore, like (1), diameter 4". 
N ;A 1928, Cothill FS 73 
(4) Gold tore, like (1), diameter 32 ",,fine fillet 
found 1835, NU 1903, Cothill FE 66 





(1 -5) The Law Farm, Morayshire; Lower Targo, Fife. 
7, Dating: 
Possibly as early as tenth century, B.C. 
1. Biblioa r; 
PSAS i 1851 -5qß, 133. 
(b) PSZ ,S ix 1870 -72, 1-36. 
(e ,J. Evans, Ancient Bronze Implements 1881, 382. 
(d) J. Anderson, Scotland in Pagan Times: Stone and Bronze Ages 1885, 160. 
(e) J.G. Callander, PSAS lvii 1922 -23, 144. (IV, 6). 
Rehill, Premnay_, 'Aberdeenshire 
2. Site: 
The farm of Rehill (Redhill), near the Hill of Benachie, in the parish 
of Pre nay, Aberdeenshire. Br. Nat. Grid. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Not known. Ono of nine axes and two of "various" bronze rings presented 
to the Museum on February 14, 1853, by John Stuart, Esa., A.dvocate,Aberdeer. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Not known. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 3e, sub -rectangular 
section, collar. 
Eight other "celts" belong to this hoard, new 
mouth, hexagonal body 
MIA Dg 72 
untraceable. 
(2) Penannular armlet, maximum diameter 22 ", D- sectioned rod, terminals 
expand outwards. 
NM DQ 70 
(3) Penannular armlet, maximum diameter 24 ", round -sectioned red, 
terminals expanded all around. 
i sA DQ 71 
Various other bronze rings belong to this hoard, but are now untraceable. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Barr Lior, Argyll; Cullerne, Morayshire; liorsehope, Peeblesshire; 
Bagrioor, Lincs., Inv. Arch. GB 23, 24 -27. 
(2) Gight, Aberdeenshire; Balmashanner, Angus; Proudfoot's Type 2 (1955, 
(3) Balmoaàhanner, Angus; Orrock, Fife. 
7. Datinv, : 
The Type 2 armlet dates this hoard to the Covesea phase of Scottish 
LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Ythsie `l'arves) Aberdeenshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) J.1 . Kemble, florae Perales, 1863, 161 -162, pl. IX 4, 12. 
(b) ESAS vi 1861E -66, 312. 
(c) PSAS xxvii 1092 -93, 349 -352. 
(a) ESAS lxxxii, 1947 -43, 308. 
(e) ESAS lvii 1922 -23, 146. (IV, 40:. 
(f) J. 3v'ans, Anc. Bronze Implements (1381), 290, 304, 372, 465. 
(g) J. Anderson, Scotland in Pagan Times: The Bronze and Stone Ages 
(1886ÿ, 111 -ll2. 
(h) British Museum, Bronze Age Guide (.920), 101, fig. 105. 
2. Site: 
The, farm of Ythsie, in the parish of Tarves, Aberdeenshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unl noivn. Part of the hoard presented to the British Museum by the 
Earl of Aberdeen. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Unknown. 
5.. Description of the Objects, all of bronze. 
(1) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 23 ", maximum blade width 1g ", 
cast bronze hilt plate and detachable pommel, midrib. 
58, 11 -15, 2 -3. 
(2) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 25 ", maximum blade width lam, ", 
large rivet hole in each shoulder, slot in tang, midrib. 
BM 58, 11 -15, 1. 
(3) Sword, now lost. 
(4) Chape, tongue- shaped, length 5s ", va i.th perfm ation, slightly damaged. 
BE 58, 11 -15, 4. 
(5) Pin, length &g ", disc head 13" diameter set paralle :L to stem, 
sunflower head, swan's -neck stern. 
B_._ 53, 11 -15, 5. 
(6) Pin, like (5); now lost. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Grosvenor Crescent, Edinburgh; Cherwell, Evans 1881, fig. 349; 
Alnwick Castle 1880, pl. XVII, 1+, pl. XVIIa, 1. 
(2) Kilconan, Argyll; Grosvenor Crescent. 
(4) Cauldhame, Angus; Kilconan, Argyll; Wilburton, Cambs., Fox 
1923, pl. X. 
(5) Orrock, Fife; Grosvenor Crescent; see Petersen 1929, 102- 
7. Dating) 
The Tarves hoard is dated by its swan's -neck sunflower pia-I.-to the 
second phase of Scottish LBA4, centred around 500 B.C. 
Balinashanner, Anrus. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ESAS avi (1891-92; 174, 182-188. 
(b) psAs lvii (1922-23) 144 (Iv, 5). 
2. Site: 
Theme farm of Balizashanner, near Forfar, Angus. 
3, Circumstances of the Find: 
Found when ploughing, about February 1892. Pact of the hoard sent to 
the National Museum of Antiquities by John Knox, esq., "on behalf of 
the Crown ", and part by the Queen's Remembrancer. Treasure Trove. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects, all of bronze unless otherwise noted. 
(1) Socketed axe, fragmentary, oval -sectioned mouth. 
IIITA DQ 131 
(2) Penannular armlet, maximum diameter 2$ ", D- sectioned rod, terminals 
expanded all around. 
N. k DQ 134 
(3) Penannular armlet, like (2). fl DQ 135 
(4) Penannular armlet, maximum diameter 2 ¿ ", D- sectioned rod, plain 
terminals rounded off but not expanded. 
N :ZA DQ 136 
(5) Penannular armlet, like (4) but terminals are expanded outwards. 
I MA DQ 137 
(6) Penannular armlet, like (5). 
(7) Penannular armlet, like (4). 
Ivi':irA DQ 138 
Iri',ïti A. 139 
(8) Penannular armlet, maximum diameter 24", like (5). 
IScïA DQ 140 
(9) Penannular armlet, maximum diameter 2.4", like (2). 
NM1 DQ 141 
(10) Penannular armlet, like (9). 
NUN 1 )1 2 
(11) Penannular armlet, maximum diameter 2a-ß ", like (2). 
N, A DQ 143 
(12) Penannular arrale t, like (11). 
(13) Ring, iron, diameter 1;12. 
NLiA DQ 1)1)i 
NE A. DQ 133 
(14) Ring, (bronze), diameter d- ", oval- sectioned rod. 
N, t DQ 145 
(15) Ring, diameter 13/16th", circular- sectioned rod. 
i`I.A DQ 116 
(16) Ring, diameter jr ", like (15). 
(17) Ring, diameter 1 ", like (14). 
(18) Ring, diameter 18 ", like (14). 
I1;Ä DQ 1147 
DQ 148 
Ni' DQ 149 
(19) Ring, diameter 1 * ", like (14). 
NE& DQ 150 
(20) Ring, diameter 14", like (14). 
l ADQ 151 
(21) Ring, diameter 3k ", D- sectioned rod. 
Iaa DQ 152 
(22) Ring, diameter 3; ", flattened rod. 
T?IA D? 153 
(23) Ring, diameter 32 ", like (22). 
1 M N A DQ 154 
(24) Penannular ring, cast bronze core wrapped with thin beaten gold, 
mahinum diameter i ". 
IlA DQ 155 
(25) Ring like (21+), diameter 4"e 
TWA DQ 156 
(26) Ring like (25), diameter P. 
Nib DQ 157 
(27) Penannular ornament, tkiangular section, of thin beaten gold, 
diameter 1 ", six -piece type. 
NUA DQ 158 
(28) Ornament like (27), diameter 15/16th ". 
f.A DQ 159 
(29) Ornament like (27), diameter 1 ", decoration on faces of incised 
lines in panels. 
NTA DQ 160 
(30) Ornament like (27) but fragmentary, probably 12" diameter. 
P úrA DQ 161 
(31) Cast bronze bowl, nearly semi- globular, mouth diameter 4 ", height 
damaged in casting. 
ITA DQ 132 
(32 -57) amber beads, flattened ends, various sizes, lengths " n 
diameters 5 /16th" - 1 ". 
(58 -62) Jet or albertite beads, various sizes, lengths 7/32nd" - 
9 /32nd ", diameters 7 /16th" - i-", flattened ends. 
(63) Pottery sherds; according to (a) "shaped like the usual cinerary 
urns .... , flat bottomed, and with a conical under part like an ordinary 
flower -pot, but considerably thicker in the sides and bottom, and 
coarser in texture ". Base diameter 4 ", medium grits, some large grits, 
red-buff exterior, dark encrusted interior, flaky surface, wall in thick. 
YEA DQ 13. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) alemout h, Roxburghshire. 
(2- 3)(9 -12) Rehill, Aberdeenshire; Alloa, Claclonannan and Ormidale, 
Arran, in gold. 
(4) (7) Duff House, Banffshire, in gold; Covesea, Morayshire, Ii .1 61+. 
(5 -6, 8) Rehill, Aberdeenshire; Conage, Inverness; Covesea, 
Morayshire Ili, 65; Gight, Aberdeenshire DQ 282 -3. 
(13) iron in LBA contexts: Hawkes 1957, 161, Colchester; 
alts. Arch. Mag. xlvii, 1936, 434, Boscoube Down East; 
ETS i 1935, 36, Plumpton Plain. 
(14 -23) i._onmore, Perthshire; Grosvenor Crescent; Felton, Eirks; 
(224.-26) Covesea, l:ïorayrshi-re; Armstrong 1r: ÌS3, '. . °.iv. 
(27-30) Torloisk, Mull; `+].zitefarland, Arran; 
pl.
1933, 
pl. xviii; Proudfoot 1955 list. 
(31) Ai^d oe, -Aberdeenshire, Abercromby 1912, ii, 21, pl. cviii 0.7; 
Auh V v 1911, 133, fig. p. 140. 
(32-57) Glentrool, Kirkcudbrightshire; Adabrock, Levris,I;Sa,crrhite 1944a. 
Dating: 
The cast bronze bowl and Type 2 bracelets are Late Urnfield objects 
from the ;diddle Rhine area, and folm an important part of the Covesea 
complex of north -east Scotland, dated from 700`'iB,C. 
Observations: 
0 Remarks: J 
Original notice (a) 174 stated that the amber beads numbered 28, and 
also counted two broken rings as penannular armlets. 
Original report (a) 182 numbered 11 penannular objects, 8 rings and 
2 broken rings (one of iron), also 23 amber and 5 t.et beads. 
Callander (b) l)24 -5 counted 12 penannular armlets, 10 bronze rings, 
31 amber and 4 jet beads. 
In Museum at present are 11 penannular armlets, 10 bronze rings and 
1 iron ring, 26 amber beads and 5 jet beads. 
Castlehill, Forfar Angus. 
1. iblio;crraphy: 
(a) PSAS ii (1851 -57) 63, 65. 
ES AS 1çß tl n (b) xix (1881,_ -85) 78 -79. 
(c) J. Anderson, Scotland in Pagan Times. The Bronze and Stone 
Ages (1886) 160 -162. 
(d) P5 " lvii (1922 -23) 144 (IV, 9). 
2. Site: 
Near the Castlehill of Forfar, Angus. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
round about 1835 by workmen in the course of digging a drain near the 
reputed site of the Castle of King Malcolm Canmore, at Forfar; donated 
to the National Museum of Antiquities by Andrew 3ervise, Esq., of 
Breohin, on M roh 12th, 1855. 
4. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 4e, moulding at mouth, four grooves and 
mouldings encircle the mouth at loop top, twelve -sided body section. 
NMALDQ 79 
(2) Socketed axe, length 32 ", rectangular mouth and body, moulding at 
mouth with slighter moulding below at loop top. 
1ADQ80 
(3) Socketed axe; length 3 ", sub- rectangular section, wide recurved 
cutting -edge. 
NMA DQ 81 
(14. Socketêd axe, length 3 ", sub-rectangular section with moulding at 
mouth, thinner moulding below at mid -loop. 
Iv.,A DQ 82 
(5) Spearhead, leaf- shaped blade, length 6?, traced decoration on 
socket (two groups of three lines;. 
Dg 78 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Traprain Law, East Lothian, 1922.231 Ha 6; Bell's Mills, 
Edinburgh, DE 16 unlooped. 
(2) Citadel, Leith; Auchtertyre, ì.iorayshire; Ba` moor, Lincs. 
Inv. Arch. GB 23, 15 -17. 
(3' Ballimore, Argyll; Great Freeman St. Nottingham GB 22 10. 
4 Husabost, Skye; Adabrock, Lewis. 
(5 Bagmoor, Lincs. - .GB 23, t,., 8; Thorndon, Suffolk, GB 11. 1. 
7. Dating: 
All the types represented here are normally part of hoards dating from 
700 B.C., but the similarity between axes from Traprain Law and 
Castlehill (1) suggest that this board dates to the fifth century B.C. 
Cauldhame, Brechin, 12us. 
1. Bibliograph : 
(a) PSAS i (1851 -54) 181, 224 -5. 
(b) F,;, vi (1864-66) 312. 
(c) PSA London 2nd series V (1870 -73) 1127. 
(d) J. Evans, Ancient Bronze I!_.plements (1831), 290. 
(e) J. Anderson, Scotland in Pagan Tines. The Bronze and Stone Ages 
(1886) 144-145. 
(f) PSAS lvii (1922 -23) 146. (IV, 39). 
2. Site: 
Cauldhame or Cauldingharne estate, the property of Lord Panmure, near 
Brechin, Angus. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. Discovered around 1853 on the lands of Cauldhame. The find con- 
sisted of four swords, one spearhead, one chape, and the donation to the 
Society of Antiquaries of Scotland in December 1853 (by the Lords Comrziss , 
ioners of Her ï._ajesty's Treasury) was composed of two swords and the chape. 
(c) records -the exhibition by Greenwell at the Society of Antiquaries of 
London of two swords, one from Brechin, one from Leuchiand, Angus. Evans 
(d) records two hoards, two Hallstatt swords from Leuchland owned by 
Greenwell, and the sword -spear -chape hoard from near Brechin. However it 
is a possibility that the two (Hallstatt) swords at the British 'Museum 
(Greenwell Coll.) are the missing two from the Cauldhame find. The balance 
of evidence suggests that this is not the case, as the N A swords are Ewart 
type, the Greenwell swords Hallstatt, and presumably these would have been 
split up differently. The similarity in composition of this hoard to that 
from hilconan supports the suggestion that all of the Cauldhame swords 
were Ewart. 
4. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of Objects: 
(1) Spearhead, leaf- shaped blade, rivet holes. 
(2) Sword, leaf -shaped blade, length 214", maximum blade width 1a ", one 
rivet hole in each shoulder, two in tang which is broken. M & DL 8 
(3) Sword, like (2) length 234", two holes in each shoulder, three in tang. 
NMA DL 10 
(4 -5) Swords, now lost. 
(6) Chape, tongue -shaped, length 58 ", perforated. I'L: DL 9 
6. Comparisons: 
Composition like Kilconan, Argyll, hoard. 
(1) Ballimore, Argyll; Sleat, Skye; Thenford Hill, Northants, 
inv. Arch. GB 12. 
(2 -5) Arch Ael 4, x, 1933, 135, Ewart Park type; Ballimore, Argyll; 
Heathery Haugh, - ncardineshire; Sleat, Skye. 
(6) Tarves, Aberdeenshire; Wick Parr, Somerset, Evans 1881, fig. 368. 
7. Dating: 
All of the objects fall readily within Scottish LBAA3 from 700 B.C. although 
the tongue -chape occurs in an earlier horizon elsewhere (Fox, 1923, pl. x). 
The Late Ewart swords are not seen in an earlier phase however. 
Denhead, Coupar.Angus. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) Arch. bcotica V 1890, app. p. 19. 
2. Site: 
At ñhead, in the parish of Ocupar Angus. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
The spearhead was found along with a short sword which was broken by 
the boys who discovered them. Spearhead presented to Society of 
Antiquaries by George .«.nloch of Kinloch, December 10, 1832. 
4. Description of Site: 
Un1 nown. 
5. Description of Objects: 
(1) Spearhead, leaf- shaped blade, length 19 ", angular socket, lunate 
openings and perforations in blade. 
NMA DG l 
(2,1 Sword, leaf- shaped blade, "short ". 
5. Comparisons: 
(1) Crieff, Perthshire; Glen Clove, Angus; I'TM Ireland 88; 
B. Evans 1933, 197- map 197; Lindenschmit 1889 taf xlvii 30; 
Breuil 1903 511, fig. 5, 39 
(2) Aird, Lewis; NM Ireland. 
7. Dating: 
The lunate spearhead has its origin in the Wilburton complex of 
Scottish LBA2, butttta finds caltbe dated with certainty to this phase. 
The short sword confirms the assignation of the Denhead hoard to LBA3, 
from 700 B.C. 
Forfar, AhZrus. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ESAS xxiii (1888-89), 15. 
(b) PSAS 1vii (1922-23), 146 (IV, 43). 
2. Site: 
At Forfar, Angus. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. Purchased by N. M. A.. in 1888. 
¿. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the objects: 
Both probably of bronze. 
(1) Socketed axe, single looped, sub -rectangular socket at mouth, with 
plain_ octagonal body widening to cutting edge; length 3$", width 
across cutting face 22 ". 
lA DQ 129 
(2) Socketed knife, oval socket at mouth (1" x 4 ") extending 2" into 
body, two rivet holes in same plane as blade. Blade 2" wide at base, 
crescentic outline at juncture with socket, slight midrib; length 
6g ", blade broken at top. 
T; A Da 130 
6. Cor_ arisons: 
(1) Kalemouth, Roxburghshire; Cullerne, 1,_orayshire; Bagraoor, Lincs., 
Inv. Arch. GB 23, 26. 
(2) Near Carnpbeltown, Argyll, Wilson 1863, 390, fig. 65; Thorndon, 
Suffolk, Inv. Arch. GB 11, 2; Bodges 1956, 38 - Dthigiven type; 
see also Brailsford 1947, 175, l'or similar blade -socket junction. 
7. Dating: 
Probably in Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. Both objects may be Irish 
in origin, certainly in inspiration. 
Callow Mill, 'Ancus 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) J. Anderson, Scotland in Pagan Times. The Bronze and Stone 
ages (1806) 211. 
2. Site: 
Near Callow Mill, between Tarry Mills and JF. ywell village, in the 
parish of St. Vigeans, 9nrms. 
3. Circe instances of Find: 
Found in digging a drain, about 13.5; sold to a pedlar as "old 
drawer- handle ", and probably melted down. 
!. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1 -5) Five penannular gold armlets, with expanded terminals. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -5) Ormidale, near Brodick, :Arran: Coul, Islay; Alboa, Claclsnannan. 
7. Dating: 
Probably in Scottish LBA3, from 70Q B.C., when Irish connections 
were well developed. 
Glen Clova, Angus. 
1. Bibliography: 
ESAS forthcoming. '? ". 
2. Site: 
Acton (Atton; in Glen Clava, eleven miles from Auchnacree near Glenogil, 
eleven miles from Redhall south of Cortachy, Angus. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown at present. To I` , i as Treasure Trove, 1959. ( -ek- 
2. Description of Site: 
Unknown. (, ) 
5. Description of Objects: 
(1) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 2*', maximum blade width 1<<. ", two 
rivet holes in each shoulder and two in tang. NMA 
(2) Spearhead, leaf- shaped blade, length 124", lunate openings in wings, 
headings. ' NMA 
(3) Spearhead, leaf -shaped blade, length 122 ", lunate openings in wings, 
perforation in each wing below lunate, headings. NMA 
G. Comparisons: 
((1) Argyll; heathery Haugh, Kincardineshire. 
2)(3) N. Evans, 1933, 197- : 
Eighfield, Ross; Denhead, Angus; Dunstaffnage Collection at NMA 
7. Dating: 
i\iot before Scottish I Â3, from 700 D.C. 
Leuchland, nr. Brechin, Angus. 
1. Bibliography: 
J. Evans, 16g1, 2u, fig. 352. 
2. Site: 
At Leuchland, Brechin, Angus. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. 19th c. Donated to B.M. by Greenrrell. 
4.. Description of Site: 
In a moss. 
Description of the objects: 
(1) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 26 ", maximum blade width 
two rivet holes in each shoulder, two in tang, six wire rivets, hooked 
butt. 
BM WC. 1238 
(2) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 26" but lacking tang, three rivet 
holes in each shoulder. 
BM WG 1237 
6. Comparisons: 
41 -2) normal British Hallstatt type in bronze; e.g. J. Evans 1881 
fig. 344., Newcastle. 
7. Dating: 
In Scottish L1, from the late seventh century B.C. 
Ballimo-re, Cowal, Argyll 
1. Bibliography: 
ESAS 1.xxvii (19Z,2-1+3) 101+. 
2. Site: 
Garden of Ballimore House, about one mile south of Otter Ferry, 
Loch Erne, Argyll. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
found when excavating an ornamental pond in the garden of Baltimore flouse; 
owned by Cayt. MacRae, proprietor of Baltimore. 
14 Description of Site: 
The garden of Baltimore House. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 28 ", width across cutting edge 18 ", oval socket, 
narrowing to oval- sectioned waist, thence widening to cutting -edge, single 
loop broken away, casting seam. 
(2) Socketed axe, length 2 13 /16ths ", width across cutting edge 18 ", 
otherwise generally similar to (1). 
(3) Socketed axe, length 24, ", width across cutting edge 18 ", other -'rise 
generally similar to (2). 
(L1) Socketed axe, length 22 ", width across cutting edge 1 7 /16ths ", 
otherwise similar to (1). 
(5) Socketed axe, length 3 ", width across cutting 1 15 /l6ths ", otherwise 
similar to (2), although loop intact. 
(6) Socketed axe, length 3 13/32 ", cutting edge damaged, single loop, 
generally similar to Ç2, mouth damaged. 
(7) Socketed axe, length 3 1/16 ", width across cutting edge 2 ", single 
loop, otherwise similar to (2), mouth damaged. 
(8) Socketed axe, length 3 3/16 ", width across cutting edge 2 ", T" 
collar below slightly everted oval mouth; octagonal section below 
extending and widening info cutting edge which is damaged, single loop, 
casting sears. 
(9) Spearhead, socketed, leaf- shaped blade, ter_ th of blade 8e ", maximum 
width 13 ", shallow groove runs parallel to the rounded midrib socket on 
each side, broken at blade base and near point. 
(10) Spear -head, socketed, fragment of blade 72" long, rounded midrib 
socket. 
(11) :Spear -head, socketed, leaf- shaped blade 8;11:-." long and of 2g" 
maximum width, broken at blade base. 
(12) Spear -head, socketed leaf -shaped blade 11" long, broken at base 
and tole, nearly quadran ular- sectioned socket, midrib, beside which is 
a 3/16" trade groove on either side; this reduces blade thickness to s"; 
beside grooves are mouldings or ribs increasing blade thickness toe ", 
blade edges damaged. 
(13) Spear -head, socketed, leaf- shaped blade 11::." long, broken at both 
ends, edges also damaged, midrib socket of nearly quadrangular section, 
bordered by grooves and then by ribs as in (12). 
(L!,) Spear -head, socketed, leaf-shaped blade 11.," in length, blade 0" 
long, broken at point, rivet -holes 3/16" diameter on socket, on each 
side three ribs begin here, one merging with blade adge and others follow 
along the junction of the blade and the rounded midrib socket, bevelled 
blade edges. 
(15) Spear -head, socii:eted, elongated leaf -shaped blade with lunate 
openings, now broken, socket broken at blade base, lerr-th 134 ", maximum 
width 5.41 cast ribs run along sides of the rounded midrib socket and 
completely outline the lunate openings which are X" long, casting seam. 
(16) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, straight shoulders, slight swelling in 
grip outline, blade has slightly rounded midrib, one rivet -hole in each 
shoulder and one in grip bordered by slight flanged edges, total length 
224 ", point broken, maximum width of blade 1 7/16th". 
(17) Sword, leaf -shaped blade, straight shoulders, slight swelling in 
grip outline, blade has slightly rounded midrib, one rivet -hole in the 
surviving shoulder, slight flanges on grip, length 204 ", base of grip 
and point broken, maximum -width of blade 1 7/16th ". 
(18) Cast bronze tube, fragmentary, 184" long; thickness 1/16" to 3/32 "; 
one end intact, roughly circular and 1$" diameter; just below the rim 
are four perforations 4" diameter nearly symmetrically arranged opposite 
one another; from this the tube tapers to 1 3/32" diameter at the other 
broken end; tube is bent slightly; cast corrugations `-s" to 7/16" wide. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -7) Kalemouth, Roxburghshire; Great Freeman Street, Nottingham. 
Inv. Arch. GB 22, 9-10;, Dalduff, Ayrshire. 
(8) Horsehope, Peebles; Gillespie, Wigtowushire; Bagmoor, Linos.. 
Inv. Arch. GB 23, 24-27. 
(9 -14) Stoke Ferry, Norfolk, Inv...Arch. GB 8 6 -8; Thenford Bill, 
Northants GB 12 3 -4; Torran, Argyll; Äuchtertyre, Morayshire; 
Inshoch, Nairn. 
(15) Glen Clova., aingus; Highfield, Ross; E. Evans 1933, 197- 
(16 -17) Cauldhame, Angus; Heathery Haugh, Kincardinetz ire; 
Stoke Ferry, Norfolk GB 8 1 - 2. 
(18) 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Near Campbeltowan, Argyll. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PAS vi (1864 -66) 48. pl. VI. 
(b) Evans (1881) 437 -430. 
c Anderson (1886) 185 -186. 
(d ) ESAS lxxxi (1946-47) 171 -172. 
2. Site: 
Near Campbeltown, i intyre, Argyll. 
3. Circumstances of the 
Found c. 1864 while breaking up old ground near Campbeltown. 
Exhibited and presented to the Museum, 1864, by Dr. Arthur Mitchell. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Nothing further known. 
5. Descri tion of the Objects: 
1 hbula, of serpentine, length 7 ", width 1a ", for casting looped 
and leaf- bladed spearhead, two valves. CM 
(2) Mould, of serpentine, length 72 ", width tapers from 2" to 1 ", 
two valves; on one pair of faces are matrices for casting looped 
and leaf -bladed spearhead, on other pair are matrices for casting 
small oval tatted blade. Qvi 
(3) Stone axe, of clay ironstone, smooth polished, length 7 ", 
width 3" across face. AF 67 
(4) Stone axe, of clay ironstone, smooth polished, length 3?, 
width 2 ¿" across face. AF 68 
Coul, Islay,. Jrgyll. 
1. Bibliography: 
J. Anderson, Scotland in Pagan s. The Bronze and Stone Ages 1886, 213. 
2. Site: 
The farm of Coul, on the island of Islay, Argyll. 
3. Circumstances of rind: 
found whei ploughing, in 1780. Lotter to Society of Antiquaries of 
Scotland stated that all were melted down except one, which was in the 
possession of a "gentleman on the island ". 
4. Description of Site: 
Uini<novn. 
5. Descri tion of the Objects: 
(1-36' Penannular armlets, gold, diameter of circular rod é ", expanding 
to r at terminals. 
6. Comparisons: 
Glen Aray, ;rgyll; Gall.ow 1111, Angus; Ormidale, Arran. 
7. Dating: 
Probably in Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Observations: 
9. Remarks: 
sketch of armlet accompanied the letter to the Society. 
The Fort, Craignish, Argyll. 
1. Bibliography: 
PSAL3 lxi (1926-27) 107-108. 
2. Site: 
On a hillock near the old church (ruined), at The Fort, Craignish, 4gy11. 
3. Circumstances of rand: 
Unknown. Presented to the TWational iiuseurl of Antiquities, 1927, by 
Jas. Beveridge, I]sq. 
4. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. D.escriótion of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 3 ", sub -rectangular socket and body, wide 
recurved cutting -edge. 
Id& DE 9- 
(2) Spearhead, leaf -shaped blade, length l+s ", rivet holes. 
IIIA DG- 70 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Uastlehill, Angus; Husabost House, ,re; I-Iighfield, Ross; 
Great Freeman street, Nottingham Inv. Arch. GB 22, 9. 
(2) Heathery Baugh, Kincardineshire; Torran, Argyll; Ballimore, Argyll; 
Reach lien, Cambs . GB 17, IF. 
7. Dating: 




In Glenaray, Inveraray, Argyll. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. At Inverarary Castle. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Gold armlet, penannular, with terminals expanded all around. 
(2 Gold ornament, penannular, with wide trumpet terminals set 
nearly ih the same plane. 
(3 ) Gold ornament, like (2). 
6. Comparisons: :
(-1) Armstrong 1933, pl. xvii; Coul, Islay; Callow hill, Angus. 
(2 -3) Armstrong 1933, pl. xv; Sunderland, Argyll; Vhitefarland, 
Arran; Galloway. 
7. Dating: 
Not before icottish LBA3, from 700 B.C., when Irish influence and 
contacts were strong. 
Islay, Argyll. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ESAS xvi (1881 -82) 409. 
(b) ESAS lvii (1922 -23) 144. (IV, 20). 
2. Site: 
Islay. 
3. Circumstandes of Find: 
Unknown; purchased for National Museum, 18E2. 
2. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe length 3 ", everted trumpet mouth below which the body 
is octagonal in section, single loop, socket mouth damaged. NMA DQ 47. 
(2) Socketed axe, length 32 ", oval socket mouth, parallel sides oval- 
sectioned body widening irregularly to cutting edge, single broken loop, 
socket mouth damaged. i'l L DQ 48 
(3) Spearhead, socketed, leaf- shaped blade, length W, blade damaged, 
loops on socket near blade base, incised line at socket mouth, casting 
deam, round socket midrib. MA DQ 46 
(4-) Chisel, flanged in same plane as blade. IU.;A DQ 2+9 
(5) Halberd. NMA 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 Horsehope, Peebles; Ballimore, Lrgll; Bell's Mills, Edinburgh; 
Ba .00r, Lincs. Inv. Arch. GB 23, 24 -27. 
(2) Ballimore, Argyll; Dalduff, Ayrshire; Great Dreernan Street, 
Nottingham, GB 22 9 -10. 
(3 Burgesses' Meadow, C{ford. GB 6, 1 -2; Inshoch'"rood, Nairn, 
Callander, Perthshire. 
(4) NMA. DC 41; Kintore, Aberdeenshire; South English winged adzes may 
be related, nt. S. xxxiii, 1953 201; Inv. Arch. GB 38, 5. 
(5) see O'Riordain, Arch. lxxxvi 1937, 202 -203; Stoke Ferry, Norfolk, 
Inv. Arch. GB 8, 4. 
7. Datinp. 
'ou der's hoard, dating not much before Scottish LBA3, possibly however 
in the eighth or late ninth century B.C. The halberd is a survival, 
probably old when deposited (see Stoke Ferry, Nor'olk, for similar 
case). 
I:i 1c ona.n, Argyll. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ESAS xix (1834-1885) 12-1LE., 328. 
(b) ESAS lvii (1922-23) 146. (IV, 38). 
2. Bite: 
:ilconan Moss, 6 miles from Campbeltown, Kintyre, Argyll. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. Drawings of hoard exhibited to Soc. of Antiquaries of Scotland 
1884, by Lady Constance Campbell t romgh Dr. Arthur Mitchell, the hoard 
being at Inverarary Castle. The drawings were -.resented to the Society 
in 1885. In 1920, J.G. CA1lander appended a note to the proceedings (a) 
viz, ".Another find of six bronze swords was discovered at iüllconane Moss 
six miles from Campbelton, Kintyre, in AT). 1907, now in possession of 
the Duke of Argyll. See Minutes of Council, Ap 16th 1907. As Lady 
Constance Campbell's drawings have the name _ Llconan in them there seems 
to have been only one hoard. J.G.C. 20/4/20 ". The exhibition of 
1952 at the National h seum brought together two swords, Leìo swan's -neck 
sunflower pins and a flesh-fork, and these were considered as forming 
another hoard. However the records at Inveraray Castle do not permit 
such an association, and the two swords are seen to belong to the original 
and only lalconan hoard, which contains seven swords, a spearhead and a 
chape. 
4.. Description of the Site: 
Nothing further known. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 24 ", maximum blade width 18 ", one 
rivet hole in each shoulder, two in tang. 
(2 Sword, like (1 , length 25k ", width l". 
3) Sword, like (1 , length 22e, width l_,'_- ", but two rivet holes in tang. 
4-) Sword, like (3 , length 25-8 ", width 1$". 
5) Sword, blade only, length 17 ", width l,"; ". 
(6) Sword, length 16 ", width 1k ", two rivet holes in each shoulder, tang 
absent. 
(7 Sword, like (1), length 25k ", width 1 ", but three rivet holes in tang. 
(8) spearhead, leaf- shaped blade, lenth 12z ", rivet holes in socket. 
(9) Chape, tongue- shaped, length 6 ", perforation. 
6. Carp aris ens : 
1 -7) Arch. Ae1. 4, x, 1933, 105, Bwart Park type; Shuna, Argyll; 
Cauldhaue, -angus; Heathery Haugh, Iincardineshire. 
(8) Cauldhaue, Angus; Balli.more, Argyll; Heathery Ilaugh, Kincardineshire; 
Bagmoor, Lincs. Inv. Arch. GB 23, 2. 
(9) Cauldhaue, Angus; Tarves, Aberdeenshire; Wilburton, Carobs., Fox 
1923 pl. x; Wick Park, J. Evans, 1801, fig. 368. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish IBA3, from 700 B.C. The composition of this hoard 
is similar to that of the Cauldhane, Angus, hoard. 
Slnuza, Argyll. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ESAS xi (1-74-76) 121. 
(b) ESAS xiii (127L1-79). 332. 
(c) J. Anderson (1886), 155. 
( d) PSAS lvii (1922-23) 146; (IV, 35). 
2. Site: 
A moss on the island of Shuna, Argyll. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found c. 1875 "in digging a ditch through peaty soil, -wvithin a short 
distance of each other, at some depth below the surface, and all sticking 
vertically in the peat with the points downwards, as if they had been 
designedly thrust in, and not casually lost" (a). 
(1) Presented to Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, 1875, by Robert 
Thomson of Shuna. 
(2) Presented to Kelvingrove 'Museum by Thomson, c. 1875. 
(3) Presented to St. .Andrews 1 ?useun by Thomson, c. 1875. 
4. Description of Site: 
Nothing further known. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Sword, leaf -shaped blade, length 21 ", maximum blade width 12 ", one 
rivet hole in one shoulder, two in other shoulder, one hole surviving 
in broken tang, dimples. NMA DL 21 
(2) Sword, like (1); length 25a ", width l8 ", one rivet hole in each 
shoulder, two in tang. Kelvingrove 774 -28 
(3) Sword, like (1), length 231", width lr ", one rivet hole in one 
shoulder, two in other, two in tang, dimples. St. Andrews Museum. 
G. Comparisons: 
(1 -3) Arch. ,a el. 4 X 1933 185, .wart Park type; 
Grassieslacl :, Aberdeenshire; Kilconan, Argyll; Iochdar, South Uist; 
Grosvenor Crescent; Thenford Bill, Northants Inv. Arch. GB 12, 1 -2. 
7. Dating: 
Possibly before Scottish T,RA3s perhaps in the eighth century B.C., but 
equally as probable in the seventh or sixth century. 
1. Biblio ra 
a) 1s16 iv(186C-62) 396. 
b) Evans (1831) 136. 
Southend, Kintyre, Argyll. 
2. Site: 
Parish of Southend, Kintyre, Argyll. 
3. Circumstances of Find:. 
Treasure Trove, 1862. 
2. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 32t', square section, double moulding, 
four vertical bars. MA DE 8 
(2) Greenstone axe, length 7 ", width 3 ". 
(3) Sandstone axe, length 6 ", width 24:". 




Sunderland, Islay, (7rl1. 
1. Bibliograp: 
Wilson, 18 3, 461-2. 
Anderson, 1886, 64-5. 
2. Site: 
Near Sunderland House, on the estate of the late ;falter Campbell, Esq., 
on the island of Islay, Argyll. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Pound in 1838 in levelling and draining new ground for agricultural 
purposes. The objects were found beside a Gist which contained "several 
rude cinerary urns ", the whole lying underneath a prostrate stone. (2) 
carried off by a "dishonest servant ". 
4. Description of Site: 
Nothing further Down. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
1) Penannular ornament, gold; following dimensions approximate only 
based on scale of "about one -fourth" and measurements of illustration): 
U- shaped rod with widely flared trumpet- terminals, terminals 2-3." diameter, 
inner edges Iii" apart, terminals face away slightly from each other, inner 
surface decorated with two incised concentric lines, circular- sectioned 
rod wider at centre than near ends. 
(2) " Armilla made from a broad band of gold beaten out so as to 
form a convex centre, on each side of which was a fluted ornamental 
border, and a raised rim returned at the edge the bracelet was large 
enough to encircle a woman's arm above the elbow ". 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Glenaray, Argyll; Whitefa land, Arran; Poolewe, Ross (in bronze); 
list in Proudfoot 1955; Irish dominance, see Armstrong 1933, p1 XV. 
(2) ? like Inv. Arch. GB 25,2 or GB 26, 3 -4. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish LBA.3, from 700 B.C. 
Torlois lcJ Mull, Argyll. 
1. Bibliography: 
ESAS lxviii, 1933 -34, 191 -2. 
2. Site: 
'Probably on the Torloisk estates, Mull, Irgyll. 
3. Circumstances of Iind: 
Unknown. lresented to the National :iSuseum. 
4. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of Objects: 
(1) Penannular gold ornament, hollow triangular section, diameter 22ír, 
two main face plates formed of gold wires soldered together, weight 
18 dwts. 15 grin N A FE 80 
(2) Bow -shaped dress fastener, gold, flat oval terminals, deep grooves 
decorate sides and top of bow, panel decoration on outer edges of bow 
near terminals, weight 1 oz. 7.22 grs, 'AEA FE 81 
(3) Sun disc, copper, cast from wax model, gold foil covering, diameter 
2", concave-convex section, convex surface decorated with concentric 
dot and circles, broken stud on concave surface. NirïA FE 82. 
(L,.) Wooden box. 
(1) Monzie, Perthshire; Balrnashanner, Angus; for Ireland see Armstrong 
1933, pl. xviii; Proudfoot, 1955. 
(2) fbr Ireland see Armstrong, 1933, pl. xiv; Monzie, Perthshire; 
(3) Huntisgarth, Orkney, sun disc but decoration dissimilar NMA 
EQ 126 -130; decoration recalls Loch Broom sunflower in with swan's - 
neck NlA DO 50 of late sixth or fifth century date; -Mr Ireland see 
Armstrong 1933, pl. xix; the western discs may be related to 
Scandinavia (i.e. Lattoon and Trundholr_i , but must be later than 
Lontelius II. 
7. Dating: 
Not before äcottish LïA3, from 700 B.C. 
Torran, Ford,' Argyll 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ,ASAS xviii (1883 -84) 179, 207 -209. 
(b) :ISAS xix (1884 -85) 53. 
(c) Anderson, 1886, 149. 
(a) ESAS lvii (1922 -23) 1L4; (IV, 14). 
2. Site: 
At foot of Craigbeoch, on Torranbe, farm, at south end of Loc_- Awe, Argyll. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in spring 1881, by T.O.Richmond, tenant of the farm, while digging 
for a ferret lost among fallen rocks at the foot of Craig'beoch. (1) 
exhibited by Henry Bruce y 1881+, to the Society. (2) and (31 exhibited 
by Jas. M. Strachan in 1884, and donated to the Luseum in 1885. 
4. Description of Site: 
Among loose stones at the base of a rabbit hole. Strachan stated 6' down, 
Bruce reported not much over 2' down. 
5. Descri t:ion of the Objects: 
earhead, leaf -shaped blade, length 12 ", rivet holes, beading. 
) Spearhead, length 104 ", leaf- shaped blade, rivet holes. 
ïEADQ 116 
(3) Socketed gouge, length 3 ", collar around socket mouth. 
1 l 1 Dig 117 
6. Com arisons: 
1) l'hen'ord Hill, Northants. Inv. Arch. GB 12, 3 -4; Ballimore, Argyll; 
Sleat, Skye. 
(2) Bagmoor, Lincs . GB 23, 2 -3; Ballirnore, Argyll; Auchter tyre, 
LLorayshire. 
(3) Reach Fen, Cabs. GB 17, 31; Brogyntrn, Shropshire, Grimes 1951, 
fig. 68, 1 -2; Alnwick Castle, 1880, pl. xva, 2. 
7. Datings 
Not before Scottish 12A3, from 700 B.C. 
Dalduff, , 1Lilkerran, Ayrshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) Archaed.ogical and Historical Collections of 1=yr and aigton, 
iv, 1884, 50 -51. 
(b) Archaeological and Historical Collections of Ayrshire and Galloway, 
vii, 1894, 5. 
(c) PSAS xiii (1878 -79) 332. 
(d) J. Anderson, Scotland in Pagan Times. Bronze and Stone ages, 
1886, 153 -154. 
(e) PSAS xxxvii (1902-03) 178. 
(f) PSAS lvii (1922-23) 144; (IV, 19) . 
2. Site: 
The farm of Dalduff, near Crosshill, Kilkerran, Ayrshire, on the 
estate of Sir Charles D. Ferguson. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Pound in 1346 by workmen engaged in draining a field on Dalduff farm. 
About three feet below the surface of the ground they discovered a 
'toot ", without lid or cover, but with two sword fragments placed over 
its mouth, and a small hoard of bronze objects inside. The workmen 
disposed of the relics but eventually the proprietor, Sir Charles D. 
Ferguson, managed to recover some of the objects and presented them 
to the Museum in June, 1846. A fourth socketed axe, said to be a 
part of this hoard, was presented to the Museum in 1903 by Robert Munro. 
A note from James Ferguson, Esq., of Kilkerran, in 1956, stated that 
" about half a dozen axe -heads arrái an arm -ring ", then and now at 
ïilkerran, had arrays been presumed to be a part of the great hoard of 
1846. These objects, five socketed axes, some incomplete, and part of 
a cauldron handle, show evidences of a bronze founder's work, but there 
is no definite evidence that they belong to the original hoard. However 
it is not unreasonable to assume that all the objects came from a 
single find, as in 1846 most of the objects were dispersed and it is 
certain that some escaped detection by Sir Charles Ferguson. 
4. Description of Site: 
Iúothing further known. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 3ÿ ", octagonal body section, moulded mouth 
with slight moulding below. Ta,IA DQ 92 
((2) Socketed axe, length 2 , like (1). NMà DQ 93 
3) 
, " 
Socketed axe, length 3s ", rectangular section, moulded mouth, 
second moulding below, three vertical ribs. NMA DQ 29Ä 
(4) Socketed axe, length 3á ", octagonal section, moulded mouth, 
slight moulding below. PZ;TA DQ 94 
(5) Sword, two fragments, length 9v ", tang, angular midrib. 
NEA DQ 95-96. 
(6) Cauldron staple and ring, holder with five grooves, bronze 
strengthening rod. NMA DQ 97 
(7 Cauldron staple and ring, like (6). Nr,1A DQ 98 
(8) Socketed axe, square section, two mouldings, three vertical ribs. 
(9) Socketed axe, oval section, wide blade. 
(10) Socketed axe, square section, two mouldings. 
(11 Socketed axe, square section, two mouldings. 
(12) Socketed axe, square section, two mouldings. 
(13) Ring, slightly flattened, casting ridge on inner and outer sides. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2, 1f) Bagmoor, Linos, Inv. Arch. GB 23, 24 -27; Ballimore, Àrgyll; 
Le11's Mills, . dinbur`;h; halemotitth, Roxburghshire. 
(3, 8) Bagmoor, Lincs., Inv. Arch. GB 23, 11 -13; Horsehope, Peebles: 
Grassieslack, LLtberdeenshïre; halemouth, Roxburghshire. 
(9) Great Freeman Street, Nottingham, GB 22, 9 -10; Ballimore, Argyll; - 
Highfield, Ross. 
(10 -12) Bagmoor, Lincs. Inv. Arch. GB 23, 15 -18; Citadel, Leith; 
Auchtertyre, horayshire; Bighfield, Ross. 
(5) BrohoIm, DB IV 28; Sprockhoff 1952a, map 3; this type of sword 
is commin in IV, but occurs also in V; the earlier form has a narrow, 
more rectangular tang- section as has this Dalduff specimen. 
(6 -7) probably (13) see Bawkes 1957, 182; Scotland NMA DU 4. 
7. Dati 
hl e Class A2 cauldron staples date this hoard to the mid- seventh 
century B.C., in Scottish LBA3. The sword fragments must have been 
old when deposited, and this, with the third ring, confirm that 
Dalduff is a founder's hoard, as the bronze drips on some axes have 
Luggtonrigge Farm, Beith, Ayrshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
a) PSAS v (1862 -64) 165. 
b) ESAS xxvii (1892 -93) 355 -356 
(c) J. Evans, Ancient Bronze Implements (1881) 347 -349. 
d D. Zilson, Prehistoric = inza1s of 4cotland, vol. I (1863) 397 -8. 
e R. Munro, Prehistoric Scotland (1899) 198 -200. 
f) Archaeological and historical Collections of Ayr and Wigton, vol I 
(1878) 66 -69. 
(g) J. Anderson, Scotland in Pagan Times, The Bronze and Stone.ges 
(1886) 155 -158. 
(h) R. Smith, ESA London 2nd series, xxxi (1918 -19) 150. 
(i) PSAS lvii (1922 -23) 146; (I$, 47). 
(j) E. Sprockhoff, Zur Handelsgeschichte der germani schen Bronzezeit 
(1930) 5, 12. 
2. Site: 
The farm of Luggtonrigge, near Giffin Castle, in the parish of Beith, 
10 -12 miles from Ayr, 4 miles from Irvin, Ayrshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in 1779 or 1730 when labourers were casting peats on the farm, 
owned by Er. Storie of Paisley. There apparently were 5 or 6 shields 
and had been regularly placed to form a ring. _r. Storie recovered 
one of the shields, the others having been disposed of by the finders; 
this shield was presented to the Society of - ntiquaries of 'London by 
Dr. Ferris on November 17, 1791 (Minute Book of Soc. Ant. vol xxiv, 147 ). 
!;_. Description of Site: 
Found 6 or 7 feet below the surface of a peat moss. 
5. Descri tion of the Objects: 
1 Shield; diameter 26e; central boss La" diameter; surrounding 
the boss are 29 concentric embossed ribs alternating with 29 robes of 
small bosses; sheet bronze handle attached by rivets; rivets placed 
on shield to hold small tongue or button, one 'of which survives. 
Mus. Soc. Ant. 
(2) Shields, four or five in number, now lost. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2) Scotland: 
Lid; land : 
Wales: 
Denmark: 
chmaleddie, Aberdeenshire; yetholm, Roxburghshire. 
Thames, Sprockhoff 1930 taf 2f. 
Ebel Siabod, Caernarvon. Grimes 1951, 184, pl. vi. 
Sorup Mose, Broholm DB iii, 181, M24.. 
7. Dating: 
Erobably in the ninth century B.C., possibly as late as early eighth 
century (see dating for ;kchmaleddie, Aberdeenshire, shields). 
8. Observations: 
9. Remarks: 
Original account states only "regularly placed in a ring "; later 
reports state "on their edges, so as to form a circle ". 
Duff House, Banff. 
1. Bib4ography: 
(a) Arch. Scotica iv (1857) 298, pl.. xii. 
(b) Wilson (1863), 331, 413, 452. 
(c) ESAS xvii (1882-83) W-7. 
2. Site: 
Near Duff House, on the estate of the Earl of Fife, Banffshire. 
3. Circumstances of the Find: 
Communication of the find was made to the Society of Antiquaries of 
Scotland in June, 1828, by E.LA. Errumrond Hay, but the oriy final account 
has been lost. The objects were presented to the Liuseum of -the Society 
by. the Earl of Fife in 1832. 
¿i-. Description of Site: 
An engraving in (a) shows the urn in an inverted position resting on a 
"stone cover "; burnt bones were found in the pot along with the gold 
objects. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Penannular armlet, gold, diameter 2S", D- sectioned rod, plain 
terminals, weight 1oz. 14 grs. 
rEAEQ120 
(2) Penannular armlet, gold, like (1) but terminals are very slightly 
expanded and weight is 1 oz. 5 dwts. 14 grs. due to heavier rod. 
NMA EQ121 
(3) Penannular ring, gold, oval shape in x 2 ", single rod of oval section. 
LA EQ 122 
(Li.) Penannular ring, gold, nearly circular, diameter 9/16th", formed 
of three round -sectioned rods joined together. 
NMA EQ 123 
(5) Penannular ring, gold, nearly circular, diameter 7/16th ", formed 
of six round -sectioned rods joined together. 
NMA EQ 121 
(6) Two fra¿;Tients of thin bronze, one with part of a rivet hole. 
(7) Urn, coarse clay, much grit, flat rim. NML EQ 125 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2) Armstrong 1933, -pl. xviii, 370, 376. 
(3 -5) Stroma, Harris. 
(6) ? razor of C.H. Piggott's Class I (1946). 
(7) possibly Covesea Ware, possibly Cinerary Urns 
7. tfing 
Nothing in the Duff House find need be of Late bronze Age; the gold 
bracelets however, if of Irish gold, suggest a date in LBA3, and the 
pottery, if of Covesea Ware, dates to this time as well. 
Fortrie of Balnoon, Inverkeithny, Banffshire 
Bibliography: 
ESAS i (1851-51E.) 138. 
Site: 
A cairn on the hill of Fortrie of Balnoon, Inverkeithny parish, Banffshire. 
Circumstances of Find: 
Found when digging into the cairn. Presented to thé Museum of the Society 
of Antiquaries of Scotland, i'ebruary 1853, by John Stuart. 
4. description of Site: 
A cairn. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) semi- tubular ring, diameter 12 ". 
(2) Socket of ? gouge, faulty casting, prominent se 
(3) Button, diameter 1 1 /16th ", moulded effect, two 
flat band on reverse. 
Nt ;A DQ 101 
ans. 
NLA DQ 100 
loops joined to 
IADQ 99 
(44 Penannular object, fragment only, length 2 ", flattened rod, terminal 
squared off and with grooved decoration of lines and criss- crosses. 
Ni.A DQ 102 
6. Comparis ons : 
(1) Grosvenor Crescent, Edinburgh; larger from Monmore, Perthshire; 
Inshoch, Nairn; Great Freeman ''treet, Nottingham, Inv. Arch. GB 22, 16. 
(2) Tynehead, Midlothian; Monmore, Perthshire; Essenside, Selkirkshire; 
Thorndon, Suffolk, Inv. Arch. GB 11, 3. 
(3) Reach Fen, Cambs. Inv. Arch. GB 17, 26 -27; L1an4wyllcg, :Vales; 
i= eathery Burn; see Savory, 1958, Lit; All Cannings (dross. 
(2+) 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
tirk Hill) St. /bobs, Berrrickshire. 
1. Bibliograp hy: 
PSAS lavi (1931 -32) 26. 
2. Site: 
At the base of a cliff under the lark Hill, St. Abbs, Bervrickshire, 
on the estate of Lord Anulree. 
3. Circumstances of rind: 
Pound 3rd May, 1931; acquired by the National iuseum through the 
_ring's and Lord Treasurer's Reieembrancer. 
t. Description of Site: 
At foot of a cliff. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Penannular armlet, gold, diameter 2f ", D- sectioned rod, terminals 
expanded all around, weight 3 oz. 2 dwt. 20 grs. FE 78 
(2) Penannular armlet, gold, diameter 2j ", thin D- sectioned rod, 
terminals expanded mainly outwards, weight 11.E d'rt 20 gr. PE 79 
6. Corn arisons: 
(l) Alloa, Clacio'iannanshire; Ormidale, Arran. 
(2) Ormidale, Arran; Alloa, Claclonannanshire. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B. C. 
Ormidale, Arran. 
1. Bibliogr ap 
(a) P",,A5 v 1362-64) 214-215. 
(b) :rSAS lvii (1922-23) 319-320. 
2. Site: 
Ormidale, near :lrodick, .Arran. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Föund when digging a drain about 1864. Presented to the Museum by the 
Lords of Her Majesty's `iireasury, 8th February 1864. Treasure Trove. 
4. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Penannular armlet, gold, oval section, terminals expanded all 
around. FE 10 
(2) Penannular armlet, gold, D- section, terminals expanded outwards. 
FE 11 
(3) Penannular armlet, gold, round section, terminals expanded outwards, 
slightly inYards. FE 12 
(4) Penannular armlet, gold, thin round section, terminals. slightly 
expanded with irregular grooves in line around outside. FE 13 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Proudfoot's Type 1; Dirk Hill, Berwickshire; Alloa, Clacianannanshire. 
(2) Type 2; lark Hill, Berwickshire; Alloa, Clackmannanshire. 
(3) Type 2 tendency; Lark Hill, Berwickshire. 
(LE.' Ty7,e 1; ark Hill, Berwickshire. 
7. Dating: 
:Jot before Scottish L'BA3, from 700 B.C. 
Whitefarland Farm Arran. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PEAS lvii (1922-23'; 314-320. 
2. Site: 
65 yards south of farm of lVhitefarland, lalmory Parish, on north-west 
coast of Arran. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
(1) Found about 25th February 1921, by Finlay :Kerr, ']sq. , son of the 
farm's owner, while searching for building- stones; sent to A. Stewart, Esq. 
Jeweller, of Buchanan Street, Glasgow; now at r elvingrove :ïuseum. 
(2) Found several weeks later by L. Mann, Esa., a few inches from the 
find -spot of (1); delvinsrove Museum. 
4. Description of the Site: 
(ll found 2' under surface of ground, presumably underneath some slab of 
native schistoze rock lying in 25 foot raised beach, near the foot of 
sea -cliff. 
(2) found in deposit of stones and hill -wash on raised beach gravel at 
foot of sea cliff. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Penannular ornament, gold, 
maximum width 3z ". 
(2) Penannular ornament, gold, 
three -piece. 
oval -sectioned rod, trumpet terminals, 
Kelvingrove Museum. 
hollow triangular section, diameter l ", 
elvingrove Museum. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1)' Glenaray, . rg,-Tll; Sunderland, Argyll; Poolevre, Ross in bronze; 
Proudfoot, 1955 list. 
(2) Balrmashanner, Angus; Torloisk, 411; t 1; Iti ïonzie, Perthshire. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Millhead Farm, Caithness. 
1. Bibliography: 
ESAS xlvii 1912 -13), 433-435. 
2. Site: 
On Hillhead Farm, n -nw of ELllhead broca near Broadhaven, between the 
broth and Inkerman farm, near Wick, Caithness. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in February 1913, during ploughing; purchased by the National 
%:auseum 1913. 
4. Description of the Site: 
A -small mound with an elevation of about two feet, glade up of black 
earth, grey surface stones, and sane slaty stones; the mound covers 
an area 70' by 30', maximum. 
5. Description of the Objects, both of gold: 
(1) Penannular armlet, diameter 2B ", circular- sectioned rod, terminals 
slightly expanded all around, weight 607 grs. PD 69 
(2ÿ Penannular armlet, diameter 2 ", like (1) weight 381 grs. 
FE 70 
(3) Stone bowl, semi -globular, sandstone, dressed with small pointed 
tool, length 6 ", height 4 ". AQ 64 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2) Proudfoot's Type 1; Alloa, Clac xuannanshire; Ormidale, Arran; 
Coul, Islay. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish I A3, from 700 B.C. 
Al1oa, Claclo,iannanshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) OSAS xvii (1082 -83) ¿4+7. 
(b) J. Anderson (1826) 63. 
2. Site 
Along the old road leading from the Tontine to the Academy, Allca, 
C lackmaflnans hir e . 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in March 1028 by worlsaen who were breaking up an old road in 
order to repair it. The armlets were found upon the top of a flat 
stone under which was an inhumation. Cinerary Urns were found nearby. 
The armlets were sold to a pedlar, eventually recovered by the Exchequer 
and presented to the National Museum of Antiquities. 
4. Description of the Site; 
Upon a huge stone slab covering an inhumation. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Penannular armlet;, gold, 
expanded all around. 
(2) Penannular armlet, gold, 
expanded outwards only. 
diameter 3 ", round- sectioned rod, terminals 
EQ 118 
diameter 3& ", round -sectioned rod, terminals 
EQ 119 
6. Comparisons: 
(1)Nirk lull, Berwick shire; Ormidale, .Arran: Armstrong 1933 pl xvii; 
Proudfoot Type 1 (1955). 
(2 ) Ormidale, Aeran; Covesea, L:orayshire in bronze; Type 2. 
7. Dating: 
Yot before :icottish IEA3, from 700 B. C. 
CauldhoZ _e, . Dumfries. 
1. Biblioúrapl T : 
PSAS lvii 1(.:322-23) 146 (IV, 34). 
2. Site: 
Cauldholme, Drumlanri", Dumfriesshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. Formerly preserved in Dru;:m1anri` Castle. At present 
untraceable. 
1+. Description of the dite: 
Uniaiown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1`,'. Sz ord, probably of Late Ewart type. 
(2) Sword, libe (1 ¡. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1-2) Cauldhame, ;I.zç;us; Balli,ipre, -irgy1l; Heathery Haush, i:;incarCdneshire 
Druidstone, Perthshire; all vitï? two Late Ewart swords. 
7. Dating: 
Probably from 700 B.C. 
11 
Greyfriars, . Dumfries. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) 2SAS lx (1925-26, 7-31. 
2. .bite: 
Greyfriars, Church, Din 'ties. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in 1066 when excavating for the foundations of Grey-friars church. 
The hoard was preserved in the Crichton Royal Institution, Dumfries, but 
subsequently disappeared. In 1925 three palstaves had been discovered 
at the Institution. Plaster casts of four palstaves and two soearheacrs 
exist in the Dumfries Burgh Museum with entry "Two Boxes of Bz. Spheads 
etc. (Casts) from the Originals in the ljns. of the Cr. Roy. Inst. ". 
Institution possessed "tut hatchets and one spearhead" before the 
finding of this hoard, and a later list showed "four axes and two 
spearheads" after the acquisition of the hoard. It is thereforenthought 
that the original hoard consisted of only two axes and one spearhead, 
none of which can be identified with certainty from the other unlabelled 
specimens. 
1+. Description of the Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
unknown. See 3. 
Dunbartonshire. 
1. Bibliog raphy : 
(a) BAS iii (12,57-60; 24. 
(b) k'ilson (1'63) 457. 
2. Site: 
7717-M Vest Highlands, probably near Dumbarton. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Un1aio,m. Acquired by the T,iuseum in 1857. 
4. Description of ,the Site: 
In peat moss. 
5. Description of the 0b3ects: 
(1) Penannular armlet, gold, circular- sectioned rod, terminals 
expanded all around. NEA FE 4 
(2) Penannular armlet, like (1). DMA FE 5 
(3) Penannular ornament, gold, hollow triangular Rection. 
NM& FE 6. 
6. Comparisons: 
(l -2) (lena2 ay, Argyll; Alloa, Clack nannanshire; Proudf oot's Type 1. 
(3) Balmashanner, Angus; Torloisk, Taal; Whitefarland, Arran; 
Monzie, Perthshire. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
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Gospertie,Fife. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) Small "Interesting Antiquities recently discovered in Fife" 
(Edinburgh) 1823. 
(b) Anderson (1866) 11+7 -148. 
2. Site: 
On the lands of Gospertie (Gospartrie, Gospetrie), on the farm of 
Wester Gospertie, at Pittendtiich, Fife. 
3. Circumstances of the Find: 
Pound 1822. One socketed axe donated to the Society of Antiquaries , -- 
of Scotland by P. Skene, January 26th, 1829. 
4. Description of the Site: 
At the side of a large stone in a damp bog, found during ploughing. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 3", sub-rectangular section, two mouldings 
at socket mouth. \ll U DE 33 
(2) Socketed axe, collar, faceted section. (mall 1823). 
(3) Spearhead, leaf- shaped blade, rivet -holes, (Small 1823). 
(24.) Palstave, looped, ledge -stop class. (Small 1823). 
About a dozen other socketed axes, and half a dozen spearheads, make 
up the remainder of the hoard. 
6. Co,_imaris ons : 
(1) Dalduff, Ayrshire; Citadel, Leith; Àuchtertyre, ioraysh i re; 
Highcield, Ross; East English type, GB 23, 15 -18; GB 18, 11+ -16; 
GB 37, 23 -31. 
(2) Iiorsehope, Peebles; Bagmoor, Lincs. GB 23, 24 -27. 
(3; Stoke Ferry, Norfolk, GB 8; Great Freeman Street, Notts. GB 22, 12. 
(44) '; Torthing, Sussex, GB 37; Caldonshill, Wigtonshire. 
7. Dating: 
Probably not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Lower i ergo, Fife. 
1. Biblio,ra hy: 
A. Way 1849 ) 53. 
xviii (1883-84) 233-235. 
J. Anderson (1886) 214-217. 
2. Site: 
The Temple, in the village of Lower largo, on the estate of 11I'. Dundas 
of Anniston, Fife. 
3. Circumstances of the Find; 
Found in the v nter of 1848 among some earth that was due to be carted- 
auk'. Presented by the flational IjUseum by R. Dundas, Esq., 1883. 
4. Description of the Site: 
On the top of a steep bank which slopes down to the sea, among some 
loose earth, possibly 3' deep in sandy soil. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1 Gold tort, length ll ", ribbon, conical Lobs, weight 7 dwt. 15 gr. 
(2) Gold tort, length 11 ", weight 7 dwt 17 gr. 
(3) Gold tort, length 1o=ß ", weight 8 dwt 2 gr. 
(L}. Gold tore, length 3 ", fragment, weight 54 gr. 
6. Comrparis ons : 
(1 -L) The Law Farm, Morayshire; Armstrong 1933, pl. xiii. 
7. Dating: 
Possibly as early as the tenth century, although these and other 
northern gold torts may date primarily to the Irish -Scottish gold 
phase or LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Orrock, near Burntic,land, Fife. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) Sir Robert Sibbald, Miscallanea Quaedam E ruditae Antiquitatis 
quae ad Borealem Brittaniae najcris Partem pertinent (1710). 
(b) ESAS lx.;xii (1947 -48) 306 -308. 
2. Site: 
A cairn in a field at Orrock, on the hills about a mile to the north 
of Burntisland, i ife. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. 
A_. Description of the Site: 
A cairn. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
easurements based on Sibbald's probably full scale drawings). 
1) Pin of bronze, sunflower -type head, swan's- neck stem, concentric 
decoration. 
(2 Amber bead, spherical, broken in half; slightly under 2 cm. in 
diameter, perforation 2 cm. across. 
(3) Penannular armlet, bronze, ext. diameter 5. cm., one terminal 
expanded all around, other terminal missing. 
(L1 ) Penannular armlet, similar to (3). 
(5) Penannular armlet, similar to (3ï . 
(6) Shale armlet ( ?) in two pieces, unillustrated; annular, perhaps 
7 cm. e.t diameter. 
(7) Ring, bronze, 4" diameter. Pierced by rectangular hole at side 
of rim (not outer edge), perforation 1 ou. long. 
(8) Ring, bronze, r diameter. Pierced by rectangular hole at side 
of rim (not outer edge) perforation 1 cm. lone. 
(9) Icing, bronze, 11" diameter. 
(10) Ring, bronze, 1" diameter. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1)1rarves, Aberdeenshire; Grosvenor Crescent; Perth Museum. 
(2 ) See MacWhite 1944a; Balraashanner, Angus; Adabrock, Lewis. 
(3)(5) Proudfoot's 'Type 1; A.11oa, Olaciaaannanshire; Coup, Islay. 
(7 -8) Poolewe, Ross (larger). 
7. Dating: 
1 group dates by its pin to the late sixth or fifth centuries B.C. 
Galloway. 
1. Bibliography: 
(aj. D. Wilson (1.;63) 461. 
2. Site: 
In a loch in Galloway. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found when draining the loch in 1731. 
L. Description of the Site: 
Nothing further known. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
1Penannulat ornament, gold, trumpet terminals, weight 15 oz. 
(2) Penannular ornament, like (1), smaller and with cu ? ends covered 
by flat gold ovals. 
6. Comparisons: 
1 -2; Armstrong 1933, pl. xv; Glenn-ray, , rgy1l; Poolewe, Ross, in 
bronze; Whitefar land, -gran. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish T.BA3, from 700 B.C. 
Ac hnahana i dl 
1. Bibliography: 
771 Ant. J. :xxi (ík;51: 72, pl. <:vb. 
2. Site: 
At Achnahanaid, Braes, Portree, Skye. 
3. Circumstances of the #ind: 
'Found in June 191.6. Donated to the University T,7_useuli of xchaeolog r 
and Ethnology, Cambridge, by :.:r:3. C. T ,acin_tosh. 
Description of the Site: 
A peat bog; the objects were found in clay under /45- feet of mat, 
formerly even greater in depth. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, collar, faceted body extends into collar. 
Univ. Camb. ).8.luGla 
(2) Socketed gouge, ribbing at socket mouth. 
Univ. Val b. 48.1661b 
6. Comparisons: 
Cl Gillespie, Wigtownshire; general group Horsehope, Peebles; 
Bar moor, Lincs. Inv. rch. GB.23, 24. -27. 
(2) Wester. Ord, Ross; Guilsfield, 7Vales, Grimes 1951 fig. 70, 10. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish Lt3A3, from 700 B.C. 
FiAlsabost Flouse, Skye. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PSAS (1932-33) 312-313. 
2. Site: 
500 yards S -SW of I -lusabost House, Glendale, Skye. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found c.1933 when a ferret was being dug out of a rabbit burrow. 
Presented to the National Museum 10th April, 1933, by Nicol I.Iaxtin 
of Glendale. 
4. Description of Site: 
Nothing further known. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 3- ", sub- rectangular body, slight collar, 
recurved. N A DQ 300 
(2) Socketed axe, length W, oval socket, decagonal- sectioned 
body, recurved. 1`a DQ 301 
6. Cbmnarisons : 
(1)Castlehill, 'agus; Fort, Argyll; II-ighfield, Ross; 
Bagmoor, Lines. Inv. Arch. GB 23, 15; Worthing, Sussex, GB 37, 28. 
(2) Traprain Law; Castlehill, argus. 
7. Dating: 
Probably in äcottish LBA3, frone 700 B. C. 
Iochdar, South Uist. 
1. Bibliography : 
(a) ESAS vi (1867 -66) 252, 271. 
(b PSAS xiii (1878 -79) 327. 
(c) Evans, (1861) 289. 
(a) tSAS lvii (1922 -23) 1446 (IV, 31). 
2. Bite: 
On east side of main road leading to Iochdar in north-west corner 
of South Uist. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Notice given -to the Society by Capt. F. Thomas in June, 1865, when 
one sword (2) was owned by Er. MacRory, the other (1) by Capt. Thomas. 
Sword (1) presented to the Society In December 1865 by John Gordon of 
Cluny. 
4 -. Description of Site: 
Resting on boulder clay, at base of peat bed, 10 -12 feet thick. 
5. Descri tion of the Objects: 
1 Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 27 ", rivet hole in each shoulder, 
two in tang, east -on repair to grip. WA. DL 3 
(2) Sword, like (1) but 24 -" length. 
(3) Leather sheath, destroyed; also wooden handles for swords. 
6. Com arisons: 
(l Stoke Ferry, Norfolk, Inv. Arch. GB 8, 1; 
for repaired swords see H. Hodges, U.J.A. forthcoming; 
Welby, Leicester, GB 24, 2. 
7, Datino- 
Thesewart Park swords generally date scarcely before Scottish 
LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Point of Sleat, Skye, Inverness - shire. 
1. Bibliócrá 
PSïS iii (1957-60) 101-103. 
b) PSAS viii (1868-70) 310-311. 
(c) PSl lvii (1922-23) 144; (IV, 18). d J. Avans (1881) 209, 289, 315. 
e J. Anderson (1886) 145-146. 
(f D. Wilson (1863) 399-400. 
2. Site: 
Four miles from rmadale Castle, 2 mile from the coast, on the north 
side of the Point of Sleat, between the farms of Gillean and Achnacloich. 
3. Circumstances of Find; 
Found in autumn 1849 by a workman cutting peats. Objects (1), (2), (3) 
and (5) were in the possession of the Right Honourable Lord Macdonald 
of Armadale Castle until 1954 when they were loaned to the IVTIA. Object 
(4) was donated to the Museum in February, 1950, by H. McCulloch. 
The objects were found together with several pieces of oak boards about 
12" thick and about 21 long, and Wilson (f ) claims that other objects 
were also recovered. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Peat bog. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Spearhead, leaf- shaped blade, length 78 ", plain socket. 
Ma L1954.4 
(2): Spearhead, leaf- shaped blade, length 7G ", socket expands into 
wings. N1, A L1954.5 
(3) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 2221, one rivet hole in tang, 
one imperforate dimple 6n each shoulder, and one in grip. 
ILA L19514 -.2 
(4) Curved knife, socketed, blade 2" long, slight midrib on inner 
curve, rivet holes. NIA. DO 9 
(5) Pin, cup- shaped head, collar below cup, length 10 ". 
NEA L1954.3 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Cullerne, Morayshire DQ 231; :Knockadoo PRIA 36c 1921 -24, 143 -6; 
Murrayf i e ld ; Bal limor e, Argyll. 
(2) Class VB; Bagnoor Lincs. GB 23, 2-5; Great Freeman Street, 
Notts., GB 22, 12; Murrayf ieid. 
(3) Grosvenor Crescent; Heathery Haugh, Kincardineshire; 
Meldreth, Cambs., GB 13, 3. 
(4) Cullerne, ïKorayshire, DQ $33; Ireland, Hodges 1956, 36. 
(5) Druncullen, BE 54.7- 14.168; Hodges 1956, 53 list; Heathery Burn BM. 
7. Dating: 
The cup -headed pin, curved knife, and narrow bladed spearheads in the 
Sleat hoard point to an Irish source; their unused condition suggests 
a direct Ireland -Skye route, or manufacture in Skye by an Irish worker. 
Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Rigg, Skye; 
1. Bibliography: 
a l'SAi xxi (1886-87) 9. 
b PSAS lvii (1922-23) 146 (IV, 32). 
2. Site: 
Rigg, on the east side of Skye. 
3. Circumstances of .rind: 
¡round in March 1836, (2) by John Macvicár while digging out a rabbit, 
and (1) by Capt. `: illiam Stewart a few days later on excavating under 
a large stone 8' x 6' x 3' thick; apparently sword (1) had been moved 
down by rabbits burrowing under the stone. (2) purchased by the Museum 
in December 1886, and (1) presented to the Museum by Capt. Stewart in 
.April,. 1887. 
4. Description of Site: 
Lary e stone rested on smaller stones in such a way as to leave a large 
cavity underneath, and (1) was found here, resting on some small stones - 
it is inferred that (2) was found at lower level than (1) and not 
directly underneath the boulder. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 
shoulder, two in tang, maximum blade 
(2) Sword, like (1 ') but length 262 ", 
23-5:", rough rivet -hole in each 
width 2 ", LIA DL 37 
and more rounded rivet holes. 
I'ThIA DL 38 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2) Cauldhame, Angus; Ballimore, Argyll; Heathery Haugh and 
Jacksbank, lancardineshire; Druidstone, Perthshire; 
Arch Ael 4 X 1933, 185, Ewart Park type; Inv. :<,rch. GB 12, GB 13. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Strond, Harris. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) J. Jzderson (1886) 213 -214. 
2. Site: 
A house at Strond, Harris. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in digging the foundations of a house. Acquired for the Museum 
from a jevreller to whom they had been sold as bullion, 1873. 
1. Description of Site: 
Nothing further known. 
5. Description of Objects: 
(1) Penannular ring, gold, terminals slightly expanded all around, 
round -sectioned rod, diameter 15 /16th ". NMA FE 14 
(2) Penannular ring, gold, terminals slightly expanded all around, 
round -sectioned rod, diameter 16 ". lí c 15 
6. CC.ompari s ons : 
(1 -2) Armstrong, 1933, pl. X III, 387, pl. XIV, 231 -232; 
possibly ring money. 
7. Dating: 
Heathery Hauh ;Kincardineshire 
1. Bibliography: 
2. Site: 
í e 'arm of Heathery Haugh, Glen Dye, idncardineshire. 
3, Circumstances of Find: 
round 21st July, 1951; donated to Montrose Museum by Jas. Brandie, 
19 Queen Street, Montrose. 
4. Description of theSite: 
Nothing further known. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Sword, leaf -shaped blade, broken, present length 16 ", one rivet 
hole in each shoulder. 
(2) word, leaf- shaped blade, broken, present length 124 ". 
(3) Spearhead, leaf- shaped blade, length 104 ", rivet holes. 
(4) Spearhead, leaf-shaped blade, length 11<<", rivet holes. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2 Arch. Ael. )f X 133, 185, Ely-art Fark type; Cauldhame, .gus; 
Ballimore, Argyll; Druidstone, Perthshire. 
(3 -4) Class V; Murrayfield, Edinburgh; Ballimore, Argyll. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Jacksbank Farm, Gl:;nbervie5 Kincardineshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ISAS xiv (1879-80) 316-317. 
(b ) J. .*iiderson (1886) 155. 
(c) PSAS Iv=i (1922-23) 146 (1V, 28). 
2. Site: 
"the lower part" of Jacksbank farm, in the estate of Lavrgavin, 
parish of Glenbervie, Kincardineshire. 
3. Circumstances of the Find: 
Pound 30th April, 1880, by a workman digging a drain. The two swords 
were found in close proximity lying across the bottom of the drain. 
(2) was discovered first and was broken in the removal, with the tip 
being left behind apparently. Six 2" rivets were seen in (1) but were 
lost in its removal. Presented to NEA by John Burnet, Esq., farmer 
of Jacksbank in 1880. 
4. Description of Site: 
At the bottom of a drain, "lying between the vegetable or mossy matter 
and a pearly bed of sand ", three feet from the surface. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 26 ", two 
shoulder and two in tang, flat thin tang with 
(2) Sworn, leaf -shaped blade, length 174 ", at 
hole in each shoulder and two in tang. 
rivet holes in each 
slight ribbing. 
NMA DL 18 
present, one rivet 
IVI +iA DL 19 
6. Com arisons: 
1-2 Arch.Ael. 4 X 1933, 185, Ewart Park type; Cauldhame, Angus; 
Rigg, Skye; Heathery Baugh, Kincardineshire; Dunsinane, Perthshire. 
7. Dating: 
Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Glentrool, Isi.rkcudbright. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ISAS 1v (1920-21) 13, 29-37. 
(b) PSAS lvi (1921-22) 20. 
(c) PSAS lvii (1922-23) 131. (ITI, 2). 
2. Site: 
On Eshoncan Fell, north of Loch Trool, parish of Minnigaff. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
ir'ost of the objects found by Capt. W. Dinwiddie, 5th King's Own Scottish 
Borderers, in summer of 1915. A second razor (5) found some time later 
by :alcolm Scott, gamekeeper, Cumboden, and glass bead (14) and amber 
bead by 71m. Adams, Wood o'Cree, Newton Stewart. Capt. Dinwiddie noticed 
the spearhead which projected above the mossy ground. Presented to the 
National Luseum by Capt. Dinwiddie and i,alcolm Scott and WL. Adams in 
1921 -22. 
1.. Description of the Site: 
Under a large overhanging rock on Eschoncan Fell, embedded in stony 
peaty soil, over an area 3' x 2', at various depths down to 15" below 
the surface. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Falstave, length 64 ", high flanges turned over sunk -stop, midrib, 
wide blade. DQ 210 
(2) Spearhead, leaf- shaped blade, length 98 ", beading along midrib, 
protected loops at base of wings, four traced lines encircle socket 
mouth. DQ 239 
(3) Rapier, length 15 ", maximum blade width 14". DQ 238 
(1+) Razor, length 4", slight midrib, narrow tang. DQ 242 
(5) Razor, length 34", narrow tang. DQ 250 
(6) Tamed knife, length W, perforation at base of tang, broad 
flat blade, parallel sides. DQ 211 
(7) Torc fragments, twisted bronze square -sectioned wire, 13 pieces, 
length 16µ". DQ 248 
(8) Pin, circular disc head slightly domed, stem 64" long, loop on 
stem 1i" below head, repaired loop. DQ 213 
(9) Chisel or punch, length 32 ", square section, tapered. 
DQ 214 
(10) Chisel or punch, length l4 ", square section, tapered. 
DQ 245 
(11) Chisel or punch, length 58", square section, tapered. 
DQ 216 
(12) Chisel or punch, length 34", square section, not tapered. 
DQ2L7 
(13) Bronze plate or pendant, 1" x4", two small oval per' orations 
near one side. DQ 254 
(14) Glass bead, 5 /16th" diameter, flat globular shape, light blue. 
DQ 251 
(15) Amber beads, ten flat discs, two cones, half of large disc, 
diameters 8" - 1 1 /16th ". DO 21-9 
114 255 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Caldons 1dí.11, ,+igtownshire, DA 209. 
(2) Iliesbüttel, Sprocl_hoff, 1941, taf 36b; Stibbard Norfolk, Evans 
1881, fig. 407; New Downie, Angus, DG 61. 
(3) Maentwrog, dales, Inv. Arch. GB 10, 3; Chatteris, Cambs., Evans 
1881, fig. 315; Drumcoltran, arkcudbrigrhtshire; t, 
Le444em. 
(4 -5) Adabrock, Lewis, DG 219; Traprain Law, East Lothian. 
(6) Tonkswood, Somerset, Arch. 11úd, 1921, 138, pl. xi; for later 
version see :E'elixstowe, Suffolk, Inv. Arch. GB 16, 3. 
(7) iersten, 1936, 36ff, form 2; Monkswood, Somerset, Arch. lxxi, 
1921, 138; Edington Bulrtle, Somerset, PSANES v 1854, 91. 
(8) Janssen, 1935, abb 5, abb 7; Bohm 1935, taf 10, 1e, in NortLern 
Europe; Ireland B1 91.4 -20.5; Asiunolean 1927/2853. 
(9r12) Traprain Law, East Lothian. 
(13) 
(14) Adabrock, Lewis. 
(15) Balmashanner, Angus. 
7. Dating: 
The Glentrool hoard can hardy be dated later than the eleventh 
century, in view of its Montelius II and III analogies and relations 
with both the North and the Somerset region. 
Kelton, i'arkcudbright 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) P:AS xix (1884.7,85) 327-8. 
(21) PSAS lvii (1922-23) 10, (IV, 41). 
2. Site: 
In the glebe of Kelton, near Castle Douglas. 
3. Circumstances of the Find: 
Found in March 1885. The sword ruas broken by the workmen in removal, 
and the point was not recovered. Presented to the National hnseum by 
The Rev. C.V. Cowan, minister of Morebattle, 1 elso, on 8th June, 1885. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Two feet below the surface. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 17 ", point missing, 
holes in each shoulder, three in tang. 
(2) Ring, diameter 18 ", circular section, solid bronze. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Arch. ,,Ael. 4 X 1933, 185, Evart Park type; Stoke Ferry, Norfolk, 




(2) Grosvenor Crescent. 
7. Dating: 
Probably not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Douglas :eater, Lanarkshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
ta)i D. Wilson (1363) 466. 
2. Site: 
Near the bridge over Douglas 7íater, Carmichael, Lanarkshire. 
3. Circumstances of thé Find: 
Found in 1834 by quarrymen; in the l. arquess of Douglas Collection 
1863; now untraceable. 
4. Description of Site: 
Nothing further known. 
5. Descri Lion of the Objects: 
1) Torc, gold. 
(2) Torc, gold. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2) The Law Farm, -'°iorayshire; Lower, Largo, Fife. 
Stonehill, Lanarkshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ESAL 2 ii (1861 -64) 401-3. 
(b Anderson (1886) 211 -212. 
2. Site: 
Stonehill Wood, Douglas Estate, Carmichael parish, Lanarkshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found 1831+; exhibited to Society ofn.tiquaries of London 1661+; 
exhibited at National l:useum of Antiquities 1952, by Earl of Home; 
on loan to Kelvingrove Museum. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Penannular armlet, diameter 3 ", rectangular- sectioned rod, two 
flat gold bands wrapped around the armlet, terminals expanded square, 
total weight 5 oz 124 grs. 
(2) penannular armlet, rectangular -sectioned rod, rounded expanded 
terminals, weight 47 grs. 
(3) Penannular armlet, diameter 22 ", rectangular- sectioned rod, rounded 
expanded terminals, two flat bands wrapped around armlet, also 
corrugated penannular ring, total weight 1 oz 14. grs. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2) Type 1 armlets; Doti °npatrick. 
(3) Lozenge- sectioned armlets, Proudfoot 1955, 25ff; Downpatrick; 
bronze examples in Somerset hoards, Jibbesbourne, etc. 
7. Dating: 
k.robably later than the Somerset hoards, possibly, in the North, 
Scottish LEA3, from 700 B.C., with Irish gold. 
Arthur's Seat, east of'Samson's Ribs, Edinburgh. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) D. W i lson, Prehistoric Annals of Licotlazd, vol. i (1863) 351-2. 
(b) ESAS v (1862-64) 126. 
(c) PSAS li (1916-17) 236-7. 
2. Site: 
Near the Queen's Drive, Arthur's Seat, to the east of Samson's 
Ribs, Edinburgh. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found during the construction of the Queen's .rive, 1846; (1) presented 
to the Museum by D. `sfiilson, 1863, (2) acquired by the Museum 1846, 
through the Queen's Remembrancer. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 32 ", width across cutting edge 14 ", square 
socket mouth with moulded miòuth, below which is slighter moulding at 
loop top, body section square, single loop. DE 16 
(2) Socketed axe, length 3g ", width across cutting edge 28 ", oval 
socket mouth, single loop springs from body just below moulding at 
mouth, two thin mouldings run through loop, below which mouldings 
body is octagonal in section, widening to cutting edge. DQ 89 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 ) Gospertie, Fife; Citadel, Leith; Auchtertyre, i;iorayshìre; 
Bagmoor, Lincs.' Inv. Arch. GB 23, 15 -18. 
(2) Dungiven, Co. Derry; Muirhead, Ayrshire; related to Northern 
form, Sprocithoff 1911, taf 38, 10 map abb 67. 
7, Dating: 
Scottish LBA3, fron 700 B.C. 
8. Remarks: 
The association with a.Pigmy Vessel is not accepted. Socketed 
axe (2) formerly connected to two swords frmm Arthur's Seat, but 
evidence shows that this association is not correct. 
Arthur's Seat, above D ddingston Loch, Edinburgh 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) D. Wilson (1663) 351-2, 393. 
(b) ESAS xiii (1878-79) 330-331. 
(o) FSAS li (1916-17) 237. 
2. Site: 
Near the Queen's Drive, Arthur's Seat, almost directly above 
Duddingston Loch, Edinburgh. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found during the construction of the Queen's give, 1846, and 
presented to the Museum by the Queen's Eemembrancer. 
4. Description of the Site: 
A bed of charcoal, c.300' above the level of the Loch. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, straight shoulders with trace of 
convexity, slight swelling in grip outline, blade has very slightly 
rounded midrib separated from edge bevel by flat areas, blunted and 
notched ricasso, one rivet hole in each shoulder, and two between 
flanges on edges of grip, one imperforate cast dimple on grip, 
length 224 ", maximum blade width 14". DQ 90 
(2) 3word, leaf- shaped blade, straight shoulders with trace of 
convexity, slight swelling in grip outline, blade has rounded midrib 
separated from edge bevel by narrow flat areas, blunted and notched 
ricasso, one shoulder with two rivet holes, the other with one rivet 
hole and one imperforate cast dimple, long irregular slot in grip 
between edge flanges, grip broken, length 26k ", maximum blade 
width li ". DQ 91 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2) Arch. Ael. 1{ X 1933, 185, Ewart Park type; :huna, Argyll; 
Iochdar, South Uist; Grosvenor Crescent. 
7. Dating: 
probably in Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C., possibly however earlier 
than this, in LBA2 and eighth century. 
Bell's 1 ills Edinburgh 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PSAS vi (1861+-66) 275-276 
(b) J. Evans (1 881 ) 1 35-1 36 
c J. Anderson (1886) 1 60-1 61 d PSAS li (1916-17) 236 
( e) PSAS lvii (1922-23) 114 ( Iv, 3) 
2. Site: 
The Water of Leith, near Bell's ì. =ills, Dean, Edinburgh. 
3 Circumstances of the Find: 
During digging 1865; purchased for the Euseum by the Society, December 
1865. 
Description of the Site: 
1 2' below the surface, embedded in clay. The section showed 5' of 
sand, 2' of gravel, 5' of blue clay. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 32 ", sub -rectangular section, two mouldings, 
three vertical ribs. DE 17 
(2) Socketed axe, length 5 ", collar, trumpet 
body, no loop. 
(3) Socketed axe, length 3-z ", moulded mouth, 
body. 
(4 -5) Socketed axes. 
mouth, octagonal- sectioned 
DE 18 
hexagonal section, waisted 
DE 19 
6. Co arisons: 1 Yorkshire type; Horsehope, Peebles; Bagmoor, Lincs. Inv. arch. 
CB 23, 11. 
(2) Carlton Rode, Trorfolk, Evans 1881, fig. 160; Ant. J xiii 1933, 
297, London. 
(3) ? Wigtownshire, Evans 1881, 1 34.: Grisby, Broholm DBiii 1 81 ; 
Canterbury, Evans 1881 , Fig. 118. 
7. Dat ing: 
Trot before Scottish LBA3 , from 700 B.C. 
Duddingston Loch, T,ïidlothian 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) Letter Book of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, vol. i, 
(1780 -81) 43. 
(b) W. Smellie, Account .... of the society of the Antiquaries of 
Scotland (1782) 39. 
(c) :l?SAS i (1851 51f) 132 -133. 
(d) D. Wilson, Prehistoric rnals of Scotland, i, (l863) 391, 408. 
(e) J. Evans, Ancient Bronze Implements (1881) 289, 315, 335, 409, 424. 
(f) J. Anderson, Scotland in Pagan Times. The Bronze and Stone Ages 
((1886) 142 -3. 
(g) EáAS lvi (1921 -22) 360 -361+. 
(h) ESAS lvii (1922 -23? 116 (Callander's IV, 42). 
(i ESAS lxix (1534-35) 1+39 -440. 
2. Site: 
"About 140 yards from the edge of the loch next to the iing's 
in Duddingston Loch, Edinburgh. 
k" , 
3. Circumstances of find: 
Found by workmen marl - dredging the bottom of Luddingston Loch in 1778. 
The objects were brought up in the "collecting leather bag" from a 
fairly deep part of the Loch. In the same mass were human bones and 
horns of animals. 
The more perfect bronze objects were presented to George III, others 
were retained by the family of the owner of the loch, Sir Alexander 
Dick, some of which were subsequently given to Sir Walter Scott, and 
53 pieces were presented to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland 
on 16th January, 1781, by Sir Alexander Dick. This donation included 
23 fragments of spearheads, 20 sword blades and 9 hilts, and a ring 
and staple from a bucket (DQ1 -44.). In 1935, three sword fragments 
and one spearhead were acquired for the Museum (DQ 302-305); these 
were originally presented to Sir Walter Scott and some were figured 
in his Abbotsford edition of the Waverley Novels, vol. ii, 103. 
1+. Description of the Site: 
A bed of shell -marl, five to seven feet thick, lying below the black 
mould on the bottom of the Loch. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
See PSÀS lvi (1921 -22) 361, fig. 1+; all fragmentary, a few with 
bronze drips. Types include Ewart and Late Ewart swords, Class V 
and lunate spearheads, barbed and lunate spearheads, and a bucket 
fragment. 
7. Dating: 
The hoard, probably a founder's hoard, is dated to the mid- seventh 
century by its bucket staple, in Scottish LBA3. 
Go_garburn, ìiidlothian. 
1. Biblio:ra 
al PSAS vi 1864-66) 210, 311-312. 
b) ESAS xiii (1878-79) 331. 
(c) J. Evans (1831) 304. 
(d) J. Anderson (1886). 143-1)4i1. 
(e) ESAS li (1916-17) 237, 240. 
(f) ESAS lvii (1922-23) 146 (IV, 37). 
2. Site: 
A gavel pit opened at the erection of Gogarburn house, a little to 
the south of it, in the parish of Corstorphine, near Edinburgh. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in digging for gravel in 1811. Presented to the ISuseum 8th 
January, 1866, by Ers. Bell, Forth Street, through J.11. Balfour, Esq. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Gravel pit. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 21e ", point missing, one rivet 
hole in each shoulder and one in tang. DL 6 
(2) Chape, tongue- shaped, length 4i", perforated. DL 7 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Arthur's Seat; Thenford Bill Farm, Northants, Inv. Arch. GB 12, 1 -2; 
Meldreth, Cambs., GB 13, 3; Iochdar, South Uistl Ewart Park type. 
(2) Tarves Aberdeenshire; Cauldhame, Angus; hilconan, Argyll; 
Tilburton -'en, Carobs. Fox 1923, p1. x. 
7. Dating: 
Possibly in Scottish LBA2, from 900 B.C. 
Remarks: 
Callander (f) accepts a penannular gold ornament of triangular 
section as part of the hoard, but rejects a bronze penannular brooch. 
Anderson (d) states that these two objects were found in the same 
gravel pit but evidence doesn't warrant their inclusion with the 
sword and chape. 
Grosvenor Crescent - inburch , 
1. Biblio 
. ra h : 
a ESAS xiii (1878-79) 309-10, 320-2 
(b) J. Evans (1881), 290, 372, 401. 
(c) J. Anderson (1886) 139-141. 
(d) ESAS xxxiii (1898-99) 11-12. 
(e) ESAS liv (1519-20) 215. 
(f) ESAS lvii (1922-23) 1117; (IV, 21 
, 
. 
(g) PSAB lxi (1926-27) 45-47. . 
(h) ESAS :Lxxiii (1938-39) 332. 
2. Site 
7 -8 Grosvenor Crescent, Edinburgh. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in excavating for the foundations of 7 -8 Grosvenor Crescent, in 
1869. The swords were said to 'number 14 or 15, much covered with 
verdigris, and some retaining traces of scabbard and hilt. The hoard 
vas dispersed, part into the possession of Alexander Paterson who 
exhibited them to the Society of i itiquaries of Scotland in 1879, and 
part to Andrew ';addell who exhibited at the same time and subsequently 
presented his collection to the 1Miuseim . In 1858 the National 14useum 
purchased several items from the sale of the Paterson collection; two 
swords in this sale passed into private hands; however, in 1920 the 
Museum acquired these items through the Pu chase Committee. James 
E. Cree in 1926 a from the Grosvenor Crescent hoard 
that had been preserved by one of the original labourers' family, and 
a socketed axe also said to have been a part of the hoard; the sword 
was known to have been lost to one of the workmen, but no mention of 
the socketed axe appeared in the original account. The National 
Museum purchased this sword from the Cree Collection in 1939. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Nothing further known. 
5. Description of the Objects, all of bronze: 
(1) Sword, leaf- blade, length 20;x", blade width la!', cast bronze grip 
and pummel on clay core. DQ 201 
(2) Sword, leaf -blade, length 19e, blade width 18 ", tang missing, 
two rivet holes in each shoulder. DQ 306 
(3) Sword, leaf -blade, length 20 ", blade width 1:?, one rivet hole 
in each shoulder, one in tang. DQ 199 
(4) Sword, leaf - blade, length 22 ", blade width 2", tang missing, 
two rivet holes in each shoulder. DQ 200 
(5) Sword, leaf - blade, length 21,E ", blade width 1- ", two rivet 
holes in each shoulder, three in tang. DQ 237 
(6) Sword, leaf -blade, length 234 ", blade width 1. ", three rivet 
holes in one shoulder, one plus two dimples in other, three holes 
in tang. DQ 236 
(7) Sword, leaf -blade, length 21i", blade width 1i ", two rivet holes 
in each shoulder, tang missing. Eunterian Museum 
(8) Mounting, diameter l ", semi- tubular, two loops on concave back. 
DQ 203 
(9) Ring, diameter 3 ", double convex section. DQ 201 
10) yin, sunflower head, stem broken, formerly swan's -neck stem. 
DQ 202 
(11) Socketed axe, thin oval -sectioned body, wide blade, flat 
moulded neck, possibly not a part of this hoard. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Tarves, Aberdeenshire; Leadburn, Peebles; A1nwi_ck Castle 
1880, pl. xv-ii, L1, pl. xviia, 1. 
(2 -7) Arch. Ael. 4.X 1933, 185, restart Par:: type; larger than normal 
Ewart swords; Then ford Iiill Farm, Northants. Inv. Arch. GB 12, 1 -2; 
Yleldreth, Cambs. GB 13, 2. 
(8) Welby, Leicester, GB 34, 16; Y.Z. i 1909, 197. 
(9) Kelton, Kirkcudbrightshire; Tinwald, Dumfries; Then ford GB 12, 8. 
(10) Tarves, Aberdeenshire; Perth 'Museum; Petersen 1929, 102 ff. 
7. Dating: 
The Grosvenor Crescent hoard dates by its fragmentary swan's-neck 
sunflower pin to the late sixth or fifth century B.C., in Scottish 
LBAL. 
Citadel, Leith, Midlothian 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PSAS vi (1862 -64) 313 
(b) PSAS li (1916 -17) 236 
2. Site: 
Near the Citadel, Leith. 
5. Circumstances of the Find: 
Found 1811 in digging near the Citadel; presented to the Museum by 
D.I. Robertson, January, 1866. 
+. Description of the Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Descri tion of the Objects: 
1 Socketed axe, length 3z ", square mouth with heavy moulding, 
second smaller moulding below at loop top, body section square, 
straight sides, single loop, knob at top of inner edge of socket. 
DE 35 
(2) Socketed axe, length 2 3/7th.", oval mouth with moulding, 
below which is second moulding, thence the body becomes hexagonal 
in section widening to broad cutting edge, single loop. 
DE 36 
6. Comparisons: 
C1) Arthur's Seat; Auchtertyre, Morays; Bagmoor, Lincs. Inv. _arch. 
GB 23, 15 -18 
(2) Tynehead, Midlothian; Ballimore, Argyll; Great Freeman St., 
Notts. GB 22, 10. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Murrayfield, dinburgr. 
1. Bibliography: 
77:T3AS xxvii (1892-93) 7. 
(b) 2543 li (1916-17) 237. 
(c) P5112 lvii (1922-23) 144 (IV, 25). 
2. Site: 
Murrayf ield,Ldinburgh. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found when excavating; purchased for the National iïuseum, 1892. 
4. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of Objects: 
(1) Spearhead, leaf- blade, length 11 ", rivet holes, socket extends 
into wings. DG 71 or DQ 195 
(2 Spearhead, leaf -blade, length 10`", rivet holes, circular socket. 
DG 72 or DQ 191 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Sleat, Skye; Bagmoor, Lincs. Inv. Arch. GB 23, 2 -3; 
Class VB; Vilburton l'en, Cambs. Fox, 1923, pl. x. 
(2) Sleat, Skye; each Fen, Cambs. GB 17, 1+ -5; Ballimore, Argyll; 
Class V. 
7. Dating: 
Yl'obably in Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Tynehead, ïïicllothian. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ESAS xliii (1908-9) 294. 
(b) ESAS li (1916-17) 236-7. 
2. Site: 
Tynehead, Midlothian. 
3. Circumstances of and: 
Unknown. Purchased for Irïuseum 1909. 
4. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 3 1/16th", oval socket mouth with moulding, 
sub -rectangular body section widening to broad cutting edge slightly 
recurved. DE 68 
(2) Gouge, socketed, length 2", fragmentary, probably plain at 
socket mouth. DO 36 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Citadel, Leith; Ballimore, Argyll; Great Freeman Street, 
Notts, GB 22, 9 -10. 
(2) ï.onmore, Perthshire; River Tay, Perthshire; Reach Fen, Cambs., 
Inv. arch. GB 17, 33; Thorndon, Suffolk, GB 11, 3. 
7. Dating: 
Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Auchtertyre, I;oraysh.ire 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PSAS ix (1870-72) 435-/1.43 
b) PSAS x (1872-74) 461-462 
c} J. Evans, (1881) 382, 425 
(d) J. Anderson, (1886 1i146-147 
e Ss1:ï lvii (1922-23) 144 (IV, 11) 
4-. Site: 
"Tarmiiroo" moss, on the south side of the farm of Tester Auchtertyre, 
about halfway between the ,ïanse of Birnie and the Priory of Pluscardin, 
Morayshire. 
3. Circumstances of the Find: 
Found about April, 1868 by a ploughman called Sim, while working in a 
mossy field; presented to huseum, June, 1873; Treasure Trove. 
4.. Description of the Site: 
Found in peat, not deep -ploughed. 
Description of the Objects: 
(-1) Socketed axe, length 32", oval section, everted moulded mouth, 
slighter moulding below. DQ 108 
(2) Spearhead, leaf- blade, length 7 3 /7th ", damaged. DQ 107 
(3) Spearhead, leaf- blade, length 12 ", beadings along angular midrib 
and along socket sides to enclose rivet holes, damaged.DQ 106 
(4) Penannular armlet, diameter 38 ", D- sectioned rod, terminals 
expand outwards. DQ 110 
(5) Penannular armlet, like (4 . DQ 111 
(6) Penannular armlet, like (4.) but diameter 3 - ", damaged. 
DQ 112 
(7) Penannular armlet, diameter 2 3/7th", D- sectioned rod, transverse 
grooves at terminals, expanded outwards. DQ 113 
(8) Penannular armlet, diameter 2i ", like (7), damaged.DQ 114 
(9) Penannular armlet, D- sectioned rod, like (4), damaged. 
DQ 115 
(10)Penannular armlet, fragments, D- sectioned rod. I1MA 
(11 )Fragments of tin ring, 4 pieces, containing 78.66 tin, 21.34 lead. 
S. Çomparisons: 
(1) Wester Ord, Ross; Adabrock, Lowis. 
(2) Inshoch, Nairn; I. urrayf leld, Edinburgh. 
3) Inshoch, Nairn; Torran, Argyll; Thenford Hill, Northants. GB 12,3-4. 
(476,9 -10) Covesea, Morays; Gight, Aberdeenshire; Type 2 bracelets. 
(7 -8) Covesea, I, 'iorays; Gight, Aberdeenshire; Type 2a bracelets. 
(11) Lough Gara. 
7. Dat ins;: 
Scottish. LBA3, from 700 B.C., Covesea phase. 
Cullerne, near Jindhorn, i:_orELshire 
1. Bibliomraphy: 
(at r'$ÄS liv (1915-20) 124-131. 
(b) ;SAS 1v-ii (1922 -23 144 (Iv, 16). 
2. Site: 
About 150 yards north -north -east of Cullerne house, which is c. 700 yards 
frai the eastern side of ?incliiorn Day and c. 1 aile east -south -east of 
Findhorn village, Iorayshire. 
3. Circumstances of mind: 
Found in September, 1994, by workmen Jigging a drain at Cullerne. The 
objects were acquired by Rev. John i acE en, Dyke, subsequently purchased 
in 1919 by AL.H. Lis pop and presented to the irational LUseum. 
4. Description of the Site: 
The objects were found in a inrk layer, c 30' above sea level, presumably 
an old land surface, intercalated in a sandy deposit which lies next to 
and partially covers a raised beach. Two feet of sand covered the dark 
layer at the find spot, and c. five feet of sand separated this layer 
from the underlying shingle beach. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
Socketed axe, length 31 ", sub -rectangular socket mouth with 
moulding, hexagonal body section widening to recurved cutting edge, 
single loop placed well down the socket. DIQ 234 
(2) Spearhead, socketed, leaf- shaped blade, length 7z", maximum blade 
width 1-`i1 ", two rivet holes in socket, wide blade bevel, broken just 
below blade base and at socket mouth. DQ 231 
(3). Spearhead, socketed, leaf-shaped blade, length 51g, maximtim blade 
width 11 ", two rivet holes in socket, wide blade bevel, damaged at 
socket mouth and along bevels. DQ 232 
(4) Curved knife, length LF 13116th ", maxim. = blade width 11 ", socket 
does not extend into blade, one rivet hole perforated in same plane as 
flat of blade, mouth of socket broken away, thickened midrib on inside 
of curve of blade. DQ 233 
(.5. bifid blade, total length 2", ma i mum blade width 18 ", 
notched at top and perforated, sub- rectangular -sectioned tang. 
DQ 235 
6. Com,narisons : 
(1`y i,alemouth, Roxburghshire; Inshoch, Nairn; Bagmoor, Lincs., 
Inv. Arch. GB 23, 27. 
(2) Sleat, Skye, identical; Iúaockadoo FRIA 36c 1921 -24, 143 -146; 
3) Adabrook, Lewis; heathers Haugh, ï .ncardineslaire. 
(L1) Sleat, Skye, practically identical; ¶ester Ord, Ross; Ireland, 
Hodges 1556, 36, 'list 52. 
(5) C. Piggott, 1946, for British list. 
7. Dating: 
Scottish LB.Ai3, from 700 B.C., based upon the dating of the Sleat, 
Skye, hoard, supported by the curved knife in the Wester Ord (Covesea) 
hoard. 
The Law Farm, lriorayshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PSAS ii (1L54-57) 530 -1. 
(b; Arch. J. xvi (1059) 209. 
(c Wilson (1ä63) 170. 
(d) Anderson (1006) 217 -218. 
(e) PEAS xxv (1890 -91 66. 
(f) pSA6 xlv (1910 -11) 11. 
(g) PSAS lxiii (1928 -29) 311. 
2. Site: 
A small cairn 40 yards from The Law, a tumulus on The Law Fara, 
Urquhart parish, :.ïorayshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Pound in the spring of 1857 by a ploughman; many were destroyed or 
lost before their value was recognized. One was presented to the 
Museum in July 1857 by Rev. Henry '4álker of Urquhart, who reported 
that a good large goupen full had been found, amounting to more than 
three dozen. Three other torts were purchased by the Museum c. 1857; 
a fragment of a bronze tort was presented in January 1891 by H. 1. Young 
of Burghead; two were purchased in 1910, one in 1929. Others vrere 
recovered by the British Museum, Kelvingrove, Hunterian, Elgin, and 
still others in private hands. Two have recently been purchased for 
the national Museum, 1958. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Under a small cairn of stones. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
Gold ribbon tores, diameter 4} average, terminals hooked and generally 
thickened, rarely conical- headed. 
Ma: FE 35, 36, 37, 33, 67, 68, 77, (2z 1958. 
FE 38A bronze fragment. 
Kelvingrove: Burrell Collection, I2 .Mann Collection. 
Hunterian: Lanfine Lollection. 
BM: 57.7 -25.1, 58.3- 20.1 -3, WG 12 - 14. 
31gin Museum: 1888.10. 
Private collections; The Lady Reay, Johnson Stevenson. 
6. Comparisons: 
Ireland, r.istrong, 1933, p1. xii i; , Lower Largo, Fife; Douglas, 
Lanarkshire; Overshill, Belhelvie, Aberdeenshire. 
7. Dating: 
Northern gold ribbon torca may date no earlier than Scottish LBA3, 
from 700 B.C., but possibly all ribbon torts, bronze and gold, extend 
back to the early phase of the LBA, in the tenth century B. C. 
Inshoch, Nairn. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ESAS xvi (1881-82), 31. 
b ) J. Aizderson (1886) 153. 
(o) ;?SAS lvii (1922-23) 144 (IV, 12). 
2. Site: 
Inshoch, Nairnshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found before 1782; presented to the Museum. by Rev. J. Grant, 1782. 
t,.. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects, all of bronze: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 3¿", slightly everted mouth, moulding at lip 
with two pairs of thin mouldings below, oval body section, recurved 
cutting edge, single loop. DQ 76 
(2) Socketed axe, length 2z ", moulding at sub -rectangular mouth, 
thinner moulding just above loop top, from which sub -hexagonal sectioned 
body descends to wide cutting edge, single loop. DQ 77 
(3) Spearhead, socketed, leaf- shaped blade, length 82" at present, 
maximum blade width 14 ", round socket extends as plain midrib, two 
rivet holes in socket, broken near point. DQ 74 
(4) Spearhead, socketed, leaf- length round socket 
extending as midrib to point, slight mouldings at sides of midrib 
extend down to enclose the rivet holes, blade edges bevelled. 
DQ 75 
(5) Ring, semi- tubular, external diameter 2 11/16th". DQ 73 
6. Conn arisons: 
Tynehead, 1; idlothian; Ballimore, .rgyll; Great Freeman Street, 
Notts., Inv. Arch. GB 22, 10; Ireland, Hodges, 1956, ¿Q. 
(2) Husabost, Skye; Cullerne, Morayshire; Gillespie, Wigtownshire. 
(3) Heathery Huth, Kincardineshire; Wilburton i'en, Cambs., Fox, 
1923, pl. x. 
(4) Ballimore, Argyll; Thenford Hill, Northants, Inv. Arch. GB 12, 
3 -4; Class VA. 
(5) Great B'reeman Street, Notts. GB 22, 16; ,onreore, Perthshire. 
7. Dating: 
Not before .7cottish TRA3, from 700 B.C. 
Tnshoch `,íood, Nairn. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PSAS lxxix (19),)1_45) 180. 
(b) ESAS lxxx (145-46) 8 - 11. 
2. Site; 
On te edge of Tnshoch Wood, near Woodend, between Auldearn and Brodie 
Stations, between 1 mile and 1 mile from the shore, 4. miles from 
Nairn, Nairnshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found c. 1545 by a Canadian soldier, and presented to Inverness Museum. 
Casts of items (1) and (2) presented to the N.M.Á. by the Director of 
the Royal Scottish Museum 1945. 
4.. Description of the Site: 
Nothing further known. 
Description of the Objects: 
1) Spearhead, leaf- shaped blade, fragmentary, loops on socket. 
2) Socketed hammer, length 2z ", circular socket. 
N A DO 47 cast 
(3) Anvil, central block l)" x 1 ', conical projection, prismatic 
projection. NL1A DO 48 cast 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 ) Burgesses' Meadow, Oxford, GB 6, 1 - 2; Callander, Perthshire. 
(2) Burgesses' Meador, Oxford, GB 6, 6; Taunton Workhouse, 
Arch. J, xxxvii, 1880, 94.. 
(3) Bishopsland, PUS xii, 1946, pl. xiii; Evans, 1881, 182; 
Coutil L'Homme Prehist. 1912, 97 -102, 131 -5; Vadsby, Brondsted 1939 272; 
Broholm DO iv, no. 425; Xyle of Oykel, i:,utherland. 
7. Dating: 
Scottish LLA -1, from 1100 B.C. 
Remar ks : 
Anvil - spectrogram; copper 70, tin 30, iron .5, lead .1, ? nickel .05. 
Dr. I +T. Ritchie, Dept. of Chemistry, Edinburgh University. 
Quoykea, Orkney 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PSAS lvi (121-22) 356-8, 116 
(b) PSAS lvii (1922-23) 146 (1_174_ 14). 
2. Site: 
Quoykea toss, on Earl of Ronaldshay's estate, St. Andrew parish, Orkney. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Fould by a crofter while casting peats in summer 1921; Presented by 
the Earl of Ronaldshay to National -' u_seum in febru.ary, 1922. 
4. Description of Site: 
In peat moss, c. 3' below the surface and c.4' above the underlying soil. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed knife, length 58', sub-rectangular socket mouth, socket 
extends 12" to blade base, two rivet holes at right angles to flat of 
blade, blade 4i" long and 8' average width, wide flat midrib. 
DQ 262 
(2) Razor, bifid type, length 54", blade 22" long, flat oval tang 
extends into blade as midrib, notch and perforation. DQ 263 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Thorndon, Suffolk, Inv. larch. GB 11, 2; 
Little Crofty, Orkney; -ester Ord, Ross. 
(2) C. Piggott, 1946, for British List. 
7. Dating: 
Probably Scottish LBA3, fron 700 B.C. 
Ilorsehope, '_'eebles. 
1. Bibliography; 
(a) PSAS xxii (1887-88) 199, 334-336.. 
(b ) PSAS xxxi (1896-97) 78. 
(c) ESAS laxcvii (1952-53) 175-186. 
2, Site: 
en the sloping face of Horsehope Cram. ;, high above sano_ later, 
Peeblesshire. Br. Nat. Grid. 20322 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found in 1864 by a shepherd, mith additions, after further search by 
Irr. Linton, farmer of Glenrath. Presented to the :Museum of the Chambers 
Institute in Peebles by Sr. John Naesmith, owner of the estate on which 
Horsehope Craig lies, in 1865. Linton sent notes and drawings to Jas. 
Anderson in 181:2, stating that there were two socketed axes. There is 
also a report that some objects were lost about 1879rn having been sent 
to Sir John Naesmith for inspection. In 1897 one socketed axe from 
Horsehope Craig was presented to the Museum of the Society of 
Antiquaries of Scotland by Lady Naesmith. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Under a large stone among the screes of Horsehope Craig. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
7-z. Socketed axe, length 34 ", sub - rectangular socket mouth with collar 
below which the body section is octagonal, single loop. DE 60 
(2) Socketed axe, length 2 2/3 ", square socket mouth, slight moulding 
near loop top, three short vertical bars, sub -rectangular body section, 
single loop. 
(3) Dish- shaped mounting, diameter 2.3 ", 0.9" high, with tubular 
socket .9" internal diameter, pierced by two holes. 
(L1) Identical to (3). 
(5) Identical to J). 
(6) Identical to (3j. 
(7) Identical to (3). 
(8) Ribbed disc, diameter 2.7 ", slightly concave in section and with 
a cylindrical collar 0.5" high; the concave surfaces of the discs 
are ornamented with six cast concentric mouldings and a central knob; 
three perforations in the collar. 
(9) Identical to (8). 
(10) Curved mounting, thin bronze, broadly ribbed, curved in profile, 
length 3 ", width 2" maximum, perforated. 
(11) Perforated mounting, broken, length 6.9 ", maximum width 1.85 ", 
circular perforation near wider end 1.3" diameter, two small 
perforations survive one on each plane. 
(12) Identical to (11) except circular perforation is 1.1" diameter. 
(13) Moulded strip, length 6.6 ", maximum width 0.85 ", perforated at 
each end vi.th a pair of nail- holes; curved; hollowed centre and 
everted edges in section; broken. 
(14) Similar to (13) but more fragmentary. 
(15) Ring, hollow cast on clay core, external diameter 2.4 ", internal 
diameter 1.2 ", about one -third of circumference thinned down to an 
oval section, signs of wear on sides of thinned Dortion, and three 
points of wear on inner face of ring. 
(16) Similar to (15), 
(17) Similar to (15). 
(18 Similar to (15). 
(19 Similar to (15). 
(2(20 Similar to (15). 
1) Ring, similar to (15), but external diameter 1.8 ", and two 
points of wear on inner face. 
((22) Similar to (21). 
23) Similar to (21). 
(24) Ring, similar to (21), but external diameter 1.5 ". 
(25) Harness loop, width 2.1 ", two patches of wear inside the ring, 
broken. 
(26) Ring, internal diameter 2.35 ", hollow cast on clay core, no 
signs of wear. 
(27) Ring, internal diameter 1.45 ", no signs of wear. 
(28) Ring, measurements 2" x 1.85 ", with thinned slightly oval 
section, no signs of wear. 
6. Comparisons: 
Fully discussed in (c). 





3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. At. Hull ï::useuin. 
4. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 122 mm., heavy moulding at mouth, square 
section. Hull 186 
(2) Socketed axe, length 131 mm., like (1). Hull 187 
(3) Socketed axe, length 128 mm., like (1). hull 188 
6. Comparisons: 




Within 30 miles of Callander, Perthshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. Found between 1790 and 1820. Taken to England by H. 
Macfarlane, deposited in Basingstoke Luseum c.1925, purchased by 
National Museum 1955. 
4. Description of the Site: 
TJnknown. 
5. Description of the Objects; 
(1) Socketed axe, length 2s ", collar, sub -rectangular section, 
narrow blade. DQ 321 
(2) Spearhead, leaf- blade, length 10 ", loops on socket asymmetrically 
placed. DQ 321. 
(3) Rapier, length 11 ", point missing, two rivet holes, three- ribbed 
blade. DQ 322 
(14.) Rapier, length 58 ", fragment only, single -ribbed blade. 
DQ 323 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 Stuntney Fen, Cambs., Clark 1940, pl. vi; Newark, Notts. Inv. Arch. 
GB 36, 8 with ribbing; Irish type, Hodges, 1956, 31. 
(2) Lagore crannog, PRIA 53c, 53, fig. ¿iB; Wilde, 1857, fig. 363. 
(3) Crediton, Devon, Inv. Arch. GB ¿., 2; Glentrool, Kirkcudbrightshire; 
Chatteris, Cambs. , ¡Vans, 1881, fig. 315. 
(4) Downham Fen, Cambs., Fox 1923, pl. viii. 
7. :l ì.tin g : 
±he socketed axe appears to be of a later type than the other members 
of this hoard which point to a date in Scottish LBA1. The associated 
nature of the finds is not fully substantiated. 
Druidstone Park, Perthshire 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) Glasgow ls__tiibitioil Cat. 4911) 880. 
(b) ESAS lvii (1922-23)A.46 (TV, 29). 
2. Site: 
Druidstone Park, rrol, Perthshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) &. :ord, leaf- shaped blade, length 21 ", blade width 12 ", one rivet 
hole in each shoulder, tang broken away. 
i unterian vuseurn. 
(2) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 22 ", blade width 18 ", one rivet 
hole in each shoulder, one in tang. 
Marischal College 2532 
6. Comparisons: 
(1-2') Arch. Ael. 1+ X 1933, 185, Ewart Park type; 
Cauldhame, Angus; Ballimore, Argyll; heathery Haugh, Kincardineshire. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish LE.3, from 700 B.C. 
Near Lunsinane. Hi11, Perthshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PSAS lvii (1922-23) 146 (IV, 33). 
2. Site: 
Near Duns inane IIill, Perthshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. Formerly _, urray '. hriepland Collection, Royal Scottish Museum 
L118, 92 -93, and now on loan to National Museum, 1957. 
4. Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of Objects: 
(l) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 252 ", blade width 1P, 
holes in each shoulder, two in tang. L 1957.2. 
(2) Sward, leaf -shaped blade, length 19e, blade width 12 ", 
holes in each shoulder, tang missing. L 1957.3 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2) Arch. Al. 4 X 1933, 185, Ewart Park type; 
Jacksbank, Kincardineshire; Arthur's Seat, Edinburgh; 
-Heathery Haugh, 
7. Dating: 
Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
two rivet 
two rivet 
Ivïonmore, 1 illin, Perthshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PUS xvi (1881 -82) 27 -31, 409. 
(b J. n.derson (1686), 1L9 -153. 
(c) 
. 
I-'SA$ liv (1919 -20) 129. 
(d) PSAS lvii (1522 -23) l) (Iv, 13). 
2. Site: 
A small round knoll, lying just behind the westernmost house in 
ï,ionadh -mor, allin, Perthshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found 1866 by hr. John licDiamnid while trenching the small knoll with 
pickaxe. The objects were apparently tied together by twine which 
crumbled as it was touched. Purchased for the i ;useum in 1882. 
4. Description of the Site: 
The knoll. tuas apparently a natural formation consisting of gravel with 
a thin layer of earth above. The hoard lay c. l' below the surface, on 
the south -west side of the knoll and within a few yards of the top of it. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 21 ", everted mouth, contraction to loop top, 
sub -rectangular section, recurved. DQ 51 
(2) Socketed axe, length 4 ", like (1) rough octagonal section. 
DQ 52 
(3) Spearhead, leaf- blade, length 104..", socket expands slightly into 
wings, rivet holes. DQ 50 
(4) Socketed gouge, length 2r ". DQ 54 
(5) Tanged knife, length 6", rib on tang, angular midrib. DQ 53 
(6) Ring, semi- tubular, diameter 2b ". DQ 55 
(7) Penannular ring, diameter 2i ", D- sectioned rod, terminals 
expanded. DQ 56 
(8) Ring, diameter 2ái ", oval- sectioned rod, rough. DQ 57 
(9) Ring, like (6). DQ 58 
(10) Ring, like (8). DQ 59 
(il) Ring, diameter l ", oval- sectioned rod. DQ 60 
(12) Rang, diameter 2n, D- sectioned rod. DQ 61 
(13) Ring, like (11). DQ 62 
(14) Ring, diameter 2 ", oval- sectioned rod. DQ 63 
(15) Ring, like (14) rough. DQ 64 
(16) Ring, like (15). DQ 65 
Comparisons: 
(1 -2) Faceted type, but contraction at socket mouth unusual. 
(3) Murrayfield, Edinburgh; Sleat, Skye; Bagmoor, Linos., GB 23, 2 -3. 
(4) River Tay, Perthshire; `?each Fen, Cambs., GB 17, 33; 
Thorndon, Suffolk, GB 11, 3. 
(5) Derryhale, Co. Armagh, Coffey, 1513, 82; Hodges 1956, List 52; 
Heathery Burn, Co. Durham, BM 1953, pl. vi; Great Freeman Street, 
Notts, GB 22. 
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Monzie listate, Perthshire 
1. Bibliography: 
2. Site: 
Monzie Astate, Perthshire. 
5. Circumstances of the rind: 
Unknown. Loaned to National Museum by Captain of Dunstaffnage. 
Li.. Description of the Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Penannular ornament, gold, hollow triangular section, 
made of strips of gold wire soldered together. 




(3) Penannular object, gold cover on ?copper core, terminals slightly 
expanded. 
( .) Lunula, fragments. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Balmashanner, Angus; Torloisk, Mull; Whitefarland, Arran; 
Peltwell Pen, Norfolk Inv. Arch. GB 35, 15; Armstrong 1933, pl. xviii. 
(2) Torloisk, Mull; Armstrong 1933, pl. xiv. 
(3) Balmashanner, Angus; Covesea, Morays; Armstrong 1933, pl. xiv. 
(4) Largatreany, Co. Donegal, Armstrong 1933, 23, pl. i -vii. 
7. Dating: 
Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. The lunula must be an antique. 
Shieldhill, Perthshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) Rev. Goldie - paper to Stirling Field Club, December 13th, 1881. 
(b) Anderson (1886) 213. 
2. Site: 
Shieldhill, i,iuckhax t Parish, Perthshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found during ploughing. Sold in Perth as bullion for 28. 
z,.. Description of Lite: 
Unknowl. 
5, Description of Objects: 
(1) Penannular armlet, gold, expanded terminals. 
(2) Penannular armlet, like (1). 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2) Callow Hill, Angus; Coul, Islay; Iii..11head, Caithness. 
7. Dating: 
Probably Scottish IaBA3, from 700 B.C. 
River Clyde, near Renfrew. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) Glasgow Exhibition Cat. (1911) 380, 882. 
(b) PSAS lvii (1922 -23) 146 (N, 36). 
2. Site: 
River Clyde at,Bowling, near Renfrew. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Dredged up from the Clyde. Kelvingrove , :ïuseum. 
1+. Description of the Site: 
5. Description of the Objects: 
C1) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 25 ", wide V- shaped butt, two 
rivet holes in each shoulder, three in tang. 
á lvingrove 2 -)+9a. 
(2) Chape, length 14 ", former length 6 ", hexagonal section, 
attached to sword. 
Yselvingrove 2-1+9a. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) South English group with V- shaped butts, lying behind the 
Wilburton type. 
(2) Evans, 1881, fig. 366. 
7. Dating: 
Probably in the tenth century B.C. 
Adabrock, .Leti;ri.s. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) ESAS xlv 1910-11) 11, 27-46. 
ESAS liv (1919-20) 128-9. 
(c) FBAS lvii (1922-23) 144 (IV, 15). 
2. Site: 
A peat,moss, parish of Ness, Lewis. 
3. Circumstances of Vinci: 
Found :by Donald Murray of Adabrock, in T,ay 1910 while digging peats. 
The objects were "all in one group, the small things above and the 
heavier below ". Purchased by the National Museum, 1910. 
. Description of Site: 
In a peat moss, 9 -10' below the surface. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length !I- ", oval mouth, faceted body section, 
mouth moulding, slighter moulding below. DQ 211 
(2) Socketed axe, length 28 ", sub - rectangular sectioni collar. 
DQ 212 
3` Spearhead, leaf- blade, length 14g ", rivet holes. DQ 215 
14 Socketed gouge, length 24 ", collar, recurved, wide blade. DQ 213 
5 Socketed hammer, length 28 ", moulding at mouth, square section. 
DQ 216 
(6) Tanged chisel, length 2Z ", shouldered. DQ 2114 
(7) Razor, length 3 ", notch and perforation, slight ribbing along 
midrib. DQ 218 
($ Razor, length 2f ", perforation, grooved midrib. DQ 217 
9) Razor, length 28 ", no notch or perforation, rounded midrib. 
DQ 219 
(10) Bronze vessel, two fragments, beaten bronze, plain rim, hatched 
triangle incised decoration, traces of rivet holes, curved shoulder. 
DQ 220 -221 
(11) Gold bead, hollow, two- piece, diameter z ". DQ 222 
(12 -13) Amber beads, diameter s ", flat sides not parallel for slope 
adjustment. DQ 223 -224 
(114) Glass bead, blue, ¿" diameter, fractured surface. DQ 225 
(15) Whetstone, sandstone, irregular trapeze. DQ 226 
(16) Nhetstone, claystone, irregular trapeze. DQ 227 
6. Cor parisons: 
(1) 'lester Ord, Ross; Husabost, Skye; Islay, Argyll; Feltwell Fen, 
Norfolk, Inv. Arch. GB 35, 1; heldreth, Cambs. GB 13, 31; 
Wallingford, Evans .1881, fig. 150. 
(2) Husabost, Skye; Castlehill, Angus;- Reach Fen, Carobs., Inv. Arch. 
GB 17, 114; Meldreth, Cambs., GB 13, 28. 
(3) ILighfield, Ross; Castlehill, Angus; Bagmoor, Lincs. GB 23, 7; 
Thorndon, Suffolk GB 11, 1; Reach Fen, Carobs. GB 17, 4-5. 
(14) Eac',lhite 1944.b 160, splayed blade type; Knocknalappa, Co. Clare; 
Traprain Law, East Lothian. 
(5) Thorndon, Suffolk, GB 11, L; Isle of Harty, Kent, GB 18, 22 -23; 
JRSAI 83, 1953, 101 ff. 
(6) Reach Fen, Cambs. GB 17, 35; tiallingforj, Berkshire, Evans, 
1881, fig. 153; Tranrain Law, East Lothian; Lough Gara. 
(7 -8) i+ eltwell l'en, Norfolk, GB 35, 13; C. 'iggott 1546, for 
British list. 
9) Glentrool, Kirkcudbrightshire; Gi ght, Aberdeenshire. 
10) von L! rha-rt 1952, group B2b cross- handled bowl; but see Eakkes 
1957, 190, for other identifications. 
(11)1.nwick Castle, Cat. 1830, 3, Chesterhope Common, Northumberland; 
.Tv. Ireland 1885. 175 -184. 
(12 -13) Mac bite 1944a; Banagher, Co. Offaly; Nountrivers, Co. Cork; 
Ba.lmasbanner, Angus. 
(14.) Glentrool, Kirkcudbrightshire; J. Stone, Ant. I. x odi, 1952, 30 ff. 
(15 -16) 
7. Dating: 
The hoard is dated to Scottish LBALF, from the late seventh century 
B.C., by its cross -handled bowl. 
Aird, Barvers, Lewis. 
1. Bibliograohy: 
(a) PS;S xxvii (1892-93'; 38-1+1. 
b) ïáAS lvii (1922-23) 146 (:LV, 30). 
2. site: 
C oft of Murclo haciver at Aird, South Dell, Barvas Parish, Lewis. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
(1; found by Maciver in August 1091 while peat digging. (2) found 
in February 1092 within a foot or so of the same spot. Recovered by 
the Queen's Resìembrancer on behalf of the Crown, and presented to - 
the National Museum. 
4. Description of the Site: 
At a depth of 9' in peat. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(l; Sword, leaf- shaped blade, length 23i", blade width 2 ", slightly 
elongated tip, single piece ox -horn grip attached to tang by rivets, 
three rivet holes on one face, four on other. 
DL 4+3 
(2) Sword, leaf- shaped blade, fragment 94" long, two rivet holes 
in each shoulder. 
DL )11! 
6. Coaris ons : 
(1¡ Arch. Ael.4 x 1933, 185, Ewart ?ark type; Evans 1801, fig. 358 -362. 
7. Dating: 
Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
H:ir. hfield, Ross. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) : nellie. Account of the Soc. ..nt. Scotland, 
(b) PSAS ii (1854 -57) 153 -154. 
(o) Evans (1881) 336. 
(d) Anderson (1886) 153. 
(e) PSAS lvii (1522 -23) loi (?V, 10'). 
pt. i, 54. 
2. 'ate: Arn at highfield, Urray Parish, near Dingwall, Ross and Cromarty. 
3. Circu :!stances of the rind: 
Found in trenching the bottom of a large cairn of stones. Presented 
to the Museum of the Society in 1781. 
4. Description of the Site: 
The hoard lay on a flat stone, covered over by other stones. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
rij-Socketed axe, length 
mouth, thin moulding below. 
(2) Socketed axe, length 48", 
mouldings at mouth. 
(3) Socketed axe, length 4", 
and thin moulding below. 
(4) Socketed axe, length 3;Ï ", 
(5) Spearhead, leaf blade, 
'headings. 
(6) Spearhead, leaf- blade, 
sub -rectangular section, moulding at 
DQ 83 






lunate openings in blade, 
DQ 87 
rivet holes. DQ 83 
sub -rectangular section, 
length 72 ", 
length 4p ", 
6. Con arisons: 
(1 Reach Fen, Cambs. Inv. Arch. GB 17, 14; 
Notts. GB 22, 6; Castlehill, Angus. 
(2) Shoebury, Essex, GB 38, 26; Inshoch, Nairn; 
(3 Bagmoor, Lines. GB 23, 15; Inshoch, Nairn. 
((4) Great Freeman Street, Notts. GB 22, 10; Dalduff, 
5) Ballimore, Argyll; Glen Clova, Angus; Wilburton 
Fox, 1923, pl. x. 
(6) Felixstowe, Suffolk, Inv. Arch. GB 16, 21; Reach 
GB 17, 4; Bagmoor, Lincs. GB 23, 7. 
7. Dating: 
Probably in Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C., although the types 
represented may be of earlier date in the south. 




Poolewe, Ross and Cromarty. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PSAS xiv (1879 -80) 45 -47. 
(b) PSdS xv (1880 -81) 155 -156. 
(c) J. Dixon (1886) 103 ff. 
(d) J. Anderson (1886) 162 -163. 
(e) PAS lvii (1922 -23) 144 (IV, 7). 
2. Site; 
On the high ground overlooking the River we, on the north side, 
some distance beyond the Public School, Poolewe, Ross. 
3. Circumstances of the Vind: 
Found in Hay, 1377, by Hector L oIver while digging peats. Owned 
by Sir Kenneth ,-aclenzie of Gairloch in 187;. (9) presented to the 
National Museum by Sir Kenneth Mackenzie in larch 1881. (8) retained 
by McIver, now untraceable; remainder located in Conan House, now 
on loan to the National Museum, 1959. 
4. Description of the Site: 
In peat at depth of 6'. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 4i", rectangular section, heavy moulded 
mouth, wide blade, fragment of haft. 
(2) Socketed axe, length 44", rectangular section, heavy moulded 
mouth, vertical ribs with pellet decoration, short horizontal rib, 
wide blade. 
(3) Socketed axe, length 22 ", rectangular section, recurved blade, 
broken. 
(+) Socketed axe, fragment, length 3L ", rectangular section, 
moulded mouth. 
(5) Socketed axe, fragment of blade, rectangular section. 
(6) Ring, hollow, diameter 2 ", rough rectangular hole in side. 
(7) Ring, diameter 3", T- shaped cross -section. 
(8) Ring, like (7) (Anderson and Callander do not list this). 
(9) Penannular ornament, trumpet terminals, solid rod. 
i1A DO 20 
6. Comparisons: 
(Z, 3 -5 Husabost, Skye; 2ssenside, Selkirk; Wester Ord, Ross; 
North Iïnapdale, Argyll, Evans 1861, fig. 163; Great Freeman Street, 
Notts. GB 22, 7-8. 
(2) Caston, Norfolk, vans 1881, fig. 131; for horizontal bar see 
fig. 140 -141. 
(6) Derryhale, Co. Armagh, Coffey, 1913, 82. 
(7-8) Helzen, IAa.n.eberg, Auh V ii x taf. 2, 1; Allendorf, Er. Marburg 
PZ xxxiv-v, 1949-50, i, 202; also Itlestorf, 1635, taf. xxii, 226; 
Sprockhoff 1956, taf. 58, 5; Germania xix, 1935, 116, taf. 7, 1; 
xiii, 1929, 25 abb 5, 8. 
(9) Glenaray, Argyll, ti';nitefarland, Arran in gold; Proudfoot, 1955 
37 ff; Armstrong 1933, pl. xv-xvi; bronze, Wilson, 1863, 461. 
7. Dating: 
Not before sottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. The rings (6-b) may be 
connected with harness of some sort. 
Wester Ord, Ross. 
1. Biblio ra. 
a PSAS viii (1868-70) 309-310. 
b) J. :tinderson (1886) 146. 
(c) PSAS liv (1919-20) 129. 
(d) PSAS lvii (1922-23) W (IV, 17). 
(e) PSAS lix (1924-25)115 
2. Site: 
The farm of Ord or Wester Ora, Rosskeen parish, on Invergordon estate, 
11 miles north -east of Invergordon Railway Station, Ross and Cromarty. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
'Found in 1859; exhibited by R.B.A. McLeod, Cadboll, Invergordon 
Castle, 14th February, 1870, and subsequently disappeared from view. 
Purchased at the Invergordon sale by a ìrß. Murdoch, dealer; purchased 
by 'J. S. Richardson, 8th December, 1924, from Murdoch in Inverness, 
and donated to the National Museum. 
4. Description of the Site: 
Under the corner of a large boulder, possibly buried with a cloth 
wrapping. 
5. Description of the Objects, all of bronze: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 3i ", sub -rectangular section, double 
moulding. 
DQ 266 
(2) Socketed axe, length 3z ", moulded mouth, octagonal section, 
recurved. 
Dq 267 
(3) Curved knife, socketed, length 42 ", rivet holes at right angle 
to blade. 
DQ 270 
(4) Socketed gouge, length 4 ", four ribs around socket mouth. 
DQ 269 
(5) Socketed knife, length 74 ", rivet hole, broken. DQ 268 
(6;) Penannular armlet, diameter 3 ", D- sectioned rod, terminals 
expand outwards. 
DQ 272 
(7) Three fragments of bronze rod, length 15 ", one with terminal 
expanded and perforated, series of small hollows with lips along 
outer curve of rod, only two fragments now extant. 
DQ 271 
6. Comparisons: 
(1) Bagmoor, Lincs. GB 23, 9; Reach Fen, Camps., C. 17, 15; 
Highfield, Ross; Gospertie, Fife. 
(2) Adabrock, Lewis; Feltwell Fen, l:or_olk, GB 35, 1; 
Meldreth, Carobs. GB 13, 31. 
(3) Sleat, Skye; Cullerne, Morayshire; Hodges, 1956, 52 list. 
(14. Achnahanaid, Skye; Isle of Harty, l':ent. GB 18, 26-27. 
(5) I'orf ar, Angus; E alr,land, Fife; `r «orne! on, Suffolk, GB 11, 2. 
(6) Covesea, 1,_orayshire; Auchtertyre, L:orayshire; Ba]mashanner, 
Angus; 13ehi.11, Aberdeenshire. 
(7) Braes of Gight, Aberdeensh:-.re; Zi eriitz type, Sprockhoff 1956, 
taf. 25, abb 38. 
7. Dating: 
The Type 2 armlet and Gight -type necklet show that Wester Ord 
belongs to the Covesea phase of .sottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Eildon Hills, Roxburghshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) i .'r'1S lix (1924-25.i. 14. 
2. Site: 
A burn on the north -west side of Eildon hills, Roxburg;hsì ire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. Purchased for the Museum, 19211, 
4. Description of the Site: 
A burn. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 3 ", moulded mouth, 
below, three vertical ribs, square section. 
(2) Socketed axe, length 3- ", like (1). 
Comparisons: 
(1 -2) Yorkshire type, Fix 1933, 156; Hodges, 1956, 14.0, fig. 6; 
Kalemouth, Roxburghshire Essenside, Selkirkshire; Horsehope, 
Peebles; Great Freeman 6treet, Notts. GB 22; Bagmoor, Lincs, GB 23. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
U 
slighter moulding 
ful DQ 273 
1r;jA DQ 271+ 
Flight, Rolburghshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) Sinclair. The Statistical Account of Scotland, vol. xvi, 
(1795) 61n. 
(b) Jeffrey, The History and Antiquities of Roxburghshire, 
vol. i (1864) 191n. 
2. Site: 
Flight farm, on the south bank of the Liddell, near Clintwoodburn, 
Roxburghshire . 
3. Circumstances of the Find: 
During the removal of a stone wall surrounding a circular fort of 
-about 100' diameter, the farmer of Flight found, at a considerable 
depth, items (1) and (2.4 1793. 
4. Description of the Site: 
At a considerable depth, maong some large stones. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) docketed axe, length 4". 
(2) Sword, length about 36 ", broken. 
Kalernouth, koxbur^;hshire 
1. Bibliography: 
ra) ESAS lxvi (1931 -32) 122- 1124. 
(b) PSAS :bc vi (1951 -52) 200 -201. 
2. Site: 
Al the top of the steep left bank of the Briton ß;-1:e, where it joins 
the Kale ';later from the north; about 250 yards from where the I'a1e 
flows into the Teviot, near Kn3emouth, Roxburghshire. 
3. Circumstances of the Find: 
Found in February, 19.52, by hrs. Cochran of i:,.a.lemouth House. 
(1 -5) and (8 -14) given to the National Euseum by The Earl of Dalkeith,. 
"as well as casts of (6-7. (6) given to Mrs. Cochran, (7) riven to 
Jedburgh Museum. 
4E. Description of the Site: 
Among the stones of a low grass -covered cairn. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
l) Socketed axe, length 3 ", three vertical bars. DQ 286 
2) Socketed axe, 1::.ke (1). DQ 287 
(3) Socketed axe, 1-_ -.:e (1). DQ 288 
(i) Socketed axe, l.. :e (1). DQ 289 
5) Socketed axe, like (1). DQ 290 
6) Socketed axe, like (1). DQ 291 
7) Socketed axe, length 3- ", faceted section, collar. DQ 292 
(8) Socketed axe, length 3=", like (7). DQ 293 
(9) Socketed axe, like (8). DQ 294. 
(10) Socketed axe, like (8). DQ 295 
(11 ) Socketed axe, length 3 ", like (7). DQ 296 
(12) Socketed axe, length 3 ", like (1), prominent second moulding. 
DQ 297 
DQ 298 cast 
DQ 299 cast 
(13) Socketed axe, like (1';. 
(14) Socketed axe, like (1). 
6. Comparisons: 
(1-6, 12 -14) Yorkshire type; Fax, 1933, 158; Hodges, 1956, 40; 
Horsehope, Peebles; Eildon Hills, Roxburghshire; Bagmoor, lines. 
GB 23, 11 -13. 
(7 -11) Horsehope, Peebles; Bagmoor, Lincs. GB 23, 24 -27; 
Baltimore, Argyll. 
7. Dating: 
Not before Scottish IBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Yetholm, Roxburghshire. 
1. Bibliograp : 
(a) PSAS v 1362-64) 165, pl. iv. 
(b) D. -:iilsoII (1863) 398. 
(c) ?SAS viii (1868-70) 393. 
(d) Archaeological and Historical Collections of Ayr and :iigton 
vol. I (1873) 69. 
(e) J. Evans (1831) 349-351. 
f' J. Anderson (1886) 156. 
(g) R. Munro (1895) 200. 
(h 0. Iäontelius, Archaeologia lxi (1906) 1)515j tr.fel 17. 
(i R.A. Smith, l'S:i London 2nd series xxxi (1918,-19) 150. 
(j ESAS lvii (1922-23) 1156 (I1, 48). 
(k) E. Sprockhoff (1530), 5, 12. 
2. Site: 
(1 -2) in a field near Yethoim, about 8 miles south of Kelso; (3) in 
a field in Yetho]xn Bog, about z mile north -west of Yetholm, on the 
north side of the Kelso- Yetho]m road. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
(1 -2) found in 1837, in digging a drain in a marshy field; exhibited 
to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland on 10th Aoril, 1837 by 
George +7aucho,De,Esq. , of Niddry; purchased by the Museum, 1863. 
(3) found while ploughing, on March 19th 1870, in a small field in 
YethoIm Bog; exhibited to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland May 
9th, 1870, by the Queen's hemembrancer; loaned to the National Ii1useum 
of Antiquities by the iteedside Physical -and _Antiquarian Society in 
1933. 
4. Description of Site: 
(1 and 2) found 4' below the surface; (3 found 10" from the surface, 
standing on its edge. The field lies in Yetholm Bog, formerly .?art 
of a large lake which joined the River Beau ont close to Yethoim, 
drained about 1830. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Shield; 23-2" diameter; central boss 4" diameter surrounded 
by thirty concentric embossed ribs alternating with thirty rows of 
small bosses; sheet bronze handle attached by rivets; rivets 
placed on shield holding small tongues for ? strap attachment. 
1' iA DN 2 
(2) Shield; 24" diameter; central boss 4" diameter surrounded by 
twenty-4f our concentric embossed ribs alternating with twenty -four 
rorcm of small bosses; similar to (1) but more fragmentary. 
DI'; 1 
(3 Shield; 22? diameter; central boss 3i" diameter surrounded 
by ?G enty -seven concentric embossed ribs, alternating with twenty- 
seven row:; of small bosses; similar to (l) and (2) in other 
respects. L 1933.21115. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1-3) Scotland; :;chrcaleddie, Aberdeenshire; Beith, Ayrshire. 
EnLland; Thames, .Sproci.hoff, 1930, taf. 2f. 
Wales; noel Si abod, Caernarvon, Grimes 1951, pl. vi. 
Denmark; Sorup ?,'iose, Broholm DB iii, 101, !."24. 
7. Dating: 
Probably in the ninth century B.C., possibly as late as the 
early eighth century. 
Easter Essenside, Selkirkshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) Froc. Berw. Nat. Club xi (1885 -86) J92. 
(b) PSAS axvii i (1893 -91+) 327. 
2. Site: 
On the lower slopes of Gurnside í-L1.1, south west of Easter Essenside 
Fard, Ashkirk Parish, Selkirshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Unknown. Only objects (1) and (2, are certainly associated, the 
others are not documented as of ti:is hoard. 
4. "Description of Site: 
Unknown. 
5. Description of Objects: 
(1) Socketed axe, length 3 ", square section, moulding at mouth, 
wide blade. illustrated in (a), now lost. 
(2) Socketed axe, length 34 ", collar, faceted body section, wide 
bevelled blade. illustrated in (a). 
(3). Socketed axe, length 34", square section, three vertical ribs. 
photo NMA, formerly Pratt Collection, r_elso. 
(4) Socketed axe, length 3-e ", oval section, moulded rim. 
reported in (b). 
?(5) Socketed axe, length 3á ", collar, faceted section, possibly the 
same axe as (2). photo IV A, C. Douglas loan to IL.;A. 
?(6) Socketed gouge, length 3r ". 
?(7) Penannular armlet, diameter 28 ", expanded terminals. 
6. Comparisons: 
(1)-North hhapdale, Argyll, Evans 1881, fig. 163; Poolewe, Ross; 
Wester Ord, Ross; Great Freeman Street, Notts. GB 22, 7 -8. 
(2, 5) Horsehope, Peebles; Bagmoor, Lincs. GB 23, 24 -27. 
(3) kalemouth, Roxburghshire; Bagmoo-r, Lincs. GB 23, 11 -13. 
(4) Great Freeman Street, Notts. GB 22, 10; Ballimore, Argyll. 
(6) Torran, Argyll; Achnahanaid, Skye; Tynehead, 1. idlothian. 
(7) Monmore, Perthshire; Balmashanner, Angus. 
7. Dativ: 
cS ottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Gillespie, ' ;igtovdncshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(a) PS,S xlv (1910-11) 1a13-1x19. 
b ) PSáS lvii (1922-23) 144 (TIT, 2 ). 
2. Site: 
The farm of Gillespie, Old Luce parish, Wigtounshire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Pound in cutting a drain on the farm; acquired by the Museum in 1911. 
4. Description of the Site: 
At a depth of W. .
5. Description of the Objects 
(1) Socketed axe, length 3k ", moulding at mouth, collar, octagonal 
section below collar. DQ 228 
(2) Socketed axe, exactly similar to (1). DQ 229 
(3'; Socketed axe, like (1) except that faceted section extends 
into collar, length 3z ". DQ 230 
6. Comparisons: 
(1-2) Rehill, Aberdeenshire; liorsehope, Peebles; Ballimore, Argyll; 
Bagnoor, Lincs. GB 23, 24-27. 
(3) =tccU.nahanai d, Skye. 
7. Dating: 
Probably not before Scottish LBA3, from 700 B.C. 
Penninghar.ze, gigtownshire. 
1. Bibliography: 
(aj. Archaeological and Historical Collections of Ayrshire and 
Galloway, vii, (1894) 29. 
(b) ESAS xxv (1890-91) 117. 
2. Site: 
Penninghame, gigtovm.,hire. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
A pair of armlets found in a cairn; one armlet acquired by the 
National i.iuseum in 1391. 
4. Description of the Site: 
A cairn. 
5. Description of the Objects: 
(1) Penannular armlet, gold, diameter 22 ", D- sectioned rod, 
terminal expanded, one terminal missing, weight 426 grains. 
MA FE 57 
(2) Another of the same. 
G. Comparisons: 
(1 -2) -Urrock, Fife; Callow hill, Angus; Cou1, Islay. 
West of .:icotland. 
1. Bibliographer: 
(a) PSAS xxviii (1893 -91+) 237. 
2. Site: 
A cairn in the ,fest of Scotland. 
3. Circumstances of Find: 
Found before 1726; acquired by the Museum, 1894 from the Collection 
of Sir John Clerk of Penicuik. 
4. Description of Site: 
A cairn. 
5. Description of Objects: 
(1) Spearhead, leaf -blade, fragment 54", rivet holes. I`TMA DQ 196 
(2) Spearhead, fragment LE ", leaf blade. WMA DQ 197 
(possibly 1 and 2 belong to same spearhead, but doubtful). 
(3) Ferrule, length 5 ", expanded foot, perforation. NNA DQ 190 
6. Comparisons: 
(1 -2) Ballimore, Argyll; Heathery Haugh, Kincardineshire; 
Cullerne, _ eraysh_r e. 
(3) Thenf cad I1i11, Northants. GB 12, 7; li`ulbourn, Cambs., Evans 
1881, fin. 426; Czechoslovakia, ilraden_in, ref. under GB 12, 7. 
7. Dating: 
Probably Scottish IBA3, from 700 B.C., possibly slightly earlier. 
Other finds without sufficient documentation to treat as hoards, or 
without sufficient evidence regarding composition. 
F'reeield, Old Mayne, Aberdeenshire. 
Class IIIA and two Class VA spearheads. 
Aberdeen Re, .Museum. 
Carmylie Bill, Angus. 
Several bronze penannular rings, plain terminals. 
Wilson (1863) 1+51+. 
Argyll. 
Two gold penannular armlets. 
Formerly Inverary Castle. 
Bear Campbeltom, Ar FG11. 
Socketed Fife, possibly other articles. 
Wilson (1863) 390. 
Strachur, Argyll. 
Shouldered chisel "pith other bronze relics ". 
Evans (1881) 170. 
Ochiltree Moat, Ayrshire. 
Two spearheads. 
Smith (1895) 142. 
Near Banff. 
'ßÿo bronze penannular rings. 
Tinwald, Dumfries. 
Looped spearhead, class IIIA, and bronze ring. 
Thornhill Museum, no. 10, 11. 
riilmallie, Inverness. 
Two gold penánnular armlets. 
'`Wester Golcantry, Inverness. 
Socketed axe, laa DE 112+, fragment DE 115, palstave DC 128. 
ESAS lxxiv (1939- 192+0) 11+9. 
Lundie Farm, near Doune, Perthshire. 
Two socketed axes. 
Smith Institute ;AK 1 - 2. 
Scotland. 
Gold tore and armlet, penannular, conical terminals. 
Iïelvingrove Burrell Collection. 
Other reputed hoards, unacceptable: 
ItiAS xxii 390 Caverton, RoxbLUghshire. 
ESAS xxii 390 Birrenstiva-rk, Dumfries (possibly true association). 
ESAS xxj,cv 12 Genoch, Inch, Tiigtownshire. 
PSAS 1v 11 Ann.ap, Dumfries. 
, SAS lx 31 Springfield I-ii11, Dunscore, Dumfries. 
PSAS iii 102 íiinnefÏ Castle, Kincardineshire. 
PSAS lxxxii 321 Dungyle Camp, Kelton, ïiri.cudbrightshire. 
ESAS xxii 399 I;:ells, Iíirkcudbrightshire. 
ESAS lxxii 69 Clove, estates. 
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